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Abstract 
‘German Girls Are Really Nice’ – Gender as Structure in a Migration Context: 
West German Migration to Western Australia in the 1950s and 1960s 

This thesis explores gender as a social structure (comparable in its effect to other structures such 

as race, ethnicity and class) and its impact on the migration of German-born women to Australia 

in the 1950s and 1960s. I argue, that the concept of ‘gender culture’, a catalogue of 

‘appropriate’ behavior societies create for and with male and female members, influenced 

significantly migration opportunities and policies, and infused every aspect of the migration 

experience of these women.  In my thesis I investigate how women operated under the given 

constraints of gender culture in West Germany and Australia and reproduced, arranged 

themselves with or rejected these norms in a migration context. The study is drawing on 

methodological approaches developed in women’s and gender studies, oral history and 

anthropology. 

In the past three decades research on female migration has blossomed: scholars today come 

from numerous disciplinary backgrounds, apply various methodologies and have in general 

turned their attention to gender as a category of analysis. The migration of German-born people 

to Australia in the post-War period, however, still awaits such a gender-focused analysis even 

though German-born migrants represented the third largest non-English speaking group of 

migrants between 1945 and 1961 in Western Australia. My thesis is a starting point in 

addressing this gap in exploring how gender impacted on the migration of German-born 

women. My thesis demonstrates that a previous understanding of women as dependent, 

secondary migrants does not hold up to closer historical scrutiny which is based on feminist oral 

history, re-reads of archival material, and is informed by recent developments in the 

interdisciplinary field that is migration studies, such as transnationalism and the study of 

emotions and social relations. 

In the first part of my thesis I try to arrive at a better understanding of the conditions and 

regulations of female migration set out by the migration policies in place. In the act of creating 

migration categories such as ‘bride’, ‘wife’ and ‘mother’ – accumulated in the expression 

‘dependent’, governmental agencies shaped and gendered the migration of German-born people 

to Australia. Access and support, via the Assistant Passage Scheme and information services, 

were only granted to women if they fitted inside these categories. Once I have made the 

gendered framing of the migration visible, it becomes possible to reveal women’s agency in the 

given system. In my discussion in the second part of the thesis I explore in more details and 

based on interviews how gender structured the complex migration experience once women had 

reached Australia. While the gender culture of West Germany as well as that of Australia 

provided the backdrop against which women’s experiences could be understood, the context of 



migration presented an additional turmoil and a transition time in which gender culture could be 

modified. I therefore investigate individual arrangements in my interviewee’s lives in order to 

show how migration created social brackets that might lead to re-negotiations.  The results 

indicate that men and women negotiated gender arrangements that diverted from the norm but 

they understood these modifications not necessarily as dissolving traditional gender culture. I 

further explore how women negotiated their position in their multiple roles as daughters, wives 

and mothers at the intersection of gender, migration, class and emotion. My findings show that 

migration for participants was at all times a highly intricate, often ambiguous and sometimes 

even contradictory experience. Migration could bring personal gains but also held the potential 

for conflict when migrants were not able to bridge the rift between ideals (as represented in 

gender culture) and lived realities. 

Drawing on interviews with migrating women, documentation of migration policies, 

information material and case files this study shows how gender permeates institutional as much 

as individual realms of action. My research unveils how notions of womanhood, as represented 

in contemporary West German and Australian gender cultures, structured women’s migration 

experiences and women’s understanding of their own biographies. Gender is identified as a 

powerful tool of social stratification, which mediates social interaction but it is also a medium 

through which policies and regulations transcend into social reality.  
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Introduction 

Well, I just thought, if nobody writes anything down about us, no one will know in 

50 years time.1 Karina Thom 

I think there is a lot more recording of history when the English migrants [arrived] 

in Australia and the Irish, but with Germans?2 Berta Smith 

Setting the scene 
Between the late 1940s and the 1960s nearly two million people sought a new home in 

Australia, with the majority arriving from Europe.3 This development had vast consequences 

for the new arrivals as well as the resident Australians and it is still a key aspect to 

understanding contemporary Australian life.4 

Among those reaching Australia in this time period were a recognisable number of German-

born people.5 In the whole of Australia 8,955 men and 5,612 women listed Germany as their 

birthplace in the 1947 Census. In 1961 these numbers had dramatically risen to 57,579 men, 

and 51,376 women.6 At that time, German migrants made up seven per cent of all European-

born migrants in Australia. About five per cent of all German-born migrants in Australia lived 

in Western Australia at the time of 1961 Census, constituting roughly four per cent of all 

European immigration (again including the UK and Ireland) and being the third largest group 

(following Italians, 17 per cent, and the Dutch, seven per cent) in Western Australia.7 The 

numbers of male and female migrants to Western Australia appear fairly even in 1954 and 

1961: women made up 51 per cent, men 49 per cent. On the national scale the situation was 
                                                        

 

1 Interview Karina Thom, 7.3.2008, my translation. 
2 Interview Berta Smith, 7.3.2008. 
3 The number of people residing in Australia who were born in Europe (including the UK and Eastern 
Europe) rose from 651,000 in 1947 to a staggering 1,900,000 by 1966. Economic and Social 
Commission for Asia and the Pacific, "Ethnic composition of the population." Population of Australia, 
vol. 1 Country Monograph Series (New York: United Nations, 1992) 106. 
4 For example, the combination of post-War German migration and the heritage of the nineteenth-
century German migration wave to Australia has resulted in German culinary, cultural and industrial 
influences being very much part and parcel of everyday life in Australia. German-style bread, beer, 
confectionary and smallgoods for example can be found in many supermarkets around Australia; public 
broadcasting companies show programs such as the TV series ‘Kommissar Rex’ and air German radio 
programs. 
5 Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, Census of the Commonwealth of Australia 30 June, 
1961 Vol. 5 – Western Australia (Canberra: Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, 1961) 28-
35. 
6 A further breakdown of numbers and a discussion of problems arising from Census data will follow in 
Chapter One. 
7 Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, Census of the Commonwealth of Australia 30 June, 
1961 Vol. 5 – Western Australia 28-35. 
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slightly different: German-born women comprised 47 per cent of the whole of the German 

ethnic population in Australia. This led to a situation where Western Australia’s newly arrived 

German-born population, although smaller than most other states, had a slightly higher 

proportion of women on a national scale and a remarkably high proportion of women when 

looking at other non-UK migrants (Italian born women made up 40 per cent of their migrant 

group, Dutch women made up 45 per cent). 8 On this basis (and given the geographically 

remote situation of Western Australia) the immigration of women with a German background 

to this state makes for an interesting case study to analyse the complex relation between 

gender and migration.  

The ‘German presence’ has not gone unnoticed among researchers, and while histories of 

Germans in Australia are not plentiful, there is a body of literature available. However, most 

historical studies apply rather traditionalist androcentric frameworks: 9 they draw on 

conventional sources and concentrate on men as historical agents. The result of this is twofold: 

women’s experiences are either muted or added on; and men’s experiences are homogenised.10 

Studies by Doxford and Tampke (1990), Vondra (1981), Cigler and Harmstorf (1985) and 

Tampke (1996) describe the history of German settlements and Germans in Australia since the 

eighteenth-century. These accounts are ‘his-stories’ that refer to women in passing or by 

singling them out, acknowledging them as ‘forgotten pioneers’11 and portraying them as part 

of the German settlements:  

Little imagination is needed about the tasks women faced participating in the 

establishment of the mission while simultaneously rearing children and running 

households.12  

Women appear as brides, mothers and housewives but mostly we do not even get to know 

their names.  

                                                        

 

8 Ibid. 
9 Michael Cigler and Ian Harmstorf, The Germans in Australia, Australian ethnic heritage series, ed. 
Michael Cigler (Melbourne: AE Press, 1985), Colin Doxford and Jürgen Tampke, Willkommen: a 
history of the Germans in Australia (Kensington, NSW: New South Wales University Press, 1990), 
Jürgen Tampke, The Germans in Australia (Port Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 2006), Josef 
Vondra, German speaking settlers in Australia (Melbourne: Cavalier Press, 1981). 
10 For example see Tampke’s omission of the presence and role of Frieda Strehlow for the 
Neuendettelsauer Mission in Herrmannsburg in the late 19th century. Tampke, The Germans in 
Australia 69-71.  
11 Cigler and Harmstorf, The Germans in Australia 105. 
12 Doxford and Tampke, Willkommen 72. 
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I started this project from the viewpoint of a feminist historian and found these accounts 

somewhat limited and unsatisfactory and in urgent need of an overhaul. The topos of the 

passive, reluctant female migrant has been challenged considerably throughout the scholarly 

work in most disciplines over the decades and today research applying a gender analytical 

perspective is thriving, particularly research on female migration.13 Gone are the times when 

statements such as the following one, made by Everett Lee in 1966, were unquestioningly 

accepted: ‘Children are carried along by their parents, willy-nilly, and wives accompany their 

husbands though it tears them away from environments they love.’14 Crucial to this 

development was Maxine Seller’s 1975 essay ‘Beyond the Stereotype’.15 Since the 1970s 

accounts of female migration have gradually changed. A first step in ‘correcting’ the image of 

the dependent migrant woman was usually to address a void in knowledge, producing ‘her-

stories’.16 Filling holes in knowledge ultimately guided the way to overall changes in the 

‘conceptual and theoretical frameworks’ of disciplines.17 In the wake of second-wave 

feminism in the 1970s and 1980s some researchers started to question the way knowledge was 

produced.18 This prepared the ground for an approach that opened a discussion of the relation 

between gender as a social construct and female migration.19 From this follow on many further 

                                                        

 

13 Prominent examples for such changes in the West Australian context are the works of Loretta 
Baldassar and Jan Gothard. Loretta Baldassar, "Gender, ethnicity and transnational citizenship: Italian-
Australian experiences." Studies in Western Australian History, ed. Cheryl Lange, vol. 21 (Crawley: 
University of Western Australia, 2000), Loretta Baldassar, Cora Baldock and Raelene Wilding, 
Families caring across borders - migration, ageing and transnational caregiving (Basingstoke: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2007), Jan Gothard, Blue China. Single female migration to colonial Australia (Melbourne: 
Melbourne University Press, 2001), Jan Gothard, "Wives or workers? Single British female migration to 
colonial Australia." Women, gender, and labour migration. Historical and global perspectives, ed. 
Pamela Sharpe, Routledge Research in Gender and History (London: Routledge, 2001). 
14 Everett Lee, "A theory of migration." Demography 3.1 (1966): 55. 
15 Maxine Seller, "Beyond the stereotype: a new look at the immigrant woman, 1880-1924." Journal of 
Ethnic Studies 3.1 (1975). 
16 Katharine F. Donato, Donna Gabaccia, Jennifer Holdaway, Martin IV Manalansan and Patricia R. 
Pessar, "A glass half full? Gender in migration studies." International Migration Review 40.1 (2006): 4, 
17. 
17 For an overview on how different disciplines have approached the issue see for example Silvia 
Pedraza who pointed out a structure for grouping feminist migration research. Pedraza further explained 
that the discipline of history focussed on researching the history of the private sphere and discussed the 
relation between the public and the private sphere; anthropology moved towards a ‘gendered 
understanding of all aspects of human cultures’; and in sociology many gaps were filled, but a gendered 
understanding of the field was not achieved. Silvia Pedraza, "Women and migration: the social 
consequence of gender." Annual Review of Sociology 17 (1991): 304-305. See also: Simone Prodolliet, 
"Spezifisch weiblich: Geschlecht und Migration." Zeitschrift für Frauenforschung 17.2 (1999).  
18 Ann-Marie Gallagher, Cathy Lubelska and Louise Ryan, "Introduction." Re-presenting the past. 
Women and history (Harlow, England: Longman - Pearson Education Limited, 2001) 2-5. 
19 For examples of historical migration studies see Hasia Diner, Erin's daughters in America: Irish 
women in the nineteenth century (Baltimore: The John Hopkin's University Press, 1983), Donna 
Gabaccia, From the other side: women, gender and immigrant life in the U.S., 1820-1990 (Indianapolis: 
Indiana University Press, 1994), Gothard, Blue China. Single female migration to colonial Australia. 
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refinements of research interests, such as addressing issues of inter-gender power relations and 

exploring the impact of gendered migration policies and migration flows on developments on 

the micro- and the macro-level.20 My study researches the migration experience of women and 

by evaluating gender as a relation that is fundamental to the migration experience my analysis 

leads also to new insights into the gendered nature of the discussed migration programs, 

particularly in regards to access to migration opportunities and the public and political framing 

of migration. By applying gender as a category of analysis it becomes possible for me to 

identify and question some assumptions about female migration that are prevalent in previous 

historical research on German migration to Australia.  

European research on the topic of West German migration to Australia in the post-World War 

II period has been largely produced by historians.21 Focus so far has been on political and 

economic aspects and analyses the different positions, sometimes opposing ideas and political 

ambitions driving policy-making in West Germany and Australia in the negotiations of the 

Assisted Passage Scheme (APS). In Europe the most relevant scholarly contributions are those 

by Johannes-Dieter Steinert (1995) and Bettina Biedermann (2005). Steinert has discussed this 

particular migration scheme, among others, on a macro-level in a general context of West 

German emigration and immigration politics, and to date this remains the most comprehensive 

study as it maps out the different government positions.22 In an effort to combine the macro- 

and micro-level Bettina Biedermann has explored this specific migration scheme in more 

detail and added a personal dimension by working with migration narratives.23 Apart from 

these contributions from Europe, a small body of studies by Australian- and New Zealand-

based researchers on Germans in Australia (mainly produced by German researchers or 

researchers with German heritage) is available. This field is basically divided into two groups: 

the historical studies and the anthropological/sociological studies. The latter have gained much 

                                                        

 

20 See for example Barbara Ehrenreich and Arlie Russell Hochschild, Global woman. Nannies, maids 
and sex workers in the new economy (London: Granta Books, 2002), Ruth Fincher, Lois Foster and 
Rosemary Wilmot, Gender equity and Australian immigration policy (Canberra: Australian Government 
Publishing Services, 1994), Leslie Page Moch, Moving Europeans. Migration in Western Europe since 
1650, 2nd ed. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2003), Martina Richter, "Contextualising gender 
and migration: Galician immigration to Switzerland." International Migration Review 38.1 (2004). 
21 My focus is on emigration from West Germany to Australia because of the bilateral migration 
agreement between the two states, which was in operation from 1952 to 1966. Emigration directly from 
East Germany to Australia was never possible and those interested in emigration had to flee from East 
Germany to the West before they could start to make inquiries about migration opportunities. 
22 Johannes-Dieter Steinert, Migration und Politik. Westdeutschland – Europa – Übersee 1945-1961 
(Osnabrück: Secolo Verlag, 1995). 
23 Bettina Biedermann, Eine bezahlte Passage - Die Auswanderung von Deutschen nach Australien in 
den 1950er Jahren (Marburg: Metropolis Verlag, 2005). 
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momentum in the last decade. Brigitte Bönisch-Brednich’s work on German-born migrants in 

New Zealand is a unique and comprehensive exploration of the complexity of migration 

experiences at the intersection of identity, ethnicity and gender spanning nearly 60 years of 

migration.24 My thesis builds on this work by applying a systematic investigation of ‘gender’ 

as a category of analysis for German-born women migrating to Australia in the 1950s and 

1960s.  

Contemporary researchers such as Stefanie Everke Buchanan, Brigitte Bönisch-Brednich and 

Petra T. Buergelt studying German migration to Australia and New Zealand display a great 

gender-sensitivity in their work, focusing in particular on recent migration. 25 Research into 

historic German migration to Australia, however, has remained largely untouched by these 

developments. Much emphasis of older German-specific studies is on ‘male economic 

mobility’ and assumes a somewhat homogeneous masculinity.26 The first major scholarly 

engagement is Borrie’s demographic study from 1954 in which he explores and interprets past 

migration and settlements patterns of German and Italian migrants to Australia in the light of 

the beginning post-War mass migration.27 The works of Colin Doxford and Jürgen Tampke 

(1990), Ian Harmstorf and Michael Cigler (1985), Mary Mennicken-Coley (1993), Jürgen 

Tampke (1996) and Josef Vondra (1981) explore spheres that are predominantly male-

structured and that form cornerstones of male biographies: missions, the church, clubs and 

societies, businesses and enterprises, and the German press.28 In such a perspective women 
                                                        

 

24 Brigitte Bönisch-Brednich, Auswandern – Destination Neuseeland. Eine ethnographische 
Migrationsstudie (Berlin: Mana, 2002), Brigitte Bönisch-Brednich, "Migration and narration." Folklore 
20 (2002), Brigitte Bönisch-Brednich, "Migration, gender, and storytelling: how gender shapes the 
experiences and the narrative patterns in biographical interviews." German diasporic experiences. 
Identity, migration and loss eds. Matthias Schulze, James M. Skidmore, David G. John, Grit Liebscher 
and Sebastian Siebel-Achenbach (Waterloo: Wilfried Laurie University Press, Waterloo Centre for 
German Studies, 2008). 
25 Bönisch-Brednich, Auswandern – Destination Neuseeland. Eine ethnographische Migrationsstudie, 
Bönisch-Brednich, "Migration and narration.", Stefanie Everke Buchanan, "The construction of cultural 
identity: Germans in Melbourne." Monash, 2005. For an insight into Petra T. Buergelt’s work visit Petra 
T. Buergelt, The Experiences of German Migrants to New Zealand and Australia throughout their 
Migration Process, Available: http://giip.massey.ac.nz, 12.5.2010.  
26 Louise Ryan and Wendy Webster recently pointed out that formulations of masculinities at the 
intersection of gender, race, class and ethnicity need further investigation. Louise Ryan and Wendy 
Webster, "Introduction." Gendering migration. Masculinity, femininity and ethnicity in post-war 
Britain, eds. Louise Ryan and Wendy Webster, Studies in Migration and Diaspora (Aldershot: Ashgate, 
2008) 5-6. 
27 Wilfred David Borrie, Italians and Germans in Australia: A study of assimilation (Melbourne: 
Australian National University, 1954). 
28 Cigler and Harmstorf, The Germans in Australia, Doxford and Tampke, Willkommen, Mary 
Mennicken-Coley, The Germans in Western Australia: innovators, immigrants, internees (Mt Lawley: 
Department of Language Studies Edith Cowan University, 1993), Tampke, The Germans in Australia, 
Vondra, German speaking settlers in Australia. 
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can only take up roles as bystanders and extras to a ‘main’ (male) history. In some cases 

German-born women have been dedicated a chapter, but this has the effect that their 

experiences are separated and positioned outside the (male) norm.29 It is this gap that I address 

in my thesis. 

When narrowing the field down to Western Australia there is even less contemporary, let 

alone gender-focussed research, on German migrants available. To date, there are only two 

large research projects on German-born people. Sociologist Ruth Johnston worked in the 

1970s on the topic of assimilation and included participants with a German background in her 

study.30 The latest contribution in Western Australia was written by Mary Mennicken-Coley in 

the 1990s and is an extensive overview on the history of German settlers in Western 

Australia.31 Because Mennicken-Coley covers a large time span, the immigration of West 

Germans in the 1950s and 1960s is consequently a small part of her publication and 

Mennicken-Coley had no interest in focussing on questions of gender. This leads to a situation 

in which knowledge about the post-War migration of German-born women to Western 

Australia is limited. There is a considerable lack of information on the role of gender in the 

settling process in the receiving country, but also in the framing of migration flows in the 

sending country for post-War West German-Australian migration. Such considerations led me 

to my research question of how the conditions and regulations of organised migration created 

prospects but also reduced possibilities for women interested in migration. 

My thesis attempts to create a better understanding of how gender as a social category is an 

invisible layer infusing the migration process on both an institutional and individual level that 

shapes interaction and power relations. The thesis investigates how migrating women with a 

German background were able to exert agency under the restrictions of the post-War 

migration programs. It demonstrates how women manoeuvred and negotiated their own 

interests in a complex set of regulations and restrictions. These conditions were created 

through state policies and ‘gender culture’ in West Germany as well as in Australia. My thesis 

                                                        

 

29 Cigler and Harmstorf, The Germans in Australia, Ingrid Muenstermann, "German Immigrants in 
South Australia after 1945." Flinders University of South Australia, 1997. 
30 Ruth Johnston, ed., Immigrants in Western Australia (Nedlands: University of Western Australia 
Press, 1979). 
31 Mennicken-Coley, The Germans in Western Australia: innovators, immigrants, internees. For 
example, the Battye holds diaries by Babette Augustin (Battye Library, Private Archives MN 1744 
ACC 5258A/3), who reached Western Australia in the early twentieth century. Through Babette 
Augustin’s diaries it is possible to get information on topics such as the division of labour on the 
Augustin’s farm, child-bearing and child-rearing, networking, difficulties Germans experienced during 
WWI and much more. 
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makes it possible to see how gender is a dynamic relation. This relation permeates institutional 

and individual realms of action and is a powerful tool of social stratification, but it is also a 

medium through which policies and regulations transcend social reality and through which 

people negotiate identities and interaction. 

Conceptual Framework 
This study started its life as a historical one; soon enough however, it became clear to me that 

to fully understand the complex nature of the migration experience I had to engage with 

concepts and ideas emerging from several disciplines in humanities, such as oral history, 

anthropology and gender studies, to equip myself with suitable tools. ‘Migration studies’, as 

the umbrella- discipline, is not a homogeneous field but attracts researchers from a broad 

range of disciplinary backgrounds working with a variety of methods and sources. Such an 

interdisciplinary approach seems appropriate for this thesis, particularly considering the nature 

of my sources, which include archival material and migration narratives, and the aim of the 

study (see the subsequent section for a more detailed critical discussion of my sources). The 

topic of this study is situated in the past and my work is partly situated in the field of 

migration history. However, the subjects of my study are contemporaries and it was possible 

to draw directly on people’s migration narratives in the form of a small life history/oral history 

project; therefore observations from oral history bear some relevance. Again the specific 

nature of the interviews as life-history interviews invites accessing yet another canon of 

thought stemming from anthropology, where the ‘migration narrative’ is a topos in 

contemporary research.  

The biggest influence in shaping the questions and methodologies pursued in this research 

project has been input from gender studies. Feminist research has gained much ground in the 

humanities throughout the last two decades and this thesis places itself in this tradition. 

Following Barbara Risman, gender in this thesis is understood as one of the basic structures 

along which our society is organised:   

The gender structure differentiates opportunities and constraints based on sex 

category and thus has consequences on three dimensions: (1) at the individual 

level, for the development of gendered selves; (2) during interaction as men and 

women face different cultural expectations even when they fill identical structural 
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positions; and (3) in institutional domains where explicit regulations regarding 

resource distribution and material goods are gender specific.32  

My thesis investigates these three dimensions for the particular group under consideration. 

Firstly, on the individual level, how did the women – and the few participating men – in this 

study experience, develop and negotiate gendered selves under the given conditions? 

Secondly, how did expectations and/or images of gender impact on people’s interactions with 

family, friends and representatives of authority? Finally, on an institutional level, what role did 

gender play for the granting of access to assisted migration? I am also interested in examining 

the sex categories mentioned by Risman: How did the division of humans into ‘male’ or 

‘female’ and all the ideological ballast burden coming with this division impact on the 

migration process under discussion here? The flaws inherent in ‘sex role theory’ have been 

widely discussed elsewhere and this thesis is by no means resurrecting it.33 However, as the 

societies examined here worked (and still work) with a binary set-up of the two sexes, the 

concept cannot be erased completely from the discussion. Feminist historian Joan Scott 

Wallach provides a useful approach to solving this dilemma by identifying the problem of 

biological essentialism and sex role theory as an area worthy of closer examination and as the 

exact point where change can be marked: 

Sexual difference is not, then, the originary cause from which social organisation 

ultimately can be derived. It is instead a variable [of] social organisation that itself 

must be explained.34  

Similarly, Sarah Mahler and Patricia Pessar pointed out that thinking about gender as a 

process helps to overcome the issue because it enables the observer to ‘deconstruct the myth 

of gender as a product of nature while underscoring its power dimension’.35 My study will 

continue where other explorations of the German presence in Australia have left gaps and 

partially reproduced gender inequalities. For example, Biedermann’s and Münstermann’s 

studies feature special sections on women. 36 These sections add to the existing body of 

knowledge on German migration but these researchers are not so much interested in making 

                                                        

 

32 Barbara Risman, "Gender as a social structure. Theory wrestling with activism." Gender and Society 
18.4 (2004): 434. 
33 For a brief introduction see R.W. Connell and James W. Messerschmidt, "Hegemonic Masculinity: 
Rethinking the Concept." Gender and Society 19.6 (2005): 830. 
34 Joan Scott Wallach, Gender and the politics of history (New York: Columbia University Press, 1988) 
2. 
35 Sarah J. Mahler and Patricia R. Pessar, "Gendered geographies of power: analyzing gender across 
transnational spaces." Identity: Global Studies in Culture and Power 7.4 (2001): 442. 
36 Scott Wallach, Gender and the politics of history 3. 
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gender the focal point of their work. This has the effect that women, their agency and 

experiences become marginalised as they become additions to an otherwise presumably 

gender-neutral history. In this fashion these studies also continue the androcentric view still 

prevalent in much research and ultimately distort gender inequalities inherent in the Australian 

and West German society in the period under consideration. Therefore, my aim is not to 

produce a ‘her-story’ of female migrants to add to any existing ‘history of German migration’, 

but to apply gender as a category of analysis of the process of German migration.37 This 

vantage point enables me to review the migration policies under question from a unique 

perspective and this in turn represents the main contribution of my thesis to scholarship. 

In effect, all migration legislations and accompanying regulations aim at controlling the 

movement of gendered bodies: female bodies in the context of domesticity and motherhood, 

male bodies in the context of economy and national defence. This thought is central to my 

observations. Drawing on Foucault and Bourdieu, Susan Bordo discussed the body as ‘a 

practical, direct locus of social control’, an idea with direct implications for my discussion of 

migrating women (particularly in Chapters One to Three).38 This perspective is helpful when 

analysing the connection between institutions and ideologies. Barbara Risman identified the 

institutional domain as still one of the spheres where gender is created and reproduced.39 In a 

similar way, Connell named institutions as the key site of gender configuration and concluded 

that they ‘are substantively, not just metaphorically gendered’.40 If I apply this suggestion to 

migration to Australia in the case under review it becomes obvious that this was a migration 

initially organised by men for other men and structured around images of ‘male economic 

mobility’.41 Female migration categories were created in the process of implementing the 

Assisted Passage Scheme, albeit only in the realm of family and care. Migration policies were 

not necessarily coherent in their approach to gender and accessibility.  

                                                        

 

37 Joan Scott Wallach argued that the ‘Her-Story’ approach in history does not fully explore the impact 
of gender and, hence, leads to a ‘too separatist’ argument which ‘does not theorize about how gender 
operates historically’. Wallach identifies an even graver consequence of a non-gender aware research 
approach: the way knowledge in history often was and still is produced may indeed uncritically carry 
over gender ideologies. Joan Scott Wallach, "Introduction." Gender and the politics of history (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1988) 2, 22. 
38 Susan Bordo, "The body and reproduction of femininity." Writing on the body. Female embodiment 
and feminist theory, eds. Katie Conboy, Nadia Medina and Sarah Stanbury (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1997) 90-91. 
39 Risman, "Gender as a social structure. Theory wrestling with activism." 434. 
40 R.W. Connell, Masculinities (St Leonards: Allen & Unwin, 1995) 73. 
41 Ryan and Webster, "Introduction."  5. 
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Foucault argued that modern states work through a very complex net of power relations; his 

concept of bio-power is defined as ‘an explosion of numerous and diverse techniques for 

achieving the subjugation of bodies and the control of population’.42 The intricate power 

relations ‘take shape and come into play in the machinery of production, in families, limited 

groups, and institutions’.43 Ideologies and norms are not created in a simplistic one-way top-

down relation between the state and the governed but are constantly produced and reproduced 

through and in their interaction. This interaction is ‘non-egalitarian and mobile’.44 

Incorporating gender as a structure in this thought, other researchers proposed that ‘the state’ 

is itself a gendered body. Franzway et al. discussed that not only can the state be an 

authoritative entity characterised by mainly male personnel, but this results in gendered 

patterns in the realm of practicality: 

Both, the making of state decisions and the enforcement of those decisions is 

substantially in the hands of men. Thus what the state is, is gender-structured; and 

so is a great deal of what the state does.45 

Grant and Tancred, looking at the state and bureaucracy from the same perspective, observed 

similarly that ‘[t]he state bureaucratic apparatus itself has a gendered nature. While the state 

sustains patriarchal relations, state structures are themselves patriarchal in form’.46 At the heart 

of my thesis is an analysis of how, firstly, the conditions of migration programs on the macro-

level were guided by gender ideologies; how, secondly, this impacted on people’s experiences 

on the micro-level; and was, thirdly, reflected in their lives.  

My analysis traces how ‘gender’ was a structuring element in the formulation of the migration 

agreement in the archival records as much as in the migration narratives of my participants 

and relevant case files. Furthermore, my set of sources will give me the chance to showcase 

various effects of such regulations. Migration historian Leslie Page Moch, in her highly 

influential study ‘Moving Europeans’, neatly argued on the behalf of a similar approach 

accentuating the economic dimension:  

                                                        

 

42 Michel Foucault, The history of sexuality. Volume 1: an introduction, trans. Robert Hurley, 1990 ed. 
(New York: Vintage Books. A Division of Random House, 1978) 140. 
43 Ibid. 94. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Suzanne Franzway, Dianne Court and R.W. Connell, Staking a claim. Feminism, bureaucracy and the 
state (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1989) 8-9. 
46 Judith Grant and Peta Tancred, "A feminist perspective on state bureaucracy." Gendering 
organizational analysis, eds. Albert J. Mills and Peta Tancred (London: Sage, 1992) 117. 
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If we focus on the macroeconomic level alone, we lose the actors who are essential 

to this drama, dismissing their agendas and denying the factor of human agency. If 

we focus on the personal alone, we miss the opportunity to connect migration with 

historical change. But when we see both the broader economy and the personal 

context of migration, our understanding of the process is profoundly enhanced.47 

When applying this approach to my thesis I will try to synthesise insights gathered from 

‘official’ documentation and policies with participants’ reflections on the way these 

regulations transcended individual lives and catalysed, became an obstacle to, or was mediated 

with personal agency. Crompton argued that gender relations are contextual and contexts such 

as workforce, family and government bodies ‘play a major part in reproducing the gender 

order’ – but crucially, relations between the subject and context are not static.48 Therefore, 

Chilla Bulbeck’s definition of ‘theorised life history’49 provides the suitable framework for my 

approach: 

[T]he purpose of the theorised life history is to open and explore the space 

between a conception of individuals as self-determining authors of their lives and 

an opposite conception of structures as so oppressive they leave no space for 

personal choice. 

The theorised life history argues […] that people make their own history but not 

under circumstances of their own choosing.50  

Bulbeck’s methodology synthesises individual experiences with those structures, social and 

economical, that have an impact on people’s lives. Marie-Francoise Chanfrault-Duchet argued 

similarly that her ‘life-story’ approach is fundamental to detecting women’s agency and to 

understanding how women interpret their lives in relation to the ‘ideological blueprints that 

they have internalised’.51 This approach is ideally suited to my research on women migrants 

with a German background as it leaves room for contradictions and ambiguities. In following 

                                                        

 

47 Page Moch, Moving Europeans. Migration in Western Europe since 1650 7. 
48 Rosemary Crompton, "The decline of the male breadwinner: explanations and interpretations." 
Restructuring gender relations and employment: the decline of the male breadwinner, ed. Rosemary 
Crompton (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998) 5. 
49 Chilla Bulbeck, Living feminism: The impact of the women's movement on three generations of 
Australian women (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997). 
50 Ibid. 14. 
51 Chanfrault-Duchet works, however, with a slightly stricter definition than Chilla Bulbeck of what she 
termed ‘life-story’ as she excludes using any kind of framework when doing interviews. Marie-
Francoise Chanfrault-Duchet, "Narrative structures, social models, and symbolic representation in the 
life story." Women's words: the feminist practice of oral history, eds. Sherna Gluck Berger and Daphne 
Patai (New York: Routledge, 1991) 90. 
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this framework this thesis aims to uncover how the surveyed women both worked with and 

against structural limitations encountered in the migration process.  

A systematic investigation of gender has to also take account of the way ‘gender’ is practised 

on an everyday basis. An essential part of this pursuit is the concept of ‘gender-culture’ and 

‘gender arrangements’ as introduced by Birgit Pfau-Effinger and brought into an Australian 

context by Murphy and Probert. 52 Pfau-Effinger started her observations from the point of 

view that the construction of gender ideologies is a complex process located in one particular 

society at one particular point in time: 

I define the gender culture as those norms and values that refer to the desirable, 

'normal' form of gender relations and of the division of labour between/women and 

men.53  

In their research, Murphy and Probert tried to pinpoint how gender ideologies, and 

expectations connected to gender ideologies, were transported into people’s lives, and how 

people negotiated gender positions against this matrix fitting their individual situations and 

relationships, their so-called ‘gender arrangements’.54 In a similar fashion, Louise Ryan 

applied such an approach to a migration context in her exemplary work on the migration of 

Irish nurses to the UK, breaking the mould dominating much historical migration research.55 

Ryan demonstrated how the women she interviewed negotiated gender identities, family 

obligations and gender arrangements ‘here’ and ‘there’ in a dynamic and ever-changing set of 

social relations in a historic migration context.56 This is the thread I pick up in my thesis in 

                                                        

 

52 John Murphy and Belinda Probert, "Never done: the working mothers of the 1950s." Double shift: 
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order to explore these aspects for the case of German-born women migrating to Australia in 

the 1950s and 1960s. 

Applying the above concepts and approaches enables me to look at the way gender identities 

are created through interaction between the poles of individual experiences and public 

discourse/narratives. Many of the topics brought up and discussed in the interviews referring 

to life in Australia were centred around everyday occurrences, highlighted the complex nature 

of social relations and the organisation of ‘everyday life’. Therefore these narratives are 

ideally suited to an analysis in terms of gender culture and gender arrangements. At these 

intersections I hope to show how migration at times functioned as a catalyst for change, could 

produce conflict, and had a strong impact on understandings and negotiations of gender 

identities. 

A Critical Evaluation of the Used Sources  
As outlined above I have an interest in analysing how events at state level and their reflections 

in public narratives transcended individual lives. In order to achieve this I needed sources 

covering all of these areas.57 Through consultation of the relevant archives in Germany I 

gained insight into the political developments of the time. Political, cultural and societal 

developments in West Germany impacted strongly on women before they migrated, therefore 

the German sources bear great relevance for this study. To better understand contemporary 

positions and ideologies, promotional material held in these archives and in the archives of 

advising and supporting bodies, was of great value. Particularly the latter archives also 

enabled a first access to case files, revealing information about the potential migrants as much 

as their advisors. The interviews, undertaken in Australia, then complemented and expanded 

the picture, uncovering the limits and possibilities of human agency within the given 

structures. The sources used for this thesis can be broadly divided into four categories: 

archived correspondence, case files, archived promotional material advertising migration to 

Australia and interviews. All of these present valuable sources in their own right and I discuss 

their relevance below.  

                                                        

 

57 Gallagher et al. declared that ‘to include the diversities and complexities of women’s lives it is 
necessary to consider a wide range of different sources and approaches and areas of study to ensure the 
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Archival material  

I do not think we should quit the archives or abandon the study of the past, but we 

do have to change some of the ways we've gone about working, some of the 

questions we have asked.58  

During my PhD candidature I visited archives holding material of West German state 

departments involved in the migration scheme. This material consists of treaties, 

correspondence, notes and memos written by West German and Australian authorities. These 

documents allowed me to retrace the different steps of the agreement and the numerous 

amendments and adjustments taking place over a decade. Church archives form a second large 

body of available sources. The Lutheran and the Catholic church were both heavily involved 

in the organisation of migration and migrant support.  

Although migrating women were identified as distinct groups of migrants early on, no 

particular agency was responsible for them; instead, if needed, agencies in question took 

action and authored, for example, specific press-bulletins. There are materials directly related 

to female migration but these are few and scattered among other files. To grasp the gender 

dimension of documents a reading against the grain or between the lines was necessary. 

Moreover, in some cases only the connection between official archival material, case files and 

interviews made the gender-specific consequences of certain regulations obvious. Chapter 

Three will analyse this in detail. 

At the Federal Archives in Koblenz I viewed material held under the Registratur B 106, which 

contains material from the Federal Ministry of the Interior (Bundesministerium des Inneren). 

This is where the Federal Department of Emigration (Bundesamt für Auswanderung) was 

situated. 59 Material accompanying the agreement was collected in these files. As many 

agencies were involved in the preparation of the Assisted Passage Scheme, much 

correspondence from different agencies was available. This enabled me to find out more about 

the different positions and aims of the agencies in question. 

I also visited the political archive of the Federal Foreign Office (Auswärtiges Amt) in Berlin. 

Most valuable for my project were files collected under the Registratur B 85 that belonged to 
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the Referat 505/V6, an agency working on general issues concerning welfare in other countries 

and particularly on questions of emigration and emigrants. For the Australian case, Referat 

505/V6 collected information on the bilateral agreement, German societies in Australia, 

information services, reports written by committees travelling through Australia and the 

German embassy and consulates, letters from migrants, brochures and statistical material on 

emigration. This material reflects contemporary ideas on migration and also illustrates that 

there was not always a consensus among all parties involved as to what was best for West 

Germany and how it could be achieved.  

The archives of the Lutheran Church in Berlin and the Catholic St. Raphaels-Verein in 

Hamburg held material on internal discussions of pastoral care, enabling me to see where the 

pastoral care of emigrants fitted into contemporary policies and thoughts and how female 

migrants were seen in this light. Manuals for pastoral carers, reports of pastors and priests 

accompanying the migrant ships and correspondence with other church organisations provided 

an overview of the global connections of the Catholic as well as the Lutheran church. The 

same can be said for the sources visited at the Gosteli-Foundation in Bern, Switzerland, where 

material from the Society of the Girl-Friends of Young Girls is held. This society is of great 

interest as it was an all-women organisation aiming to support young women who were ‘on 

the move’ – locally, regionally or globally. To find a contemporary all-female perspective on 

women’s immigration is rather rare and the material of the society was therefore of particular 

significance. 

Additionally, I consulted the Australian immigration files of people whose names I located in 

the case files of the St. Raphaels-Verein, and also those of most of the participants of the 

study.60 These files helped me to verify basic information on my participants and also made 

extra information available that the participants might not remember too well, such as 

conditions of entry and places of residence until naturalisation (at which point the 

documentation usually ends). 

Contemporary Promotional Material 

Furthermore, I had access to contemporaneous advice literature and promotional material. 

This material was either attached to the files from the West German state authorities or held at 

the archives of the Society of the Girl-Friends of Young Girls, the Lutheran Church of 
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Germany, the Catholic St. Raphaels-Verein and the archives of the Catholic Diocese in 

Hamburg. The libraries of the St. Raphaels-Verein and the Lutheran Church in Berlin held 

contemporary brochures and travel books. The church organisations published and distributed 

yearbooks, calendars and newsletters. This material is of interest because it allowed me to see 

how Australia and living in Australia was portrayed by contemporaries and promoted to those 

interested in migration. What images of Australia were evoked and to what purpose? 

Case Files 

The archives of the churches and the Society of Girl-Friends of Young Girls all held case files. 

These documents introduce the ‘human dimension’ and recorded some information about 

applicants and their assessment by the organisations. As I have outlined earlier I am interested 

in how events on the macro-level intersected with personal interests and individual 

biographies. Therefore the case files I discovered in these archives were of immense value. 

These files included letters written by potential migrants, any correspondence relating to 

repayments of loans and the efforts of the case officers to provide ‘eligible’ applicants with 

migration opportunities. In some cases they allowed me to pinpoint exactly where the official 

regulations excluded or included people and the consequences of these regulations. At the 

same time it became obvious where opportunities became apparent and were used by 

applicants in case of grey areas. On the other hand, this material also enabled me to find out 

who these organisations deemed ‘eligible’ for their support.  

Before I discuss the interviews, a few general words on the aforementioned sources. In 

following Scott Wallach my reading will pose new questions of the archival material to find 

out more about the way gender operated, was constructed in policies and public discourse and 

experienced on an individual level. Archivists, whose agendas or affiliations we typically 

know nothing about, have at all times made decisions as to what will be retained and what will 

be discarded.61 The material that is kept presents a selection that was of relevance to whoever 

was the archivist at a particular point in time and place. Archival material does not present all 

material ever produced on a subject nor does it present the ‘objective’ truth. But by analysing 

material under this premise we can use it to point out contemporary thinking and to discover 

‘filters’ (such as particular gender ideologies or social engineering strategies) implemented at 

the time of origin. 
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Interviews 

The most unique source of this thesis is the collection of migration narratives, enabling access 

to a rich, diverse and complex body of experiences and reflections. Between 2006 and 2008 I 

conducted a small oral history project and interviewed 28 participants. The interviews were 

mainly held in and around Perth, with one each in Bremen (Germany), Merredin, Kalgoorlie 

and Collie. The interviews were held at a place and time convenient for the interviewees and 

took usually about one to two hours. In a few cases follow-up interviews took place, often to 

discuss photographs. Two group interviews were also organized: One was a focus group-style 

interview concentrating on the themes of work and motherhood. The other was held in the 

more public plenum of a seminar in the German department at UWA. The main process of 

data collection was finished in May 2008.  

Following my original research proposal I focussed mainly on interviewing women. The story 

of migrating men still awaits closer scrutiny as the neglect of the ‘gender-lens’ in available 

studies has led to an oversimplified, blurred view of men’s aspirations, expectations and 

experiences against the backdrop of gender, agency, class and ethnicity.62 Additionally, I am 

aware that a discussion of ‘women’ does not equal a discussion of ‘gender’. The omissions in 

my research focus are necessary given the scope of this thesis and the time frame and 

resources available for a PhD research project. Nevertheless, I see my research as a starting 

point for a re-evaluation of the role of gender in post-War West German – Australian 

migration. Although the focus is on women my findings open up a space to discuss the 

diversity of men’s migration experiences. In my thesis, their stories will be illuminated mainly 

in terms of the state regulations under discussion here and the varying contexts of 

relationships. Although not planned (and at the time not cherished), I also conducted six 

interviews with couples. These interviews provided an unexpected but most welcome glimpse 

into gender relations and the negotiation of the demands of gender ideologies. On a rather sad 
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note it also has to be acknowledged that the number of women of German origin potentially 

available for interview is dwindling but is still much greater than the number of men, as many 

men have passed away and most women partaking in the study were widowed. 

Finding interviewees proved to be easy in some respects and surprisingly difficult in others. 

Several avenues were explored to find participants. I visited and attended events of the Goethe 

Society, the Rhein-Donau-Club (hereafter RDC), the Lutheran Church and the Catholic 

Church to make personal contacts with potential participants. Furthermore, key persons at the 

RDC, the organising committee of the Goethe Society, and members and leaders of social 

groups of the Lutheran Church and the Catholic Church invited me to their groups, where I 

introduced myself as a postgraduate student from The University of Western Australia and 

explained my interest and the purpose of my study.  

These groups provided me with some contacts but I was quite surprised by the resistance and 

scepticism I faced there, partly because I had imagined these groups to be my main pool of 

informants. Especially among members of the senior group of the RDC I encountered massive 

reservations towards the project. Statements along the lines of ‘I do not want to talk about it’, 

‘[t]here is no point in telling you, it is something of the past’ or ‘I cannot tell you anything 

important’ were uttered by some of those approached, men as well as women.  

To broaden my spectrum of interviewees I planted a call for participants in the ‘Can you help’ 

section of the most widely-circulated Western Australian newspaper, The West Australian, and 

in some of its regional supplements in early 2008. This created a huge wave of response, with 

not all but many relevant for my research area. In contrast, a call placed at the German-

speaking radio show on 6EBA (which I co-hosted for about two years) led to no result. The 

advantage of this plurality of contact methods was that I reached participants other than those 

who were involved in any of the local networks, such as in social or religious groups. In a 

couple of cases it turned out to be a combination of word-of-mouth and a public call for 

participants that brought my interviewees into contact with me. 

However, these observations also make it very clear that the sample at the basis of this 

research project is not representative and might be heavily impacted by the fact that the 

interviewees felt they ‘had a story to tell’. Indeed, more than once an interview started with 
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some ‘Ready Mades’.63 At the same time some interviewees expressed their gratitude and 

relief about being able to share their stories (and in a way to give meaning to their lives) with 

someone to whom they were not personally related. As a consequence the process of 

‘narrative collection’ proved to be an emotionally demanding process for the researcher as 

much as for the researched. 

The target group was defined as follows: time of arrival between 1945 (the end of World War 

II) and 1962 (the end of the heyday of the Assisted Passage Scheme); age at time of arrival (at 

least 12 years of age); and place of arrival (arriving directly in Western Australia, or moving 

to Western Australia shortly after arrival, resulting in Western Australia becoming the main 

place of living). In this group, 19 interviews with individual women, most of them widowed at 

the time of interview, were interviewed and seven married couples.64 In the appendix, I have 

provided mini-biographies for those interview-partners whose accounts were predominantly 

used and shorter biographical information for the other participants in the core group. 

Ethnic background and alliance vary greatly in the group. The interviewees consisted of 

women who came to Australia as German citizens and women who came under a different 

nationality but identified themselves as ‘German’. In general, the decision whether or not 

participants were considered to be of German background was made by the interviewees 

themselves. In this point I follow the observations of Hans Lemberg that a person’s self-

identification might not coincide with official registration or nationality as in passport.65 My 

interviewees presumably decided on this either before they chose to contact me or often 

discussed this aspect during the interview. Some women in the sample came with a partner of 

a different nationality when they arrived under the Displaced Persons (DP) Scheme.66 For 

them the migration process was slightly different to that of the Assisted Passengers (Chapter 

One). Moreover, nearly all of these women lost their German citizenship through marriage, a 

fact that puzzles or outrages quite a few of them today; however, this did not mean that they 
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gave away their interest in what latter became West and East Germany and eventually united 

Germany or did not identify with attributes, cultural traditions or ‘issues’ considered to be 

German.  

The spectrum of participants might look broad but it is this variety and the contemporary 

circumstances, mostly a product of World War II, which make this group of migrants very 

distinct. Before the backdrop of contemporary politics, societal and cultural developments, this 

group of study defies any assumptions of homogeneity. 

Narratives and the Feminist Practice 
In its approach, my study tries to combine what is commonly understood as the practice of 

oral history with ideas and theories from sociology and anthropology. The personal 

development of the women enlisted for this study and the way they tell their stories and 

interpret their lives is as important as what they tell.  

Oral history and all its merits and pitfalls have been the subject of many a debate and 

constitute an area of constant development. Alessandro Portelli pointed out that history is 

always present in each narration; the main difference between anthropology and sociology on 

the one hand and oral history on the other is the ‘deep thematic focus’ on history of the latter.67 

The oral history interview therefore is a challenge and a creative situation insofar as it 

connects anecdotes and episodes of a life story. Although the anecdotes and episodes are told 

in a coherent, complex context that is instigated by the questions of the researcher, the 

interview becomes an act that has not taken place before and which consequently opens up 

new ways to look at personal experiences in a larger context. Narrated life stories, however, 

can have a slightly different meaning for migrants and may serve an underlying purpose. It is 

not unusual for interviewees to interpret their life in such a way as to construct a successful 

migration-story and to justify the decision to migrate.68 This problem is well known to oral 

historians. Paula Hamilton pointed out that she, in her role as the interviewer, was ‘confronted 
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with stories of personal pasts that are ways of making sense of contemporary dislocation and 

loss in the lives of old people’.69  

This highlights the complex inter-relation between life stories, memory and history, with all 

their contradictions and struggles. Problematising an assumed neutrality of history, researchers 

have questioned the difference between ‘memory’ and ‘history’ in order to make the point that 

both are constructed narratives that have been ‘invented’ for different purposes.70 According to 

Hamilton a way out of this situation is to let both memory and history stand side by side, 

complementing each other.  

The attentive researcher has to consider how the individual memory interacts with the 

collective one; how individual experience interacts with ‘hegemonic social models’. 71 

Collective memories are selective, ‘shared memories can provide social cohesion – but they 

are also a source of great conflict’.72 It is therefore greatly important to be aware of the forces 

that play a part in this selection process: 

[O]ral history emerges [as] a powerful tool for discovering, exploring, and 

evaluating the nature of the process of historical memory - how people make sense 

of their past, how they connect individual experience and its social context, how 

the past becomes part of the present, and how people use it to interpret their lives 

and the world around them.73 

The information given is only part of the narrative; how people interpret events, incorporate 

them in their lives and then make a ‘successful’ life history out of it constitutes the other part. 

On top of this, ‘collecting memory’ is not straightforward and does not come naturally. 

Indeed, the fact that the interviewees in this case are for the most part migrating women 

necessitates specific conditions for the research. Mary Chamberlain and most recently 

Bönisch-Brednich argue that men and women express their migration experiences in very 
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distinct ways.74 They demonstrate that in their respective samples male and female narrators 

focus on representing migration as a success but achieve this through different narrative 

patterns. My presence as a female researcher might motivate stories that would not be told or 

may be told differently in another context. Sherna Gluck Berger and Daphne Patai set up a 

feminist theory of oral history arguing that ‘women interviewing women is not an 

unproblematic act’.75 That I and most of my participants are female and German-born does not 

necessarily mean that a mutual understanding exists between interviewer and interviewee, nor 

that the same set of definitions can be taken for granted.76 We come from different 

generations, we grew up in very different ‘Germanys’. In fact we might share more differences 

than similarities and assumptions on both sides can lead to distortions. 

On another level, the existence of dominant public narratives (such as the stay-at-home mum, 

which will be discussed in Chapters Four and Five) and the discrepancies between such 

narratives and personal experience can deliver compelling evidence for the existence and 

effectiveness of gender ideologies. Kathryn Anderson and Dana C. Jack urged interviewers to 

leave space for the interviewed women: 

A woman’s discussion of her life may combine two separate, often conflicting, 

perspectives: one framed in concepts and values that reflect men’s dominant 

position in the culture, and one informed by the more immediate realities of 

woman’s personal experience. Where experience does not ‘fit’ dominant 

meanings, alternative concepts may not readily be available. Hence, inadvertently, 

women often mute their own thoughts and feelings when they try to describe their 

lives in the familiar and publicly acceptable terms of prevailing concepts and 

conventions. To hear women’s perspectives accurately, we have to learn to listen 

in stereo, receiving both the dominant and muted channels clearly and tuning into 

them carefully to understand the relationship between them.77 
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This effect was witnessed on several occasions, and when these examples will be discussed in 

the relevant contexts they are the moments where we can pinpoint more exactly how ‘gender’ 

is done, how gender culture is established, how gender arrangements are made and what 

consequences this might entail.78 Such instances showcased where the people interviewed 

were at odds with conceptions designated to them via class, gender or ethnicity. It is at this 

point where the real power of gender ideologies and gender culture becomes apparent.  

These observations lead to a situation where scholars critically questioned to what extent the 

position of the researcher influences the outcome of studies, fieldwork and interviews, and the 

interaction with participants. Every researcher (even in the sciences), and the author of this 

thesis is no exception, is informed by their own backgrounds and driven by their views and 

agendas.79 So is every interviewee. When dealing with narratives told from one person to 

another this has consequences: 

Each interview constituted its own particular public, affected by the ideas that each 

of us held about each other and about how we should behave and represent 

ourselves.80  

Louise Ryan described her own position as the interviewer as that of the ‘audience’ witnessing 

an interviewee’s performance.81 A possible strategy in facing this dilemma was offered by 

anthropologist Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing. She has focussed on reading narratives as 

‘commentaries’, pointing out ‘that ethnographic insight emerges from neither culture-to-

culture confrontation nor woman-to-woman communication but instead from the stories told 

by one situated commentator to another’.82 This view sees the narrators as commentators and 

interpreters of their cultural experience. Ryan argued in a similar way that narratives are 

places of reflection and interpretation and the context of the interview has no little part in 

shaping them.83 Australian historian Kate Darian-Smith concluded that the interview becomes 

an ‘interactive form of collaborative autobiography, contextuslised within the interview 
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itself’.84 The women participating in my study gave me an insight into how they experienced 

gendered norms and expectations but their narratives also offered them a space to comment 

and interpret on them. 

The interviews I undertook in the course of this project presented me with multi-layered, 

sometimes contradictory accounts of migration, loss, cultural experiences and identity. The 

accounts are interpretations and commentaries, reflecting on the participants’ experiences 

before the backdrop of historical and contemporary social structures.  

Structure of the Thesis 
The structure of the thesis is thematic as well as chronological. The first section (Chapters One 

to Three) will focus on themes relating to the terms and conditions under which the West 

German – Australian migration took place. This first part focuses on critically reading official 

documentation and, wherever possible, contrasts policies and public narratives with the lived 

realities of interviewees. The following block (Chapters Four to Seven) will then analyse 

aspects of life in Australia and the changes migration brought about for the women in this 

study. This part draws extensively on women’s accounts and uses concepts such as gender 

arrangements, transnational care giving and emotion work in an analysis of its unique body of 

sources.  

Chapter One starts with an exploration of the gendered dimension of migration from West 

Germany to Australia, which includes a discussion of the conditions of migration for those 

arriving under the Displaced Person Scheme as well as those arriving as assisted migrants. 

Using Judith Butler’s idea of the ‘logic impossibility’ I will explore why women were so 

difficult to accommodate in thoughts on migration and in the actual migration policies.85 To 

what extent were negotiations and the respective regulations informed by contemporary 

gender ideologies? What was their place in producing and reproducing gender ideologies? At 

the same time it is of great interest to see how definite those categories of desirability designed 

along these gender ideologies were. Were they open to change and if so, under what 

conditions were they adjusted to the imminent needs of the sending as well as the receiving 

country? 
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Chapter Two explores the relation between gender and power in more detail. At the centre of 

this chapter are migration information and advice services specifically designed for and 

offered to women. Following Risman I will investigate if, through the process of ‘othering’, 

women’s migration ambitions were interpreted differently to those of men.86 Further, what 

does singling out women’s migration tell us about the influence of gender on access to 

migration opportunities? In applying gender as a category of analysis I hope to define where 

and how ‘gender’ worked in the setting under investigation. That is, how were gender 

ideologies produced and reproduced through advice and information bodies? 

Chapter Three concentrates on women’s agency, investigating specifically the migration of 

single women and women-headed households. After the observations made in the two 

previous chapters, the aim is to get a clearer picture of how and where women were able to 

negotiate restrictions placed on them in the given situation. This chapter is working from the 

viewpoint, as outlined by Bulbeck, ‘that people make their own history but not under 

circumstances of their own choosing’ and draws on Foucault’s concept of relation power.87 

Chapter Four marks the geographical transition from West Germany to Australia by starting to 

look into aspects of life after arrival. Paid work, in all its many different appearances, is at the 

centre of these observations. The chapter is aptly situated at this point because for many 

women in this study entering, leaving and re-entering the organised workforce was a constant 

feature that had its beginnings in West Germany and was continued in Australia. In a way this 

chapter produces a new body of knowledge as the spectrum of activities the women of this 

study engaged in, the impact this had on relationships and organising everyday life, and the 

relevance of paid work in constructing (gendered) self images has not been acknowledged so 

far.  

Chapter Five is a discussion of family and relationships. How did people negotiate gender 

ideologies in their day-to-day routines and what influence did migration have in this regard? 

The breadwinner – homemaker ideology (as discussed by Probert and Murphy) will be 

investigated in detail as it can be considered one of the most influential contemporary 

concepts.88 As this chapter also touches on migrating men’s experiences, it seems appropriate 
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to work with Connell’s model of hegemonic masculinities to reveal the mechanisms of gender 

construction and to demonstrate the potential consequences of these ideologies for men and 

women in this particular migration context.89 I evaluate if migration triggered the development 

of ‘gender arrangements’, and highlight the potential consequences and the sturdiness of such 

arrangements, and how participants interpreted these changes. 

Chapter Six draws on Arlie Hochschild’s work on emotions to explore how care, as a leading 

motif through which Western societies explain and understand womanhood, impacted on 

women’s biographies.90 How did the interviewees experience their lives as daughters, wives 

and mothers? How did care shape their relations to kin? How did care transcend the migration 

context and create transnational ties? What consequences did this centrality of the notion of 

‘care’ as a supposedly innate female characteristic have for participating women – and more 

precisely, what happened if women had difficulties caring?  

The last chapter, Chapter Seven, is dedicated to an investigation of available support networks. 

I explore the relevance of spatiality, life course and formal and informal networks in the social 

relations of interviewees before exploring the activities of German cultural clubs and church 

denominations. My aim is to reveal how these networks and contacts shaped and reinvented 

gender ideologies. What networks were available and what kind of support could they give? 

How were social contacts gendered? What was their nature in a temporal as much as in a 

spatial sense; that is, when and where did they appear and disappear? To study invisible 

structures such as informal networks is of particular importance when looking at marginalised 

groups such as the women under consideration here.91 

Terminology 

It is difficult to find a terminology that pays due respect to the heterogeneity present in the 

group under study. I tried to avoid using the term ‘migrant women’ as it is monolithic and 
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laden with unwanted associations of illiteracy and dependency. Instead I refer to the women in 

my study as ‘migrating women’ or ‘women with a migration background’ to underline their 

agency.  

On the same note, due to the expansion of the Third Reich and the new organisation of West 

Germany and East Germany after the end of World War II, I would like to specify my use of 

terminology referring to German ethnicity. ‘German’ here refers to ethnic affiliation acquired 

from parents via birth and is not necessarily related to geographical birthplace. I tried to 

refrain from simply using the term ‘German women’ as the geographical connotation of the 

term is not encompassing enough for my use. It would exclude women who originated from 

German enclaves situated outside German state borders before 1939 and after 1945 (mainly in 

Eastern parts of Europe, such as the ‘Donauschwaben’ in Hungary). My solution to this 

dilemma was to use the expressions ‘of German descent’, ‘German-born’92, ‘of German 

background’, ‘with German roots’, ‘of German origin’, ‘of German heritage’ interchangeably 

throughout the text.  

When working with archival sources such as official documents and records it is a common 

issue that not all documents are signed by the respective authors, giving their full names and 

position. My strategy was thus to give as much information as available. Furthermore, I have 

used pseudonyms for all interviewees to ensure their anonymity. To distinguish interview-data 

from data taken from archival sources referring to individuals (such as case files), interviewee-

data is ascribed to a name consisting of first and family name (such as Karina Thom), while 

the names of people who have been taken from files are named with first name and 

abbreviated last name only (such as Barbara P.). All interviews are in possession of the author 

and for reasons of authenticity the style of language in original quotes has only been edited 

lightly. For reasons of readability all English quotes have been standardised to Australian 

English. 

To conclude, in my thesis I hope to ‘write something down’ so that someone ‘will know in 50 

years time’, as proposed by Karina Thom at the beginning of this introduction. Women of 

German background reaching Western Australia in the years following World War II have 
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exciting stories to tell about opportunities, agency and events. Their experiences have been 

neglected for too long when talking about ‘German migration to Australia’ in a general sense. 

This thesis aims to address this gap by utilising women’s accounts and official documentation 

on migration to undertake an investigation of ‘gender’ as a social structure, pinpointing how 

gender ideologies are reinforced and defeated by social agents. In pursuing this aim I hope to 

contribute to a better understanding of the complex relation between gender and migration.  
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Chapter 1 Gender, Migration Policies and the Politics of Migration 
Feminist-oriented migration research has pointed out that gender is a major contributing factor 

in the migration experience and in migration policies.93 To reveal its impact a systematic 

investigation of how gender as a social category informs migration policies and agreements is 

needed. Policies rarely use ‘gender’ openly as selection criteria and the usage of a gender-

neutral language can be deceptive in this regard.94 Nevertheless, a gender bias is at the bottom 

of many migration policies. This chapter sets out to undertake a gender analysis of the 

migration agreement between West Germany and Australia that organised the migration 

process in the 1950s and 1960s.  

The impact of gender as a structuring force in instigating, organising and controlling migration 

on a political level has slowly but powerfully come into focus in research on migration. 

Maxine Seller was the first to critically question the notion of the dependent and passive 

migrating woman, claiming that ‘the relative lack of material about immigrant women is not 

the result of a lack of activity on part of these women’ but stems from ‘old, negative 

stereotypes’.95 Mirjana Morokvasic nearly a decade later, in 1984, concluded that new 

research-strategies were needed because women’s migration could not be understood within a 

‘framework, which focuses on young male adults responding to formal employment 

opportunities’.96 A subsequent change of perspective led to investigating migration on a macro 

and on a micro level, and as a consequence Silvia Pedraza identified gender as a ‘central 

organising principle’ and not a ‘variable’.97 Therefore, Simone Prodolliet urged researchers to 

be aware of contextual agency and Debra DeLaet argued that a further evaluation of the 

impact of gender ideologies in the formation of migration policies was needed.98 Recently, 
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Evangelina Tatsoglou and Alexandra Dobrowolsky encouraged researchers to keep their focus 

on the impact of gender:  

[E]xamining closely how gender is implicated in processes of migration is a must. 

Gender differences arise from the subordinate status of women in society which 

acts as a ‘filter,’ gendering structural forces and influencing the experiences of 

men and women differently.99  

The observations in this chapter add to this body of knowledge by looking at official positions 

on women’s migration in the ‘sending’ country, West Germany, as well as in the ‘receiving’ 

country, Australia, at the time of migration. I will therefore particularly draw on documents 

originating from the negotiations taking place between West German and Australian officials. 

In West Germany the main agencies involved were the Federal Ministry of the Interior and the 

West German Federal Foreign Office. In West Germany the Australian Immigration Office in 

Cologne, which was situated in the Australian Embassy, represented Australian interests in the 

negotiations on a day-to-day basis. 

Since the 1980s researchers have increasingly attended to female immigration in the 

Australian context. Consequently, women with a migration background became visible as 

social agents and so did the inequalities they faced due to their migration background, their 

race and ethnicity, and their gender.100 Groundbreaking work done by Gillian Bottomley, Ellie 

Vasta and Srebrenka Kunek revealed in particular in the case of women originating from Italy 

and Greece the intersection of the above named aspects and highlighted the vast impact of 

race, gender and class on the migration process.101 Loretta Baldassar recently explored in a 

very detailed analysis in a Western Australian context the relation between gender and 

citizenship among Italian born women.102 Kerry Evans applied such an approach to women 
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with a Eastern European background arriving in Western Australia in the 1950s and 1960s.103 

For German-born women, however, little data is so far available. Whereas researchers such as 

Mary Mennicken-Coley and Bettina Biedermann have given illuminating accounts about 

general aspects of German migration to Australia (and Western Australia) the scope of their 

studies did not allow for a closer analysis of gender as a social category. 104 My approach here 

is to break further into the category of the ‘migrant woman’ than scholars working on 

German-Australian migration have done so far. 

The most important vantage point in this endeavour is a deconstruction of the migration 

categories used and created throughout the lengthy negotiations and in the treaty. Barbara 

Misztal stated in 1991 that ‘most migrant women enter Australia as dependents of male 

principal applicants’.105 This is indeed true if looking at incoming passenger lists or migration 

legislations but it hardly depicts people’s living circumstances accurately. My aim is therefore 

to deconstruct the term ‘dependent’ in order to investigate its origin and its relation to real life 

circumstances. How was the category of ‘dependent’ and all its related sub-categories created 

and what effect did they have on migration opportunities for women? I suggest that all-

encompassing terms such as ‘dependents’ or ‘housewives’ mirror the difficulties those 

officials who were negotiating for example the migration agreement between West Germany 

and Australia had in explaining and facilitating female migration outside the family realm. 

Stahl Weinberg advised the researcher interested in coming to a better understanding of the 

impact of gender to re-evaluate the questions usually asked in migration studies.106 This 

resonates strongly with Joan Scott Wallach’s call to ‘analyse the ways in which politics 

construct gender and gender constructs politics’.107 As a researcher I need to find a position 
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that allows me to see how deeply gender infuses every aspect of life and impacts on every 

policy. Studies by Robyn Iredale and Ruth Fincher focus on contemporary migration and 

indicate that in the Australian case contemporary migration policies are only on the surface 

gender-neutral and that surprisingly little has changed since the 1950s.108 They specifically 

draw our attention towards problems associated with the institutionalised category of ‘main 

visa holder’, which often works to women’s disadvantage: the highly debatable praxis of skill 

assessment; the question of legal protection of ‘dependents’; and the systemic neglect of 

human capital in migrating families. Risman suggested that ‘gender structure differentiates 

opportunities and constraints based on sex category’.109 This becomes highly visible in a 

migration policy, such as the one under question here, where access to migration opportunities 

is based on migration categories derived from biological sex and embedded in gender culture. 

Judith Butler argued that gender identities that do not match ‘norms of cultural intelligibility’ 

become ‘logic impossibilities, from within that domain’.110 My aim is to develop the point that 

contemporaries, policy makers and the public, were unable to account for migrating women 

and created migration policies based on rigid ideas about women’s and men’s place in the 

gender culture of their respective societies. How did West Germany and Australia frame the 

migration of German-born women? How did gender-ideologies shape the creation of 

migration categories? What were the consequences for women who wanted to migrate? 

This chapter is organised in two parts: In the first section I will give a short introduction to the 

Displaced Person (DP) scheme that organized emigration from West Germany to Australia 

between 1947 and 1951. In the second, longer section the focus is on the migration agreement 

arranged between West Germany and Australia, running from the second half of 1952 until 

1966. Prominence is given to this second section because documents authored during the 

negotiations, information about the annually negotiated quotas and brochures targeting 

potential migrants allow me to demonstrate not only the infusing nature of gender ideologies 

but also the existence of grey areas and the occasional flexibility of migration categories.  

The main question remains as to the impact of gender on accessibility to migration 

opportunities, which will be assessed by investigating how ‘gender’ as a hidden selection 

criterion and marital status as a visible selection criterion operated and shaped men’s and 
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women’s desirability and eligibility as migrants for West Germany and Australia in the post-

War scheme.  

German-Born Women in the Displaced Persons (DP) Scheme 
German-born women were among the first to reach Australia through the Displaced Persons 

Scheme.111 This scheme was highly gendered and established marital status and age as 

selection criteria for women. Because these criteria also applied to the Assisted Passage 

Scheme it is worth tracing their origins and their application for the DP program. 

The Displaced Persons scheme developed out of the need to accommodate people stranded in 

Western and central Europe after the end of World War II. Under the guidance of the 

International Refugee Organization (IRO) millions of people who either had to flee or had 

been expelled from their place of origin during National Socialism and WWII found a new 

home.112 Canada, the United States and Australia were among the countries that took in large 

numbers of DPs. From 1947 until 1952 around 170,000 DPs reached Australia under the 

scheme; of which approximately 19,000 settled in Western Australia.113 The participants in the 

program belonged to a variety of mainly Eastern European ethnicities and many had German 

roots. The number of German-born women in this group was substantial and brought from an 

early time onwards German-speaking people to Australia. In the bigger picture, the program 

was created as a humanitarian initiative. Authors like Holleuffer, Kuen and Kunz, however, 

clearly questioned the humanitarian aspect and see the ‘recruiting’ and the ‘selection’ of 

suitable DPs in the wider context of national propaganda and economic growth.114 Kuen even 

suggested that the program presented an opportunistic ‘step-by-step, mostly ad hoc 
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accommodation to changing conditions’.115 A contemporary voice in 1951 stated that among 

Australian officials ‘little regard’ was given to ‘individual need for asylum’ and concluded: 

The selection of immigrants from the European pool was quite strict, stipulating a 

high level of health, a low age limit, a huge proportion of workers in any family 

group, with priority being given to single people and childless couples.116 

In my sample, interviewees Tanja Froboese, the Kählert family, Jessica and Ron Mulier, 

Susanne Müller, Svenja Luxenburg, Eleanor Steinbeck, Jelena Tscharkov (sponsored bride) 

and Ilse Wende (sponsored bride) arrived in Western Australia with the help of the Displaced 

Persons scheme. However, they did not arrive in Australia under German nationality: through 

marriage the women had taken on their partners’ nationality or statelessness. Had a couple 

been married for at least six months prior to submitting their migration application, the 

German-born woman became eligible.117 For the senior Kählert, leaving Germany seemed the 

only possible long-term solution to resolve their status of statelessness and unemployment.118 

Senior Kählert was of Russian decent but had been living in Germany nearly all his life, and 

he had married a German-born woman. He ‘utilised’ his statelessness and applied for 

emigration, an option not available to ordinary Germans.119 Often, non-German husbands were 

living and working in Germany, mainly in refugee camps, when the couples met. Displaying a 

similar motivation to Senior Kählert, Eleanor Steinbeck’s partner, for example, was upfront 

about his migration plans the first time they met.120 In general, until passports were issued 

again in 1949, German nationality was an obstacle and remained a reason for exclusion from 

emigration.121  

Different age limits applied for men and women. Single men or married men without children 

were allowed to apply up to the age of 45 years; for single women or married women without 

children the limit was 35 years.122 This age regulation was also predominant in the Assisted 

Passage Scheme of the 1950s and 1960s and was justified as demarcating the end of a 

woman’s childbearing years, which would limit her ‘usefulness’ for the receiving country.123 
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The ‘head of the family’ could be up to 50 years of age; there were no further explanations 

given concerning the sex of this person. It seems unlikely that ‘heads of family’ included 

many women because there was a large discrepancy between the number of men and the 

number of women making up this migrant cohort. The regulations aimed at evening out the 

number of working and non-working family members in a family unit and tried to motivate 

workers to precede their families in coming to Australia.124 As a consequence families with 

many small children or other dependent family members faced difficulties in qualifying for the 

scheme. Kunz demonstrated that, during the first sixteen months, there were two female 

migrants for seven male migrants. 125 He further calculated that more than 93 per cent of all 

arriving migrants were potentially available for the workforce as children made for less then 

four per cent of this intake. 126 

In the case of Svenja Luxenburg the family consisted of herself, her husband, their one-year-

old daughter and Svenja’s mother in law. The family arrived in 1950. This constellation 

therefore allowed two adults to work and one adult to care for the baby. Family Kählert, 

arriving in the same year, consisted of two adults (aged 49 and 46) and two juvenile sons 

(aged 22 and 15). 127 They had been knocked back by the US, Canada (and also once by 

Australia) before finally being accepted for Australia. In their case the discretion that 

migration officers could exert worked in their favour because Dieter, the oldest son, worked as 

translator for the IRO and knew the medical officer and a migration officer in person very 

well. But what about people who wanted to migrate but could not enter the program? Family 

P., from Silesia and clients of the  St. Raphaels-Verein, had two small children aged three and 

four at the time of migration.128 To fulfil their migration wish, a relative obtained a landing 

permit for Perth and family P. then organised through the  St. Raphaels-Verein a loan from the 

‘Swiss European Help’ of over 398 USD to finance the passage. The new life in Australia 

started in debt and turned out to come at a high emotional cost as the family later separated (as 

I will further discuss in Chapter Five). 
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The exact number of women of German descent arriving under the DP scheme between 1947 

and 1951 is hard to verify.129 According to an unpublished Department of Immigration statistic 

it is at least possible to further determine the female-male ratio among migrants under the 

Displaced Persons Scheme: the majority of adult male migrants was between the ages of 20 

and 44 at time of arrival; the majority of adult women was between the ages of 20 and 29.130 In 

both groups a large number of migrants was under four years of age, indicating the presence of 

a number of families, especially in the intake in 1949 – 1950. 131 Census data can deliver 

additional hints, even though the Australian Census was taken in 1947 and in 1954 and the 

1954 Census therefore included the period of time (1951 until 1952) during which migrants 

travelling on the Assisted Passage Scheme and DPs arrived simultaneously (although numbers 

of DPs by then were quite minimal). Thus the accurate number of women of German descent 

who emigrated to Western Australian during the period can only be estimated. Kunz found, for 

example, that of the DPs declaring Ukrainian nationality, 24.1 per cent of the female and 11.7 

per cent of the male migrants had been born in Germany.132 I will now examine further the 

case of Western Australia. 

The Census of 1954 broke down the numbers of German-born women according to period of 

residence.133 For the purpose of this study the number of German-born women residing in 

1954 in Western Australia for between four and seven years was of interest. This group 

included the number of German-born women reaching Western Australia before the Assisted 

Passage Scheme. Therefore this group consisted potentially of a high number of women 

married to DPs. The bulk of German-born women residing in Western Australia at the time of 

the 1954 Census had arrived between 1949 and 1952, which is before the Assisted Passage 

Scheme developed momentum (the first AP transport arrived on 6 December 1952). 

The DP program was initiated and mostly financed by the United Nations Relief and 

Rehabilitation Administration (hereafter UNRRA) and its successor, the International Refugee 

Organisation (hereafter IRO), and not the receiving countries (such as Canada, the United 

States and Australia) but each country itself established an application procedure and applied 
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(strict) selection criteria.134 The motivation of many DPs was not necessarily aimed at a 

particular country but for those who had been knocked back by Canada or the US, the 

relatively unknown Australia became an option. Family Kählert had already been rejected by 

the US, Canada and Australia before the eldest son’s acquaintance with an Australian medical 

officer led to a successful second application.135  

There is sufficient evidence that selection policies were deeply affected by racial and gender 

ideologies.136 Before this background, the selection regulations can also be explained as a 

means to propitiate the white Australian majority for the arrival of ‘New Australians’.137 

Embedding the arrival in a large publicity campaign, passengers of the General Heintzelmann 

were mainly recruited from Baltic countries, consisting of 726 men and 114 women under the 

age of 40, all of whom made ‘a fine appearance‘.138 Holleuffer analysed the composition of the 

S/S Dundalk Bay leaving Bremerhaven in 1950. The transport consisted of 208 single male 

migrants, 68 married couples without children and married couples with children under the 

age of 21 (altogether 304 persons).139 There were 32 single women (including widows) 

without children and 16 single women with children on board. Additionally 16 adults 

(married) and another 9 adults (single) travelled as dependents of selected migrants. 

Comparing the two transports (the specially selected cohort of the 1949 General Heintzelmann 

with the more ‘standard’ cohort of the 1950 S/S Dundalk Bay) it becomes clear that the 

discrepancy between the numbers of male and female migrants reduced over time. Kunz 

explains: 

Concentrating on securing employable males, and to a lesser extent employable 

females, Australia only reluctantly and slowly accepted children, home-bound 

mothers and the aged – displaced persons whose presence would put a strain on 

housing and essential services.140  
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In his analysis, Kunz then concluded that slight changes took place in order to achieve ‘an 

improvement of the balance of sexes’ but that in general ‘the composition of the intake still 

remained slanted towards young adults, particularly young men’. 141  

Overall, scholarly reviews of the program were mixed. According to Kunz the selection policy 

was quite specific for the Australian intake of DPs and was criticised by the United States and 

Canada, who also offered to take in a large number of DPs.142 Holleuffer agreed but also 

pointed out that this view is too one-dimensional. Instead she evaluated the DP program as an 

‘experiment’ – a test of the grounds for a migration-induced population growth.143 Kunze’s 

statement, however, is also a striking example of the earlier mentioned partial one-sidedness 

of research in this area that defines female migrants mainly as potential ‘burdens’, ‘home 

bound’ and dependents without agency, thereby mistakenly taking migration categories as 

depictions of real-life situations. 

The DP scheme ran out in the early 1950s (the IRO closed down in March 1951 but the 

settlement continued into 1952)144 and was replaced by individually-negotiated migration 

schemes with European countries. Central to the negotiation of the agreements were issues 

such as: the overall number of migrants; the composition of the migrant cohort (in terms of 

skills, marital status and – as I will show – gender); the financing of any forms of assisted 

passages; and the control over the selection process.  

Locating Women in Migration Discourse 
West Germany as well as Australia addressed primarily socio-economic aims when entering 

the negotiations, and the talks about the composition of the migrant cohort were based upon a 

notion of, what Bottomley frames, ‘the public sphere of work’ which excluded women. The 

only way to incorporate women was in the sphere of ‘nation building’, the second major aim 

addressed by the Australian government through migration.145 The question then remains, how 

were women incorporated in West German discussions of migration? Several, sometimes 
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opposing opinions seem to have lingered, producing contradictions and incoherence in 

policies. 

Indeed, women were at the start of the German post-War emigration wave: Steinert mentioned 

a few initiatives attracting German-born women to work in the UK and other European 

countries.146 This was picked up by a rather early critical voice in a German migration 

magazine from 1948 who sensed a loss of single women and put the emigration of women in 

the context of the rebuilding the ‘nation-project’ after Germany’s defeat: 

The poorer a country is, the more important the human capital becomes; the fewer 

the productive powers the more valuable the people. Not least the women: since 

ancient times they have been the prey the victors take with them to their country. 

None of the young brides boarding the plane voluntarily and smilingly, to go to the 

‘chosen’ country will be willing to acknowledge this parallel. That Germany loses 

them – does it hurt Germany? Who of them thinks about this? […] And we cannot 

endure to miss these most industrious of all women’s hands!147 

Two aspects become apparent in this statement that was authored by a woman. Reflecting 

gender ideology of the 19th and 20th century, Susanne Suhr linked women’s migration to a 

national course.148 Women are important in two functions, reproduction and production. 

Firstly, they are bearers of the nation through mothering citizens and, secondly, as workers 

(industrious hands) they are supporting the nation’s economy.149 Women who emigrated 

absconded from both of these ‘duties’. This early, explicit reference to women was a rare 

exception as in the years to come most critics mainly referred to male emigration; however, 

despite the West German government’s attempts to keep relatively mute about it, ‘emigration’ 
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itself proved to be an ongoing topic in the public eye.150 A closer look at such debates reveals 

that there were no clear-cut official attitudes and opinions about the migration of women in 

regards to the nation and the state.  

In West Germany discussions of a ‘surplus’ in population as an urgent problem were taking 

place parallel to discussions of the emigration of young, capable people as a ‘loss’. While 

negotiations between the involved bodies took place in the middle of 1952, the Federal 

Ministry of Economics expressed the view that the emigration of skilled men, particularly 

those who were in employment, was to be avoided and that immigration could only be 

justified as a means to manage the incoming flow of expellees that created a ‘population-

pressure.’151 

The reasons for this were complex and mainly related to the composition of the population of 

West Germany in regards to age and sex, the presence of an army of unemployed people and 

the accumulation of large groups of refugees in certain regions. All these factors had been 

taken into account when the Federal Ministry of the Interior authored a ‘Denkschrift’, position 

paper, in 1955 that discussed the emigration of Germans to other countries at the height of the 

scheme and three years after the scheme had first been launched.152  

The position paper concluded that when looking at ‘age’ the population of West Germany was 

amassed in older age groups particularly among men: more than 50% of the male population 

was either under 15 (25.7 per cent) or over 45 years old (32.2 per cent).153 According to this 

internal estimation this relation was not favourable for the expansion and development of the 

German economy and, additionally, the condition was not going to disappear before the 1980s. 

The paper also noted the unfavourable numerical relation between men and women. It was 

estimated that in the age group 25 to 40, women outnumbered men by 33 per 100. The 

position paper explicitly named a ‘surplus’ of women in all age groups above 25 as one of the 
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four decisive elements impacting on the overall population composition.154 The paper 

furthermore concluded that the available skilled workers were not able to fill all current and, 

more importantly, all upcoming positions.155 It highlighted several options of how to address 

this issue and discussed the possibility of recruiting women to fill the vacant positions: 

The increase in female labour provides a certain reserve of labour but women’s 

engagement much more than men’s engagement is dependent on domestic and 

family circumstances, accommodation, availability of suitable jobs, training and 

not at least on the economic necessity to take up paid work. This is especially 

unreliable. Furthermore a surplus is not expressed among younger women; they 

have much better chances to marry and are hence less under the obligation to 

work. Much seems to indicate that women’s access to the workforce will decrease 

more and more in the years to come.156  

Gender and age proved to be the grounds on which desirability and viability for the West 

German government were determined. ‘Women’, as a group, were dismissed as a likely 

solution to the expected shortcomings of the labour market due to their assumed temporary 

workforce participation. The authors were working with images of women’s lives where the 

transition into and out of the organised workforce strongly depended on individual 

circumstance (marital and economic status and motherhood) and therefore deemed as too 

‘unreliable’ to contribute to the nation’s economic development.  

But even here the outlined attitude towards the notion of a ‘surplus’ of women was rather 

complex: Unmarried women between the ages of 25 and 40 were perceived as ‘surplus’ and 

problematic albeit available for the job market. For younger women this was less the case and 

instead marriage was seen as the likely event ending their workforce participation. In general, 

the workforce was not seen as a constant in women’s lives and therefore not considered as a 

primary sphere of action for women in the state’s future economy. Krumme and Born et al. 

showed that this attitude was fundamental to the ambivalent position characterising the 
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discrepancy between lived reality and the dominating public opinions in regards to women’s 

work.157 

In its conclusion the paper created a hierarchy of ‘desired’ emigrants and suggested supporting 

the migration of people considered to be less profitable to the state. They did not single out 

particular groups but chose a rather encompassing phrasing: 

Because it is inevitable to agree to the emigration of a small number of skilled 

workers under the German-Australian agreement, it is advocated that a 

disproportionately bigger number of those who are dispensable for the Heimat and 

who wish to migrate is included.158 

It seems appropriate to suggest that this proposal included unmarried women between the ages 

of 25 and 40. This assumption will be further backed up when combining the statement above 

with eagerly made proposals such as a plan to include married mothers (see Chapter Three for 

details).  

The Assisted Passage Scheme  (APS) 
The negotiated bilateral migration agreement between West Germany and Australia targeted 

West German citizens and became particularly attractive to ethnic German expellees from 

Eastern European countries. In my sample Stefanie Albrecht, Nina Brecht (as a sponsored 

bride), Birgit Cobb, Gabi Glockner, Marion Grindel, Matilda Jonas, Monika & Stefan Krause, 

Milli & Robert Meyer, Nicole and Armin Ritter, Marlis and Wendelin Schneider, Rosi 

Stapenhorst, and Annika Unselm came with the APS. The biggest incentive of the program 

was the low financial contribution of migrants in return for a two-year work commitment. The 

costs of the passage were heavily subsidised by the PICMME (Provisional Intergovernmental 

Committee for the Movements of Migrants from Europe) and the Australian and the West 

German states. 159 West Germany paid USD 60, the Australian government 85 US dollars and 

PICMME took over the rest of the cost.160 In 1955 the financial contribution of a single 

migrant above the age of 18 and ‘providers of families’ was 150 DM, for other family 
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members it was 100 DM and for children between the ages of five and 12 the contribution was 

75 DM. 161 The excess limit per family was 400 DM (plus additional costs for transport to and 

accommodation at the port of embarkation and to sit an interview at the Australian migration 

offices). This is an extremely important point because Risman’s argument that gender as a 

social category works in ‘institutional domains’ by creating ‘explicit [gender-specific] 

regulations regarding resource distribution and material goods’ becomes quite evident here.162 

Fewer migration opportunities and migration categories available for migrating women 

resulted in limited access to financial subsidiaries, this will become particularly apparent in 

Chapter Three. 

Biedermann and Steinert have researched in detail the political rationale behind the AP 

scheme between Australia and West Germany.163 I will build on their findings when showing 

how gender as a social category influenced negotiations, shaped migration categories and 

framed the migration flow. Scholarship today argues that the West German government was 

incoherent in its approach to emigration and the general tendency was not to encourage 

emigration but, as emigration on the whole was inevitable, to at least remain in a position to 

control it.164 Fincher et al. described the Australian motivation of the post-War years as 

interested in importing ‘brawn’ and concluded that ‘women entered Australia primarily as 

dependents, family members, and were certainly scrutinised as to their marital status.’165 I 

suggest that when analysing the incorporation (or rather the lack thereof) of female migration 

into official, and in particular West German, thinking for the scheme in question here, it 

becomes apparent that ‘emigration’ and ‘immigration’ were primarily understood and 

discussed in the terms of economic growth. This is where the difficulties in accounting for 

migrating women originated. Officials worked in a clear-cut context of gender ideologies 

dividing the public and the private and therefore could not accommodate migrating women 

(particularly when migrating on their own but also when migrating with others) very well. 

Migration categories were created in a binary set-up between the poles of workforce 

participation and workforce non-participation, the latter basically equalling dependency. 
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1950er Jahren 136-137, Steinert, Migration und Politik. Westdeutschland – Europa – Übersee 1945-
1961 244.  
165 Fincher, Foster and Wilmot, Gender equity and Australian immigration policy 54. 
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Furthermore, female migrants were not understood as individual workers but as attached 

carers; this was mirrored in a lack of alternative migration categories available to women.  

The information material published through the Immigration Office in Cologne was quite 

specific in placing the migration of German-born women in the realm of family and 

domesticity as the following images show: 

 

 

Source: ‘Ihre Einladung… für ihre Zukunft! Australien bietet eine neues Leben’ published by the Australian 
Embassy, Immigration Office, Cologne, ca. late 1950s/early 1960s. AA B 85 479.  

Whereas this brochure showed men in the realm of labour and family, the depictions of 

women placed them in the realm of the family and domesticity, stressing their roles as wives 
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and mothers.166 This depiction has a long tradition in white Australian thinking and can be 

placed in a context of national thought. Australian scholar Marie de Lepervanche, for example, 

identified this motif as characteristic for images of ‘the nation’:  

The traditional sexual division of labour – with women hidden in the domestic 

world and men in the public work place – has been continually sanctioned in 

portrayals of the Australian way of life, which invariably have been written by 

white men.167  

This attitude clearly found its way into the available information and promotional material 

promising family-friendly policies (such as maternity payments), domestic bliss and happy 

families.  

Gendering the Migrant Flow: Marital Status and Desirability 
To demonstrate my point that such imagery and its ideological underpinnings had strong 

repercussions in the formulation of the migration agreement I will now examine the position 

of female migrants in the scheme. One of the main aspects of the negotiations taking place 

between the Australian and the West German governments was the question of who would be 

eligible for the subsidised passages. Both sides brought forward several suggestions as to the 

composition of the initial and then the annually re-negotiated migrant quota. The following 

table places the immigration quotas requested in a West German proposal and in an Australian 

proposal for the first round of the Scheme in 1952 beside each other. These proposals were 

made during the visit of the German delegation in Australia at the height of the negotiations.

                                                        

 

166 The images are taken from the brochure ‘Ihre Einladung… für ihre Zukunft! Australien bietet eine 
neues Leben’ published by the Australian Embassy, Immigration Office, Cologne, ca. late 1950s/early 
1960s. AA B 85 479. 
167 Marie de Lepervanche, "Breeders for Australia: a national identity for women?" Australian Journal 
of Social Issues 24.3 (1989): 167. 
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Categories for 
selection: 

1st draft 
Australia 
June 1952 

1st draft 
Germany 
June 1952 

2nd draft 
Australia  

Compromise 
reached: 

(2nd draft 
Germany) 

Final 
Numbers 
for 1952 
(only second 
half)168 

Worker 169 : 
unmarried skilled  

2500 700 800 

Workers: married 
skilled  

1000 600 800 

Workers: unmarried 
semiskilled  

- 200 200 

Workers: married 
semiskilled  

- 300 

2000 

200 

 

 

 

1000 

Farmers: married 50 - 950 

Farmers: unmarried  750 300 

1650 

700 

500 

Women: unmarried  - 500 - 100 100 

Family members: 
accompanying 

2700 3900 2500 

(Skilled 
workers) 

1350 

(Farmer) 

3750 

(Skilled 
Workers: 1875 

Semiskilled 
Workers: 600 

Farmers: 1275) 

Family members: 
family-reunion 

100 1000 500 500 

2400 

Total 7100 7500 8000 8000 4000 

Table 1: Summary of suggested numbers of migrants put forward in the Australian and West German 

proposals for the first assisted migration scheme, 1952.170 

                                                        

 

168 ‘Schnellbrief’- ‘Betr.: Abschluß eines Wanderungsabkommens mit der australischen Regierung; 
hier: Tragung der innerdeutschen Kosten anlässlich der Ausfahrt des 1. Auswanderungsschiffes am 15. 
Oktober 1952.’ Kleberg, Federal Ministry of the Interior, Bonn, to the Senat of Hamburg, the Ministry 
of the Interior Hessia, the Ministry of the Interior Bavaria, 6.10.1952. BAK B 20611/II, p. 147-148. 
169 The term ‘worker’ was not specifically implying that these workers had to be male but it also did not 
mean that the term was gender-neutral: it referred to jobs that were predominantly performed by male 
labourers, such as the heavy industries (the employment agencies ran lists similar to today’s ‘Skilled 
Occupations List’).  
170 Source: Based on data retrieved from the ‘Bericht über die Reise der Studienkommission für 
Auswanderungsfragen nach Australien vom 8. April bis 8. Juni 1952’, BAK B 106 20611 I, p. 78-79. 
Due to delays in the negotiations, only the second half of 1952 was covered by the scheme. For this 
period the quota was: 1000 skilled labourers, 500 farmers, 100 domestics, 2400 family members. 
‘Vermerk’, Sicha, Federal Ministry of the Interior, Bonn, 22. 1.1953. BAK B 106 9172, p. 18. 
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Two different categories applied to women. In the first, they were collapsed into the category 

of ‘family members’ that automatically classified them as ‘dependents’ and instantly made 

them invisible as they merged into a large, unspecified group. In the second, they could 

migrate under the category of ‘single woman’, where they appeared as individuals but were 

marked by the absence of attachment to a male migrant though not by skill level. This 

category furthermore neglected the existence of dependents. This categorisation can be 

described, after Fincher, Foster and Wilmot, as ‘institutionally constructed and not derived 

from personal qualities.’171 ‘Woman’ itself became a category, determined by biological sex 

and described by marital status.  

As we can seen from Table 1, the German government wanted to include a large number of 

unmarried women in early negotiations, whereas the Australian government did not want 

any.172 Here, the negotiations painted the status of ‘unmarried’ as undesirable for women, and 

constructed ‘unattached women’ as undesirable applicants. For male applicants the opposite 

was true. Not only were professional qualifications the defining category in being seen as 

‘desirable’; within the male quota different limits applied for the married and unmarried 

members. The requested number of unmarried male applicants was higher, as the ‘unattached’ 

status enhanced their desirability for Australian officials. Therefore, marital status was a 

defining category for male and female applicants alike, but was ranked inversely in terms of 

‘desirability’. What was an advantage for an aspiring male applicant was a disadvantage for an 

aspiring female applicant. Gender, even if not explicitly mentioned, can be identified as a 

selection criterion in the agreement and as a determining factor in an application. This was 

obviously the case for unmarried applicants but what about married applicants and migrating 

families? The discussions show that initiatives to incorporate women were guided by very 

rigid assumptions about women’s life courses. 

The Migration of Families 
In general the immigration of families (and also to a degree that of single migrant men, as I 

will further discuss in Chapter Three) produced a contradiction. Kuen has shown that the early 

migration schemes, up until the DP scheme, were an instrument of exclusion rather than 

inclusion guided by the ideal of ensuring the ‘Britishness’ of a presumed homogeneous Anglo-

                                                        

 

171 Fincher, Foster and Wilmot, Gender equity and Australian immigration policy xiii. 
172 Steinert has shown that in general the German side had a large interest in the emigration of women. 
Before 1949, about 9000 women (with and without dependents) migrated to the United Kingdom. 
Steinert, Migration und Politik. Westdeutschland – Europa – Übersee 1945-1961 69-70. 
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Celtic nation.173 In this light the reluctance on the Australian side to accept a higher intake of 

families and women can indeed be explained as a means to keep the overall intake of non-

British migrants as low as possible without reducing the intake of needed ‘man-power’. This 

contradiction was only partly glossed over by media campaigns celebrating the ‘family’ as the 

most important and fundamental unit of the Australian nation, and the Australian way of life 

as emphasising the ‘naturalness and sanctity of the family.’174 

For the Australian side, German immigration was expected to be mainly male, so the inclusion 

of a large number of women in the scheme was not favoured, particularly in the early stages in 

1952. This hesitation referred to unmarried women as well as to those included in the category 

of ‘family members’. The Australian thoughts on the issue seemed to be clear-cut on the 

surface: the intention was to keep the numbers of ‘dependents’ down. Authorities argued that 

neither living conditions (in particular the rental market) nor the conditions of (mainly rural) 

work placements were suitable for families.175 This policy was applied up until the 1950s but 

changed gradually when a change in attitude took place and immigrants were not only 

perceived a ‘labourers’ but also as parents of ‘New Australians’ which created a contradiction 

between ‘the assimilation of immigrants to the “Australian way of life”’ and ‘notions of racial 

or ethnic separateness, and emphasised instead Anglo-conformism as superior way of life’. 176 

Early negotiations in February 1952 showed that the West-German side in general insisted on 

including nuclear families and highly recommended the mutual migration of ‘complete’ 

families.177 The West German officials remained quite persistent in this point in the months 

leading up to the official agreement and convinced Australian officials that the ‘migrant flow 

was to mirror the German family structure’. 178 This expression ‘to mirror the German family 

structure’ was indeed quite revealing as it set up the ideal of the nuclear family as the norm. 

                                                        

 

173 Haebich continued this thought for the assisted migration wave: Anna Haebich, Spinning the dream. 
Assimilation in Australia 1950-1970 (Fremantle: Fremantle Press, 2008) 82, Kuen, "The disowned 
revolution: the reconstruction of Australian immigration, 1945-1952 ", 2. 
174 Michael Gilding, Australian families – a comparative perspective (Melbourne: Addison Wesley 
Longman, 1997) 69, Haebich, Spinning the dream. Assimilation in Australia 1950-1970 96. 
175 Fincher, "Gender, age, and ethnicity in immigration for an Australian nation." 223, Steinert, 
Migration und Politik. Westdeutschland – Europa – Übersee 1945-1961 153. 
176 Lepervanche, "Breeders for Australia: a national identity for women?": 171. 
177 ‘Aufzeichnung über die Besprechung der australischen Delegation anlässlich der zweiten Tagung des 
Auswanderungskomitees in Genf im Februar 1952’, Trützschler, Genf, 23.2.1952. BAK B 106 20611 I. 
p 38-39. 
178 ‘Aufzeichnung über die Besprechung der australischen Delegation anlässlich der zweiten Tagung des 
Auswanderungskomitees in Genf im Februar 1952’, Trützschler, Genf, 23.2.1952. BAK B 106 20611 I. 
p 38-39, my translation. 
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To speed migration up, Australia gained permission to proceed with pre-agreement 

recruitment and evoked a conditional exception to the mentioned regulation beforehand in the 

first few official transports.179 Under the condition that family members left behind were to 

join with the workers some months later, the chosen workers could emigrate.180 Having the 

German state’s permission for such recruitment efforts made this a semi-official endeavour. 

This had the advantage that such actions were not bound too closely to the obligations 

applicable for recruitment under the scheme. As a consequence, a recruitment effort for 900 

skilled workers discussed in April 1952 did not offer the financial subsidisation of the passage 

to family members.181 Such a regulation would have indeed been quite an effective way to 

limit the number of dependents, as passages were expensive. The respective Australian Aide 

Mémoire, April 1952, stated:  

The workers shall be single, but 

a) married men, who are able to finance the fare of their wives and families, can 

bring them with them and will temporarily be given accommodation through the 

government at arrival. 

b) Other married men can travel prior to their families and can let their families 

follow them later on, on their own accounts because of ‘Landing Permits’.182 

This early Aide Mémoire additionally mentioned the subsidised immigration of 100 single 

women, which seems surprising given that the quota proposed in June 1952 did not include 

any unmarried women any longer. In regards to the migration of women, no clear line in 

Australian politics became apparent and this trend continued. Fincher et al. found that 

particularly single women’s migration was subject to several changes of direction through the 

late 1960s and the 1970s, my findings show that this was already the case in the early 

1950s.183 Indeed when having a closer look at the amendments and sub-categories discussed in 

the following they appear similar to the immediate changes concerning male migration (which 
                                                        

 

179 An explanation for this is for example that the need for labour, instigating this and similar schemes, 
was closely tied to developments and fluctuations in building new infrastructure and industries. The 
conditions referred to place of recruitment and level and nature of qualifications and are outlined in 
Biedermann, Eine bezahlte Passage - Die Auswanderung von Deutschen nach Australien in den 1950er 
Jahren 151-152. 
180 ‘Aufzeichnung über die Besprechung der australischen Delegation anlässlich der zweiten Tagung des 
Auswanderungskomitees in Genf im Februar 1952’, Trützschler von Falkenstein, Genf, 23.2.1952. 
BAK B 106 20611 I. p 38-39. 
181 ‘Aide Mémoire’ (referring to a discussion held with Trützschler von Falkenstein) 21.4.1952. BAK B 
106 20611 I. p. 15 
182 ‘Aide Mémoire’ (referring to a discussion held with Trützschler von Falkenstein) 21.4.1952. BAK B 
106 20611 I. p. 15, my translation. 
183 Fincher, Foster and Wilmot, Gender equity and Australian immigration policy 37, 50. 
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were often reactions to developments on the labour market). Increasing and revoking access to 

assisted passages for single women in the 1970s, for example, addressed immediate needs but 

did not necessarily mirror long-term planning.184 West Germany and Australia had mainly 

developments on the labour market on their minds when entering the negotiations. From an 

early point onwards, however, West German officials linked thoughts about a perceived ‘over-

presence’ of single women (regardless of marital status) as a sexual threat to a society’s 

coherence to thoughts on emigration. The Australian officials started to identify a lack of 

women as a similar threat soon after the start of the migration wave (see Chapter Three for 

details). At this early stage, however, before the signing of the agreement regulating 

emigration to Australia in a the long term perspective, the West German government’s 

imperative was to keep in negotiations with the Australian government not to endanger the 

more important, larger project of the APS under way.185   

Although not obvious in the case of the proposed 1000 workers program (900 male workers 

and 100 female workers) West German attitudes in regards to including female migrants and 

family members were already evident in the negotiations starting in 1952. Back then the most 

important negotiations took place on the occasion of a visit of a German migration 

commission to Australia, April 8 to June 8 1952.186 During these talks the German officials 

remained quite explicit about the wishes of the West German government. In these talks, 

hierarchies of desirability became apparent. West Germany gave the emigration of married 

unskilled men and their families highest priority, ‘single’ women ranked also rather highly but 

unmarried skilled young men were at the other end of the scale. Australia on the other hand 

preferred the migration of exactly those men and the migration of whole families was given 

less priority. The German side made quite clear in the negotiations which groups they thought 

were particularly predestined for emigration and were not inclined to give in easily. The high 

number of family members mentioned in the German suggestion (3,900) was remarkable and 

so was the number of 500 single women. ‘Single’ in this draft was not further specified and 

could have referred to widowed as well as divorced or never-married people.  

The migration of families became a pawn when in 1953 the German side announced in an 

internal meeting that ‘for the German side the most important point of the migration program 

                                                        

 

184 Ibid. 38-43. 
185 Steinert, Migration und Politik. Westdeutschland – Europa – Übersee 1945-1961 152, 153. 
186 ‘Bericht über die Reise der deutschen Studienkommission für Auswanderungsfragen nach Australien 
vom 8. April bis 8. Juni 1952’ B 106 20611 Bd 1, pp. 60-79. 
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was the tracking of family members’.187 German senior government employees Kleberg and 

Trützschler agreed that it would be wise to accept the Australian wishes in order to enhance 

the emigration of family members. They told the discussion round that this had been alluded to 

by Immigration Attaché Denis Winterbottom. In this discussion Volmer from the Federal 

Institute for Employment Services and Unemployment Insurance gave an account of the 

Federal Institute’s attitude and concluded that the emigration should target three groups of 

people presenting a surplus: women, farm workers and ‘people with any sort of faults’. He 

also suggested counting the family members of farm workers in the quota for unskilled 

workers, a remarkable exception to the rule of classifying married women per se as 

dependents. Aiming to fill the quota without losing too many ‘desired’ workers, notions of 

gender culture (that usually did not identify married women as workforce participants) were 

discarded or at least interpreted quite flexibly in favour of the dictate of the market. The 

Australian reaction to this suggestion did not reciprocate this flexibility and the wives of farm 

workers were to be counted as ‘domestics’.188 

For 1953, a quota discussed between Immigration Attaché George Vincent Greenhalgh and 

West German senior government employee Gustav von Schmoller included a single category 

explicitly concerned with female migration.189 The category was named ‘woman’. Seemingly 

at a loss as to how to accommodate migrating women who were not family members, officials 

were not able to create suitable migration categories.190 

Introducing New Subcategories: Making Amendments to Fit Migrating 
Women 
As evident in the above analysis, 1953 was the year in which the Australian government 

altered their opinion on the migration of women: several sub-categories were created albeit 

inside the broader category of ‘dependents’. The subcategories emerged during the annual re-

negotiations and reflected immediate interests hence they hardly ever entered the scheme on 

the level of a binding passus in the agreement. The subcategories also demonstrated that 

female migration was understood in the terms prevailing gender culture identifying women’s 
                                                        

 

187 ‘Niederschrift über die Ressortbesprechung zum australischen Einwanderungsprogramm für das 
erste Halbjahr 1953 am ersten Januar 1953 im Bundesinnenministerium’, Referat: Dr. von Schmoller, 
Bonn, 27.1.1953. AA B 85 12, my translation. 
188 ‘Entwurf Rundschreiben’ - ‘Betr. Australisches Einwanderungsprogramm für das erste Halbjahr 
1953’, Referat: Dr. von Schmoller, Brückner, Federal Foreign Office, to Kleberg, Federal Ministry of 
the Interior, Bonn, (and others), 16.4.1953. AA B 85 12.  
189 ‘Vermerk’ - ‘Betr.: Auswanderung nach Australien. Besprechung mit Mr. Greenhalgh am 5. Mai 
1953’, Referat: Dr. von Schmoller, Bonn, 5.5.1953. AA B 85 12. 
190 Butler, Gender Trouble. Feminism and the subversion of identity 17. 
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position in the social order through attachment to others. This attitude was mirrored in many 

years of Australian immigration policies on the whole.191  

Between March and June 1953 the migration of fiancées was brought up in discussions.192 In 

terms of the agreement they were now to be seen as ‘family members’ and became therefore 

eligible for the free passage. This, however, was not taken up in the wording of the agreement 

until 1962 and therefore remained subject to the yearly negotiations about the composition of 

the migrant cohort.193 These women’s status however differed insofar as, in order to prove the 

legitimacy of the claim, the fiancé had to pay a £100 bond and the couple had to get married 

within three months after the bride’s arrival.194 The respective exchange of letters between the 

West German Federal Foreign Office and West German Federal Ministry of the Interior 

claimed such a regulation specifically for the migration of brides. In terms of the migration 

quota they counted as ‘family members’. The ‘bride’ eligibility was based on biological sex 

and attachment to a male migrant. For the Australian side this regulation also had the (hidden) 

advantage that these women were first and foremost classified as family members and 

therefore not counted in any of the professional categories of the migration quota. It is unclear 

if this was obvious to the Australian authorities.  

For the migrating women and their partners this regulation was not without consequences 

(which will be discussed in more detail in the Chapter Three). The Australian Department of 

Immigration however made a point by assuring that wives and children of workers already 

living in Australia, even if the men had not migrated on the AP Scheme, had to be given 

priority. Such argumentation went hand in hand with the ideology dominating contemporary 

thinking of the ‘nuclear family’ as the cradle of a sound society.  

In September 1953 another new sub-category for women was created. The Australian side 

proposed to also offer the APs to the unmarried sisters of migrants already living in Australia; 

again certain specifics applied: 

                                                        

 

191 Fincher, Foster and Wilmot, Gender equity and Australian immigration policy 6, 54. 
192 Refer to a series of letters between the West German Federal Foreign Office and the West German 
Federal Ministry of the Interior, between March and June 1953. BAK B 106 20611 III, p. 47-49. See 
also George Vincent Greenhalgh, Australian Embassy Immigration Office, Cologne, to Trützschler von 
Falkenstein, Federal Foreign Office, Bonn, 6.3.1953. AA B 85 12. 
193 Bundesgesetzblatt, "Bekanntmachung des Abkommens zwischen der Regierung der Bundesrepublik 
Deutschland und der Regierung des Australischen Bundes über die unterstützte Wanderung, vom 20. 
Juli 1965." ed. Der Bundesminister des Auswärtigen (1965), 1104-1105. BAK B 189 9378. 
194 Commonwealth of Australia Immigration Act 1901-1949, Annex “R”. NAA PP168/1, 1951/11511, 
Jan W. 
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It is proposed that such nominations should be accepted irrespective of whether the 

sisters are of working age or below working age, but of course, the normal upper 

age limits for single women will apply.195 

The normal upper age limit here meant 35, the age that marked to officials the end of women’s 

childbearing years.196 Without her capacity to give birth a woman had lost her usefulness to 

the nation, the trademark of female citizenship.197 Heyes further mapped out the condition that 

‘nominations would be accepted only where the sponsor is able to guarantee that he will care 

for and accommodate his sister or sisters on arrival to Australia.’ 198 The aim of this measure 

was to avoid placing migrant women in migrant hostels. The set-out condition can be 

interpreted as an early form of a trend Fincher et al. later identified in the ‘Bring out a bride’ 

program of the 1970s that governed female bodies and threaded together images of female 

bodies in need of protection and the ‘danger’ of unbound female sexuality.199  

On a state level, a drive to bring out unmarried sisters in or about to reach the marriageable 

age can be interpreted in terms of achieving a ‘balance in the sexes’ (which will be discussed 

in more detail in Chapter Three). These brittle amendments underline further the insecurities 

about how to view and frame women’s migration, and the arbitrariness applied. The later 

discussed threat presented by single migrating women will underline my point that, by 

explaining women’s migration in the context of family (and care), the threat was partly 

disarmed. 

The assisted passage was now also offered to family members (women and children) of male 

German workers who had migrated to Australia before the scheme. For this year Immigration 

Attaché George Vincent Greenhalgh also announced that the age limit for domestic servants 

had been changed to 40, under the condition that those applicants over 35 years of age were 

                                                        

 

195 ‘Anlage zum Bericht der Botschaft Sydney’, Tasman H. E. Heyes, Secretary, Commonwealth of 
Australia, Department of Immigration, Canberra to the German Ambassador, Sydney, 2.9.1953. BAK B 
106 20611 III, p. 88. 
196 Fincher, Foster and Wilmot, Gender equity and Australian immigration policy 23, 25. 
197 Lepervanche, "Breeders for Australia: a national identity for women?": 168-172, Alison Mackinnon, 
"'Bringing the unclothed immigrant into the world': population policies and gender in twentieth-century 
Australia." Journal of Population Research 17.2 (2000): 112. 
198 ‘Anlage zum Bericht der Botschaft Sydney’, Tasman H. E. Heyes, Secretary, Commonwealth of 
Australia, Department of Immigration, Canberra to the German Ambassador, Sydney, 2.9.1953. BAK B 
106 20611 III, p. 88. 
199 I will expand on this point in Chapter Three. Fincher, Foster and Wilmot, Gender equity and 
Australian immigration policy 64. 
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able to demonstrate an advanced knowledge of the English language.200 The arrangements for 

the migration quota for 1954 also lifted the limitations on the number of children in the 

families of qualified workers.201 For a short period migration became possible for larger 

families (with more than three children), who otherwise could only migrate if they were able 

to raise the fare themselves and/or in combination with other help programs available through 

the St. Raphaels-Verein. The regulation was revoked in 1954 when the government wanted to 

attract qualified men fast and therefore argued that processing a large family took longer and 

the men were needed to meet an immediate need for labourers.202 Such an occurrence 

additionally indicated how much the requests for the composition of the yearly quota resulted 

from contemporary developments and conditions on the Australian labour market, and how 

vulnerable the situation of ‘family members’ was. The autonomy the minister handling 

migration was able to exert in this regard is often explained in terms of these developments 

and the immediacy they called for.203 

Fincher et al., among others, have demonstrated that the selection criteria applied by the 

migration officers depicted a clear selection strategy aiming at physical appearance, age and 

level of skill (mainly for men), and marital status, particularly for women.204 As I have shown, 

the migration of German-born women was constructed along these lines. However, it needs to 

be noted that migration officers could not choose from an endless pool consisting of all people 

residing in West Germany at that time. The German government had implemented some 

‘safety measures’ to protect its own interests, such as the exclusion of highly needed trades 

from access to financial support and prohibiting widespread publicising of migration 

opportunities.205  

                                                        

 

200 ‘Age limits for domestic servants’, Migration Attaché George Vincent Greenhalgh, Australian 
Embassy, Cologne, to the President of the Federal Institute for Employment Services and 
Unemployment Insurance, Nuremberg, 14.2.1953. B 106 9172, p. 28. 
201 ‘Rundschreiben Nr. 213/1953’, Department of Emigration, 22.7.1953.B 106 9172, p. 76. 
202 ‘Betr.: Einwanderung von Deutschen nach Australien’, Embassy of the Federal Republic of 
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Conclusion 
German migration to Australia, and specifically to Western Australia, post-1945 started with 

German-born women arriving as partners of husbands belonging to the group of Displaced 

Persons. The migration scheme between West Germany and Australia, in the years 1952 to 

1962, targeted a completely different group of people and was centred on the migration of 

qualified male workers of West German nationality. For the West German government the aim 

in entering the scheme was to reduce the number of young qualified unmarried men; for the 

Australian government the aim was to recruit exactly such people. Therefore, during the first 

year of the scheme women were framed as dependent family members of male migrants and 

hardly recognised as migrants in their own right.  

As a consequence, ‘single woman’ became a migration category that was based on biological 

sex and marital status but not on professional qualifications. Male applicants were primarily 

classified as ‘workers’; this category was then subdivided according to, firstly, level of 

qualifications and, secondly, to marital status. As a consequence this meant that the potential 

and talent present among migrating women went largely unnoticed by migration authorities of 

the West German as well as the Australian governments. Chapter Four will follow this aspect 

up when examining the workforce participation of German-born women. 

After the first year of the scheme, the Australian side considered the immigration of female 

migrants more favourably and opened the scheme to family members, fiancées and unmarried 

sisters. Particularly the last two categories were again marked by biological sex and the 

absence of attachment to a male partner whereas no further regulations concerning unmarried 

brothers or fiancés were made. The scheme was gradually made available to people who 

beforehand had not been covered by the wording, but it became clear that the nuclear family, 

as an ideological construct, or measures leading to the formation of a nuclear family were 

given priority. As early as 1953, for example, the reunion of families and the nomination of 

brides under the Scheme became possible and this was not against but according to Australian 

wishes.  

However, these regulations were also subject to the yearly negotiations and could therefore be 

revoked rapidly. Whereas male applicants continually had access to the assisted migration 

scheme that was conceptually centred on ‘male economic mobility’ as expressed in skilled 

migration, women were classified by their biological sex and categorised according to roles 
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assigned to them in accordance with gender ideologies.206 Migrating women became for 

example ‘brides’, ‘sisters’, ‘mothers’ and ‘wives’. Here gender as a social category limited 

access to resources. The success of women’s migration efforts was dependent on their marital 

status and their access to migration was much more subject to the sudden and frequent 

changes in migration politics. Not until 1962 was the status of fiancées secured in the actual 

agreement. 

Even though attitudes towards female migration changed, the Australian side always preferred 

male rather than female applicants as main visa holders. The term ‘worker’ referred to 

professions that were dominated by male members; here gender proved to be a hidden 

selection ‘criteria’. The German side on the other hand continually insisted on including 

specifically women in the scheme. This was done to secure coherence in and the well being of 

families but can also be seen as a means to reduce the number of ‘surplus’ single women (not 

necessarily never-married women) in West Germany’s post-WWII society. This aspect will be 

examined in more detail in Chapter Three. 

The first chapter of this thesis has mapped out how gender was a major category determining 

access to and the availability of migration opportunities for men and women. Because the 

emigration of German-born people was placed in the context of fuelling economies with male 

paid work little room was left for migrating women. As a consequence, women were 

integrated in policies and thoughts on migration according to their assumed tasks in the realm 

of society and family, predominantly as carers of others and mothers of future citizens and 

consumers. Their access to migration was regulated through their attachment to another person 

or a family and manifested itself in migration categories such as wife, mother, sister or 

fiancée, demarcated by dependence. Migration categories available to women were derived 

from women’s location in the social domain and fitted conventional gender identities and 

coined female labour as ‘domestic’, as I will further discuss in Chapter Four. Female 

migration outside the domestic realm became a ‘logic impossibility’ and was for this reason 

difficult for state officials to accommodate.207 

In the next chapter I will trace how the above discussed transcended into officially authored 

and distributed migration advice. 
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Chapter 2  ‘Advising Often Means Advising Against’ – Gendered 
Advice and Support from Migration Information Centres and 
State Officials 

The previous chapter highlighted the role gender ideologies played in the formulation of the 

migration schemes structuring migration from West Germany to Australia. Gender was 

determined as a decisive factor for access to migration opportunities. In this chapter, I will 

examine how advice given by institutional bodies framed the migration endeavours of their 

clients through gender ideologies and consequently proposed ‘appropriate gender-specific’ 

advice.  

The idea that gender ideologies are deeply embedded in institutional thinking and reproduced 

through policies has been given considerable attention in feminist theoretical frameworks.208 A 

prime area of feminist engagement are for example issues of reproduction and birth control.209 

In this framework, governmentally-endorsed advice agencies can be interpreted as institutions 

governing bodies and knowledge. Expanding Foucault’s concept of bio-power, their activities 

and guidelines give evidence to the way gender is produced and endorsed through stately 

authority.210 Jill Mathews, for example, argued that particularly the implementation of ‘gender 

order’ through ‘professionals’, in her case Australian health professionals, and institutions 

(particularly mental health institutions), was a distinct trait of the twentieth 20th century.211 In 

my analysis I discuss advising bodies as the places where the ‘social manipulation of the 

female body emerges as an absolutely central strategy in the maintenance of power relations 

between the sexes’.212 Earlier, in my introduction, I referred to Grant and Tancred who 

described the ‘state bureaucratic apparatus’ as a gendered institution, organised along 

patriarchal principles.213 Following from this, Lorber argued that ‘the continuing purpose of 

gender as a modern social institution is to construct women as a group to be subordinate to 
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men as a group’.214 In her analysis of Lorber, Barbara Risman pointed out that ‘the creation of 

differences is the very foundation on which inequality rests’.215 Building on these findings I 

will pick this thought up in my analysis of the actual advice provided to women and highlight 

the structures in which advice was delivered.  

The analysis will work on two levels, discussing firstly the actual services, and, secondly, the 

ideological context in which advice-giving took place. My analysis will explain, interpret and 

discuss the information centres and their work. I will investigate the particular services offered 

by the Lutheran and Catholic Churches and the ‘Society of the Girl-Friends of Young Girls’, 

an organisation that concentrated on advising women. The discussion will focus on: Where 

and what sort of services were available? What did these services entail? How did 

contemporary ideas about gender influence the offered advice? Did these services reach those 

for whom they were seen as most beneficial? To fully understand the dimension of gender as a 

structure or category of analysis, my observations establish how the institutional bodies in 

question created and reproduced gender ideologies and inequalities. Did the existence of 

‘gender’-specific advice manifest and reproduce gender ideologies and, if so, did this lead to 

inequalities? Did recipients of this information and these services comply with, work within 

and/or resist – actively or passively – such structures? 

Information Centres in West Germany 
In 1946 the respective German agencies in the ‘United Trading Zone’ had decided that 

‘questions on emigration have to remain with the Reich [sic]; that every emigration needs 

stately direction’ and to guarantee this, a ‘Permanent Bureau for Emigration’ (Ständiges 

Sekretariat für Auswanderungsfragen) was established.216 The bureau had the authority to 

approve or prohibit migration services offered to the general public.217 Additionally, it headed 

initiatives, collected information and was authorised to issue leaflets to emigrants and 

information services (state as well as non-governmental), and controlled all general issues 

related to migration.218 Soon after, in 1950, the Federal Bureau for Emigration developed from 
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this preliminary state organisation and was situated in the Federal Ministry of the Interior, and 

in 1952 the final transformation into the Federal Department of Emigration took place.219 The 

bureau wrote the first comprehensive report on information services available in 1949.220 

According to this report residents who were interested in emigrating from West Germany 

could rely on a net of information centres run by federal agencies and non-governmental and 

not-for-profit organisations.  

The different information agencies took up work quickly after the end of World War II: the 

relief organisation of the Lutheran Church for example resumed work as early as 1946.221 For 

1949, 64 information centres in West Germany were listed: three charitable organizations, 14 

information centres of the Lutheran relief organisation (Evangelisches Hilfswerk), six of the 

Catholic St. Raphaels-Verein, 38 were located in Diocese (Catholic) or Caritas (Lutheran) 

localities, two information centres belonging to the Workers’ Welfare Federal Association 

(Arbeiterwohlfahrt) and one of the Red Cross.222 For North Rhine-Westphalia 15 and for 

Bavaria 13 centres were listed; in Württemberg, Hessia and Lower Saxony five centres were 

located; Schleswig Holstein had three and the major seaports of Bremen and Hamburg had 

three and two respectively. The remaining 14 centres were assigned to the zones occupied by 

France and the Soviet Union.223 The report did not include a further breakdown as to numbers, 

locality, accessibility or details on their work.  

In 1954 the number of information centres in West Germany had risen to around 86, including 

confessional organisations (‘Evangelisches Hilfswerk’ and St. Raphaels-Verein), the Red 

Cross and locally active groups.224 As can be seen on map Nr 1 (Appendix) the St. Raphaels-
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Verein had the most even distribution, covering a wide area of West Germany including most 

major cities such as Bremen, Berlin, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt/M, Hamburg, Munich, Stuttgart 

and many regional centres, such as Aachen, Augsburg, Bamberg, Brunswig, Eichstätt, Essen, 

Freiburg, Fulda, Hildesheim, Cassel, Koblenz, Landshut, Münster, Paderborn, Passau, 

Regensburg, Speyer, Trier, Würzburg. Local branches of the German subdivision of the 

Society of the Girl-Friends of Young Girls offering migration advice were less evenly 

distributed and mainly operated in the Ruhr Area in North Rhine-Westphalia (Aachen, Bethel, 

Bochum, Düsseldorf, Duisburg, Cologne-Riehl, Münster, Wuppertal-Elberfeld) while two 

offices were located in Bavaria (Nuremberg, München) and Baden-Württemberg (Stuttgart, 

Carlsruhe) and one bureau was available in the state of Hamburg, Schleswig-Holstein (Kiel) 

and Hessia (Frankfurt/M) each.225 The German National Association of the Catholic Girls’ 

Welfare Organisations (Deutscher Nationalverband der katholischen Mädchenschutzvereine) 

only operated in Freiburg.226 I will explore this in more detail later but would already like to 

point out that the confessional migration information services enjoyed an exclusive access to 

resources and government officials which illustrates Franzway et al.’s argument of the 

‘gendered-structure’ of states.227  

The map shows that the accessibility to such centres was a possible barrier for those interested 

in information on migration because potential migrants living in rural areas might not have 

been able to visit the centres in person. However, the migration statistics of the Lutheran 

Church and the St. Raphaels-Verein tell us that much information was communicated via mail 

(Figure 1, Appendix). A large number of information-seekers proved to justify the multitude 

of information centres. It is difficult to determine exact numbers here because the different 

organisations kept their own records and it remains unclear if all numbers were reported to the 

Federal Department of Emigration. I was, however, able to locate numbers available from the 

records of the St. Raphaels-Verein, the Lutheran church and, to a lesser extent, from the 

Society of the Girl-Friends of Young Girls.  

From the annual reports of the St. Raphaels-Verein the following chart can be drawn:228 
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A closer look at the statistics of the St. Raphaels-Verein shows that in 1951 women’s enquiries 

made up 18% of all first contacts and men’s requests made up 82%. By 1961 this relation had 

changed and women were responsible for around 33% of all first enquiries. Although the 

number of women asking for information about migration was always smaller than the number 

of men, overall their numbers did not plummet as drastically by 1961 (male enquiries in 1961 

dropped to 12% of those in 1951, female enquiries to about 29%). From 1958 to 1961 the 

number of women’s enquiries remained relatively constant.229 The reasons for this situation 

are without question complex but it is justifiable to relate the drop in men’s enquiries for 

example to the low rate of unemployment in West Germany.230 The more constant interest of 

women in migration might at the same time be linked to a growing awareness about workforce 

participation as life-enduring element in women’s lives and a lingering interest of the media in 

portraying the issue.231 
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Anyone, institutions as much as private persons, who wanted to legally operate and provide 

migration information services in West Germany had to be not-for profit and were not allowed 

to facilitate job placements, and migration brokers were tested for their credibility.232 This was 

less a problem for the two confessional organisations but a more prominent issue for the 

Society of the Girl-Friends of Young Girls whose main objective always had been to bring 

young women – who were not directly supervised by their parents – into jobs under safe and 

secure conditions.233 One of the most powerful instruments of the Society in its heyday at the 

turn of the twentieth century had been direct job-placement where employers and employees 

had been brought together under the umbrella of the Society. However, the legal situation in 

regards to the promotion of emigration activities prohibited the Society from taking up any 

such engagement. Members interested in this aspect continually negotiated with job centres to 

widen their sphere of engagement and to evoke better working conditions in the receiving 

countries.234  

Apart from this contested issue advisory tasks were supposedly clearly distributed: the Non 

Governmental Organisations (hereafter NGOs) were to support emigrants in dealing with 

general questions of administration, in providing factual information and in giving spiritual 

support.235 The information and consultation services were mostly recognised as being of 

necessary but supplementary character. The power to make the actual decision about who had 

access to the scheme and who not remained in West Germany with the respective job centres 

while approved information was authored by the Department of Emigration. The Federal 

Ministry of Labour insisted on keeping this hierarchy.236 Ideas about making a visit to the 

migration information centres a compulsory step in the migration application process were 
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rejected on these grounds although the Federal Ministry of Labour encouraged both bodies 

and their branches to work closely together.237 

Female migrants were repeatedly singled out and addressed by the Department of Emigration 

as being in need of specific information. A leaflet from 1955, titled ‘Dear potential emigrant’, 

provided information about the existence and services on offer through officially approved 

information centres and urged those interested in migration to visit these centres.238 The leaflet 

separately addressed women and girls and stated that ‘[i]n particular no woman or girl should 

take on an overseas job offer before an information centre has verified information about the 

future employer’.239 This statement bears great relevance for a feminist-informed discussion of 

how the constitution of ‘gender’ through institutions reproduces gender ideologies and forms 

the base for inequalities.240 The above statement can be seen as an example of this process: 

singling out women and girls was constructing their migration as ‘different’ and migrating 

women as ‘other’, not ‘the norm’ (which would be male migrants). This ‘othering’ diffused 

power inequalities and led to the application of a different set of rules for their migration. 

Women’s migration endeavours were judged and treated differently from those of men. I will 

discuss this in more detail when analysing the actual advisory work. This way ‘gender’ 

became the determinant for desirability and consequently for access to migration opportunities 

and resources (as discussed in Chapter One). Following Risman’s argumentation I identify the 

women-specific information offers as ‘institutional domains where explicit regulations 

regarding resource distribution and material goods are gender specific’.241  

There appears to be a discrepancy between what officials deemed fundamentally important 

and what potential migrants considered sufficient when it came to the amount and the nature 

of information.242 Much to official dismay, not everyone interested in emigrating used the 

offered services; many potential migrants were not even aware of their existence.243 As I will 

discuss in detail shortly the only participant in my sample to contact such a centre before 
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emigration was Rosi Stapenhorst. Indeed, fairly quickly the number of general enquiries 

declined. By 1957 Lutheran Church of Germany (Evangelische Kirche Deutschlands, 

hereafter EKD) reported that the numbers had dropped by nearly half, from a high of around 

114,000 in 1955 to barely 61,000 for that year.244 That the number of emigrants in that period 

increased instead of decreased (from 48,567 in 1955 to around 60,000 in 1958; the bulk went 

to Canada and USA where the migration process was less regulated)245 indicates that the 

information centres did not have the anticipated impact.246 

Although much harder to prove, it seems appropriate to suggest that ‘personal information 

fields’, as introduced by Page Moch, had much more relevance. 247 Ryan also found that 

particularly in the beginning such personal information fields were of great value for the 

migrating women in her study.248 Getting information about potential destinations, work 

opportunities and accommodation through friends, relatives and others who had already 

migrated proved to be of higher relevance, particularly for emigrating women (I will come 

back to this in Chapter Three), than obtaining officially-authorised information. 

Such a free flow of information between those who had migrated and those who intended to 

was much harder for officials to control. Reports of West German officials and committees 

touring Australia right from the start articulated the opinion that potential migrants should 

make more use of available services to ‘avoid’ negative experiences.249 Good and particularly 

the ‘right’ preparation, it was suggested, could prevent disasters. A brochure published by the 

Federal Department of Emigration in 1954 noted: 

Everyone willing to migrate should not hesitate to get advice from a competent, 

neutral institution, even if he [sic!] feels very well informed through friends and 

relatives. Those willing to migrate should consider that especially those migrants 

who have not been in contact with a charitable emigration information centre, 
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empirically experience considerable disappointment and have to overcome 

considerable obstacles because of their misconception of the conditions in the 

country of immigration and because they did not gather enough information. 250 

The above statement shows that the Federal Ministry of the Interior saw itself fit to evaluate 

other sources of information, such as family and friends, as unreliable or at least not sufficient. 

To face this ‘threat’ the Ministry regularly authored information pamphlets that were 

distributed through the information centres. Creating the ‘right’ knowledge was a privilege of 

the stately agencies. Bottomley argued in the context of Australian immigration policies and 

regulations that knowledge works as a marker of exclusion, particularly via the ‘construction 

of legitimate knowledge about migration’.251 I suggest that this mechanism is also visible in 

such actions as the above and represents one of Foucault’s ‘techniques for achieving the 

subjugation of bodies and control of populations’.252 However, the West German government 

was in a difficult situation here. According to a law from 1924 (which aimed to prevent the 

exploitation of potential migrants), migration agencies or embassies were not allowed to 

publicly promote their countries.253 How to ‘protect’ emigrating citizens therefore remained a 

conundrum.  

At the centre of much discussion were advertisements in newspapers and the presence of 

migration officers in the non-governmental migration information centres. Senior government 

employee Burian from the Federal Ministry of the Interior wrote to the Federal Department of 

Emigration in December 1959: 

Advertising emigration in general is currently for known reasons not in the 

German interest and furthermore contradicts directive §45/2 of the emigration law. 

[…] The Australian institutions in the Federal Republic have to confine 

themselves to recruiting only from potential migrants who come to them 

spontaneously or after counselling at the charity information centres or through the 
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employment centres or maybe because they have been motivated by people who 

have already migrated to Australia. 254  

This situation produced a contradiction. On the one hand a strict no-promotion regulation was 

pursued but at the same time the disillusion and frustration of migrants were to be avoided.255 

Proof of migrants’ disappointment reached the German Embassy and Consulates (and even the 

Chancellery) on a daily basis in form of letters of complaints and officials linked the negative 

experiences to a ‘lack’ in preparation.256 The respective officials responsible for migrant-

support therefore sensed that granting access to and the provision of ‘correct’ information was 

an important tool to prepare migrants for their new life. Ultimately, this dilemma could hardly 

be solved. Several initiatives can be interpreted as means to respond to this tricky situation: 

Creating a federal agency responsible for issues related to ‘emigration’ and the production and 

distributions of the ‘correct’ information was one reaction.257 Making it obligatory to run 

applications for the West German-Australian APS through the job centres was another.  

Such rather indirect handling of migration information was repeatedly criticised by the NGOs 

who were at the forefront of information services and in direct contact with people interested 

in migration. The critique related to the monopolising of information and showed concern that 

the case officers of the information centres did not have direct access to the status of migration 

applications of their clients. In 1961 the St. Raphaels-Verein criticised in its annual report:  

The referral [to the state job centres which was mandatory for everyone applying 

for the APS] is the source of a widespread inhibition of support for the emigrants 

in the country of immigration and most recently also in the country of emigration. 

[…] The job centres have been given a biased preference over information centres 
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and organisations providing support to emigrants through the contract [the 

migration agreement between West Germany and Australia]. 258  

This complicated situation was well in the interest of some West German bureaucrats as this 

put up another barrier for those who were generally interested in migration and whose 

migration was not favoured. This longwinded process had the potential to reduce interest of 

and inquiries by those whose emigration West German government tried to avoid.259  

Non-Governmental Information Bodies 
In contrast to the mandatory visit to the local or regional Agencies for Labour, visiting a 

migration advice centre during the application process was recommended but was not an 

obligation. Non-governmental migration advice centres had a long tradition reaching back to 

the nineteenth century.260 At the end of WWII many of them quickly resumed work, at least as 

much as they could given the restrictions applying to the respective occupied Zones they 

operated in. Much of this early charitable work concentrated less on giving migration advice 

and more on relief work in regards to refugees (mainly DPs) and internal migration. 

Organisations such as the Red Cross or church-affiliated societies offered support to those 

who were stranded or ‘on the move’ in West Germany because they had lost their home and 

‘Heimat’ during the war.261 

Female migration never was as large-scale as male migration but nevertheless it was a 

constant in West Germany’s emigration history. Particularly in the early years after the Second 

World War and in the still young Federal Republic of Germany recruitment activities such as 

the Operation North Sea (Aktion Nordsee) or Balt Cygnet targeted young (ethnic) German 

women.262 Those programs were intended to bring young women into work in European 
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neighbouring countries (the UK, France, Switzerland and Sweden).263 Intended areas of 

occupation for the migrating women were nursing and domestic services, clearly placing 

women’s migration endeavours in the context of domesticity and care.264 

This was the foundation on which information services aimed at women grew. In 1949 the 

meeting of all heads of not-for profit information centres and advisory bodies discussed the 

migration of women and concluded: 

Because of the surplus of women, which is known to you, particular attention has 

to be given to the emigration of women, also in the information centres. The time 

we have spent on this topic is indicative of its importance. […] It is necessary, to 

pursue every possible alley in this regard, to create opportunities for women who 

would like to try their luck outside.265 

The formulation allows for two observations: Firstly, women were perceived as a surplus. 

Secondly, the emigration of women was identified as in ‘need’ of special attention. The 

statement shows that emigrating young women, as an identifiable group of emigrants, were a 

social reality even before a larger wave of organised emigration was initiated. As I will discuss 

further when investigating the attitudes of church organisations (in this chapter and in Chapter 

Three) the statement can also be read in line with initiatives ‘stabilising’ the moral and social 

order in the process of establishing West Germany by removing the sexual threat represented 

by single women. This argument was also used by Australian officials as will be shown in 

Chapter Three. 

In the following I will work with material from three specific organisations: the Catholic St. 

Raphaels-Verein, the Inner Mission of the Lutheran Church and the Society of the Girl-

Friends of Young Girls. The former two represent the two major confessions in West 
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Germany and made up the bulk of all information centres; the latter one concentrated on 

services for young women irrespective of denomination. For the last two groups the 

information of potential migrants was a sideline to their support and welfare activities; the St. 

Raphaels-Verein was solely dedicated to inform and support people ‘on the move’ (either 

leaving or arriving in West Germany). There was, however, a major difference in terms of 

access to authorities and financial reserves between the confessional organisations and the 

Society. 

The two confessional advice bodies were dominated by male leaders and had privileged and 

direct access to federal state agencies and governmental funds. Indeed, the leaders of both 

bodies (for example in 1959, Maurer for the EKD and Pater Friedrich Fröhling for the St. 

Raphaels-Verein) repeatedly conferred with representatives of the Federal Ministry of the 

Interior and the Federal Department of Emigration.266 Such contacts were not limited to West 

German authorities but expanded also to Australian authorities. In the annual report for 1955 

the St. Raphaels-Verein proudly accentuated that it had established a ‘good working relation’ 

with the Australian Embassy, partly because ‘[t]he St. Raphaels-Verein offers its support only 

to those whose migration has been deemed pressing for family or social reasons’ and actively 

supported wider policies of both states involved.267 The position of the confessional bodies 

enabled them to do charitable work on a recognisable level. For the most part this work 

however accepted and took place inside the given structures, did not challenge state policies 

and operated in a ‘non-threatening’ way confirming gender ideologies rather then undermining 

them. 

The Society of the Girl-Friends of Young Girls was an all-women organisation, recruited its 

members from a middle-class, bourgeois background and operated mainly on a local and 

regional level (its wider network spanned all over Germany and Europe). To further promote 

their work, branches occasionally entered into co-operations with local governments. In 1950, 

for example, the Society entered into a co-operation with the Ministry of Culture/Education of 

Württemberg and organised school visits of Society members who informed about the 

activities of the Society (in particular the Railway Mission and the migration information 

services).268 However, despite all the local activities the society was by and large not able to 
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reach those spheres of authority available to the two confessional bodies. Possibilities to 

enable cross-continental migration remained therefore limited and the society focused on the 

support of young women working away from home in Germany or European countries such as 

France, Switzerland and the UK.269 

Services offered through confessional information centres 

The services of the confessional information centres referred to a broad spectrum of target 

countries among them Australia. The range of available information included basic, ‘factual’ 

information on Australia, such as geography, resources, industries, wages, estimates on costs 

of living, working conditions and the like (clearly structured around the needs of young 

unmarried people and nuclear families).270 The libraries also stocked publications on 

Australian culture and customs. Additionally the offices had access to information from the 

Federal Department of Emigration for example on the difficult housing situation in Australia 

which was seen as a major concern. These information sheets sometimes contained warnings 

to be passed on to potential migrants, especially those perceived to be vulnerable such as 

single women and families with small children.271  

In 1956 for example an internal information pamphlet was issued announcing that due to 

architectural differences in Australia renting flats was not very common and could lead to 

difficulties. The Federal Department of Emigration feared that 

[t]he father’s initiative to find accommodation [outside of migration hostels] will 

soon be dampened after several unsuccessful tries. Consequences are often 

troubled marriages, neglect of the children’s education and juveniles, and 

additional costs, which make saving for a lot and later on a home impossible.272  

Such warnings can be read in the context of contemporary gender culture where the social 

order in a family defined the husband as the breadwinner and provider of accommodation and 
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placed women’s tasks in the realm of domesticity.273 Was this order interrupted, which as 

readers were told could easily be the case when migrating, the consequences were painted in 

grave words, leading to ‘troubled marriages’, ‘neglect of the children’ and monetary 

difficulties.  

The spectrum of services also included ongoing support throughout the whole migration 

process that started once potential migrants visited the information centre. Assistance was for 

example given when preparing applications and booking fares. Religious personnel were 

placed on the vessels transporting migrants and both confessional groups could make use of a 

well-established net of contacts all over the world and establish contacts with other Germans 

in the area of migrants’ destinations, or at least refer the incoming migrants to the closest 

congregation. 

The consultation and information services of the Lutheran Church and the St-Raphaels Verein 

were particularly motivated by two considerations: to practically assist potential migrants and, 

as a long-term goal, to keep them as members of the world congregation.274 The first aim had 

strong patronising connotations. 

Concentrating on Women: The Society of the Girl-Friends of Young Girls 

Just like the confessional groups the Society of the Girl-Friends of Young Girls could look 

back on a history dating back to the nineteenth century. The foundation of the Society was 

initiated by Josephine Butler in 1877 and developed from an international congress of 

abolitionists held in Geneva the same year.275 Women from seven European countries 

participated in the foundation and subsequently set up national groups. In the newly-

developing context of industrialisation, urbanisation and mobility the many local branches of 

the Society aimed to offer support to single travelling women (between rural and urban spaces 

or between place of origin and place of occupation), driven by fears about their safety.276 Quite 

fittingly most activities were situated in and around train stations. The support included 

offering open rooms for those who had to spend time at train stations, greeting new arrivals in 

cities with local groups and organising job-placements. Some local branches were even able to 
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offer boarding houses for working women. As mentioned above one goal was to ‘protect’ 

women on the move from falling prey to human traffickers and priority was given to 

preventative activities. However, the changing realities of post-WWII society instigated 

alterations in the Society’s attitudes towards their role and aims.  

The German branch reformed in 1947 at the seventieth anniversary of the Society’s foundation 

in Stuttgart with an annual general meeting.277 A new constitution, however, was not passed 

before 1950, when the Society was registered officially.278 One of the earliest initiatives of the 

‘Girl-Friends’ was to reopen its railway missions.279 Of the 51 boarding homes that had 

existed before the war only one, in Frankfurt, was still in operation. By 1950 the Munich 

branch had reopened a home, and by 1953 the one in Stuttgart was also reopened. The Society 

had a Lutheran orientation.280 The headquarters were in Stuttgart and regional branches existed 

in Baden, Bavaria, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Hessia, Lower Saxony, Schleswig-Holstein, 

Westphalia and Württemberg.281 Migration advice was identified as a particular aspect of the 

work done at local branches in Frankfurt, Hamburg, Nuremberg, Münster and in the Rhineland 

although other branches might have given out information material as well, map 1 (Appendix) 

shows the placement of centres in West Germany.282 

Advice or Discouragement? - Gendered Patterns of Advice 
The non-governmental organisations showed in general great concern for their clientele and 

acknowledged the diversity present among potential migrants, albeit in the context of 

contemporary gender culture, as I will show. Additionally, the personal wellbeing of the 

migrants was of importance for the advisors. Personal wellbeing, however, was to be 

understood in clear boundaries of appropriate behaviour. Handouts tried to prepare the 

consultants for the technicalities of the migration process (such as assistance with filling out 

forms) but also communicated counselling skills.283 A closer look at archived information 
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material, correspondence, reports, pamphlets and magazines shows that NGOs as well as 

federal migration information centres identified a need for information addressing specifically 

young women and girls. 

The personnel were advised to elicit the motivation and personal situation of clients in order to 

better calculate the client’s chances. However, all of this advice was grounded in 

contemporary gender ideologies. During the consolidation period of West Germany both 

churches heavily engaged in the formulation of social and family policies. 284 The Lutheran as 

well as the Catholic churches understood themselves as guardians of the social and moral 

order and had great hopes of making their voices heard in the constituting boards.285 The 

sanctity and protection of the family and of marriage were of great concern to both 

confessions and much of their energy was aimed at impacting on the respective passus in the 

constitution and legislation.286 A declaration of the nuclear family and the breadwinner-

homemaker model as preferred modus operandi for the West German post-War society was in 

their interest and was one of their main objectives.287 These attitudes were mirrored in the life-

help services offered, such as the migration information centres. Women, as single migrants or 

sometimes as heads of households, were occasionally able to gain support for their migration 

endeavours from the confessional organisations but only when certain conditions were met. 

War-widow Emma S. mother of three juvenile sons for example was allowed into the Assisted 

Passage Scheme once she had backup from the St. Raphaels-Verein.288 Rosa S. an ethnic 

German woman, was divorced.289 She had a ten-year-old daughter with whom she wanted to 

migrate to Australia in 1951 (before the implementation of the official scheme) to marry DP 

Anton S. Anton S. evoked a landing permit and contributed some money for the passage but 

was not able to raise the full amount. Therefore the St. Raphaels-Verein suggested her case to 

the ‘Swiss European Relief Organisation – Association of Swiss Relief Organisations abroad’ 

(Schweizer Europahilfe – Vereinigung schweizerischer Hilfswerke für das Ausland). With 
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their help Rosa S. and her daughter were then able to commence their journey. The Schweizer 

Europahilfe paid for the passage; in turn Rosa S. was supposed to pay them back once she had 

arrived in Australia and was able to raise the money. Both women headed households and 

were not covered by any state policies, Emma S. was a widow and Rosa S, although divorced 

intended to migrate in order to re-marry. Support for these cases did not necessarily display 

efforts to undermine established policies or to defy gender ideologies,  

These organisations represented certain views on family and gender order therefore their 

support was structured accordingly. In particular for the church groups where people with 

authority were often males, protocols and speeches reflect a patronising and patriarchal 

vocabulary. Pater Friedrich Fröhling for example discussed women as being in danger of 

losing their abilities to nurture and their morals when becoming too idle in Migration Holden 

Camps.290 The advisors’ engagement with the migration process started long before the actual 

migration. In the following quote from a manual for personnel of the St. Raphaels-Verein, 

attention was guided towards an evaluation of the status and quality of the spousal 

relationship. Female lay clergy assistants (Seelsorgehelferinnen) were urged to assess 

whether there are any crises present in the marriage which are hardly recognisable 

but eventually triggered the decision to emigrate; because these crises will increase 

in the new country as the family, at least in the first years, has to overcome starting 

problems all by itself. The female clerical counsellor will also try to determine 

whether the wish to migrate is only supported by the husband, whereas the wife is 

rather sceptical towards the wish. As a clerical advisor she will work towards a 

mutual decision to either stay or leave. 291 

This passage shows that the author of this text, a leading figure in the Catholic-based St. 

Raphaels-Verein, predicted the male migrant would be the catalyst of a potential wish to 

migrate and, in line with contemporary argumentation, constructed the female part of a couple 

as the passive one, the one who follows. This was in line with the way the scheme between 

West Germany and Australia was to a great extent generalising women either as single women 

or as dependents in the family of a labourer. 
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The annual reports of the St. Raphaels-Verein often included specific passages referring to 

advising women and girls. In 1959 the Hanoverian branch concluded in their annual report 

‘Beraten heißt oft Abraten’ (“advising often means advising against”). Examples were 

provided illustrating the advice given to women in information centres. The office in 

Paderborn, for example, reported under the heading ‘Depriving young girls of their illusions’: 

Advising female migration is close to our hearts. In comparison to past years the 

number of young girls, who would like to work in countries abroad, has risen 

considerably [...] therefore enquiring partners ask about overseas locations. 

Without question many young girls have a serious interest in widening their 

professional and language skills while working in a different country, but for some 

it is love of adventure which calls them abroad. This requires the utmost caution 

and giving thorough advice is of greatest importance here. In some cases it costs 

us never-ending efforts to deprive female applicants of illusions and to keep them 

from migrating. We could not have taken the responsibility to let these young 

girls, who obviously do not bring the needed requirements, go alone into foreign 

countries.292  

The advisors saw themselves in a position of authority to make a judgement about their 

clients’ abilities and to control the applicants’ bodies. They felt a strong ‘responsibility’ to 

discourage female advice-seekers they deemed unsuitable. Again we find references implying 

that migration is a dangerous endeavour for women and that providing information was seen 

as indispensable. Additionally, migration was not so much identified as an everlasting event, 

but was instead identified as a career-smart move, leading to enhanced professional 

qualifications and language abilities. To view women’s vocational training as important was a 

dawning contemporary motif that was mirrored widely in the media and public discussions.293 

The statement also indicates that providing information was not simply a case of giving 

‘objective’ advice but could lead to an active rejection of a woman’s migration wish. In this 

case migration was only sanctioned if women showed serious interest, i.e. intended to work 

and to learn the language. Other motivations were deemed insufficient and even illusionary, an 

evaluation reminding us again of Butler’s stance of the ‘logic impossibility’.294 This 

judgement was not without consequences because the confessional information centres had the 
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power to enable access to grants and loans. The following case will further illuminate how 

gender ideologies were a structural principle in giving advice. 

In a letter to her soon-to-be husband interviewee Rosi Stapenhorst wrote about her experiences 

with the St. Raphaels-Verein. Her account offers a very rare insight into the gendered 

dimensions in which advisors and advice seekers operated: 

It is a lady who processes our case. […] When I first visited her she was rather 

suspicious. She thought I was a little, careless adventuress, who was deserting her 

‘Heimat’ and everything else in her life for a man. She very likely might often be 

in contact with easy, bad girls. I showed her the picture of the children and then 

she suddenly understood that I’m not going to Australia to get a very rich man but 

that I want to release three children and their dad from their sufferings. She at once 

promised me, to do her utmost and is now a dear friend to me. If I don’t hear 

anything about my application by July she will personally travel to Munich to 

check on the progress.295 

This account reflects the earlier observation that the advice given and the support offered took 

place inside a context of gender culture that equalled femininity with care and sacrifice.296 

Supporting a woman who migrated to fulfil a gender-specific task (such as caring for a 

widower and his sons) was seen as appropriate and therefore worthwhile. Women who purely 

intended to migrate to better their personal situation were classified as ‘adventuresses’ by the 

advisor and as ‘easy, bad girls’ by Rosi Stapenhorst and understood as transgressing the 

borders of appropriate female behaviour, as such their migration wishes were criticised. Such 

criticism was not limited to the advisor but also expressed by Rosi, a female advice-seeker 

herself.  

The Catholic Church heavily opposed divorce, and the St. Raphaels-Verein as a Catholic body 

reflected this attitude.297 A rather drastic case reported from Hanover depicted how gender 

ideologies referring to the concept of the ‘family’ influenced the advice given: 
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A young woman, who intended to file for divorce while abroad (she was afraid of 

her husband and did not want to file for divorce while here [in Germany]), 

repeatedly visited us and did not leave any alley unexplored, to, with or without 

our help, get to Australia. It was made very clear to her, in writing as well as in 

person, that she belongs to her two children and that it was out of the question that 

she leave the children with the grandparents for some time or even with the 

husband. We hope that she realises that the path chosen by her is impossible and 

that she is now seeking here in Germany for a solution to her problems.298  

This case was without question very complex and stretched beyond the competence of the 

migration information centre. It might have been a valid point that migration would not have 

been an easy solution for this woman’s apparently rather problematic household situation, 

which seemed to bear a heavy threat of domestic violence. But this also has to be seen in the 

light of contemporary gender ideologies and the legal situation of women filing for divorce. 

The client’s responsibilities and duties as mother are addressed, if not questioned, and the 

author speaks about ‘her problems’, pushing the difficulties to the realm of the private. As a 

married woman it would have been difficult for her to apply for an Assisted Passage alone (see 

the section on women headed housholds in Chapter Three for details).  

The St. Raphaels-Verein did not exclude people from their services for confessional reasons 

but guidelines on pastoral care (‘Seelsorge’) and advice often indicated that advisors should 

seize opportunities to evangelise. If, for examples, couples who had been married in a civil 

ceremony but not in a church came to them the advisors were encouraged to suggest a church 

ceremony.299  

The interconnection between gender and institutional power is a crucial aspect here. As I have 

already explored organisations such as the St. Raphaels-Verein could operate on a power level 

that was not accessible to ordinary citizens. These organisations could enable migration for 

those who were not targeted through the AP. Other case studies will indeed show that women-

headed households were not denied support per se, but the women who were supported were 

widowed or were already divorced at the time they contacted the St. Raphaels-Verein and 

advisors did not have any impact on their marital situation.  
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The Society of Girl-Friends of Young Girls concentrated on a slightly different clientele, that 

is young women who were migrating for reasons of work. A first impression is that the 

Society was in general open to the idea of migrating women. In contrast to the big 

confessional bodies, the Society had little monetary power to enable migration via loans. 

Instead, their power-base was the net of contacts with the many locally- and regionally-active 

groups and individuals through which enquiries could be made and hands-on support could be 

offered. The members called themselves ‘Girl-Friends’ and validated their knowledge and 

authority on the grounds of experience and a supposed common female identity. 

The ‘German Working Party’ of the Girl-Friends of Young Girls is founded on a 

Lutheran-Christian basis. Its aim is to lend support to those young girls in 

situations where they need advice and protection, particularly those who are far 

away from their parents’ homes in paid work or training.300   

The aim as stated in the constitution was to provide a safe and secure environment for young 

working women who could not rely on their families for such support, young women could for 

example use club homes and railway missions. Although the society did not reject female 

mobility it understood women who moved outside the family structure in the public sphere as 

potentially endangered beings and ultimately underlined this particular aspect of contemporary 

gender ideologies. 

The European branches of the Society, particularly in West Germany and in the German-

speaking part of Switzerland, had no doubt as to the question whether women needed to work 

and consequently supported changes of location to find work. Apart from a widely-

acknowledged economic necessity to enter the paid workforce the overseas migration of 

working girls also entailed a ‘national mandate’. For the leader of the West German branch, 

Berta Knoblauch-Vorell, nothing less than the re-evaluation of the national reputation was at 

stake: 

Our youth, highly positive about migration, applied in high numbers, when the 

‘Operation North Sea’ was started in the British Zone. – Because of the long 

isolation and the complete unawareness of the mentality of the foreign country, 

they thought: paradise starts the second the doors of Germany close behind them. 

This is the cause of many a disappointment. Abroad hard work is required and 
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only the best should go. It is important to raise Germany’s reputation in the 

world.301  

The comment did not question that women were leaving Germany to work; quite on the 

contrary this was interpreted as a positive development, a possibility even of enhancing 

Germany’s reputation or redressing the image of the ‘ugly German’.  In the same year the 

Württemberg branch conducted 631 personal advisory sessions, provided information and 

advice to 199 girls over the phone, received 1394 letters and send out 2327 letters.302 

Unfortunately we do not know much about the actual advice given and only the annual reports 

and reports about local work provide us with material on the advisory services and the type of 

advice given. 

In general the Society was supportive of women moving between places to find work and 

make a living. This supportive notion however was conditional and operated in a wider social 

and historical context, and this was also recognised among members of the Society 

themselves. Given that the Society was a Christian-based organisation, run by mainly middle-

class women, a strong commitment to marriage and the nuclear family can be presupposed.303 

However, the existence of a large number of unmarried women and the ‘crisis of the family’ in 

the late 1940s and early 1950s, as identified by Heineman, were addressed repeatedly and 

alternatives were contemplated.304 A discussion of such issues via reports and articles in the 

Society’s newsletters tried to give meaning and value, although limited, to women’s 

experiences outside the nuclear family. This corresponds with Born et al.’s, Braun’s and 

Heineman’s findings about the discussion of single women in West Germany in the years 

immediately following the end of WWII and the first years of the FRG.305 On this basis it 

remained possible to promote the emigration of single women as a plausible and justified life 

path, albeit conditionally and second-rated to a woman’s ‘true vocation’ as mother and carer. 

Although superficially this attitude seemed to acknowledge new opportunities for women 
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outside wifehood and motherhood it also confirmed the hegemonic power of both ideologies. 

Ultimately, the Society reinforced gender ideologies, a process resonating with what DeVault 

described as ‘the complex ways that women are themselves drawn into participation in 

prevailing relations of inequality’.306 

In 1949, a report named ‘Suffering and salvation in the life of the unmarried and the married 

woman’ was published in the newsletter of the Swiss branch. The author was German Society-

member K. Büchle-Blanck (later deputy chairwoman of the Baden branch), who discussed the 

varied challenges unmarried women were facing and how these could be addressed.307 In her 

argumentation, workforce participation was identified as a lifelong vital necessity rather than a 

temporary event in the lives of many women because marriage and motherhood were not 

achievable for every woman (due to the limited number of ‘available’ men). Vocational 

training became imperative.  

Büchle urged the readers, fellow ‘Girl-Friends’, to offer the young girls an opportunity to 

unwind from their daily work and to share the experience of family by welcoming them in 

their own homes to ‘present them with hours of relaxation and company in the midst of family 

life’.308 The author, presumably from a middle-class background, thereby concentrated on 

nurturing as a basic female characteristic. As much as socialising and living in a single 

women’s home could potentially compensate for the lack of having one’s own family life, 

missing out on opportunities to live out this innate female characteristic was clearly identified 

as the main issue. Büchle proposed to all those who suffered too much from a lack of children 

and husband to engage in nurturing activities in their spare time, i.e. volunteer at old people’s 

homes and help the sick, children and the needy in the neighbourhood. 

When looking at this report the proposed measures of ‘compensation’ reveal rather 

conventional ideas about womanhood and a widespread acceptance of understanding women’s 

place in the social order as being in the realm of care. Life as a single woman was identified as 

a social reality, less as a freely chosen option. The Society could offer an outlet for those who 
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otherwise could not fulfil their ambitions to nurture and also offer support to those who were 

in need. Women’s identities were cropped around notions of mothering and care.309  

In the early 1950s the German branch focused on enabling young women to secure a 

profession in order to sustain themselves.310 In this argumentation, as expressed by West 

German Chairwoman Berta Knoblauch-Vorell, paid work was identified as the only means by 

which young people could overcome the difficulties posed to them in a society still mentally, 

economically and spatially torn by war. Knoblauch-Vorell focused a major aspect of the 

Society’s work in addressing the lack of available localities and spaces (she stated that 20 

million young West Germans did not have a home), and to compensate the effect ‘shattered 

homes’ had had on young people. She concluded, ‘[t]he number of young people aspiring to 

rise from disorder and chaos to order and a life under humane conditions, is delectably 

large.’311 The Society saw itself fit to give a helping hand in achieving these goals.  

The Society of Girl-Friends of Young Girls specifically supported the work-related migration 

of individual women, but by aiming to provide a secure frame in which migration took place 

they created a contradiction because they worked inside a framework that ‘robbed’ young 

single women of their agency while supporting their endeavours. The Society’s efforts were 

applauding the initiative of the women in question but at the same time the Society’s leaders 

claimed that this development on the whole was due to an unpleasant development, namely 

the necessity for women to work and travel (that again was due to the specific position of 

European/West German society in time and place). Setting up measures (such as railway 

missions and homes) to ‘protect’ the travelling young women again underlined their supposed 

vulnerability. 

Continuing Support as a Form of Control  
Confessional agencies, as much as the Society, made a point of offering continuing support to 

their clientele. All three advising bodies were globally connected. The central office of the 

Society in Stuttgart, for example, made use of a re-established and constantly growing net of 

‘Girl-Friends’ in cities in Germany as well as in Europe (and selected cities on other 

continents). The Inner Mission of the EKD and the St. Raphaels-Verein had access to 
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addresses and names of contact persons via their respective world churches. Not only were the 

confessional groups able to offer contacts and, if needed, support in both country of origin and 

country of arrival, they were also present on the transport vessel taking the migrants to 

Australia. This again was a double-sided arrangement: On the one hand priests and pastors on 

board could provide support. On the other hand they could also exert control and function as 

conservative guardians. 

Interview participants remember a newborn sense of freedom, excitement and euphoria that 

was shared among passengers and particularly prevalent among the young unmarried people 

on board. The many social events (and probably also the alcohol consumed on these 

occasions) led to romances, a development that was widely acknowledged. However, 

subsequent sexual activities were frowned upon and not tolerated. A report of one of the 

accompanying clergy, H. H. P. Victricius Berndt, about his trip on board a vessel leaving 

Bremerhaven on the 14th of December 1957 shows that he understood himself as a spiritual as 

much as a moral authority: 

The idea to use the journey for a general evangelising of the emigrants quickly had 

to be reduced to a minimum. Facing the many difficulties major emphasis was put 

on personal encounters with the pastor. […] Despite many an obstacle, the 

religious work of the Catholics visibly impacted on the moral situation on board.312 

Popular spots for couples at night were for example the life rafts. In one reported case nightly 

patrols were initiated to prevent any (sexual) activities and to disturb the lovers; on another 

occasion a member of the travelling clergy urged the crew to set up night patrols but was not 

successful:313  

Accommodation was provided in four- and six-berth cabins, additionally, also in 

two- and one-berth cabins. According to the German transport-clergyman, this 

situation plus the large number of young people, on this transport the average age 

of young people of both sexes was underneath rather than above 21 years of age, 
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led to certain grievances, which only could have been prevented by installing night 

watches. These, however, were not made available by the head of the crew.314  

Not so much concerned with potential moral implications, German state officials were more 

critical of the fact that some of these romances jeopardized engagements and existing 

relationships. This again was seen as contradicting the ‘original’ purpose of bringing out 

single women to be married away to German single migrants. In this context the women in 

question were seen less as active individuals but rather as commodities (for a detailed 

discussion of the construction of the passive female single migrant as commodities refer to the 

following Chapter). This attitude was repeatedly displayed, for example in 1955 by Karl 

Tillack (head of Bremen’s public emigration information service). By invitation of a senior 

German employee at the Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration  (hereafter 

ICEM), Tillack travelled onboard the Anna Salen as an escort officer, and headed a small team 

consisting of two teachers and three members of clergy of different confessions. All of this 

had been organised through the ICEM. On his return Tillack concluded that ‘[i]nstead of 

families with small children, it would be preferable if single girls and women as well as 

fiancées were taken to Australia by plane’.315 

In contrast, the passengers themselves clearly recognised and commented on the agency 

displayed by single women, particularly by sexually-active women. An issue of the Red Wine 

Newspaper (Rotwein Zeitung), published by the passengers of cabin C229 on the Skaubryn in 

1956, is full of ironical and quite explicit comments on promiscuous behaviour and sexual 

relationships on board.316 The authors were dwelling on female stereotypes such as the ‘blond 

bombshell’, the female ‘tiger cat’ and the ‘man-eater’ and identified sexually-active women as 

the source of sexual hazards.  

In the above I outlined measures put in place to control and chaperone young single migrating 

women, but – and the subsequent Chapter Three will discuss this in detail – at any point 

during the migration process following the departure these women could and did shed off 

these measures. Once migrating women had reached their place of destination, they were in no 

way obliged to report back to the institutional bodies and could easily defy control. Who were 
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protective measures, such as chaperoning, then aimed at? When reading the respective case 

files it becomes apparent that these actions and offers were targeting parents, legal guardians, 

or other people claiming ‘responsibility’ for the young women. In case of Brigitte F. for 

example the following remark was put down on her embarkation form: 

The immigrant will require on arrival: We ask you sincerely to help the young girl 

on arrival in Melbourne. Ms F. would like to remain in Melbourne. Please assist 

her in finding a suitable position. The emigrant comes from a good and religious 

family. The parents are very concerned and would be very happy if Ms F. was able 

to get into contact with other Catholic girls.317 

Concerned parents could make arrangements to organise ‘appropriate’ contact and some form 

of long-distance care giving for their children, before and after their daughters left:  

My daughter U.B. has been employed since 7.6.54 as a domestic help in the 

Imperial Hotel in York/close to Perth. Because she is the only German in this 

place I would be very grateful if she was under your guard in case she got sick or 

otherwise in distress. She is 28 years of age and Roman Catholic.318 

The case officers of the St. Raphaels-Verein then forwarded such messages to the Reverend or 

Pater in charge (here Reverend Hornung). This guarding function, however, seems to be rather 

specific and exclusive for female migrants as only a few requests of this nature refer to male 

migrants. Given that in the Australian case parishes were geographically widespread and in 

remote areas only visited by clergy once in a while it remains questionable how effective these 

services were. 

The ongoing support created a feedback loop, sending insights back to Germany which then 

impacted on the advisory work. While travelling through Australia Pater Friedrich Fröhling 

visited a few German families living in migrant hostels in Adelaide, Sydney and Melbourne 

and concluded 

a longer stay in such hostels has negative consequences for the migrant family 

particularly if the woman goes to work and the children become alienated from 

their parents or when the woman does not get to know living circumstances in 

Australia and loses the ability to keep house because she does not have to worry 
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about daily food in the hostel and she does not know how to spend the long hours 

of spare time, which entails great dangers. 319  

This statement is interesting for several reasons. It is very determined about the appropriate 

place and role of a woman in the family. The latter is in moral danger if the woman is not kept 

occupied with household duties and caring activities. On the other hand it is quite remarkable 

how housekeeping was seen as a skill that can be lost if not practised. Caring for others and 

preparing food might have been seen as the foremost tasks for women but to bring them to a 

level of good, state-of-the-art practice was understood as being the result of active engagement 

with contemporary standards (as set for example in housekeeping books or by ‘experts’).320 

Policies on a structural level were most certainly set out under gendered principles and worked 

with a particular worldview. How much this transcended to the level where actual help was 

given remains speculative but the few examples found illustrate that these ideas permeated 

pastoral care (Seelsorge) in general. 

Information Centres Enhancing Migration Opportunities Outside the APS 
In 1956, family D. tried to sponsor the migration of Magda J, the mother of Mrs. D., but this 

proved to be rather difficult. The assessment of their financial situation (bank statement and 

credit information) was not in favour of the family’s plan to bring out Magda J. and the family 

was told that they could apply again in the future when their financial situation had improved. 

Even when the family produced a letter from the local Reverend who offered to stand surety 

the Commonwealth Migration Officers in Perth rejected the application. Instead a handwritten 

note on the letter states the strictness the officers felt in regard to this financial obligation, 

scolding the applicants’ ‘innocence’ about the gravity of procedures: ‘[p]erhaps if writer knew 

of severity of 50a [the form for the Fulltime Maintenance Guarantee, S. E.] he may not be so 

anxious, submit we send him 50a with advice’.321  
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In addition to the ‘usual’ catalogue of conditions (medical check, interview, police clearance 

etc.) a permanent visa outside the Assisted Passage Scheme was only granted when the 

following conditions were met: Firstly, the candidates had to prove that they had the financial 

means to pay for the passage. Secondly, a sponsor in Australia had to evoke a Landing Permit. 

Both of these conditions posed huge financial obligations. The Australian sponsor was usually 

an employer, family member or friend. In order to function as a sponsor, the sponsoring body 

had to give proof of financial means and the ability to grant accommodation and financial 

support for the migrants.322 This, however, was a huge obligation in case of private sponsors 

and presumably limited the number of cases.  

Even if the financial obligations were met the approval was not guaranteed. Franziska S. 

arrived in Western Australia in 1955 as a widowed mother of two, her migration had been 

sponsored by a loan from the St. Raphaels-Verein.323 A year later she decided to sponsor the 

migration of her aging parents.324 Reflecting contemporary gender ideologies about women’s 

limited role in income producing, the migration officer in Perth however doubted her abilities 

to fulfil the obligations and noted that ’Form 50a from a woman would not be of much use’ – 

with form 50a being said maintenance guarantee where sponsors state their ability to support 

arrivals.325 Franziska S. thereafter made a personal appearance at the office and convinced the 

officer in charge to support her application: ‘During her two years in Australia she already 

paid 300 Pound on a house and has evidently earned for herself and her a family a very good 

reputation.[…] She impresses as a very determined type with a lot of common sense.’326 

Despite these efforts the parents apparently never migrated and Franziska S. continued visiting 

them in Germany.327 

People who were not eligible for the state programmes had limited options of finance 

available, this was particularly the case for families with many children such as Family G 

(discussed in the following), single mothers such as Franziska S., and older people not 

meeting the age criteria, such as Franziska’s parents. The confessional bodies discussed earlier 

were probably the most prominent among the few ports capable of offering loans to pay for 
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the passage. Via this channel potential migrants were able to undermine the official migration 

policy to a certain extent – this however came at a price as the new life in Australia started 

with a large debt and was subject to the support of the advisory bodies.  

To help people avoid getting into the debt-trap, the information centres directed those they 

thought eligible for the migration scheme to the Australian Embassy in Cologne. This was 

usually the case for people who could qualify for the Assisted Passage Programme because of 

their age and their qualifications. The information centres gave a helping hand to get them into 

the Assisted Passage Scheme even if their specific living situation was not initially taken care 

of through the formulation of the agreement. The support given to the widow Emma S. and her 

sons (details can be found in the following chapter) exemplifies these efforts and shows how 

personal agency in combination with non-governmental agency could build up some 

momentum and bypass the limitations of the Scheme.328  

This was also relevant for other family-constellations placed outside the officially negotiated 

Scheme. The Inner Mission of the EKD and the St. Raphaels-Verein also catered for families 

with many children or family constellations that did not fit neatly into the nuclear family 

model.329 The migration of a household could for example include combining different models 

of financing. When family G. wanted to migrate to Western Australia, the organisation 

required formed a lengthy process.330 The two eldest daughters of the family were already 

living in Australia and the two younger sisters as well as the parents wanted to follow them. 

The two younger sisters applied for the Assisted Passage Scheme and in a combined 

transnational effort the family was then able to raise the money to pay for one additional 

passage. This passage was intended for the father and the mother tried to organise her passage 

through the St. Raphaels-Verein with the help of the Revolving Fund Program. During the 

course of the application, however, the family was able to raise the money for a second 

passage by themselves.  

In arranging and distributing loans the non-governmental organisations could exert the most 

power because financial help was only arranged for those who were deemed eligible by the 

case officers. So while the loan scheme was a great opportunity for some, again social norms 

and gender ideologies inhibited the chances of others. That particularly women made use of 
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the schemes again underlines my point that women’s migration was difficult for 

contemporaries to accommodate outside the context of domesticity and care and was not 

facilitated in the created structures but became a ‘logic impossibility’331. Women therefore 

relied on support located outside the schemes. But, as we have seen earlier in the case of 

interviewee Rosi Stapenhorst, this support was clearly anchored inside contemporary gender 

culture.  

The confessional information centres had the financial possibilities and knowledge about 

programmes that enabled them to offer financial assistance to those who were not eligible for 

the AP Scheme but whom they found for ‘social and family reasons eligible for support’.332 

This is another example of Bottomley’s ‘construction of legitimate knowledge about 

migration’ and can be directly linked to Risman’s theory of the gendered access to resources 

because among this group were a large proportion of women.333 The procedure was a follows: 

the St. Raphaels-Verein usually suggested people for certain programmes and succinctly 

arranged their loans. The Lutheran organisations operated in the same modus: 

The granting of loans worked in the proven procedure where individual cases are 

proposed by the consultation offices/information centres, evaluated by the 

Department of Emigration in Stuttgart and then proposed to the World Council of 

the Churches and the Lutheran World Church.334 

For those who had the power to propose candidates it was critical that someone was in a 

‘situation of pressing need, which could only be resolved through migration’.335  

From 1955 onwards the numbers of people interested in migration to Australia dwindled. The 

aspired migration quotas were hard to fill and the criteria on the Australian side apparently 

softened, as can be seen in case of Gisela S.336 She was also a divorcee and mother of two 

children. After her ex-husband had given consent she migrated with the children to Australia 

in 1958. Initially a female cousin living in Melbourne had offered to evoke the Landing Permit 

but Gisela S. was able to travel on the Assisted Passage Scheme (APS). Interviewee Matilda 
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Jonas and her mother arrived in Western Australia in 1961, Matilda’s mother who also was 

divorced came to meet a penfriend and travelled as part of the APS.337 

Another option was applying for a loan from the ‘Revolving Fund’ programme, a co-operation 

between the International Committee for European Migration (ICEM) and the West German 

government. Again applications were forwarded through the St. Raphaels-Verein. This was 

the case for Franziska S., a widow and mother of two minors.338 A friend of hers was already 

living in a country town in Western Australia and had agreed to organise the Landing Permit 

and also offered her work and accommodation. Through the St. Raphaels-Verein she was then 

able to finance the passage for herself and the children in 1955. When applying for the loan 

she stated that it was her wish to provide her children with better chances for the future. This 

application mirrors how women’s migration was best understood in contemporary ideologies: 

motherhood became a powerful tool for Franziska S. when she put her children’s interest first 

and was therefore able to ‘bank’ on her power as mother. Kathy Davis urged researchers to 

look out exactly for such ‘trivial ways’ where women ‘routinely undermine asymmetrical 

power relations and display some degree of penetration of what is going on’. 339  

The records from the information centre show that there were also quite a few elderly people, 

mostly women, who were following their children to Australia. Emma S. (born 20.11.1900), 

for example, stated in her application that she was suffering from emotional isolation since her 

daughters had migrated to Australia.340 With the help of the St. Raphaels-Verein she was then 

able to evoke the payment of a compensation claim to finance the passage. In case of Frieda 

G. the St. Raphaels-Verein arranged a loan so she could travel to Australia to meet with her 

daughter and son-in-law in 1957.341 Her reason as stated in the application was that due to her 

small income, a widow’s pension, she was not able to sustain a living and would therefore like 

to join her daughter’s family. These women were also able to ‘undermine asymmetrical power 

relations’ when placing their claim for support in the realm of care, this time however as 

recipients, harvesting the fruits of their previous care work.342  
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Conclusion 
On a state level, the provision of information about migration destinations was identified as a 

vital aspect of migration politics and an area where the state had an information monopoly. 

Providing information, however, proved to be an ambivalent task, as in general the emigration 

of too many people was not wished for. Apart from this ambivalence, the directive was to 

supply ‘correct’ information that was authored by the Federal Department of Emigration and 

distributed to NGO information services. The common rhetoric was that young women were 

in need of protection. The conclusion for officials was that only ‘correct’ information and 

guidance could protect migrants in general from negative experiences and female migrants in 

particular from (bodily) harm, this however proved to be illusionary and misleading. 

NGO services could (via loans and contacts with people on a decision-making level) support a 

range of applicants, in particular women, who otherwise would have had difficulties realising 

their migration wishes. The analysis showed that although migration opportunities were 

created this was not unconditional and took place inside the existing structures of gender 

culture. Service offers specifically aimed at women were intended to support female migrants 

(indeed, one of the great advantages might have been that many advisors were women 

themselves), but by framing women’s migration endeavours as ‘specific’ and thereby as 

different to the norm, they also became ‘the other’. This way it became possible to apply 

different standards to their migration enquiries, resulting in an unequal treatment of their 

migration wishes.  

Those seeking advice about their migration plans could turn to a net of organisations catering 

for them. Visiting or contacting an information centre allowed access to factual information 

about a particular destiny but very often also exposed information seekers to an assessment of 

their suitability as migrants. Such assessments were influenced by gender ideologies. Female 

migration was often framed as a ‘dangerous’ enterprise and as in need of additional protective 

measures. Therefore all three organisations offered continuing support systems that stretched 

as far as to overseas destinations. The confessional information services acted under the 

premise that to inform very likely meant to discourage. 
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On this point the Society, as an all-female body, chose a different path from the Inner Mission 

of the EKD and the St. Raphaels-Verein because it identified migrating women as migrants in 

their own right and migration as a legitimate life path under the current, difficult living 

conditions stemming from the war. Their general attitude towards positioning women in 

society was not very different to that of the two other bodies but it allowed for a more nuanced 

look at women’s biographies. Because of its limited financial and political power, though, its 

participation in migration services covering overseas destinations remained marginal. 

The overall success of the information centres in preventing negative experiences and in 

keeping migrating women ‘out of danger’ remains questionable. The next chapter will now 

look in detail at the migration endeavours of ‘single’ women and will return to this aspect 

when discussing the migration of brides. 
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Chapter 3 Framing the Migration of Unmarried Women – Surplus 
Population or Fragile Creatures?  

In 1956, the weekly magazine Welt am Sonntag (World on Sunday) showed a picture of ten 

young women, between 17 and 25 years of age, entering a plane to take off for a new and 

hopefully happy life in Australia.343  

 

Source: Heinz Schewe, "10 Mädchen wagen den Sprung. Eine Untersuchung über die Auswanderung," Welt am 
Sonntag 8.7. 1958. AA B 85 159. 

The accompanying text told its readers that four of the ten young women were going to work 

as domestic helpers in Australia, five were going to live with relatives and one was going to 

marry her penfriend. All of these 17- to 25-year-old women were unmarried. Some had been 

working as shop assistants; others had no immediate family left in West Germany. The picture 

and the text itself gave the contemporary topic of female migration a fresh and juvenile face in 

a public forum. This newspaper article is the departure point for my discussion of the 

migration of unmarried women.344 The aim of this chapter is to question the presented imagery 
                                                        

 

343 Heinz Schewe, "10 Mädchen wagen den Sprung. Eine Untersuchung über die Auswanderung." Welt 
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of the young and hopeful migrating adolescent by showing that migrating unmarried women 

were at all stages of life and lived in a variety of family circumstances. This chapter will build 

on the previous two chapters and further examine the consequences of gendered migration 

categories such as ‘brides’. 

My interest in this matter is twofold. Firstly, I am interested in the migration opportunities 

available to unmarried women. What types of migration categories were accessible to women 

who wanted to migrate? How did state officials evaluate their migration? My observations will 

begin with an introduction to the status of unmarried women in West Germany in the 1950s 

and 1960s. Discussions about a surplus of women in West Germany and a lack of women in 

Australia were fundamental to the framing of the migration of single German-born women. In 

a next section I will contrast the framing of the migration of ‘brides’ and ‘domestics’ with the 

marginalisation of the migration endeavours of women-headed households. 

Secondly, I suggest that the migration discourse created the ‘subject’ of ‘migrating unmarried 

women’ that did not reflect social reality but mirrored ‘continuous regulatory and corrective 

mechanisms’ in an attempt ‘to take charge of life’.345 Analysing Foucault’s ‘discursive 

formations’, Rouse described how subjects ‘came into existence only contemporaneous with 

the discursive formations that made it possible to talk about them’.346 In this process 

‘unmarried woman’ was created as a category, marked by non-attachment to a male migrant, 

and specified in the form of young never-married women. Foucault argued that discourse 

‘transmits and produces power; it reinforces it, but also undermines and exposes it’.347 The 

discourses analysed here attributed particular meanings to feminine existence: single migrating 

women became endangered beings, commodities and a ‘sexual outlet’ for migrant men. 

Drawing on the earlier introduced concept of Foucault’s bio-power my question is how 

institutions such as ministries and advisory bodies granted or withheld access to migration 

opportunities in an effort to ‘subjugate’ bodies and to ‘control populations’. How were their 

actions based on and how did they create or reinforce gender ideologies? Which function did 

the exclusion of some unmarried women have? This vantage point allows for insights into the 

production of gender identities and gendered power imbalances.  

The chapter is organised in three parts. I will first explore contemporary discussions of 

unmarried women in West Germany to establish the context in which single female migration 

took place. In a next step I focus on the framing of unmarried women’s migration via the 
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specifically created migration category ‘bride’. In this context the discrepancy between 

discourse and experience is central and I will attend to the marginalisation of the migration 

endeavours of other unmarried women and women-headed households. The accounts of 

women displaying their agency will be contrasted with the less nuanced public depictions. The 

third section then argues that in the migration program under discussion female bodies became 

objects of control as well as objects exerting control, regulating migrant men’s sexuality 

through marriage.  

Unmarried Women in Post-War Germany 
I outlined earlier that the West German government had a general interest in including 

unmarried women in the AP scheme. In the years immediately following the end of World 

War II, the large number of unmarried women became a concern for politicians and the public, 

threatening a social order based on the nuclear family (and hence on stately- and clerically-

sanctioned heterosexuality and monogamy).348 The status of ‘unmarried’ included widowed, 

divorced and never-married women; at the same time ‘unmarried’ did not necessarily mean 

without a partner or living alone. Such diversity in life-models was an outcome of the specific 

demographic situation in post-War Germany. There was a large gap in the number of men 

born between 1916 and 1920 in the population as, due to their active service in WWII, many 

had died, were still missing or imprisoned as POWs.349 From regions in Eastern Europe 

(particularly regions belonging to the German Reich before the beginning of WWII and 

regions occupied by Nazi-Germany) a large number of ethnic Germans who were refugees due 

to displacement and expulsion arrived in occupied Germany, where an estimated additional 12 

million people had to be fed, clothed and given jobs, schooling and education. Housing, food 

and work were scarce for the first few years and the situation only improved slowly.350  

Heineman outlined the changes that affected the perception of single women and in particular 

that of women-headed households in West Germany in such a climate.351 In 1950, 11 per cent 

of these households were headed by unmarried women, 21 per cent by married women, 60 per 
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cent by widowed women and eight per cent by divorced women.352 Around half of all women 

heading a household were under the age of 45. In total, one point seven million women lived 

all by themselves. In the long run, however, ‘unattached’ women came to be seen as a threat 

and as ‘problematic’. Heineman and Vogel report a certain freedom in the formation of sexual 

relationships in the first years following the end of the war; however, this did not last long.353 

For a short period the newly gained freedom and independence for many women was 

discussed in women’s magazines as a positive aspect of life and sparked at first a very vivid 

discussion of alternative lifestyles.354 NGOs such as the Society of the Girl-Friends of Young 

Girls and women’s magazines such as the weekly magazine Constanze frankly discussed 

different interpretations of women’s lives, for example questioning the institution of marriage 

or focusing on incoming earning activities, as they presumed not all women were able or 

willing to marry.355 Therefore alternatives for lifestyles were needed that accommodated this 

aspect. In this line of argumentation migration could be interpreted as a legitimate life-path for 

women.  

After the consolidation of West Germany the pendulum swung the other way and the family 

became a major area of responsibility and care (and possible intervention) in the eyes of the 

new state, governed by mainly conservative powers.356 In a more general context, the role of 

women in West German post-War society and the idea of the family as the cradle of a sound 

society were widely discussed by politicians, the clergy and social scientists. The favouring of 

the ‘male breadwinner – female homemaker’ model by officials in West Germany became 

particularly apparent on a structural level through the implementation of a highly conservative 

Ministry of Family Affairs that supported this model.357 Soon the large numbers of unmarried 

women were associated with ‘unbound sexuality’. These women represented the potential 
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danger of widespread extramarital sexual relationships that threatened the unity of the family 

and in a last consequence, as the family was to be the scaffold of the German republic, a threat 

to the state itself.358 Ignoring a range of successfully functioning household models besides the 

‘breadwinner - homemaker’ model (such as households consisting of relatives and/or friends), 

women-headed households, although a social reality, were quickly branded as 

dysfunctional.359 Single women were thus an ambivalent symbol, representing heroism and a 

‘can-do attitude’ but at the same time ‘personifying fears of instability, moral decay, and long-

term social upheaval’.360 Already in 1950 the newly-formed Department of Emigration 

discussed possible targets of assisted migration programs and concluded ‘[i]t is furthermore 

applicable to single women and girls whose outnumbering of men in their respective age 

groups makes emigration acceptable’.361The ambitions of the West German government to 

include single women in the scheme can be interpreted in the light of aiming to reduce this 

threat.  

Furthermore, the large number of war widows represented a great financial obligation to the 

West German state. Schnädelbach observed that the one million war widows living in West 

Germany raised particular concern in the public eye and for politicians: their status as 

recipients of monetary compensation for the loss of a husband marked them as ‘dependents’ 

but their actions, in particular the so-called Onkel-Ehen (‘uncle-marriages’; de facto 

relationships that enabled the women to remain eligible for compensation payments) contested 

such an image.362 The later discussed sub-scheme attracting widowed mothers, although 

marginal, reflected politicians’ awareness of this very contemporary socio-political issue. 
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In 1950, the number of women-headed households in West Germany of more than one person 

was two point one million.363 This was reflected in the emigration numbers (Appendix Tables 

9-11). In 1956 the numbers of widows and female divorcees leaving West Germany between 

the ages of 25 and 65 outnumbered those of their male counterparts and altogether more 

divorcees than widows emigrated.364 Widows and female divorcees displayed a greater 

inclination to emigrate. While between the ages of 20 and 30 the number of never-married 

male emigrants leaving Germany was considerably higher than that of never-married female 

migrants, this discrepancy decreased in other age groups.365 The emigration of unmarried 

women above the age of 30 was arguably smaller than the number of 20- to 30-year-olds (in 

1956 the relation was 4,750 to 3,554), but not to a degree that explained the exclusive focus in 

public and in political discussions on young never-married women. This led me to examine 

the fascination of contemporaries with this particular aspect of migration. Why is this focus 

such a crucial feature of understandings of female migration during the period? Is there a link 

between interpretations of women’s migration and gender ideologies? How was this attitude 

reflected in migration policies in place? 

Framing Female Migration Through Marriage 
In a more public forum, migration was occasionally featured in newspapers and magazines. 

Often these reports were stories about failed migration.366 In reports with a more positive note 

the narrative, such as the one mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, centred on young 

never-married women.367 The migration of these ‘available’ women was discussed in terms of 

the heterosexual fairytale ‘romance’, often culminating in marriage. It is in this area that the 

construction of female identities becomes traceable. In the following I will underline how the 

context of marriage and controlled, legitimate sexuality, explained and disarmed the potential 

threat inherent in female migration.  

Migrating as a Bride 

In a weekly national boulevard magazine in West Germany ‘New World on Sunday’, Neue 

Welt am Sonnabend, in 1961, ‘Mister Walker’, a member of the Australian Immigration Office 
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in Cologne who was not introduced further, made the role he intended German women to play 

as migrants to Australia quite clear: 

We would be delighted, if more German women and girls migrated to us. The 

German girls are really nice. We admire them in particular because they are good 

housewives and mothers! German girls have every chance with us. 

Let your surplus women come to us. We are looking for domestic servants, nurses, 

secretaries … and especially brides!368 

Some of the interviewed then-unmarried women did not identify marriage as the prime aim of 

migration at all and expressed dissatisfaction with this image. Edeltraud K. had already 

migrated to South Africa in 1954 before a new job offer brought her to Australia in 1958.369 

After arrival, she and two other women were interviewed for a newspaper and Edeltraud 

remembered feeling misrepresented when the article claimed that the three had come to 

Australia in search of husbands: ‘The newspaper turned it all around, and it wasn’t true, none 

of us had come over for men!’370 Public discourse in all its ubiquitousness was not 

representative of women’s real-life experience and coloured all nuances black and white, 

rendering women’s motivation and agency outside the realm of domesticity invisible. 

In Chapter One, I argued that one of the main characteristics of the migration programs 

discussed here was the inability to accommodate women’s migration in a different context 

than that of the family and breadwinner-and-dependent constellation. Earlier in this chapter I 

explained that the discursive context surrounding the presence of unmarried women in post-

War West Germany focused on the nuclear family as a stabilising aspect for the formation of 

society. The image of the bride therefore became the link between these two positions. ‘The 

bride’ as a migration category firmly placed female migration in the context of domesticity as 

the core of feminine existence. ‘Brides’ therefore became the symbol of a wished-for social 

order, as represented in migration policies.  

Boyd suggested that in the migration setting social norms demand the attachment of women to 

a family structure.371 Applying this to the larger context of single female migration I interpret 
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embedded discourse about the migration of unmarried women in the context of marriage and 

family structures as a measure of social control. The earlier-cited newspaper article on the ten 

young women leaving for Australia stated that five were to live with their families and one 

was to marry while the remaining four women were going to work in domestic positions; 

therefore, inside families or family like structures. In my sample three women met their future 

husbands’ families or acquaintances before migration: Nina met her mother-in-law; Rosi met 

with the family of the friend who had placed the ad for a German-speaking wife; and Margot’s 

relative was a family friend of her future husband. These examples indicate that migrants were 

transnationally connected and that female migration was best understood by contemporaries if 

explained in terms of social attachment. This might also explain why it was so difficult to 

incorporate women who migrated primarily for work opportunities or for all other thinkable 

reasons than marriage into discourses on migration. 

Gudrun Scheinpflug wrote a letter of complaint to the German Chancellor about her journey 

on the Arcadia and her difficulties in finding work in Perth (despite being a laboratory 

technician with ten years experience). In her letter she arranged women’s migration around the 

story of marriage. She wrote that when leaving the boat  

‘[t]he first German ladies so eager to get married broke down in tears. It must have 

been a shock because the wife-seeking men at the quay were ugly and emaciated. 

They did not have any resemblance to the muscly men on the posters at the 

Australian Immigration Office in Germany.’372  

It is hard to tell if she herself was in search of a husband, and in fact she was mostly concerned 

about the difficult work situation, but she clearly evaluated other women’s behaviour in terms 

of husband-seeking. Consul Hensel followed the case up and reported back to the Federal 

Foreign Office that in his opinion ‘Ms Scheinpflug had completely false ideas about life in 

Australia and particularly her prospects to marry’.373 Whatever other motives Gudrun 

Scheinpflug and her fellow travellers might have had, marriage was the prism through which 

their migration was viewed by themselves and officials. 

The German tabloids were particularly interested in the consequences of correspondence 

courtships, thereby regularly constructing single migrant women as commodities: 
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Often these correspondence-engagements left the groom broken hearted because 

even more clever competitors from the country of lonely men’s hearts entered the 

vessels in Europe which were supposed to carry brides to the fifth continent and 

alienated them from their correspondence-grooms who were longingly waiting at 

the quay. 

Therefore the fobbed correspondence-grooms nowadays get their brides to 

Australia by plane.374  

The underlying message of the text implied that a woman going to Australia did so primarily 

to marry, but she was also a precious object of desire in a fierce competition among males. So, 

migrating women were not necessarily presented as active agents in the matter. In order to 

prevent brides being ‘snatched’ away by a competitor, Karl Tillack, head of the migration 

information centre in Bremen, similarly suggested flying the women in instead of transporting 

them on boats.375 In such accounts women became commodities and utterly passive beings. 

This image stuck and is still reproduced in contemporary discourses on ‘correspondence 

marriages’.376 But how did women who were indeed migrating to Australia in order to meet a 

potential partner experience the situation? 

Some women came to Australia explicitly to marry or meet a partner. In such instances, many 

months of correspondence could foster cross-continental wedding plans. German men 

advertised in the classifieds of magazines looking for German-speaking potential partners, 

some relied on friends and family to suggest a female pen pal.377 Rosi Stapenhorst and Nina 

Brecht for example read advertisements placed in a local German newspaper by the family of 

their future husbands. Magazines such as Der Weg ins Ausland (‘The path abroad’), targeting 

potential migrants, also had a classified section where employers and pen pals could seek 

contact.378 The classified section of the popular women’s magazine Constanze also listed 

many requests from men living outside West Germany.379 In this sample four of the 

interviewed women and the mother of one interviewee found a partner this way. 
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Willi Kählert placed such an ad and met his wife Margot this way.380 His action was motivated 

by the fact that he ‘didn’t really connect with the Australian girls’; he had met most of his 

earlier girlfriends at the Lutheran church but when none of the relationships worked out in the 

long run he took the initiative. Willi organised for himself some copies of German weeklies, 

such as the Constanze, and then calculated he would have better chances with women in West 

Germany. His rationale was that ‘there was a certain lack of men’, thereby mirroring the 

contemporary myth of ‘surplus’ women. Willi’s action also reflected that he was aware of his 

marginalised position in Australian society.381 Being a single German-born man was a 

disadvantage in Australia but an advantage in West Germany. He received 176 replies to his 

add and started to exchange letters with Margot. 

Once contact was made and a relationship developed only a few channels were available to the 

women and men to verify information given by the pen pal. Non-governmental counselling 

services, such as the Catholic oriented St. Raphaels-Verein, were able to capitalise on 

extensive networks spanning many countries and continents to retrieve information if pen pals 

were in contact with a local church congregation or other aid organisations. Another option 

was to turn to social networks, which connected migrants, their families and friends on both 

continents. To rely on a variety of information sources is not an unknown pattern identified by 

migration history research. Historian Page Moch explained such patterns as ‘personal 

information fields’ that were of particular relevance to the decision if and where to migrate.382 

Interviewee Margot Kählert for example did not solely rely on her husband-to-be’s letters 

before she came to Western Australia in 1960 but tried to get information on him from a third 

party.383 She was not aware of the services of existing centres but her mother had a cousin who 

had just returned from Perth and knew the Kählert family quite well. Margot was therefore 

able to verify through the relative the information given to her by her pen pal. At the same 

time Margot had contact with other men in the United States and Canada; she met some of 

them when the men visited Germany but then decided on Western Australia. She applied as a 

bride on the Assisted Passage Scheme and her future partner made a deposit for the migration. 

Her recollections about the insecurity she felt when she arrived in Fremantle and was not able 
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to spot her pen pal Willi reverse the aforementioned image of the ‘snatched’ bride and 

demonstrate that for both parties the emotional investments of such arrangements were high. 

Another form of social control, as outlined in the preceding chapter, was to impose control 

through advice. Services offered through information centres were highly recommended by 

the Department of Emigration for the ‘correspondence brides’. However, in the two cases I 

found in my research such services proved to be of little use. Knowing the ‘correct’ 

information did not protect the women in question from harm.  

Ingeborg E. was a trained steno typist studying English, philosophy and politics when she 

started to exchange letters with Jan W., a Pole who was 11 years her senior and already living 

in Perth. 384 To clarify information provided by her potential future husband she contacted the 

St. Raphaels-Verein in June 1957. Her means did not allow her to visit Jan W. to get to know 

him personally in order to decide whether she wanted to stay with him or not. Therefore she 

asked the  St. Raphaels-Verein for help: 

For a few years I have been exchanging letters with the gentleman mentioned 

above. He has asked me several times to come to him to Australia so we can build 

an existence. Due to the long-standing exchange of letters we have both come to 

the, probably wrong, conclusion that we would be good marriage-partners. […] 

Because I don’t know the man in person and don’t have any opportunity to ask an 

acquaintance for verification I turn to you for help for the both of us. […] Mister 

W. has informed me about his financial abilities and told me ‘that it’s going to be 

difficult at the beginning’. He sent me a statement of income. 385 

One can tell from Ingeborg’s letter that she knew other ways to gather information (for 

example through acquaintances) existed but were not available to her. Furthermore, the 

glamorous image of the ‘correspondence bride’ sketched in the tabloids is hard to hold up in 

the light of a certain matter-of-factness characterising the couple’s approach, for example 

analysing the economic aspects of a potential future relationship. In October the reverend in 

charge for Perth reported back to the St. Raphaels-Verein:  

                                                        

 

384 Case-File Ingeborg E. Raphh-Aus-E-14.3.1958, departed Skaubryn 14.3.1958, my translation. 
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The only thing they know of against him is the fact that he is weak in his Faith and 

as far as is known he has not been to Mass since living in Midland, at least he 

hasn’t been to the parish church.386 

Apart from his lack of commitment to the church the reverend could not find any fault with 

Jan W.’s story and verified the information given to Ingeborg. This information, however, 

could not foresee or prevent the events to happen, underlining how much women put 

themselves on the line when entering such relationships. In September 1954 Ingeborg wrote a 

letter in which she declared that she was ‘prepared to marry Jan W. […] within three months 

of […] arrival in Australia.’387 She travelled on the Skaubryn, lost all her belongings when the 

boat caught fire and arrived in Fremantle in April 1958.  

After her arrival Ingeborg E. stayed in Jan W.’s house, while he lived with some friends close 

by. As it turned out Ingeborg was very hesitant to marry Jan once they got to know each other 

in person. This is, however, where the precariousness of the set-up of the fiancée scheme 

becomes obvious. Even though the state did not have the authority to force Ingeborg to marry, 

the knowledge monopoly about the legal situation lay with the immigration officers and her 

rights remained unclear to Ingeborg.388 In Ingeborg’s case the unclear situation led her to enter 

into a marriage she did not want. For the fiancée a substantial amount of money he had 

deposited was at stake. Ingeborg had close to no options available to deal with the situation. 

This very likely led to a considerable amount of pressure.  

After two months Ingeborg wrote a letter to the Immigration Department asking to be freed of 

the marriage obligation.389 In the letter she gave as her reason that she had lost all her 

belongings and hoped to achieve a better economic situation before entering the marriage at a 

later stage. It is striking that she also enquired under which conditions she had arrived, as she 

was under the impression she had travelled to Australia under the Assisted Passage Scheme. 

She had indeed, however – and this put her in the precarious situation – not as an independent 

single female migrant but in the special sub-program for brides. Arrivals in this category had 

fewer rights than ‘ordinary’ assisted migrants, as the attachment to the sponsor was the 

grounds on which entry was granted. 
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The Perth office of the Department for Immigration started to follow the progress of the 

couple and noted in Jan W.’s file on the 2nd of July 1958 ‘no notification of marriage as yet.’ 

On the 11th of July 1958 Ingeborg reported to immigration officer E. Sinclair. Sinclair noted: 

‘She considers they would not be suited. Mr. W. apparently desires to marry her.’ This 

personal account differs from Ingeborg E.’s earlier letter and indicates that it must have taken 

her a lot of effort to admit this aspect. Tragically enough, the migration officer noted that 

should she persist she ‘must be regarded as a satisfactory migrant and permitted to remain.’ 

The couple was married on the 30th August 1958 and the bond was released on the 3rd of 

November 1958. In her case, clearly, the difficult situation was instigated not by lack of 

preparation but by insufficient regulations and an ambiguous legal situation. 

In case of interviewee Rosi Stapenhorst the husband-to-be was living in a rural area and 

therefore it proved to be much harder to get reliable information on him. Nevertheless, she 

chose to come to Australia. After her arrival she discovered that the potential husband had 

stretched the truth a little (he was running a farm but as an employee and not as the owner). 

What is remarkable about her case is that she took the ‘correct’ path according to the advice 

given by official bodies such as the Department of Emigration (including getting and 

evaluating information and migrating to Australia as a worker on the AP Scheme), but this 

didn’t ‘protect’ her from the negative experience. Rather, it was the specific dependency 

created between sponsor and sponsored woman through the migration regulation that saw her 

rush into the marriage. 

Two of the unmarried women who came to meet a partner in Western Australia interviewed 

for this study came on their own terms and applied for an Assisted Passage. This offered the 

advantage of potentially having a choice: if they did not like the man they were under no 

obligation either to have to leave the country or to marry.390 Interviewee Matilda Jonas came 

to Western Australia in 1961 with her mother, who had divorced her father two years earlier. 

For Matilda’s mother the migration also symbolised a complete break with her German past, 

as she did not inform her ex-husband, Matilda’s father, about the migration: 

My mother and father were divorced when I was ten and I guess she thought that 

there would be a better life here for us. So she started writing to somebody here 

and decided to migrate. And she took one look at him when we arrived and 
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decided ‘No that wasn’t the right thing to do’ and we were on our own then. So we 

stayed in Perth.391 

‘Being on their own’ obviously seemed the better choice for Matilda’s mother than getting 

together with a man who did not seem to be the right one for her.  

In Chapter One, I discussed initiatives to include fiancées and unmarried sisters in the scheme; 

the preceding observations have shown that these women’s migration took place under semi-

regulated and potentially precarious conditions.392 As a general rule the Australian government 

asked the groom for a £200 bond if a fiancée was to travel on an Assisted Passage Scheme.393 

If the marriage did not take place within three months of arrival the bond was forfeited. This 

regulation was meant to limit the number of people getting into the assisted schemes who 

otherwise would not have been eligible. Mahler and Pessar guided attention to the fact that in 

such a context the term ‘bride’ disguises power imbalances because ‘the recruiter exerts more 

agency than the migrant'.394As shown above, the consequences of this regulation could be dire, 

harbouring the potential for exploitation and creating female dependency. For the groom the 

situation was also far from ideal as losing the bond could lead to financial disaster. But even if 

the two people involved developed a liking for each other, the set-up still had some 

problematic aspects. 

A more personal dimension of difficulty concerned sheer practicalities: if, when and where to 

marry. Bottomley argued that ‘social space for 'foreigners' is predetermined by economic and 

political structures’ and its absence is a demarcation of powerlessness in the context of 

migration. 395 There were hardly any spaces available for correspondence couples meeting for 

the first time. Ingeborg E. lived in Jan W.’s house while he slept somewhere else. In Rosi 

Stapenhorst’s case the pressure culminated in a rushed marriage. Her future husband was 

running a farm in rural Western Australia and did not feel comfortable with Rosi staying on 

the farm without the two being married. Rosi was under no obligation to marry him because 
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she came as an assisted passenger but the situation she found herself in after arrival on the 

remote farm left her few options.396 Nina’s husband Mark had contacted the Lutheran pastor in 

Perth well in advance to allow for speedy nuptials at Nina’s arrival because the pastor visited 

the country town where the couple was about to live only every few weeks.397  

Not surprisingly, the difficult housing situation forced some of the correspondence couples to 

co-habit for some time. Cohabitation, although practiced in post-War West Germany, was not 

socially sanctioned and created a moral dilemma for some couples.398 Other couples, such as 

Margot and Willi Kählert, reported to have enjoyed the freedom to try out cohabitation before 

getting married (even if under the eyes of his parents, in whose house the couple shared a 

room).399 They had fond memories of visiting the drive-in movie theatre or sitting in bed 

training Margot in English skills. Margot fell pregnant before the marriage and their first son 

was born not long after the marriage, a fact they openly mentioned in the interview. Though 

they do not regret getting married Margot also mentioned that they had no other option. 

All these women’s experiences make it possible to look at the image of the bride as described 

in the aforementioned sensational news report from many different perspectives, and 

portraying women as ‘snatched brides’ is only one way of interpreting such events. When 

analysing the women’s accounts it seems that many women evaluated the available options 

and proactively made decisions suiting their needs and interests at the time but were also 

heavily constrained by the system in place.  

The Migration of Women-headed Households 

Earlier I pointed out that those women who were divorced, widowed and/or older than 30 

years of age made up a considerable portion of emigrating unmarried women. This raises the 

question whether this was reflected in West German and Australian contemporary migration 

policies and if so, how? Unmarried mothers with a wish to migrate often faced considerable 

difficulties, particularly if they were divorced or never married. The migration agreement 

discriminated on the grounds of marital status as the following case study on an initiative to 

foster the migration of widowed mothers shows. 
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While discussing the female contingent of the migration quota for 1954, German senior 

government employee Zöllner from the Federal Institute for Employment Services and 

Unemployment Insurance suggested West Germany propose to the Australian Embassy to 

recruit domestic labourers with children, such as divorcees and widows. 400 Senior government 

employee Trützschler from the Federal Foreign Office then reported:  

To resolve these difficulties [to fulfil the quota of 1000 domestics], it would be 

appreciated if possibly domestic workers with children could be employed. This 

concerns mainly women who had lost their husbands during the war. I’d be aware 

that it isn’t going to be easy to place such women, but I am of the opinion that for 

example in country households the option to accommodate children should be 

easily available. Mothers with children sure enough would be less inclined to leave 

their positions in the countryside to move to the city.401 

It is remarkable how Trützschler stressed that these women lost their husbands during the war, 

therefore implying that they are not single mothers by choice. The statement indicates that the 

widowed single mother was obviously preferable to the never-married or divorced single 

mother. The Australian government echoed this reasoning in September 1953 by proclaiming 

a quota for 50 widows with children.402 The widows were especially recruited to work in a 

clothing factory in the vicinity of the Holding Centre Benalla (Victoria). This offer covered 

only a meagre five per cent of the total quota for single female migrants. The conditions 

showed the bias against single never-married mothers, as they were excluded from the offer.403 

Other conditions stated that only women under 35 with no more than one child were eligible. 

The child should be over three years of age, preferably older. Other selection criteria applied: 

Qualification of the widows for manufacturing work – intelligent, assiduous, sense 

for garments (as it is a clothing factory), good looking; preferably, but not 

necessarily, knowledge in tailoring and machine operation – the ability to operate a 

household sewing machine is desirable. 404 
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In the following paragraph the note states that a placement in a factory couldn’t be guaranteed 

and that they may also be placed in domestic services. The rather large catalogue of non-work-

related conditions stood clearly in contrast to the fact that the women were recruited for a 

specific job-placement. In fact, the women did not necessarily have to be qualified for the 

work they were supposed to do if only they were ‘good looking’. This arrangement can 

probably be interpreted as a form of concession towards the German wishes as in general 

married mothers were explicitly not accepted as ‘workers’.405 Undoubtedly, the offer excluded 

women giving birth to children out of wedlock, stigmatising pre-marital and extra-marital 

sexuality. Due to its limited focus the initiative proved to be rather fruitless and in January 

1954 only three women with one child each had been recruited.406 

 Married men who left their families in West Germany were greeted by the Australian 

government with open arms – the situation for a married woman doing the same was 

obviously different.407 Rosa S., for example, a client of the St. Raphaels-Verein, had to 

produce the signed consent form of her divorced husband before she was accepted by the 

Australian government.408 Widows and divorcees had to produce certificates to prove their 

marital status before entry to Australia was granted, as the case of Rosalie W. shows:  

[W]ill you kindly advise the present whereabouts and full address of her husband. 

Should Mrs W. be a widow or divorcee, it will be necessary to forward 

documentary evidence of her widowhood or divorce to this office. 409 

This regulation clearly represents a 'collusion of state policy and patriarchal authority' and 

reveals the gender dimensions of the state policies in place.410  

As mentioned in the previous chapter, non-governmental information centres could give a 

helping hand to get people into the Assisted Passage Scheme if their household constellation 

was not initially taken care of through the formulation of the agreement but case officers 

thought they were eligible for the Scheme. From her correspondence with a church-affiliated 
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aid group it becomes apparent that Emma S. was a 40-year-old war widow; her three sons 

were 19, 16 and 14 years old when the family started to enquire about migrating to Australia 

in 1955.411 The migration endeavour proved to be difficult, as a household structure like this 

was not explicitly mentioned in the migration scheme. Emma S. wrote to the St. Raphaels-

Verein: 

To my great dismay we don’t fit in any category of the condition of the scheme. In 

Germany there was no question that I, as head of the family, had to support my 

children. […] It really is a pity that such cases are not taken care of in the German-

Australian migration scheme. 412 

Emma S. understood herself as the head of the family and her perception of her role in the 

family collided with the role she had been assigned according to the scheme. Only due to her 

persistence and the support from the St. Raphaels-Verein was it finally possible for the family 

of four to migrate to Australia in 1956 on the Assisted Passage Scheme.413 

This case study represents an instance where individuals question, circumnavigate and push 

rules and regulations based on gender ideologies. Drawing again on Foucault this is an 

indication of how even non-egalitarian power-relations are relational.414 Rosalia W. had been 

divorced and widowed once, and her migration file showed a similar degree of agency.415 Her 

daughter and her son-in-law had sponsored her migration to Australia. Not satisfied with 

taking care of her daughter’s household Rosalie W. found work and moved out of her family’s 

house to live independently, rejecting, much to her family’s dismay (who complained to 

migration officers about this), the label of the ‘sponsored dependent’. Her daughter and son-

in-law turned to their respective Member of Parliament, M. A. Cunningham, for help, who 

wrote to the Department of Immigration that the ‘old lady’ ‘has had a taste of freedom and 

wishes to break away’.416 Migration discourse certainly shaped public ideas about and created 

norms applicable to migrating unmarried women. And, similar to migrating brides, migrating 

widows were subjected to certain images (in this case the elderly mother who helped the 
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children in the domestic realm); however, there was no legal basis to enforce such images.417 

In Rosalie W.’s case the immigration officers could not but tell the family that Rosalie was 

free to pursue whichever lifestyle she wanted, and besides, was still young enough to 

participate in the workforce.418 

In Chapter One, I have already shown that the level of desirability and eligibility of migrant 

women and men was strongly connected to their marital status, family status, age, and, 

exclusively for women in some cases, even physical appearance. Professional qualifications 

and actual living circumstances were less important. These structural limitations restricted 

access for woman-headed households to migration under the Assisted Passage Scheme. This 

group was not qua nature included in the Assisted Passage migration scheme; nevertheless, 

many women pursued their migration endeavours, defied public imagery and tried to bypass 

restrictions put on them through political discussions and public discourse. By rejecting and 

reassessing options they became their own agents.  

Female Bodies as Objects of Control 
Let us now take a closer look at the female body in such discussions. Susan Bordo attuned 

Foucault’s concept of ‘docile bodies’ to reveal the gendered nature of body politics. She 

pointed out that bodies are shaped by a constant regime of behavioural codices orchestrating 

‘time, space and movement’ and imprinting bodies with the ‘stamp of prevailing historical 

forms of selfhood, desire, masculinity, femininity’.419 This has repercussions for a discussion 

of organised migration. Jordens, for example, showed that the bodies of the first immigrating 

women were scrutinised and ‘selected’: 

[The Commonwealth] Migration Officer in Cologne was advised by the Secretary 

that when selecting these women he should ‘take into account their general 

presentability and appearance … as it is felt that the favorable impression we hope 

they create will help to “sell” the proposed German migration scheme to the 

Australian public’. 420 

As discussed earlier, for the emigration of widows a similar rationale had been given. This 

resonates with Bordo’s claim that ‘women’s bodies in general have historically been more 
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vulnerable to […] cultural manipulation’; in this case physical appearance became a selection 

criterion.421 This was a very direct way to exert power over female bodies. However, Sandra 

Lee Bartky claimed that disciplining powers work most powerfully when indirect and no 

particular power entity to be named is ‘charged with the production of a properly embodied 

femininity’.422 The power unfolds in discourse, through social interaction (or sanctions) and 

regulations impacting on people’s opportunities.423 Although Bartky suggested that this power 

does not ‘seek to restrain the freedom of the female body from place to place’, I propose that 

in the case under observation here it does.424 As I will demonstrate, my reasoning is that the 

discourse about female migration constructed women as vulnerable, particularly if women 

were ‘out of place’. 

In an interview with an Australian newspaper, the NEWS from Adelaide, Immigration Attaché 

Denis Winterbottom pinpointed the idea that 90 per cent of German women married within a 

year of moving to Australia.425 Winterbottom’s comment on the likelihood of marrying rather 

soon after migration again stressed the role of female migrants as wives. Winterbottom 

however also pointed out that he saw specific responsibilities connected to the migration of 

single women:  

There are great difficulties in making any sort of drive for the migration of single 

girls of marriageable age. German parents are naturally most reluctant to allow 

their daughters to migrate to Australia, unless they can be sure that the girls will be 

well looked after. Significantly, 90 per cent of single German girls who come to 

Australia marry within a year.426 

In his statement, Winterbottom alluded to the issue of care and protection, linking gender to 

vulnerability: ‘girls’ need ‘to be looked after’ by their parents or a similar trustworthy 

authority. Hollander showed that discourses on vulnerability and danger shape perceptions of 
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gender in a society, linking masculinity to violence and femininity to vulnerability.427 

Furthermore the ratio of perceived vulnerability to dangerousness is exactly opposite for 

young men and young women.428 For post-War female migration from Germany, discourses 

displaying this mechanism can be found in articles of newspapers, weekly magazines and 

information brochures and leaflets, concentrating on the young female migrant.  

The earlier-mentioned newspaper article ‘Flying Fräuleins’ focused on young women at the 

moment of departure. This focus made them a spectacle and highlighted the aspect of 

migrating women as women being out of place. Being out of place, according to these 

publications, could endanger the body and the soul of travelling women and could lead to 

harassment and despair if no guidance was available.429 At the same time women who decided 

to leave appropriate places and who defied control over their physical whereabouts became 

liminal and could be perceived as unruly and a threat to the social order: '[t]he "loose woman" 

violates these norms’.430 The cited newspaper articles stressed the spectacle, the 

extraordinariness of these actions. But when connecting the migrating women to marriage and 

family life they simultaneously disarmed the threat posed through these unbound women.  

When referring to the ambivalent discussion of explorers in the colonial context Anne 

McClintock described a similar process of disarmament as a ritualistic way to manage the 

dangers inherent in liminality: the discussion of marginal people worked through the three 

stages of ‘dangerous marginality, segregation, reintegration’.431 The young women under 

discussion here were dangerously marginal in two ways: Firstly, they were perceived as 

‘surplus’, causing a threat. Secondly, by leaving West Germany they shunned control and 

endangered gender ideologies through their pro-activity, exploring new territory in a mental as 

much as a geographical sense. This marginality, however, was dissolved when the women 

married and were reintegrated into society by returning to a place considered to be 

appropriate. 
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Contemporaries publicly engaged with the issue with a variety of responses and possible 

‘solutions’. One measure, as discussed earlier, was embedding female migration wishes into a 

context of advice and patronage. The Swiss branch of the Society of Girl-Friends of Young 

Girls for example financed a film project called ‘Eine Freundin in der Grossen Welt’ (‘A girl-

friend in the wide world’), which was aimed at young people going to the cinemas.432 The 

movie, which was given the German approval ‘of distinction’, showed how Monika, a young 

woman from a rural town, nearly fell victim to the temptations of the big city (such as alcohol, 

entertainment and men) when she left her hometown in search of luck in the wide world.433 

The movie’s aim was not necessarily to discourage young women from going out into the 

world but to raise awareness of possible dangers and to point out the ‘correct way’ to enter the 

world: under the wings of the society’s European and worldwide branches (the society merged 

into the Young Women’s Christian Association in the early 1960s).  

This is not to say that there were no difficulties or critical situations and that all young women 

migrating to Australia lived ‘happily ever after’. But the image created in discourses such as 

the newspaper articles or the movie does not always seem to reflect the actual lived 

experience. The German Australian Welfare Association, the Young Women’s Christian 

Association and the Young Men’s Christian Association were for example ports of call in case 

young people without any contacts in Australia encountered difficulties. Their annual reports 

indicate that young men sought assistance to a similar if not higher degree as young women 

and that for young women isolation and lack of language competency were more 

commonplace dangers than sexual harassment and a fall from ‘moralities’.434  

This mismatch between personal experience and the construction of migrating young women 

as vulnerable beings in need of protection is also reflected in the following case. 

Control Through Protection of the Female Body: The ‘Lured Girl’ 

In the case of Ingrid O., she and her father interpreted Ingrid’s migration process in different, 

if not opposite ways: for Ingrid it was a case of pursuing her personal aims and making 

decisions; for her father she had been lured into a dangerous, unprotected situation, and he 
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therefore contacted state authorities.435 Ingrid finished school in March 1955. She and a friend, 

both minors, wanted to live abroad for a while in order to improve their English language 

skills and to gather work/life experience in general. Therefore Ingrid got into contact with a 

relative of a friend in Melbourne who offered Ingrid a position in her household. Ingrid 

applied for a standard Assisted Passage. Her father, however, was under the impression that 

his daughter would be brought out by the friend’s family and would live under their custodial 

care. When the job arrangement did not work out and Ingrid took up a job somewhere else, 

Ingrid’s father, Max O., wrote a very concerned letter to the Federal Foreign Office to 

complain about the proceedings. According to him, his daughter had been lured to Australia 

under false promises and into a dangerous situation. The German Consulate followed this up 

and interviewed Ingrid and her friend Anneliese. Their report however stated: 

[B]oth had signed the common working contract for two years, like all other 

emigrants who came to Australia under the German-Australian treaty. Both had 

known at that time that there was something flawed with Mrs Krumm’s private 

employment agency, but their personal wish to go to Australia under all 

circumstances had convinced both of them to sign the agreement and to start their 

journey.436 

Ingrid and her friend took control over their lives and in a physical sense over the whereabouts 

of their bodies, like many of their male contemporaries, and made the decision to go to 

Australia. For them the experience of personal freedom was the main aspect of importance; for 

Ingrid’s father on the other hand the aspect of protection was dominant. Max O. understood 

himself as the guardian of his daughter (and her body) and thought that the guardianship was 

transferred to another authority, the host family. If he had known that Ingrid was to take care 

of herself he would not have agreed to the migration. For Ingrid guardianship and its practical 

implications, such as control over her physical whereabouts, ceased when she left Germany.  

In the course of my research I located few letters that were concerned with the fate or 

whereabouts of young male migrants. Instead, a large number of letters from church 

organisations announcing to local groups the arrival of unaccompanied migrating girls could 

be found. These letters express concern or well-wishing before or during the process of 
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migration but they are not connected to existing cases of abuse or mischief. Symptomatically, 

the Embassy in Canberra reported to the Federal Foreign Office in 1958 that according to 

Australian law it was not possible that parents choose the whereabouts of their minor children, 

a ‘regrettable’ circumstance because ‘[t]his is particularly relevant for the immigration of 

female minors’.437 This further underlines the argument that gender proved to be a defining 

characteristic for contemporaries, officials and in the public discussion that interpreted and 

discussed the migration process.  

Control Through Female Bodies: Taming Male Migrant Sexuality 

As much as female bodies were the objects of control, they equally became objects through 

which to control male migrant sexuality. The Boulevard press in West Germany and Australia, 

for example, picked up a latent sense of imbalance in the male and female migrant ratio. The 

Australian’s Women’s Weekly magazine in the 1950s and 1960s was primarily interested in 

the spectacle of the migrating bride and had little use for other aspects of female 

immigration.438 Chief Migration Officer Denis Winterbottom told the Neue Welt in 1959 that 

there was ‘lack of women’ in Australia and therefore the immigration of women between 18 

and 25 years should be fostered.439 Headings such as ‘Das Land in dem jede Frau eine 

Königin ist: 50 000 Bräute dringend gesucht’ (‘The Land where every woman is a queen: in 

desperate search of 50,000 brides’) from 1961 spoke volumes.440 Again the heading conveyed 

the idea of single women as brides, while the article additionally linked the lack of women to a 

rise in violence: ‘Every male immigrant increases the lack of women. Is it a wonder that 

Australian men fight for every woman as a matter of life and death?’441  

Earlier I indicated that the issue of ‘legitimate sexuality’ was of great relevance for the West 

German government. Not surprisingly it was equally important to the Australian authorities, 

even if from a different point of view. Over the first years of the Assisted Migration Schemes 

with European countries the attitude of Australian politicians towards female migration 

changed as it became apparent that the strategy of concentrating on a large intake of qualified 
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single male workers in their 20s to 40s was not without its flaws.442 In respect to the 

male/female ratio, especially in rural areas, a rise in the intake of female migrants to keep the 

male ‘New Australians’ ‘off’ the streets can be identified as a motive to further instigate 

female migration in general. Jordens disclosed that the Australian Houses of Parliament 

discussed for example the immigration of German, Austrian and Italian women exactly in this 

respect.443 In several parliamentary debates the issue of the male/female ratio was brought 

forward. Two streams of argumentation were predominant: a need for domestic and service 

labour, and the social difficulties arising from the imbalance of the sexes in some regions.444 

MP Bruce, from Leichhardt, discussed the matter in quite dramatic words when stating: 

When we read of a sensational shooting or stabbing, we find that very frequently a 

new Australian is involved. What is the reason for that? […] This is due to the fact 

that many of the immigrants who have come here are not living in natural and 

normal circumstances. It is a mistake to believe that it is their habit to fly to the 

knife. That happens in any part of the world where there is an unbalance of the 

sexes.445 

It can be assumed that ‘natural and normal circumstances’ referred to marriage and a 

sanctioned outlet for male sexuality. In his following words he made his point even clearer and 

linked the lack of women to a rise in improper, ‘deviant’ sexuality, which as a consequence 

weakened the nation: 

Conditions like these lead to an increase in homosexuality. We do not want that to 

happen. If we want to make the best use of our immigration programme and build 

up our population, that is one of the things that we must take steps to avoid.446 

His position might not have been representative of all Members of Parliament but the ongoing 

discussions in the middle of the 1950s showed that the issue of male/female ratio among 

migrants was at least a matter of concern. In 1957 the ‘Annual Social Justice Pastoral 

Statement’ of Australia’s Roman Catholic Bishops also referred to the issue: 
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Single male migrants have greatly outnumbered the female newcomers and caused 

a serious upset in the balance of the sexes amongst non-British migrants. […] 

From the spiritual standpoint a policy of this nature is inevitably associated with 

lamentable moral disorders.447  

Such debates display a ‘frontier mentality’ in which migrating women become responsible for 

taking care of the ‘private sphere’, ‘taming’ men’s sexuality and giving birth to new 

Australians.448 Indeed Mr Chaney, the Member for Perth, stressed the importance of bringing 

in a larger number of women in terms of an aspired assimilation of the migrants. His argument 

pointed out that the ‘easiest way to assimilation is through the children of immigrants and the 

children of Australian or British people’.449 Haebich identified this as a leading motive in 

1950s’ governmental argumentation, a notion I will further investigate in Chapter Five.450 

Such issues had not been pre-empted when the migration scheme was set up in 1952. The 

Australian delegation tried to keep the numbers of women and family members low but 

revised this strategy in the following years. In 1959, Immigration Minister A.R. Downer was 

quoted as having announced: ‘We need more young girls, I want to accommodate 500 in our 

country this year.’451 

Conclusion 
In official and public discourse unmarried migrating women were difficult to accommodate. 

The easiest and the most common way to interpret the migration of these women was through 
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the lens of family and marriage. In such a discourse particularly young never-married women 

were constructed as commodities and as fragile beings in need of male protection. This 

construction collided with the social reality of German-born women in the post-War society. 

The female-headed household was not uncommon, as a large number of single women were 

responsible for dependents; parents, children or relatives. Most unmarried women reaching 

Australia in the time span discussed here did not have any such obligations. Those who did 

were marginalised by authorities and in contemporary depictions. The accounts of the 

interviewed women showed that policies and discourse had difficulties grappling the complex 

realities of unmarried migrating women without connecting them to family structures. 

The findings of this chapter confirm one of the assumptions of this thesis: the notion that 

‘care’ was a central aspect for contemporaries to understand and define ‘womanhood’. ‘Care’ 

functioned as a beacon to locate women in the social order. The migration of unmarried 

women was framed as migration leading back to the domestic realm, as brides or domestics. 

This was underlined by discussions framing the female body as an object of control and as a 

tool to exert control. Under these premises migration that could not be associated with any 

form of family structure deserted the ideal of female care and could not be understood as a 

meaningful action. This explains the insecurities of officials and the press to evaluate and 

facilitate single female migration outside the framework of marriage, and ultimately its 

framing as a potentially hazardous act. 
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Chapter 4 Women, Work and Migration – Negotiating a 
Contradictory Relation Between Care and Fulfilment 

I loved my job!452 Svenja Luxenburg 

I did not have an income. I never worked, but I ironed for the young women in our 

street that went to work and this way I made some savings.453 Susanne Müller 

I never worked, because when I was here two months my third daughter was born. 

So I never worked but I had work [laughs] ... Well I had a little farm!454 Eleanor 

Steinbeck 

These three quotes mark the poles between which women’s income-producing activities took 

place for the women in this study on a practical and on an emotional level: Svenja had a 

strong, positive emotional bond with her job; Susanne set up an informal business in the 

neighbourhood but did not necessarily see this as ‘participating in the workforce’, instead 

viewing it as a means to achieve savings; and Eleanor never engaged in the formal workforce 

but identified the heavy manual labour on the family property as ‘her’ work. All these 

perspectives point out a strong but complex relation between women and their work.  

In this chapter I will shed light on this relation by investigating the setting in which the 

interviewees’ income-producing activities were situated. What kind of activities were these? 

How did the women relate to them and how did the lived experience compare with/fit into 

prevailing ideas about women’s life course? How did migration policies incorporate working 

women?  

Official rhetoric and policies in the 1950s and 1960s affecting the participating women created 

from the outset a contradiction. Migrating women were recruited in gendered positions as 

wives, labourers and mothers of ‘New Australians’, while at the same time ‘mothers’ were not 

supposed to work because this was considered to be detrimental to social cohesion, in the 

sending as well as in the receiving country. Nevertheless, working was a social reality for 

many migrating (and non-migrating) mothers and my analysis of documents will show that 

this was not unknown among officials. This chapter brings together an analysis of official 

reasoning and personal experience. Gender is again the backdrop against which women’s 
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experiences are analysed. Whether they were participating in or abstaining from the organised 

workforce, in both cases reflections on ‘work’ had a place in women’s narratives.  

The chapter is organised into three parts: Given the current prominence of the topic, I will map 

out a feminist framework for discussing ‘work’ at the beginning of this chapter. A subsequent 

section will discuss how the ambivalent relation between work and women was sketched in 

the migration agreement and contemporary positions. Gradually, I will turn to the participants’ 

experiences. How did the women participating in this study relate to their work? How were 

their activities influenced by events in their life course, opportunities and mobility? How did 

they understand and place themselves in contemporary ideologies about women and work? 

Women and Work 
Discussing ‘women’s work’ is a major field of feminist engagement. Today’s feminist-

informed research covers a vast range of topics, ranging from enquiries into the gendered 

nature of the organised workforce to calls for a complete re-evaluation of what societies define 

as ‘work’ in order to make gender-based inequality and exploitation visible.455 For my 

research agenda the following four topics are of particular interest: How can women’s ‘work’ 

be grasped and discussed? How is this fundamental to women’s relation to the organised 

workforce? What impact do gender, class, race, and ethnicity have on the segregation of the 

(informal and formal) labour market? Which role does ‘work’ have in women’s lives? I will 

explore those questions and their relevance for my research in the following. 

Firstly, difficulties in evaluating income-producing activities and invisible earnings that are 

taking place outside the official market are of a systemic nature and have to be seen in the 

context of women’s location in the social order. 456 Using for example national income 

accounting, Waring showed in an international context how the structure of censuses, statistics 

and other instruments to measure economics made women’s work invisible.457 In the 
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Australian context Jill Matthews concluded that only a discussion of ‘work’ that dissolves the 

often taken for granted and therefore defining bond of pay and work allows for the inclusion 

of the different types of work women perform because ‘by and large, the masculine economy 

has been taken as the only one – the 'invisible women' approach’.458 This is of great relevance 

when investigating the placement of German-born women in the migration scheme between 

West Germany and Australia that was based on skilled male migration (as mapped out in 

Chapter One). 

Secondly, feminists in the 1970s pointed out the ideological component of the gender 

segregation of paid and domestic work.459 Since then, Bittman and Pixley, among others, have 

shown how an ideologically-produced connection between ‘woman’ and ‘care’ disguises ‘base 

metal housework’ as ‘a golden expression of love’ (how the participating women related to 

this ideology of care will be discussed in Chapter Six).460 The consequence of this disguise is 

the ‘double burden’ where women participate in paid work and still do the main bulk of the 

domestic work.461 In search of a model that explained women’s work in all its complexity 

while not losing its connection to the organised workforce Delphy and Leonard developed a 

very detailed and useful distinction between ‘family work’ (‘unpaid work done by dependents’ 

for another family member, for example when supporting a family business without being the 

owner and without pay), ‘housework’ (work done to sustain the day-to-day running of a 

household from which the doer profits as well, for example baking cakes) and ‘paid work’ 

(taking place in or outside an organised context but where the work is paid or remunerated).462 
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Their main aim in doing so was to point out that the context in which housework and family 

work happen is crucial. Housework (and family work) is deprived of its (economically 

measurable) value when situated inside a familiar relationship but only when taking it out of 

the relationship setting this becomes apparent. For my analysis this approach bears the 

advantage that I can identify all activities that were remunerated in some form or other as 

‘paid work’ and also consider women’s contributions to the ‘family project’ in ways other than 

through ‘paid work’. 

Susanne Müller’s private ironing business can therefore be classified as paid work. She 

participated in an informal neighbourhood economy and her work would presumably not have 

been recorded in any census; nevertheless with this money the family paid for their visits back 

home. The same applies to Birgit Cobb’s mother and Jelena Tscharkov who cleaned and 

cooked for the landlord to secure the family’s accommodation in a tense rental market.463 In 

both cases, activities that are usually understood in the realm of ‘housework’ were suddenly 

performed for people outside the family and hence given an economic value. They 

furthermore became of essential importance for the households in question. Arrangements 

such as the above, took place outside the organised workforce with all its mechanisms of 

social security, benefits and employee protection; instead ‘financial rewards’ were ‘temporary 

or periodic, paid in kind or unrecorded’.464  

Thirdly, before the backdrop of this ideological connection between women and care, women 

become responsible for the wellbeing of other members of the family. Geraldine Pratt and 

Ursula Hanson showed how many women’s ‘position in the occupational structure is 

conditioned by domestic responsibilities, marital status and time […], and how space and 

place are critical to the mediation of home and work.’465 This has been identified as a main 

reason why women adjust paid work around other activities.466 It severely impacts on the 

options available to women and often leads to less favourable working conditions and less 

chances of promotion for them.467 According to researchers such as Hausen, insights about the 

gendered nature of ‘labour’ (in terms of segregation of the labour market, our understanding of 
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‘labour’ and the gender inequalities this understanding produces), however, have not yet 

permeated discussions of work widely enough.468 

Fourthly, the context of migration can have an aggravating effect on this already complex set 

of interrelationships at the intersection of gender, race and class.469 The activities listed above 

(such as ironing, cleaning, cooking etc) are all placed in the realm of the domestic and render 

the connection between women and care ‘natural’.470 Female migration, particularly to 

Australia, has often been interpreted and organised through this connection (as I outlined in 

Chapter One).471 Ehrenreich and Hochschild argued that contemporary global female 

migration framed through domesticity is indeed a continuation of women’s underprivileged 

position in the labour market on a global scale.472 England and Stiell highlighted the 

connection between gender ideologies and race where not only is domestic labour seen as a 

female attribute but it is also racialised in a context of migration.473  

Labour markets (formal as well as informal) are clearly segmented along the lines of gender, 

class, race and ethnicity.474 Collins showed that women with a migration background are often 
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at the bottom of a further sub-divided labour market.475 My participant group is located at this 

intersection: after migration most of them became members of the working class and as 

‘German women’ they were subject to a state rhetoric that promoted a particular racial and 

gendered image. Such a combination has been shown to have a detrimental effect for women 

of ethnic origins other than that of the majority in the receiving country.476 What do these 

findings mean for the experience of ‘work’ of women with a German background? My 

observations will begin with a closer look at the official framing of migrating working women. 

Working Women in the Migration Scheme  
Two aspects are specific to the discussions of workforce participation of migrating women on 

the official level: Firstly, women could mainly opt for only one category in order to classify as 

migrating workers, this was the category of ‘domestic’. Skill assessment was a major issue and 

it remains striking that immigrating women in the larger picture were automatically 

categorised as domestics or delegated to the service sector.477 The second issue developed after 

the start of the West German-Australian agreement and centred on the question of how to 

accommodate married women’s potential as workers. Here officials on both sides of the world 

were at a bit of a loss as conservative family ideals and the practical needs of the migrants 

collided. Both states recognised an urgent need to speed up their industrial progress as well as 

the migrants’ economic forthcomings as much as possible and the workforce participation of 

women was a logical consequence mirroring social reality.478 At the same time, this stood in 

stark contrast to ideologies that favoured the stay-at-home mother in a breadwinner –

homemaker constellation.479 This contradiction was glossed over by marking women’s 

workforce participation as a temporary and marginal event fitting a culturally constructed 

model of women’s life course that centred on marriage, child-rearing and housekeeping 
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activities.480 Migration policies mirrored these attitudes but turned out to be poorly designed to 

fit the needs of migrants.  

As I have shown in Chapter One, the migration policies under discussion in this thesis were 

highly gendered, creating hierarchies of desirability rendering female applicants as less 

desirable. Chapter Two and Three then further analysed the construction of single migrating 

women and found that gender here was a means to justify a lack of access and a difference in 

the evaluation of female migration wishes. All three chapters also demonstrated that policy-

makers had varying opinions, were slightly flexible in their attitudes and adjusted, albeit 

slowly, the policies to the situation (never leaving the context of domesticity and care out of 

sight). The following observations further underline these findings. 

The initial agreement set up in 1952 incorporated working women primarily as ‘domestics’, 

and at this point women in other professions were by and large ignored in talks and 

discussions.481 Contingents of ‘domestics’ were part of all of the yearly-negotiated quotas but, 

although some women emigrated under this label, the quotas were hardly ever reached. In 

general, few objections were raised against the emigration of ‘domestics’. In 1953 Kurt Sicha, 

a senior government employee, from the then Federal Ministry of Labour, made the prognosis 

that this program would only attract women who were already planing to migrate and no harm 

would be done to the West German labour market.482 Based on positive past experience the 

Australian government in the 1953-1954 negotiations asked for 1000 domestics.483 A note 

from Chief Migration Officer George Vincent Greenhalgh expressed the Australian 

government’s satisfaction with the immigration of German domestics, but also mentioned that 

the women did not behave as ‘planned’: 
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The domestic servants who have already arrived in Australia under the Scheme are 

reported by Canberra to have been “a very satisfactory group” and all of them have 

been placed within a few days after arrival. However, some difficulty has been 

experienced in inducing these domestics to work in rural areas and I have been 

asked to recruit a proportion of women with suitable domestic experience who are 

used to working in rural areas in Germany and would be willing to do so in 

Australia. 484 

The German reaction to the proposed increase in numbers indicated a political calculation to 

further the control over emigration. Kurt Sicha from the Federal Ministry of Labour did not 

hesitate to agree with the suggestion but (or maybe because) he was confident that the number 

of 1000 was not going to be reached.485 German senior government employee Zöllner from the 

Federal Institute for Employment Services and Unemployment Insurance proposed to include 

single mothers (widows and divorced women) into the quota.486 The quota for domestics 

worked at times as a buffer; in case not enough women applied the remaining numbers could 

be filled by unskilled labourers.487 

For migrating women, the underlying occupational gender segregation started (or continued) 

to structure earnings right from the start. Jessica Mulier worked as a teacher on board the 

Skaugum II in 1950 where she earned one pound all up.488 In her case this early engagement 
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entered the family’s migration success story: this pound was the financial cornerstone that 

enabled the father to leave the Northam Holden Migration Camp (situated in the country one 

hour East of Perth), travel to Perth and find employment. Marlis Schneider considered herself 

lucky because she worked nightshifts in the ship’s hospital in 1954; six years later Susanne 

Müller worked as a child-carer on the same boat.489 A similar effect became visible in the 

migration camps when women took on jobs inside or in the vicinity of the camps. Svenja 

Luxenburg worked behind the counter in the canteen of the Northam camp. These jobs were 

situated in the larger realm of ‘domestic duties’ and deemed to be suitable for women without 

any prerequisites or training – the women were hired based simply on their gender. For many 

women these jobs were welcome opportunities to instantly produce a much needed income: 

For the children a kindergarten had been set up, this way married mothers were 

able to take on jobs in the camp, be it in the kitchen or as service personnel in the 

canteen.’490  

The child carers, in some cases German women, were also paid, which resonates with 

Hochschild’s argument that in a migration context gendered tasks are often delegated to other 

women (but not to fathers or male members of the families).491  

Biological sex was equated with a set of presumably innate characteristics such as the ability 

to perform domestic work. In the Australian parliament the ‘import’ of foreign domestic 

labour was also discussed as being a relief for Australian women.492 Such reasoning 

underlined the strong interrelation of gender, class, race and ethnicity that is very particular to 

the context of domestic work (in a discussion of contemporary as much as historical 

migration).493 Furthermore Mahler and Pessar observed that ‘recruitment geographies present 

a little-explored place to examine gender in operation’. A closer look at composition of the 

workforce reveals that discussions as the one above can be translated into the employment 
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patterns of German-born women in Western Australia (Appendix, Tables 13 and 14). They 

made in 1954 for 23 per cent of all women working in the ‘Public Authority and Professional’ 

sector and for 36 per cent in ‘Amusement and Hotel’ industries, and for 38 per cent in the 

‘Service, Sport and Recreation Workers’ section in 1961. This becomes even clearer when 

analysing the recruitment patterns of women given access to the assisted passages as sole 

migrants. Among all women recruited as domestic workers between 1953 and 1961, German 

women represented the largest group and made for 35 per cent (Appendix, Tables 17 and 

18).494 The migration of German-born working women was clearly framed as a migration of 

domestics.  

The consequence of channelling women in domestic and service work was an automatic de-

skilling of migrant women. This, however, proved to be a double-edged sword: On the one 

hand it was rendering women’s acquired qualifications invisible. On the other hand it provided 

a loophole for women of a broad variety of occupational and educational backgrounds to enter 

Australia. Simply being born female could be a woman’s entry ticket; however, whether she 

intended to stay in the area of domestic work remained highly doubtful. In 1952, the Federal 

Department of Emigration had already commented that single women migrating as domestics 

usually ‘used’ this category and migrated to fulfil other personal ambitions. In general 

however few objections against female emigration were made and thus this situation did not 

raise any concern on the German side.495 The Australian side only rarely discussed women as 

potential labour force participants in policies but promotional movies such as This is the Life 

from 1947 targeted British ‘working girls’.496 Fincher found that women of non-English-

speaking backgrounds were mainly discussed as domestic workers but attitudes towards their 

immigration remained ambivalent well into the 1970s.497 
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Government intentions and personal aims do not always conform and potential migrants 

applied strategies to work around selection criteria.498 This is shown in the example of 

interviewee Karina Thom. She clearly identified migration as her primary goal at the time and 

was willing to compromise her vocational background if that enabled her to leave. She had 

finished occupational training as a clerk but never really enjoyed office work. Nevertheless 

she was fully aware that her vocational background was ignored in the application process: 

‘We were only allowed to come as ‘domestics’, into a household or a hospital [...] I was a 

trained clerk’.499 It remains speculation but if the little evidence available is indicative, in this 

way the immigration officers were able to recruit professionals who were not counted in the 

yearly quota for skilled workers as the ‘domestic’ label overwrote most other qualifications 

(given their professions were not in high demand). At the same time, if a woman immigrated 

as a domestic but was a trained clerk she could have the same chances of finding suitable 

employment in her profession as a man who came as a skilled worker or a woman who came 

as a nurse, because all of these qualifications were not necessarily accepted.  

Professional German Female Migration to Australia 
The downgrading of the qualifications of the partner of a main visa applicant or the delay of 

their assessment still presents a problem in many contemporary migration policies and has 

been identified as one of the mechanisms that disadvantage women in particular.500 The skill 

assessment of the applicants for the AP Scheme, however, was not comparable with the one in 

place today where an Australian body assesses skills before the application (including all the 

problems attached to any bureaucratic form of ‘skill assessment’).501 In the time period under 

question here, participating in the AP Scheme did not automatically entail an official 

recognition of qualifications by Australian authorities and professional downgrading and loss 

of status was a common consequence when qualifications were not recognised.502 In the 

Australian case, Vasta and de Lepervanche have shown that for the women from Italy who 
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participated in their research projects the downgrading of professional abilities, such as lace 

making and seam stressing, were common.503  

Some women partaking in my study, such as nurse Nina Brecht, had similar experiences. 

Because she had missed out on high school education due to the war Nina had to visit a 

‘Frauenfachschule’ (a home economics school) to be allowed into a nursing program in West 

Germany. She was then accepted and finished her training in 1953, and until her migration in 

1957 she worked as a theatre nurse. When arriving in the little Australian country town she 

could not get back into this area:  

But still, I asked at the hospital, if I could work there as a nursing aide, but I 

wasn’t allowed to. […] But I was offered if I would like to work on the ward as a 

wards-maid or pantry-maid […] to bring the trays out and dinners and keep that 

little pantry clean.504 

She then took a variety of jobs on and off, including in the domestic services, but she also 

engaged in home nursing before she entered a re-training program for nurses 14 years later.  

Nina arrived in Australia as a ‘sponsored’ fiancée under the scheme and as a fiancée her 

professional status was subordinate to her identity as a bride. This made a huge difference in 

terms of access to migration opportunities. Had she applied as a nurse under the AP Scheme 

her passage would not have been subsidised by the German state as nurses were in high 

demand back home, too.  

This leads me to an observation that runs slightly contrary to other reports: a small number of 

women who had undertaken professional training in highly sought-after areas could be 

accepted into the scheme as ‘workers’ in their own rights. A closer look reveals quite 

astonishing insights. For 1954-1957 and 1959-1960 data is available that shows that in general 

the number of domestics and (not further specified) ‘other female workers’ who migrated to 
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Australia under the Assisted Passage Scheme made up between 11 to 26 per cent of all 

recruited workers.505 This indicates that between a tenth and a quarter of all German skilled 

and semi-skilled migration in this period was female.  

For 1956 it is possible to find out more about the professional qualifications of emigrating 

women and men.506 In that year 2060 male workers and 1185 female workers left Germany for 

Australia. Large numbers of women were listed as office clerks (18%), as domestics (17%), as 

members of the textile industries (15%) and as administrative officers (14,5%). Large numbers 

of male workers were listed as metal workers (23%), construction workers (16%), clerks 

working in conveyance (10%) and other office clerks (7%). As a result, of all women 

emigrating 32.5 per cent were listed as performing ‘white collar jobs’ before migration; this 

was the case for 17 per cent of all men. A major portion of skilled female migrants were 

engaged in office work before migration compared to a major portion of men engaged in 

manual labour.  

What remains unclear is if these migrants had been recruited as ‘skilled migrants’ in their 

learned profession or under a different heading (the exit data of West Germany is not 

necessarily the same as the entry data of Australia). As suggested earlier the category under 

which a migrant had been recruited did not necessarily indicate where this person ended up 
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working. The relevance of sheer numbers as accumulated in statistics is therefore limited. 

Nevertheless, this is remarkable and has gone so far unnoticed.  

Already by 1953, one year after the official press release that solely identified them as 

‘domestics’, women were also named as workers in a variety of professions in the textile and 

footwear industries.507 By 1955 the emigration of nurses, medical-technical assistants, 

physiotherapists and trained child carers was not endorsed by the Federal Institute for 

Employment Services and Unemployment Insurance, and (same as in distinctively male highly 

sought after occupations) their migration was not subsidised by the West German 

government.508 Nevertheless, an internal letter from the Federal Institute for Employment 

Services and Unemployment Insurance made clear that this was seen as the exception rather 

than the rule, stating that in general there were no objections towards subsidising the 

emigration of female and unskilled labourers.509 In early 1960 the State Job Centres received 

491 applications by female workers for the scheme; in around 18 per cent of the cases they 

declared the women ineligible for the German contribution to the fare because their vocations 

were on the list of the highly in demand professions in the FRG.510 This was never vocalised in 

talks between West Germany and Australia (which mainly focussed on male migration) and 

remained confined to internal memos brought up by the German Department of Labour.  

A brochure about work opportunities in Australia published in 1957 by the Australian 

immigration office, gave female labour a fresh-faced look by portraying a weaver and an 

industrial jeweller:511 
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Source: ‘Helpful Information about Work Opportunities in Australia’ (Wissenswertes über Arbeitsmöglichkeiten in 
Australien), Australian Embassy, Immigration Department, Cologne, in April 1957, p. 3, 6. AA B 478. 

In the accompanying text the opportunity for young women to work as nurses, domestics, 

clerks and factory workers was heralded.  

Apart from such rare images, in discussions about emigrating women they appeared mainly as 

unmarried and young and, in case they were ‘workers’, as ‘domestics’. Two aspects are of 

relevance here. Firstly, the ‘import’ of domestic labour has a long tradition in Australian 

migration history.512 Secondly, a focus on domestic labour when framing female migration can 

be interpreted in the wider gender culture prevailing in both societies. McClintock, in a 

Victorian context, demonstrated that employing domestic help to render housework invisible 

has been instrumental in devaluating housework and has also to be seen in terms of class 

relations.513 These reports depicted domestic work as a mere extension of ‘women’s work’. 

Innate female qualities were simply transferred to a different household, from one woman of 

higher social status to one of a lower.514 Positive stereotypes about the ‘good German 
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housewife’ reveal the racial dimension of such reasoning labelling them as ‘good housewives 

and mothers’, as ‘domestic servants, nurses, secretaries … and especially brides’.515 

All in all the image of the domestic help went very well with the display of the migrating bride 

and gave contemporaries a framework with which to explain female migration. Both images 

located migrating women in the context of domesticity, marriage and motherhood, excluding 

women with dependents and women outside a particular age range. Many reports highlighted 

the excellent conditions offered to the women in Australia, such as live-in positions and extra 

money if they also cooked.516  

The ideological collapsing of domestic work with ‘women’s work’ will be further analysed in 

Chapter Five and Six and for now I would like to concentrate on the consequences of such an 

attitude as this resulted in a confused position on the workforce participation of married 

women. 

A Walking Contradiction: Working Mothers 
On 3 March 1953, the Australian Embassy wrote to West German senior government 

employee Trützschler at the FRG’s Federal Foreign Office:  

I am now able to tell you that Canberra does not object to the proposal as regards 

childless married couples but has confirmed my view that where families are 

concerned the mothers could not be accepted as workers. […] So far as I can see it 

would only be possible to include wives selected in this way as domestic 

workers.517  

Always aiming at optimising the compilation of the migration cohort in their favour, the West 

German government had raised the suggestion to count, if applicable, married women towards 

the quota for workers. It remains unclear whether the Australian reply was based on particular 

images of family ideology, concerns about the compilation of the quota or practical reasoning. 

For the German side clearly practical reasoning and concerns about the quota were prevailing. 

The earlier mentioned ‘Studienkommission’ concluded in 1952, before the settlement of the 

agreement that the presence of complete families was preferable to the migration of husbands 

alone, because both husband and wife had to engage in the paid workforce to achieve 
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economical progress.518 As early as December 1952, incoming memos from the FRG’s 

Embassy reported on the advancement of the migration agreement and further underlined this 

point.519 By 1954 the West German Embassy in Sydney reported back to the Federal Foreign 

Office in Bonn that to be able to buy a block and build a house, savings were needed: 

[S]aving is only possible if at least two members of the family are in a situation to 

work. […] For families with small children this option is in general not 

available.520 

The Embassy further concluded that German migrants were similarly situated to working-class 

Australians for whom it was not uncommon ‘that married women have taken on permanent 

jobs to contribute to the families’ welfare.’521 Karl Tillack, head of one of the German 

migration information centres, concluded in a similar way that ‘the wife has to work as well in 

the first years, if the family is to make progress’.522 

In such reports the migration of families with small children was discouraged and reports 

indicated that the lack of childcare facilities was a major obstacle. The Australian side showed 

awareness of this issue when further specifying the working conditions for the earlier 

mentioned group of widows with children in which the availability of childcare facilities 

onsite was explicitly mentioned.523 The lack of childcare facilities was reflected in women’s 

narratives in the myriad ways women arranged work and childcare. Eleanor Steinbeck, who 

was pregnant with her third child at arrival, remembered being told by other migrants that it 

would be hard for them because she would not be able to work.524 The Steinbecks lived in 

newly developing bushland south of Perth and had four more children. Eleanor never entered 

paid work but cultivated the three-acre property and managed the family economy while her 

partner worked at the Cockburn cement factory. Susanne Müller became the lifelong carer of 

her daughter, who suffered from brain damage, and at a later stage started to work from home 
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offering ironing services.525 After the birth of their children, Marlis Schneider and Berta Smith 

took on jobs where they adjusted their work hours in accordance with their partners’ work 

hours to provide childcare.526 The only woman in the sample who did not have to worry about 

this was Svenja Luxenburg, whose mother-in-law took over all domestic work.527 Some case 

files from the St. Raphaels-Verein and the Federal Foreign Office demonstrate that the lack of 

childcare could have rather grave consequences: family P. gave their children to an 

orphanage.528 Mr. E. complained that child services had threatened to take the children away if 

his wife took on work and transferred childcare duties to her 14-year old son.529 Such 

unsatisfying arrangements heavily impacted on women’s experiences of motherhood, an 

aspect I will further explore in Chapter Six.  

Speeches in the Australian parliament dating back to 1955 and 1956 show that migrating 

women were discussed either in their roles as domestic workers or as wives: any recognition 

of working mothers remained absent. In late September 1955 Mr Downer (Member for Angas) 

addressed the ‘shortage of domestic workers’ and proposed to the Minister for Immigration to 

increase the number of female migrants to be employed as domestics.530 Harold Holt, 

Immigration Minister, announced during Question Time in early October that year: ‘I can 

confirm that the Government is making efforts to bring to Australia a large number of female 

migrants from Germany as domestics’.531 Motherhood was identified by the Member for Perth, 

Mr. Chaney, as a tool to achieve social cohesion but was placed as an event happening after 

migration.532 Chapter Three has explored discussions about ‘migrating brides’, therefore I will 

now analyse why it was so difficult to accommodate women who worked but were neither 

single nor childless in thoughts on migration.  

Working Women in Australian Society 
World War II had had a deep impact on the position of women in both societies, especially in 

terms of women’s participation in the workforce.533 An urgent need for a labour force had 
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brought women into visible jobs that had hitherto not been an option for them. In Australia for 

example the Women’s Employment Act 1942 channelled women into professions and jobs that 

had been exclusively male.534 It was the aim of such regulation to fight a labour shortage in 

essential industries and to support the war economy.535 However, in both societies the trend 

was to classify women’s engagement in the workforce as temporary and extraordinary and to 

revoke their positions when returning to ‘normalcy’ after the war.536 

West Germany’s economic situation in the immediate post-War years urged many women to 

engage in some form of work, either in the formal or in the informal sector. Well-known are 

Germany’s somewhat iconic ‘Rubble Women’, Trümmerfrauen, who cleared the cities that 

had been bombed of the visible signs of Germany’s defeat while many men were still missing 

or prisoners of war. As the preceding chapter has already discussed in the immediate post-War 

years the male breadwinner – female homemaker constellation was for many households not 

applicable. Not surprisingly, before the constitution of West and East Germany, the Society of 

the Girl-Friends of Young Girls identified a strong need for women and girls to learn an 

occupation: 

It is essential that any occupation be not seen as passing time before marriage or a 

makeshift, but as a calling. Maybe the knowledge of the probability that an 

occupation is for life and not just an intermediary situation leads to a more 

conscious choice of profession which is not only driven by outside forces but by 

the inside.537 

It took until the early 1950s for conservative ideas about family and marriage to gain 

strength.538 But the raise of conservative ideas could not gloss over the fact that women 
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worked.539 This contradiction was situated at a class rift; the middle-class ideal of the stay-at-

home mum was out of reach for the majority of working-class families.540 This is an important 

observation because migration can impact massively on people’s class position. Jock Collins 

argued that post-WWII migration was mainly bringing people into working-class positions 

(regardless of their class background before migration) and altered the class composition of 

the non-Australian-born population.541  

In the Australian context, Gail Reekie found in her study that women’s workforce pattern in 

between 1943 and 1947 did not change as dramatically as often assumed but that women’s 

responses to it varied. 542 For some of her participants in Western Australia entering the 

workforce was from the outset a temporary matter, whereas those who had worked before 

mobilisation continued to do so after demobilisation. The Re-establishment Act 1945 

privileged returning members of the armed forces who could now be brought into positions 

currently occupied by non-members. Although not directed against women in its formulation, 

this Act proved to be an effective tool to drive out female workers.543 This was especially 

limiting to the number of married women in the workforce. Additionally, in Australia the 

Commonwealth Public Service Act 1922 banned married women from the Public Service and 

therefore shut down a very promising career path for many women.544 Nevertheless, women’s 

workforce participation increased markedly in the decades to come.545 According to some 

scholars, it was indeed the large number of women with a migration background who entered 

the workforce that changed social reality and the long-standing, public attitudes.546 Counting 
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in the preceding discussion of the mutual understanding among West German officials that it 

was pivotal for both partners in German families to work in order to raise enough income to 

prosper, this appears likely. 

A look at Census data supports this view. When looking at the data retrieved in the Census I 

found that in 1954 34 per cent and in 1961 36 per cent of all German-born women stated they 

were in paid work compared to 28 per cent in 1954 and in 29 per cent in 1961, of all 

Australian-born women and around 18 per cent (1954 and 1961) of all Italian-born women 

(Tables 15 and 16, Appendix).547 Women with a German background therefore entered the 

workforce to a larger degree than their Australian- and Italian-born counterparts.  

The little data that is available also allows for a breakdown of occupational areas in 

conjunction with ethnicity. In 1954 (Table 13, Appendix) of all German-born women in the 

workforce, many stated to be working in ‘Amusement, Hotel etc.’ (36%), in ‘Public Authority 

and Professional’ (23%), in the umbrella category ‘Manufacturing’ (22%) and in ‘Finance, 

Property’ and ‘Commerce’ (13%),. The 1961 census was more detailed and a more nuanced 

look is possible (Table 14, Appendix).548 Categories with a large amount of German-born 

women were ‘Service, Sport and Recreation Workers’ (38%), ‘Clerical workers’ (15%), 

‘Production’ (14%) and sales and ’Professional, Technical and Related Workers’ (11%). 

Figure 2 (Appendix) shows that this profile is slightly different to that of Australian-born 

women, who were more prominent in clerical work, slightly more prominent in the categories 

‘Professional Technical’ and ‘Sales’, less prominent in production work and even less 

prominent in service industries. Italian women on the other hand were more often represented 

in the categories of ‘Sales’, ‘Farming’ and most prominently in ‘Production’.  

Dealing with Census data is an ambivalent task; and I explored earlier that particularly the 

categories ‘birthplace’ and ‘nationality’ can be misleading. As mentioned in the introduction 

to this chapter Waring unveiled that data collections such as the Census are unable to 
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accommodate correctly all forms of women’s work.549 Susanne’s informal neighbourhood 

laundry services, for example, might not necessarily have been recorded in official data, as it 

was not a formally registered business. Matthews then pointed out that changes in the way 

(paid) work was measured made it possible to gradually record many service-related 

occupations that had hitherto been invisible.550  

Questions about what is a ‘qualification’ in the context of the already difficult situation 

regarding the skill acknowledgement of non-Australian qualifications also bear great 

relevance. Being slightly condescending, Palmer for example warned researchers to be aware 

that people ‘provide rather flattering descriptions of their occupations for prestige reasons’. 551 

Information retrieved from Census data serves as an indication but does not necessarily 

provide exact numbers. Combining Census data and personal experience might therefore 

deliver a clearer and more nuanced picture of women’s work, how it was structured and what 

function it had. 

‘Women didn’t Work’: Personal Experiences and Public Narratives 
Many studies have shown that the ideal of the nuclear breadwinner – homemaker family of the 

1950s and 1960s was simply that, an ideal many aspired to but only few actually lived.552 But 

even though it was not the norm, it was normative and had some relevance for the women in 

this study. One possible effect was that the dominant image of the stay-at-home mum overrode 

the existence and experiences of the rising number of working mothers. This was vividly 

demonstrated to me in two of my interviews. In the first instance I witnessed how an 

interviewee reacted to my presence as a researcher (and therefore partly a representative of the 

public) by offering me the public narrative instead of her individual experience. Initially Gabi 

Glockner stated that ‘women didn’t work’.553 However, during the interview she then 

mentioned her employment at a chicken farm and talked about the good relations she had with 

her employer. When I asked her about the (from my perspective ‘obvious’) contradiction she 

explained to me that in those days women were not supposed to work and this is where her 
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statement originated, so she herself did not necessarily see this as a contradiction. From her 

experience as a ‘working class migrant woman’ a ‘woman’ did not work – the category 

‘woman’ here describing a normative fantasy of white middle-class ‘womanhood’. Gabi 

accepted her case as an exception to the ‘rule’ and therefore presented me first with the public 

narrative (the ‘bigger picture’) and only later on volunteered her personal, but subordinated 

experience.  

In a reversed case, interviewee Gudrun Daniels, who was one of the few middle-class 

participants who remained upper middle-class (her husband was an academic), was only on 

the surface ‘a housewife’.554 In Germany she had worked as a translator and editor in a 

publishing company to finance her studies at a Technical College in London. In the interview 

she assured me that her children, the work for her husband and her piano were at the centre of 

her life. Again, this represented the imagined ideal biography of an academic’s wife and is 

situated safe and sound in contemporary gender ideology. When exploring her narrative, 

however, it became apparent that the work for her husband (editing and typing his 

manuscripts) meant applying her previous professional experiences as an editor. Furthermore, 

after achieving a university degree in music she started giving piano lessons and then also 

undertook training to achieve an accredited degree in translation. Even today she still 

freelances in both professions.  

Susanne Müller’s account highlighted a different aspect of the topic. The Müllers lived in a 

newly developing outer suburb mostly populated by migrants. Susanne expressed deep 

sympathy for her husband who was the sole provider after the birth of the second child (who 

needed ongoing care). She did not take this for granted: ‘My poor husband had to provide for 

all of us.’555 Susanne perceived this arrangement as rather unusual and explained during the 

interview that everybody except herself and another elderly woman in her street had taken up 

paid work outside the home. This statement reveals one of the nuances whereby the lived 

reality of women with a migration background could differ from the lives of white Australian-

born women.556 Susanne’s narrative is here witness to and creator of a particular public 

narrative of immigrant-lives where ‘working women’ were the rule rather than the exception. 

Offering ironing and laundry services for those women who, because of their work 
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commitments, could not perform these household tasks then became the sources of her 

earnings. On the other hand some women in my cohort entered the paid workforce only 

because of migration, which was for them accompanied with a loss of status. Birgit Cobb 

remembered slightly critical, that her mother had been a ‘real snob’, was well educated, spoke 

English and French and had ‘ambitions’.557 In her narrative Birgit repeatedly mentioned that 

her parents constantly argued over the lack money and that the ‘conditions [her father being in 

and out of jobs and the family having to move around frequently] made for very strained 

relationships’, resulting in her mother seeking a job to pay off the family’s hire-purchased 

goods.558 

Women do not simply surrender to such public narratives but they relate them to their specific 

situation and the wider context. This became apparent when interviewee Nina Brecht made the 

interview ‘a critical space of commentary and reflection’.559 In one episode she told me about 

how she got back into nursing and the narrative showed how she used contemporary gender 

ideology in her favour to ease her path back into nursing:  

So there was a Silver Chain nurse […] she couldn’t work […]. I was approached 

by […] the local Ladies [members of a social club in the country town called ‘The 

Ladies Room’] ‘But Nina, you were a nurse and we know you can do it, why don’t 

you?’ I said ‘I can’t - I am not qualified, I am not qualified here. And I’m not 

going to Perth to do a year re-training, Mark wouldn’t let me and I wouldn’t want 

to. You know, I got married. Good, I left my job when I got married.560 

She clearly identified the power that lay in the remark ‘I left my job when I got married’, 

particularly as her nuptials had taken place 14 years before, her children were approaching 

adolescence and she had worked (as a home nurse, as a maid in the local hospital and as a 

domestic). Undoubtedly feelings of spite played a role as well because her qualifications had 

been rejected 14 years before. Nevertheless, she sensed a chance to gain entrance to her 

profession, knowing about the difficulties country communities had in attracting personnel and 

the ‘price’ she could ask for ‘sacrificing’ her status as married woman and mother: she 

bargained for a quicker entry specifically arranged for her at the local hospital. 
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On another level Nina’s narrative about work also reflected an observation made by 

Hochschild and Probert. Both pointed out that in a society which understands ‘self-sacrifice’ 

and ‘care’ as fundamental to femininity it could easily disturb idealised images of the family 

as a unit if women found fulfilment through work outside the family.561 Nina’s husband often 

questioned the commitment that came with the nursing profession in a country-town hospital 

and which included getting up and leaving the house at any given time. This is quite revealing 

when looking at the different degree of fulfilment husband and wife felt through their work: 

for Mark there was a stricter distinction between the public world of employment and the 

private realm of the family, Nina did not experience such a sense of separation and enjoyed 

her work.  

Mobility, Flexibility and Emotional Investment 
In the next section I would like to explore in more detail the various forms of earnings the 

participating women made after arrival. What struck me most was the initiative, mobility 

(geographical and social), flexibility and tenacity the women displayed in order to find work 

arrangements that suited them. These various and non-linear patchwork arrangements 

underline Pratt’s point that women’s working lives are heavily but not exclusively influenced 

by domestic responsibilities and show great variety over time.562 Only recently have 

researchers started to expand such thoughts to women’s workforce participation in the 1950s 

and 1960s, uncovering women’s emotional attachment to their work and the pleasure and 

satisfaction women derived from it.563  

The spectrum observed among participants ranged from domestic and hospitality work to 

factory work, office work, involvement in the family business and self-employment, to name 

the most common. Income-earning activities changed rapidly over the course of a life and 

were orchestrated by periods of staying home (particularly after childbirth) or working from 

home (in a family business or informal neighbourhood economy) and sometimes lengthy 

periods of absence when visiting family in West or East Germany. Social mobility did not 

always mean vertical but often also horizontal mobility, in search of more suitable and 
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satisfying working conditions. This process could take several years to decades and also span 

geographical distances. In such cases it became a central part of women’s narratives.  

Tanja Froboese had been working as a trained sales assistant before emigration but did not 

work for the first ten years after arrival because the country towns she lived in did not offer 

anything suitable: ‘There was nothing!’.564 During these ten years she had four more children 

and the expression ‘nothing’ very likely refers to nothing that accommodated the situation of a 

mother of five. After moving with her family to Perth she worked in a factory but she liked 

neither the work nor the shifts and after a year heard about a job in the cake department at 

Boans where she worked for another four years before she then worked as a cook in a fish and 

chip shop.565 Marlis Schneider started work in the Mills & Wares biscuit factory in Fremantle, 

the largest employer of women workers after the war.566 Knowing only very little English, 

Marlis, who never had any vocational training, simply approached the foreman and asked for a 

job.  

I thought I’ll ask if they have a job for me. […] And he looked at me and asked 

‘From where you come?’ – ‘From Germany’ – […] and he said ‘Tomorrow 

morning, half past 7, here!567 

Mills & Wares and the Boans Department Store were places well-known among migrating 

women in Perth because they employed migrant women, even with little knowledge of 

English, and sold continental goods.568 Being German was judged in Marlis’s favour and when 

she started her job she discovered that other German women were already working there. She 

worked at the factory for ten years until she became pregnant with her first child; after that she 

never returned to factory work with its shift work. 

Having no choice but to combine childcare and incoming-earning activities became a pressing 

issue for two women participating in this study after they separated from their partners and 

became the sole breadwinners. When Karina Thom left her husband and the mining town in 

the 1970s she moved with her two children into state housing in Perth, and her reasons to pick 

her job mirrored her desperate financial situation: 
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And I worked in Fremantle – because I didn’t have anything to wear I needed a job 

with a uniform, und then I started working at the food hall of Meyer’s ... because I 

got a uniform there. That’s where I stayed 20 years.569  

Her mother sent her 100 DM (about 58 Australian Dollar)570 in every letter and the money 

allowed her to buy a VW beetle that enabled her to be mobile. When Rosi Stapenhorst fled her 

husband in 1973 she first stayed with one of her stepsons and found immediately a live-in 

position as a carer for an elderly man.571 She also entered a re-training program to get back 

into accounting.  

Earnings from paid work might have been a necessity but nevertheless many women displayed 

an emotional attachment to their work and felt proud about their achievements, even expecting 

a sense of satisfaction. Tanja Froboese recalled with pride that her boss at Boans announced 

‘Too pleased to have you back!’ when she returned after a longer visit to Germany.572 Marlis’s 

cleaning business was a tremendous success: ‘Well, I didn’t need to advertise that I was a 

cleaning lady - that went from mouth to mouth: Mrs Meyer, can you come? […] I had so 

much work!’573 She acquired a driver’s license and had a car; this meant that she could choose 

cleaning jobs all over Perth. Though not the only woman with a driver’s license, this display 

of spatial mobility set her apart from other participants. Marlis had a strong emotional 

attachment to her work and felt valued by her clients, an experience that stood in stark contrast 

to the rejection she had faced when applying for cleaning jobs in West Germany.  

Indeed some participating women showed a great deal of ambition and awareness of the 

possibilities and flexibility to become socially and professionally mobile. Pratt and Hanson 

argued in a 1990s context that women’s choices in selecting an occupation and the extent to 

which they move forward in their profession are structured by their domestic 

responsibilities.574 Graham’s argument that notions of ‘care’ are the leading motif through 

which women’s lives and relationships are explained gives further fuel to this thought and 

seems to bear great relevance for the women participating in my project. 575 When further 

taking the high prominence of the linkage between womanhood and care in public discussions 
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in the 1950s and 1960s into account, the centrality ‘care’ played in the work-histories of 

interviewees becomes visible.576  

Johnston found among German-born nurses and nursing aids that ‘what they did in the 

hospital was not much different from housework, they valued the companionship of both 

patients and co-workers and had the feeling of doing ‘something very useful’.577 This analysis 

neglects the fact that workforce participation and the experience of work took place before the 

backdrop of a gender culture that equals femininity and care. ‘Care’ became a platform for 

achievement and pleasure (as much as unhappiness) for participating women (I will elaborate 

on this in the following chapters) and also a medium through which to understand and explain 

workforce participation. As Risman pointed out, 'doing gender at the individual and 

interactional levels gives pleasure as well as reproduces inequality'.578 ‘Care’ was a leading 

motif in many women’s tales of work. 

In the case of Rosi Stapenhorst the compelling nature of the relation between care and 

domestic responsibilities on the one hand and workforce participation on the other becomes 

clear. To support a brother and a sick mother in Germany Rosi had to enter a trade early on 

and for most of her adolescent and early adult life she was the main caretaker.579 Until she was 

27 she earned above average wages as a highly specialised weaver. Once her mother moved 

into a care facility, however, she quit shiftwork and seized the opportunity to replace a 

pregnant office worker in the company. Although, moving up from a blue-collar to a white-

collar job, she now earned less money, she was able to obtain a driver’s license, do volunteer 

work with the Red Cross and attend evening classes in accounting and typing. After her 

migration she did not pursue outside work for some years but ran the household and 

participated in farming activities. However, when she felt she needed to ‘care’ by producing 

income (because the farm was not profitable enough and her husband had to start working as a 

farmhand again) she volunteered to return to the less liked but highly sought-after and well-

paid profession. Her work-life was highly structured through ‘care’, at some times as an 

earner-carer and at other times as personal ‘carer’ for members of her household.  
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Pratt and Hanson found (in their sample from the 1990s taken in Worcester, Massachusetts) 

that ‘women who are exceptional in their paid employment also tend to have 'exceptional' 

family circumstances’. 580 This is reflected in the work-biography of Svenja Luxenburg, which 

was orchestrated by the absence of an obligation to care. Svenja without doubt had the most 

linear and trajectory career of all participating women as she never left the workforce but 

climbed the corporate ladder, which was then still highly uncommon for a married woman 

with a child. In the interviews she explained this as ‘luck’ but a closer look at her narrative 

reveals that she invested a lot of effort in her career, was freed of all domestic duties by her 

mother-in-law and seized every possible opportunity to prosper. Svenja Luxenburg was a 

trained office clerk and worked as a kitchen hand at the canteen of the Control Commission of 

Germany after the end of the war. She heard that they were short of typists and volunteered to 

help for a weekend; subsequently she was offered a position in the office. She also took 

private English lessons ‘at least three days a week, every second night’ so she could 

communicate with the mostly English staff.581 From 1946 until the emigration in 1949 she and 

her husband worked for the International Refugee Organisation (IRO) and UNRRA (United 

Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration). After arrival the first employment 

opportunity was a ‘couple-position’ in the country: her husband was given work as a labourer 

and she worked as a typist straight away. Once back in Perth she started again doing office 

work – ‘really any office work for a little while’ – first at an optical company, then at a small 

goods company.582 When a co-worker fell pregnant Svenja told me  

I thought “I’ll take my chance!” and I said “Could I have the job?” and the boss 

said ‘you know anything about this?” and I said, “Yes, yes. I’ve learned this.” […] 

And anyway I got that job.583 

Svenja’s work-biography is extraordinary and by explaining the development of her career 

repeatedly through luck she toned down the hard work and effort that enabled her to always 

have ‘such good jobs and well paid jobs’ (including for example a 70-pound bonus in 1959).584 

Using this strategy she could avoid being identified as an unwomanly ’career woman’ putting 

her interests before those of her family or threatening the authority of the husband.585 The 

sense of satisfaction and enjoyment she experienced at work was at odds with the gendered 
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‘feeling rules’ she felt applicable. 586 In Svenja Luxenburg’s case it was the absence of a need 

or obligation to ‘care’ that structured her work-life and allowed her to pursue a career. I will 

further discuss the consequences of female breadwinner constellations in chapter 5 but will 

now turn to the most common constellation in my cohort: the male-breadwinner and female 

part-time-carer model.587 

Women’s Earnings – Pocket Money? 
One final aspect to consider is the attitude many participants showed towards women’s 

earnings. Murphy saw this as an important part of the 1950s gender culture among Australians 

and found that ‘[t]his point – that women' s wages were merely a supplement to their [the 

husbands] own - is a frequent defence of the breadwinner model in lived experience.’588 The 

cohort studied shows traces of this but as mainly women’s accounts were used for this thesis 

the results may be skewed.  

Many women identified strongly with the idea of the ‘family project’ as outlined by Probert 

and Murphy and interpret their earnings and efforts in this light.589 For example the 700AUD 

deposit the family Smith needed to get a mortgage for their house was saved from the wife’s 

earnings whereas the husband’s income was used to pay for the everyday cost of living.590As 

discussed earlier, officials found this to be the most promising constellation and embraced 

it.591 However, if the family interest was to own a house any substantial activities supporting 

this mutual aim could be hardly seen as a ‘supplement’:  

I worked there for a number of years and we saved up enough money to buy this 

block of land, which was 700 pound in 1964 […] I had saved that up from 

working so, that was a good start.592  

Berta later stopped working at the airport and was heavily involved in building the house. 

Nina’s earnings were used in a similar way, ‘[s]o I worked for two and a half years there, […]. 
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And through that we could get the house - that gave us the deposit. And yes, I don’t know… a 

few little extra things’.593 

In the interview with the Schneiders a difference in how husband and wife perceived the 

woman’s earnings became apparent. Wendelin interrupted Marlis’s narrative about her 

developing career as a self-employed cleaner and talked about his wife’s earnings as ‘pocket 

money’ and said that he ‘was not interested in that at all, that was her money…’.594 

Wendelin’s view on his wife’s earnings, however, was flexible. Early on in the settlement 

process Wendelin had been out of work for months because of an accident, and both had 

agreed in the interview that without Marlis’s factory earnings the situation would have been 

dire. There is a slight discrepancy between these two positions and this might be due to the 

different circumstances under which they happened. In the earlier example, Wendelin 

understood himself as the main breadwinner and signalled to me that his wife therefore did not 

have to work, if she did so, that was for her own good and allowed for ‘extras’ but was not 

necessary to fulfil vital needs.595 In the latter example, the situation was extraordinary – due to 

circumstances out of his hands he was not able to work and Marlis ‘substitute’ wage was 

pivotal in keeping the property. Here Richter’s idea of the social bracket comes to mind, 

which can suspend gender ideologies to adjust to the imminent situation created through 

migration.596 

I mentioned earlier that Berta Smith stopped working at the airport restaurant once the block 

had been bought and engaged in the building of the house, saying ‘I did all the painting, Joe 

did all the timber work and funny enough, we build this house in three months.’597 Identifying 

it as ‘women’s work’ in the context of migration, she felt responsible for the managing and 

arranging of those aspects of their family life that were not directly connected to income 

earning but provided the base for a ‘successful’ and satisfying experience of family and which 

made the toils of income earning meaningful: 

I think this is what happened with a lot of migrants, the woman’s got to be the 

strong one, rather, well a man too but because he has to concentrate on being a 
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provider but a woman’s got [to have] a ‘Hey this is gonna be ok, we do this and if 

we don’t have that we’ll make do’[-attitude].598 

Although Berta clearly identified ‘care’ as a female task she also understood this as a trait 

resulting from a gender culture specific to a migration context that placed men as providers 

and women as carers.  

Conclusion 
This chapter worked towards a nuanced account of the complex relationship between 

migration, work and gender. The main issues tackled were the treatment of ‘working women’ 

in the official migration agreement, contemporary positions on women’s workforce 

participation and the instances of work women did, paid or unpaid, in order to secure their 

own and their families’ economical wellbeing. In official discourse it was difficult to 

accommodate working mothers as in the migration agreement ‘domestic’ was the only 

category specifically accommodating female workers. Applicants in this category were 

supposed to be female, young and unmarried. However, this was not the case for the majority 

of migrating women, which led to my question regarding if and how these women were 

incorporated. The analysis showed that negotiations wilfully ignored the professional 

qualifications of married women.  

West German authorities tried to count married women in the quotas for skilled or semiskilled 

workers in an effort to fill the negotiated migration quotas with groups of people deemed less 

desirable for the German economy, but were not successful. Mirroring contemporary labour 

market policies, the Australian side insisted that childless married women were only counted 

as ‘domestics’ and that married mothers were not counted in any other category but as 

dependents. 

The analysis continued by demonstrating that the patterns of work and income earning 

activities of women participating in this study were varied and complex. To fully investigate 

these activities common conceptions of ‘waged work’ had to be left behind. Women 

interviewed for this study contributed to their household budget and family economy in many 

ways. They showed great mobility and flexibility. Women’s social mobility was in most cases 

less vertical but rather horizontal, questing for possibilities to produce income that 

accommodated their specific situation. Women’s workforce participation patterns were not a 
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consequence of attributes connected to biological sex but a product of life circumstances 

resulting from the gender culture they lived in.599 The determinant in Marlis Schneider’s work 

biography was not a ‘feminine’ urge to clean but a dominating gender culture that made her 

the main carer for the children, the husband and the household and identified cleaning as an 

activity in which women could thrive and feel achievement. Furthermore, the flexible working 

hours of her cleaning business enabled her to accommodate care-work and paid work in a way 

shift work could not. Due to the way ‘workforce participation’ was and indeed is defined and 

constructed in previous and contemporary discussions the gender dimension of such 

contributions has not been duly acknowledged or represented in much scholarship in the past.  

Migration could disrupt career trajectories, for women as much as for men, but because of the 

social bracket of migration the way was paved for an increase in women’s engagement in the 

workforce. Because of the social bracket working was for many women a matter of fact but 

inside the limited options available they retained the right to adjust work to their personal 

needs (practical and emotional) and other commitments. Nevertheless, many women’s 

narratives reflected the persuading character of prevailing gender ideologies in both societies 

that highly objected to the workforce participation of married women and in particular of 

mothers. ‘Ready-made’ strands of narratives were undermined by meta-statements or 

contradicted by other parts of the narratives indicating that women negotiated their identities 

between their own social reality and public ideology. 
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Chapter 5 Gender Culture, Gender Arrangements and Power 
Struggles in Migrating Families 

In 1957 Nina Brecht left Germany to meet up with her pen pal Mark, her husband-to-be, who 

she had been exchanging letters with for about a year. He had migrated earlier to Australia. 

Anticipating Nina’s arrival Mark went to great lengths to arrange their start into life as a 

couple: He moved to a small country town where he had taken on a new job. After arrival he 

(rather fruitlessly) tried to arrange accommodation and started to set up a household (he 

borrowed money to order furniture). Much to his distress the job description did not quite fit 

the actual tasks he was then allocated. Nina told me the following about the early days in the 

small town: 

[H]e was offered a school bus driver job and mechanic. But when he came he was 

[a] school-bus driver, and cleaning street and garden work and that, he was very 

upset. But we - he said, don’t you dare come downtown and see me. And I said, 

‘You’re working, that’s the main thing’. It didn’t worry me but it worried him.600 

This episode encapsulates the main themes of this chapter: how participants complied with, 

negotiated and interpreted gendered expectations placed upon them in the context of migration 

and family. 

Without question migration can lead to significant changes in people’s lives: Mark felt 

ashamed of his job and did not want his wife to see him perform it. Additionally a class rift 

became apparent and he felt both an acute loss of status and the sense that he was not able to 

appropriately fulfil his obligations as a husband. Nina’s comment showed a different 

approach. She acknowledged that their (working) biographies had been deeply affected and 

limited by their youths in post-War Germany and their migration. Indeed, she was the one who 

experienced a much starker de-skilling through migration because her German nursing degree 

was not accepted in Australia.  

This chapter explores how migration influenced the family life of participants in this study and 

how personal and structural forces played a part in experiencing ‘family’ as a place of gender 

identities. This is relevant for three reasons. First of all ‘the family’ was central to much 

contemporary thinking (in general discussions on ‘society’ and, as chapter one has shown, in 

the actual migration scheme discussed in this thesis), and played a pivotal role in enforcing 
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gender ideologies. Secondly, feminist-informed research has a long tradition in deconstructing 

the supposed ‘unity’ of families and analysing families as both places of change and of 

continuity in regards to gender ideology. Thirdly, the catalysing function of migration for 

gender identities in the realm of the family needs further evaluation. This chapter traces how 

participants in this study displayed a variety of reactions towards their changing living 

circumstances. At the same time I will demonstrate that these changes did not necessarily lead 

to a permanent re-negotiation of gender identities. In the following I will start with a 

discussion of what is ‘family’, before exploring the ‘male breadwinner – female homemaker’ 

myth in order to observe the permeating character of gender ideologies. This will be followed 

by a closer analysis of the nature of gender arrangements as remembered by participants. 

Probert and Murphy have described the complex system of permeating gender norms and 

values radiating in the realm of larger society as gender culture and examined the affect 

gender culture has on interrelationships in families as gender arrangements.601 The term itself 

already indicates that there is a margin between ideology and experience in which relations 

can be ‘arranged’. Applying the concept of gender culture and gender arrangements I 

investigate how participants adopted, amended or challenged such ideologies. Were 

amendments easily achieved or did they come at a price?  

In the realm of ‘family’, many challenges my informants faced were primarily triggered by the 

act of migration, so an evaluation of the role of migration for this complex has to be 

integrated. Investigating differences and conflicts, which arise at points where gender 

ideologies collided with the possibilities and expectations of individuals, helps to understand 

the dynamics in the families of and experiences made by participants.602 An interview is an 

ideal vantage point for detecting such differences and conflicts because it allows access to the 

‘idiosyncratic interaction between self-image and cultural norms’.603 Risman pointed out that 

‘actors are purposive, rationally seeking to maximize their self-perceived well-being under 

social-structural constraints’ and the chapter will enquire as to the origin of said ‘social-

structural constraints’. 604 By whom did participants feel conventions and expectations were 

brought up and enforced? How did they face them? Were these expectations imposed on them 
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by themselves, their close family, extended family, peers or ‘society’ in a larger sense? Or, to 

look at it from the opposite angle, did being geographically distant from many of these 

influences open up a new, less value-laden space? 

In this setting migration could prove to be an interference producing breaks and ruptures in 

biographies and career trajectories, as with Mark. Richter argued that the migration context 

can in such cases create a social bracket that blurs gender boundaries.605 She found that  

[t]he notions of temporality and the material goal of earning money abroad provide 

a framework to understand the blurred boundaries of gendered labor.606 

Pessar on the other hand observed that changes catalysed through migration do not necessarily 

lead to a re-definition of the ‘domestic code’.607 As contradictory as these two observations 

are, they lead us to query the nature of the space opened up via migration. 

The third, larger complex I would like to shed light on follows from this. What function did 

‘family’ have for my participants in their migration biography? Family is a place full of 

contradictions and changes: It can be a place of oppression, fear, troubled gender and cultural 

identities, violence and conflict. At other times or even the same time, it can be a place 

offering safety, reassurance of one’s cultural identity and appreciation, and a kind of safety 

barrier between oneself and a perceived cruel outside world. Pessar for example noted that this 

is at odds with (early) feminist understandings of family as a place of oppression and 

submission and, re-visiting her research on Dominican women in the US, pleaded for a more 

nuanced, alert and less top-down analysis of women’s experiences in regards to the many, 

often contradictory meanings family can have for its members.608 In this regard the group 

looked at here showed all of these traits and family never took on only one exclusive function, 

but usually several at the same time.  

Feminist engagement with families has had one of its biggest effects in the investigation of the 

dark side of family life, in particular domestic violence.609 The concept of family as a 

contested place in this subsection refers also to disappointing experiences of family. Negative 
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experiences can in some cases be pinpointed to normative gender identities. Family then 

becomes a place of struggle and migration might aggravate this struggle.610 Past feminist-

informed research has shown that families can be places of oppression and that they serve a 

prominent role in reproducing gender ideologies, but at the same time they can offer 

validation, catalyse change and function as refuges; indeed it is not uncommon that such 

contradictory elements are present at the same time.611 Their findings support Richter’s 

argument that migrants perceive their situation as ‘exceptional circumstances’ and therefore as 

a justification not to comply with conventional gender identities while maintaining self-

esteem. It seems that at least a portion of women participating in this study applied the 

‘exceptional circumstances’ stance to their own lived reality.  

Because ‘family’ is such a loaded term and had a highly political function in both societies 

under observation here, a brief exploration of the meaning of ‘family’ is necessary. 

What Do We Mean When We Talk About ‘Family’? 
The Oxford Dictionary of Sociology defines family as the following: ‘The family is an 

intimate domestic group made up of people related to one another by bonds of blood, sexual 

mating, or legal ties.’612 From this definition several key features can be extracted: the 

emotional attachment of family members spanning time and place (regardless of nature or 

quality of said attachment); cohabitation (at least temporarily); the possibility of 

intergenerational families; individuality of biographies throughout the life cycle; and the equal 

relevance of non-marital relationships in families. The advantage of this broad definition is 

that it acknowledges the temporal and diverse nature of human relationships. From this 

vantage point it will become apparent throughout the chapter that there is no such thing as the 

German migrant family and no standard response in German families to changing 

circumstances could be recorded.613 Instead, the different factors of ethnicity, class, and gender 
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created in conjunction with migration a very complex set of interrelations. It is in this regard 

that the family has often been identified as a place where such interrelations are coined, 

challenged and changed.614 As a consequence this chapter does not claim to write a 

comprehensive account of the ‘German migrant family’ but offers selected insights and 

snapshots. 

In my analysis I look at family as a heterogeneous group of individuals who pursue their own 

goals and ambitions but who at the same time are confronted with conventions of appropriate 

gendered behaviour placed upon them due to the particular position they take up in a family 

unit.615 Families do not exist in a value-free, self-centred vacuum, but are situated in a social 

system, in this case the Australian and the German societies of the 1950s and 1960s.616 The 

chapter will therefore review family policies and public narratives of the family prevalent in 

both societies as reflected in promotional material and politics. How did participants negotiate 

differences and conflicts arising through these dispositions? 

The earlier mentioned Oxford definition indicated that family can include a whole range of 

people and positions: mothers and fathers; husbands and wives; daughters and sons; brothers 

and sisters; stepmothers, stepfathers and stepchildren; aunts and uncles; nieces and nephews; 

grandchildren, grandmothers and grandfathers; mothers- and fathers-in-law; and sons- and 

daughters-in-law – to name the most common. Additionally, the family might also include 

people who are not directly related by blood or marriage but who can be de-facto in a position 

fitting the categories mentioned above. After all, a family is more than just the equation of all 

its members, without question members of a family are individuals but each individual’s place 
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from their partners and /or lived with a different partner. Most of them had children. In some families 
members not belonging to the ‘nuclear family’ lived temporarily or permanently with the participants. 
What constituted ‘family’ at a specific point in time therefore depended much on personal 
circumstances, an insight which again stresses the impossibility of talking about ‘the family’ as a static 
and homogeneous unit. 
614 Robyn Hartley, "Families, values and change: setting the scene." Families and cultural diversity, ed. 
Robyn Hartley (St. Leonhards: Allen and Unwin and the Australian Institute of Family Studies, 1995) 2. 
615 Thereby following feminist approaches to analysing families. Myra Marx Ferree, "Beyond separate 
spheres: feminism and family research." Journal of Marriage and the Family 52.4: Family research in 
the 1980s: the decade in review (1990): 868, Hartmann, "The family as the locus of gender, class and 
political struggle." 392, 394. 
616 I acknowledge that people living in marriages where partners were of different ethnic background, 
such as ‘Hungarian-Germans’ married to Germans who had German nationality, might have had to face 
additional cultural and societal influences. Wherever possible this will be highlighted throughout the 
text. In general, all interview partners strongly identified with their German ethnicity and had lived for a 
considerable time (ranging from many months to years) in Germany before departure. 
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is to a greater or lesser degree defined through norms and values connected to gender.617 

Michael Bittman and Jocelyn Pixley critically engaged with feminist theory and observed how 

family members negotiate the discrepancies between their own interests, the interests of other 

family members and the ‘family’s interests’.618 Their conclusion is that for contemporary 

families denial is a common strategy chosen to cope with the discrepancies in the lives of 

couples who are committed to an equal partnership but do not live it in their domestic practice. 

Instead of facing potential areas of conflict, obstructing strategies such as ‘pseudomutual 

decisions’ are applied to explain this rift and to obscure power imbalances.619 This insight is 

somewhat depressing but helps to better understand certain episodes confided to me by my 

participants when, for example, decisions and events were justified to me as being in the 

mutual interest of everyone involved.620 How does this strain of thought relate to the idea of 

‘family’ as a project, ‘the shared project of marriage and domesticity’?621 Is there a difference 

between pseudomutual decisions and decisions made against a person’s interests but in favour 

of the ‘family project’?622 My reading here is that decisions primarily made against or for an 

individual’s wishes and not favouring a mutually agreed-upon aim can be seen as 

pseudomutual, whereas decisions which were made against or for someone’s interest but 

favouring a mutually agreed-upon aim may be interpreted as ‘family project’ decisions.  

‘Breadwinner – Homemaker’ Ideology in West Germany and Australia 
The ‘breadwinner – homemaker’ ideology had a great impact on contemporaries but proved to 

be an ideal rather than lived reality for most families.623 The analysis of policies and public 

                                                        

 

617 This is particularly true for mothers. Arendell found that 'intensive mothering' in the US context 
demands the devotion to care for others and self-sacrifice and sets 'the good mother' as an example 
against which all mothering is evaluated (by mothers and by others). Terry Arendell, "Conceiving and 
investigating motherhood: the decade's scholarship." Journal of Marriage and Family 62.4 (2000): 1194. 
Bittman and Pixley traced down how women’s labor in the household became invisible and was 
disguised as labor of love, an expression of affection inextricably linked to women’s existence. Bittman 
and Pixley, The double life of the family: myth, hope and experience 76. Hartmann, "The family as the 
locus of gender, class and political struggle." 392, 394. 
618 Their object of study is the life of the ‘modern’ family after second wave feminism. Bittman and 
Pixley, The double life of the family: myth, hope and experience. 
619 Ibid. 146, 169. 
620 Ibid. 170. 
621 Murphy and Probert, "'Anything for the house'. Recollections of post-war suburban dreaming." 292. 
622 There is of course a difference between how people perceived power relations inside families and the 
organisation of family life in the 1950s and 1990s but as Hartmann in the 1980s and Bittman and Pixley 
in the 1990s pointed out, such differences might be quite superficial and indeed many aspects of family 
life may have not changed as much as one would expect. Bittman and Pixley, The double life of the 
family: myth, hope and experience. Chapter 5: At home, see also Lyn Craig, "Does father care mean 
fathers share? A comparison of how mothers and fathers in intact families spend time with children." 
Gender and Society 20.2 (2006), Hartmann, "The family as the locus of gender, class and political 
struggle." 385, see also Probert, "'Grateful Slaves' or Self-Made Women': a matter of choice or policy?". 
623 Murphy and Probert, "Never done: the working mothers of the 1950s." 
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imagery in scholarship has started to unravel how this centrality was achieved in 

contemporary thinking in an Australian as well as a West German context. In West Germany 

the creation of this ideology was linked to the reconstruction of respectability and society, 

where the nuclear family presumably functioned as the cradle of a sound society.624 Möller 

concluded that  

an idealized conception of the family took on enormous significance as a 

repository of quintessentially German values that had survived the Third Reich. 

The family became a placeholder for values that could no longer be easily located 

in any other Gemeinschaft.625  

In contemporary sociological rhetoric, brought forward by influential figures such as Helmut 

Schelsky and Curt Bondy, ‘broken families’ were identified as a main source of youth 

delinquency and social unrest, and working mothers became seen as destabilising factors.626  

The favouring of the breadwinner – homemaker model by officials became particularly 

apparent on a structural level through the implementation of a highly conservative Ministry of 

Family Affairs and during discussions about the introduction of a child endowment payments 

to financially support multiple parents (Kindergeld).627 The payment, however, was only made 

to married couples that had more than two children. Its aim was to allow mothers to stay at 

home and do the care-work. While introduced to support families the regulations only 

supported ‘desired’ types of families, excluding for example the large number of single 

working mothers who were much more in need of support. Additionally, it did not much for 

the less well-off working-class families where (regardless of this particular payment) financial 

needs did not leave much choice but for both parents to work.628 The payment, from its idea to 

its implementation, was firmly rooted in a middle-class value system based on the nuclear 

family. As a long-term result the male breadwinner – female part time-carer model became 

                                                        

 

624 Möller, "Reconstructing the family in reconstructing Germany: women and social policy in the 
Federal Republic, 1949-1955." 
625 Robert G. Möller, "The elephant in the living room. Or why the history of twentieth-century 
Germany should be a family affair." Gendering modern German history. Rewriting historiography, eds. 
Karen Hagemann and Jean H. Quatert (New York: Berghahn Books, 2007) 237. 
626 Uta G. Poiger, Jazz, rock, and rebels. Cold war politics and American culture in a divided Germany 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000) 121-122. 
627 Möller, "Reconstructing the family in reconstructing Germany: women and social policy in the 
Federal Republic, 1949-1955." 154-155, John Murphy, "Shaping the Cold War family: politics, 
domesticity and policy interventions in the 1950s." Australian Historical Studies 26.105 (1995): 554-
561. 
628 Möller, "Reconstructing the family in reconstructing Germany: women and social policy in the 
Federal Republic, 1949-1955." 154.  
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practice, with women entering the workforce temporarily when there were no imminent caring 

obligations.629  

Murphy and Probert revealed that in Australia a very similar breadwinner – homemaker 

ideology existed. The authors located the source of this ideology in social and political views 

inherent in a middle-class value system and underlined that class played a role in women’s 

experience of family arrangements at that time.630 McDonald concluded that characteristics of 

the ‘traditional’ family model advertised and promoted by the government in Australia, such 

as marriage at an early age, were developments that only came into being after the two world 

wars and which were strongly linked to economic factors.631 Discussions of child endowment 

payments served in both societies as a means to establish and foster highly ideological images 

of the ’correct’ family. 

Same as in Germany the official promotion of the ‘nuclear family’ in Australia had, even if 

slightly different, political underpinnings. A stately manifestation of the privileged status of 

the nuclear family has its origin in court rulings such as the Sunshine Harvester decision from 

1907 where the ‘needs-based family wage’ was created.632 ‘Family’ begot a strong ideological 

connotation: Anna Haebich identified the nuclear family as the ‘vehicle’ of the Menzies 

government ‘to achieve an assimilated nation’ and to create a sense of Australian identity.633 

The nuclear family in its public representation became a political construct transporting moral 

values and gender order and was laden with the promise of bliss: families as ‘containers of 

happiness’.634  

Probert and Murphy were able to show how the provider-myth permeated Australian society 

in the 1950s and 1960s and that in this concept ‘providing’ was seen as one of the 

cornerstones of proper ‘manhood’.635 For the nuclear family, building a home was closely 

connected to this image and suburbia became its spatial manifestation. However, Probert and 

Murphy also propose that this was different for migrant working-class families, but this is 

                                                        

 

629 Pfau-Effinger, "The modernization of family and motherhood in Western Europe."  68-69. 
630 Murphy and Probert, "Never done: the working mothers of the 1950s."  135, 146, 150. 
631 Peter McDonald, "Australian families: values and behaviour." Families and cultural diversity, ed. 
Robyn Hartley (St. Leonhards: Allen and Unwin and the Australian Institute of Family Studies, 1995) 
30, 33. 
632 Whitehouse, "From family wage to parental leave: the changing relationship between arbitration and 
the family ": 405. 
633 Haebich, Spinning the dream. Assimilation in Australia 1950-1970 96-97. 
634 Murphy, Imagining the Fifties. Private sentiment and political culture in Menzies' Australia 199. 
635 Murphy, "Breadwinning: accounts of work and family life in the 1950s." 68. 
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somewhat a generalisation, minimising the intersection of class, ethnicity and spatiality.636 I 

am not suggesting that migrants and white Australians were equally positioned in Australian 

society but I propose that they shared experiences and hopes while a systemic difference lay in 

their access and opportunities to execute them. The narratives of participants in my study who 

decided on a life in suburbia were mainly working-class and their aspirations did not differ 

substantially from those identified by Murphy and Probert. As explored earlier, this ideal in 

turn was in its essence not so very different to the vision heavily promoted in the newly 

formed and economically skyrocketing West Germany. Even more so, the migration 

agreement organising assisted migration between the two countries explicitly worked with this 

ideology, constructing assisted migration around expressions such as ‘provider’, 

‘breadwinner’ and ‘worker’ for men and ‘dependents’ for women.637 These images were 

reflected in the pictures chosen for information brochures in the German language available to 

potential migrants in the late 1950s and early 1960s. 

                                                        

 

636 Murphy and Probert, "'Anything for the house'. Recollections of post-war suburban dreaming." 279. 
637 Details have been outlined in Chapter One. 
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 Source: ‘Küche in einer modernen australischen Durchschnittswohnung’. In: 
Kennen Sie Australien?, Brochure published by the Australian Embassy, ca. 1960,  
AA B 85 479 .  
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Source: ‘Australien bietet ein neues Leben’, Brochure published by the Australian Embassy, ca. 1960, AA B 85 
479. 

All three images stress the possession of a house and white goods, and show husband and wife 

enjoying domestic bliss; while another image in this brochure showed families at the beach as 

if to imply that the achievement of such material wealth was also rewarded  with precious 

family time in material settings. 638  

                                                        

 

638 Translation Caption 1: ‘Immigrants are welcome. Among the 125 000 immigrants Australia absorbed 
during the last ten years were many thousand Germans. They had no difficulties adjusting to the 
Australian way of life. They appreciate the Australians’ preference for independence and their 
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This ideal was not and could not be lived by each and every person, but was aspired to by 

many and this is from where its power and pervasiveness derived. In both societies political 

and public enforcements of gender identities as outlined for the ‘ideal family’ had 

consequences for those living under them: guilt and scorn were thrust upon those non-

conforming.639 Policies and public discourse created categories and conventions and afforded 

them a certain value, making them points of reference. This mechanism could create external 

and internal pressure and outcast those not fitting into the set-out categories and not complying 

with conventions. Connell and others have convincingly shown that much of the power of 

such ideologies lies in their model-character and the ‘complicit’ behaviour they motivate.640 

Society-members, men and women alike, subscribing to these ideals reinforce these ideologies 

when rewarding compliance or punishing non-compliant behaviour. In the course of my 

research I was not only able to witness this mechanism (and some of its rather tragic 

consequences) in accounts of breadwinning, but also how people successfully created 

individual niches that fitted their situation.  

Breadwinning, Families, Migration and Gender 
In many ways men migrating to Australia (specifically men not originating from the UK) in 

the decades following WWII were marginalised in the workforce.641 At the same time, 

however, we have seen that the migration policies of West Germany and Australia explicitly 

framed migrating men as ‘workers’ and, in the realm of family migration, as ‘breadwinners’. 

Letters written by disappointed men complaining about being lured to Australia under false 

pretences and reports authored by the German consulates and embassies indicate a large 

                                                                                                                                                                   

 

democratic attitude. They have experienced that the government and official agencies decisively assist 
in solving problems arising in the beginning. Here you see immigrants in their new home, who have just 
received a letter from their old ‘Heimat’.’ 
Translation Caption 2: ‘The high living standards. Australia has one of the highest living standards 
worldwide. Groceries are abundant and of great quality. More than half of the population lives in their 
own homes or in houses paid off by mortgages. In an ordinary household the family owns a car, a 
telephone, a radio, a washing machine and a fridge. The 40-hour week allows for many opportunities to 
use the spare time to relax or spend it outdoors. Here are German immigrants in their house in 
Australia.’  
639 Women can for example feel guilty when not adequately performing as kin keepers. Leonardo, "The 
female world of cards and holidays: women, families and the work of kinship." 446. Additionally, the 
stigma attached to unmarried mothers stung deep. Probert, "'Grateful Slaves' or Self-Made Women': a 
matter of choice or policy?": 99. 
640 Connell, Masculinities, Connell and Messerschmidt, "Hegemonic Masculinity: Rethinking the 
Concept." 
641 Peters gives a vivid account of the situation displaced men had to face in estern Australia, 
Biedermann showed the same for AP arrivals. Biedermann, Eine bezahlte Passage - Die Auswanderung 
von Deutschen nach Australien in den 1950er Jahren 223-229, Peters, Milk and honey - but no gold 
174, 183-184. 
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discrepancy between expectations and self-image on the one hand and actual opportunities on 

the other in many a case.642 Wolfgang L. for example complained in 1958 that ‘only for a 

small percentage of immigrants life is satisfying here’ and Charlotte G. wrote to the St. 

Raphaels-Verein:643  

Many a proficient skilled worker who earned well at home and had no economic 

need to swap [continents in order to find employment] finds himself with a 

dustpan and broom and buffing machine cleaning windows and floors.644 

Additionally, as demonstrated above, the Australian government promoted in information 

material the ‘Australian dream’: a block of land and a house in suburbia.645 The intersection of 

these aspects could create considerable tensions and anxieties in the lives of many men and 

women. Gaps formed between what people felt they were expected to do and what they longed 

for in comparison with what they achieved.  

It is not an uncommon phenomenon that women who migrate gain economic power due to 

their participation in the organised workforce (either temporarily or permanently), particularly 

if they did not work before the point of migration.646 Among others, Richter has shown that for 

migrating men the employment situation after migration is often not connected to upward 

social mobility: they do not gain any additional rise in status or economic power by entering 

the organised workforce as they had already done so before the migration.647 This can cause 

problems for the relationships. 

Particularly in families, personal expectations and gender ideologies are inextricably linked 

and easily collide over breadwinning and power relations. Two aspects are here of key 

interest. Many women in this study engaged (temporarily or permanently) in the organised 

workforce, a small amount even becoming more successful in their occupational career than 

their male partners. What came from this presumed change of roles? The second aspect 

                                                        

 

642 Biedermann, Eine bezahlte Passage - Die Auswanderung von Deutschen nach Australien in den 
1950er Jahren 223-229. The case of Gudrun Scheinpflug (three letters, dating from 12.12.1963 to 
17.2.1964) can be found in BAK B 106 20610 VIII. Harry Woischke wrote a very heartfelt letter 
enquiring about the possibilities of returning to Germany, 15.8.1961. BAK B 106 20610 VIII. 
643 Raphh-Aus-Wolfgang L.-4.12.1953, travelling on the Fairsea to Fremantle. 
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flying on MIMET 15/153 to Canberra, my translation. 
645 Refer for this also to movies such as ‘This is the life’, from 1947, or ‘The way we live’, from 1959, 
designed to attract British migrants. The movies were produced by the Commonwealth Government’s 
screen agency ‘Film Australia’ (today ‘Screen Australia’). 
646 Richter, "Contextualising gender and migration: Galician immigration to Switzerland." 274. 
647 Ibid.: 274-275. 
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follows the first one insofar as some couples, women and men, told episodes about how men 

strongly identified with their role as breadwinner and struggled when their professional career 

didn’t live up to their expectations. What happened if this caused serious problems and if the 

couple involved did not come up with gender arrangements that satisfactorily solved such 

issues?  

Women in my sample, in whose families the conventional gender identities thawed, often 

acknowledged that their specific family arrangement was due to the migration situation but 

they did not interpret these arrangements as challenges to the gender order. This resonates 

with findings of other researchers such as Pessar, who found that among her group of study 

the ‘traditional domestic code’ was contradicted by reality and that this had consequences for 

domestic structures but that these changes did not necessarily lead to a re-definition of the 

domestic code.648 This aspect is often neglected when discussing historic migration (which is 

partly due to the difficulties associated with retrieving data) but it allows us a more refined 

view on migration and gender relations inside families and grants an eye to the dynamics and 

flexibility many people apply in their lives.  

A position from which to start enquiries about changing relations and roles is the family-

constellation where women had the more stable and more lucrative work and became the main 

breadwinner. Assuming that the male breadwinner – female homemaker ideology played an 

important part in how people judged their ‘performance’ and ‘abilities’ this constellation is the 

most obvious ‘deviation’ from the norm. 

Svenja Luxenburg and her husband were both office workers employed in the administration 

of a refugee camp near Hamburg when they met. After their marriage Svenja was working 

under her husband’s supervision.649 This changed dramatically after their migration:  

‘He [the husband] worked for the Norddeutsche Lloyd in Danzig. And then later 

on he was the interpreter in Fischbeck camp for the English because he spoke 

English. […] but from day one when he came here he never worked in an 

office’.650  

Not able to find employment in his former area of occupation, office work, he engaged instead 

in several types of trades, mainly spray painting, window tinting and window-installations. In 
                                                        

 

648 Pessar, "On the homefront and in the workplace: integrating immigrant women into feminist 
discourse." 40. 
649 Interview Svenja Luxenburg, 15.9.2006. 
650 Interview Svenja Luxenburg, 15.9.2006. 
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terms of occupational status migration for him meant that access to the middle class was now 

denied and he had to enter the working class. Svenja in retrospect still cherished his effort, 

‘[h]e’s learned everything and everything he did he did perfect’. Her husband tried to get back 

into ‘white collar’ work but an application in person with a worldwide-operating travel bureau 

proved to be futile. Svenja on the other hand quickly got back into office work. According to 

her she ‘always had good jobs and well paid [jobs]’. In fact she became the main stable 

breadwinner in the family, working overtime and earning bonuses. As much as Svenja gained 

status through her work her husband very likely experienced a loss of status.  

In the interviews Svenja recalled her relationship with her husband as a good one but she also 

mentioned episodes that indicate that his position of authority in the family did not go 

unquestioned. One episode arising from the permanent presence of Svenja’s husband’s mother 

signals an underlying power-struggle in the relationship between ‘husband’ and ‘wife’: 

I never had any privacy. Even on holidays, we always used to go together on 

holidays. But I said once to my husband ‘We should go on our own’ and he said 

’Yes, I think so, but you tell her [the mother-in-law]’. And I couldn’t and he 

couldn’t either. Because she worked all year around, she worked for us – yes.651 

The issue persisted and when I met Svenja again, she came back to it, which I took as a signal 

that this was important to her.652 She recalled that at one stage she told her husband that she 

‘wasn’t gonna take it anymore’, that is, the communal holidaying. He replied: ‘Ok, I’ll go with 

Mum and you go to Germany with Daniela [their daughter]’. When the same question came up 

again her husband reacted differently: ‘No, you will go on holidays with us and you can go to 

Germany on unpaid leave’. To put it bluntly, her husband demanded of Svenja to spend the 

holidays in a different manner than Svenja would have liked; the holidays she was entitled to 

through her employment that provided the main income for the family. Svenja gave in to that, 

because, she said, ‘that was what a married woman did’. She behaved in tune with 

conventional ideas about male authority in families, reassuring her husband’s authority, at 

least on the surface. In an earlier interview she also mentioned that, while working in 

Fischbeck, Hamburg, ‘my husband was my boss… probably for the rest of his life, although 

he doesn’t think so’653.  
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In a way, the last statement and the earlier remarks stating how her husband did things 

‘perfectly’ also functioned as a means of reassuring me, the interviewer, of her husband’s 

authority and abilities. Svenja was fully aware of the rather extraordinary arrangement and her 

remarks about her husband being the boss and having great abilities ‘set the record straight’ in 

her narrative. By stressing these qualities she could resume the gender order that she herself 

turned upside down through her paid work. Svenja’s steady employment situation made her 

the de-facto main breadwinner in the family but this had no obvious effect on the performance 

of power-relations inside the family. Although, in theory, Svenja could have relied on her 

economic power, she did not transform this to a level of power inside the family as she felt 

this was against the conventions ascribed to her as the ‘wife’. She even explained she felt she 

somehow came third in terms of authority in the family, after her husband and her mother-in-

law. In fact the power-relations were not so different when compared with many women who 

were co-earners with lower wages. This corresponds with Ferree who stated that  

[b]ecause of the gender meaning of income and bargaining, the extent to which 

women’s income earning increases their power and decreases dependency is not 

proportional to their wage levels.654  

What remains speculation here is the degree to which Svenja was actually subdued in order to 

conform with gendered expectation or if she potentially ‘played’ her part as the ‘submissive’ 

wife due to her emotional attachment to her partner, of whose unhappiness she was well 

aware. This resonates with Risman’s conclusion that ‘doing gender at the individual and 

interactional levels gives pleasure as well as reproduces inequality'.655  

A similar effect can be found in Nina Brecht’s narrative. She had to fight for a long time to get 

her German nursing degree accepted in Australia; when this was finally achieved she soon 

became very successful in the country hospital where she worked for more than 20 years, 

providing the family with a steady income. 656 Her husband, same as Svenja’s husband, was 

never very happy with his employment situation and changed jobs frequently. Due to an 

illness he then also had to retire early and the couple lived for some years on Nina’s wage.657 

This meant that Mark, her husband, could not claim certain benefits because of his wife’s 

employment and when she turned 60 he demanded she retire. According to her, it would only 
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have needed for her to work a few hours less but her husband insisted that she stop 

completely, which she then did. Nina talked about this as something she had difficulties 

coming to terms with and, as a reaction to the inconsistency present in the narrative, put much 

blame on the ‘system which is very wrong’. So in her narrative her retirement is not explained 

in terms of a power-struggle inside the relationship but as a consequence both of the failing 

medical system and complying to the deed-catalogue of the ‘good wife’ (caring for her sick 

husband)658. In hindsight she stressed the benefits of what can be seen as a pseudomutual 

decision: she was then able to enjoy another five years with her husband.  

Many family arrangements observed in this study displayed a strong commitment to the idea 

of men as main ‘breadwinners’. In the case of Nina’s husband we saw that Mark judged his 

ability to ‘properly’ provide for the family much more negatively than Nina who approached 

the topic more practically and told me: ‘And I said, you’re working that’s the main thing. It 

didn’t worry me but it worried him’.659 But for men, simply having any kind of job sometimes 

was not enough. For Monika’s husband Steven the main reason to migrate to Australia was the 

dire financial situation of the small family back in Germany. He identified strongly with the 

role of the provider and therefore wanted to leave Germany, where he thought he was not able 

to support his family adequately: 

Friday was payday […] the day before we were broke or maybe even earlier – we 

were always given a bit [of money] by Monika’s parents. I thought, I have to be 

able to, to feed my own family! I just thought, it is going on like this forever, they 

will always have to subsidise us and the more they give you the more you feel 

obliged […].660  

In this regard Steven’s understanding of his role does not seem to differ much from that of the 

husbands in Murphy’s working-class cohort: ‘The narratives of these men reveal an emotional 

and ideological investment in successful breadwinning as the measure of manhood.’661 Tanja 

Froboese told me that her Yugoslavian husband broke down in tears when he and the small 

family had to take a freight train at 10 p.m. on a Monday night to venture from one small 

country town where he had just finished a job to the next in order to start another, presumably 

temporary employment. He explained to his wife that he had promised Tanja’s mother (who 
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was German) that he would take ‘good care’ of her daughter but felt he was not doing a good 

job of this.662 

Susanne Müller’s account shed light on the topic from a completely different angle and made 

clear that in this respect there was indeed a difference between the lives of ‘New Australians’ 

and (white) working-class Australians. She expressed deep sympathy for her husband who 

took on the role of sole provider after the birth of their second child (who needed ongoing 

care). She did not take this for granted, saying, ‘my poor husband had to provide for all of us’, 

an arrangement she perceived as rather unusual. 663 Tanja Froboese and Nina Brecht expressed 

similar feelings of sympathy for their partners’ difficulties, doubts and insecurities, allowing 

for the insight that even those participants who more or less successfully oriented their lives 

towards the breadwinner ideology did acknowledge that adhering came at a price on a 

personal level and always included the potential to ‘fail’. 

In the run of this research I repeatedly came across examples where feelings of failure had 

huge emotional consequences and created rifts people were unable to bridge. Rosi 

Stapenhorst’s story is very complex and also very sad and shows a rather extreme case where 

husband and wife were not able to overcome his sense of failure even though an alternative 

gender arrangement had potentially been available.664 The family lived in the countryside and 

the family’s farm was always on the brink of ruin. Rosi’s partner suffered badly from the 

economic misfortune of the family.665 Many things Rosi wanted to do she had to do secretly or 

‘apply tricks’ to circumvent her husband’s control: At one point she applied for a job (she was 

a qualified weaver) and was offered a position. This would have given the household 

desperately needed additional income but Rosi’s husband prohibited her from taking up the 

job. In the interview Rosi’s frustration about her husband could also be connected to a lack of 

commitment to the ‘family project’ on his side. Rosi was willing to compromise some of her 

attitudes to save the farm as a family project; taking the weaving position, for example, would 

have entailed organising childcare for their little daughter. Her husband was not able to 

reciprocate such efforts without losing self-esteem. Rosi’s narrative reveals an ongoing 

struggle in the marriage. Her husband’s understanding of his own role as provider and 
                                                        

 

662 Interview Tanja Froboese, 19.2.2008.  
663 Interview Susanne Müller, 13.3.2008, my translation. 
664 Interview Rosi Stapenhorst, 20.3.2007. 
665 The family later on bought a block of farmland but had neither the resources nor the knowledge to 
run a farm. In the interviews Rosi repeatedly mentions that her husband had no idea about farming and 
although the outset was quite promising they ended up renting out the farmland. Interview and 
fieldnotes Rosi Stapenhorst, 20.3.2007.  
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authority in the family collided at times with Rosi’s interests. Although she held a German 

driver’s licence and the next town was only reachable by car, she depended on her husband to 

get there because he did not allow her to drive: ‘My Australian driver’s licence I practically 

acquired through a con, my husband did not want this’.666 After a few years in Australia she 

seized the moment and spontaneously applied for this Australian licence while the couple was 

in a larger town. Pursuing her interests, Rosi took action and showed initiative but this did not 

lead to a renegotiating of gender-arrangements: instead it further deteriorated the relationship 

between husband and wife. In the interview such episodes are told as small victories and with 

some pride, creating the impression that the situation on the farm must have been unbearable 

at times. 

Although funds were heavily required Rosi’s husband rejected her attempt to procure paid 

work outside the farm. He might have felt threatened in his image of himself as the provider 

that was already under heavy strain due to their difficult economic situation. Research has 

shown that men can experience much anxiety particularly in the realm of breadwinning, 

fearing for example unemployment or being unable to provide. Haywood and Gail concluded 

on this topic: 

Such anxieties were also expressed through the domestic provision discourse, with 

men arguing that they should be in a position to provide for their families. In this 

way their inability to provide was experienced as disempowerment and 

emasculation, feelings of shame and inadequacy in relation to the cultural 

expectations that surrounded them.667  

How the normativity of ‘breadwinning’ as a type of measurement of successful manhood can 

‘work’ was demonstrated to me in one of the interviews.  

While interviewing Stefan and Monika Krause another couple, Milli and Robert Meyer, was 

present. Their story differed insofar as they went back to Germany for good in 1974 and only 

returned recently after their retirement; this in itself posed a serious issue for their construction 

of a ‘migration-success’ story.668 In Milli and Robert Meyer’s partnership Robert’s 

unsatisfying work prospects led to constant tension in the family.669 Before the birth of their 

twins Milli had worked very successfully as an accountant at a local furniture company in 

                                                        

 

666 Interview Rosi Stapenhorst, 10.4.2007. 
667 Haywood and Ghaill, Men and masculinities – theory, research and social practise 38. 
668 Bönisch-Brednich, "Migration and narration." 74. 
669 Interview Milli & Robert Meyer und Monika & Stefan Krause, 6.3.2008, my translation. 
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Australia and became the main breadwinner. Contrary to this, Robert encountered difficulties 

working in his trade and stated: ‘Professionally I was not happy’.670 Assuming the arrival of 

one baby only, the couple then took over a deli, and discovered subsequently that they were 

about to have twins. Their third baby arrived two-and-a-half years later. For a time business 

was booming; nevertheless the family sold the deli and their house and went back to Germany, 

but both partners remember the decision to return quite differently:  

Robert: Well, we were on holidays [in Germany] and then we came back. ‘Alright, 

now we stay for a couple more years until we have saved a bit and when the 

children enter school age, we’ll go back.’  

Milli: Nope! 

Robert: Yes, yes, so I thought,… 

Milli: Nope, not at all – We never wanted to go back – I never wanted to go back.  

Robert: No [that’s right], you never wanted to return.  

Milli: That was never the question, I never wanted to go back. But he [Robert] 

came back from work, constantly nagging, he was so unsatisfied you could not 

stand it!  

And then I thought ‘[…] what was I to do here all alone with the children, Jimmy 

had been born in between, I had the three. […] And then one day I called a real 

estate [agent], to have a look how much we can get for the house, ‘we want to put 

it on the market’. He came back from work, and I said, ‘We sell the house and go 

back to Germany’- ‘Ooooh – yes!?!’, he said. I said ‘yes, but under the condition 

that you go, fly first and make sure that we have a house or a flat.’671 

For Robert job satisfaction was a relevant factor in the construction of his male identity, his 

unhappiness about his job situation in Australia therefore made life for his wife difficult. As 

we heard, he continued with his job (it remained unclear whether for lack of alternatives, the 

sake of the ‘family project’ or out of feelings of shame about ‘failed’ migration in case of 

repatriation)672 and it was Milli who initiated in 1974 to go back to Germany. Interestingly, her 

                                                        

 

670 Interview Milli & Robert Meyer und Monika & Stefan Krause, 6.3.2008, my translation. 
671 Interview Milli & Robert Meyer und Monika & Stefan Krause, 6.3.2008, my translation. 
672 Migration has to be perceived as successful, otherwise consequences for one’s ego are huge. 
Bönisch-Brednich, "Migration and narration." 74. There is not much data available on this aspect of 
repatriation; leading for the Australian case might Baldassar’s study on Italian migrants. Loretta 
Baldassar, Visits home: migration experiences between Italy and Australia (Melbourne: Melbourne 
University Press, 2001) 297, 298, 302. Some repatriates in Biedermann’s study remembered being 
scorned twofold once they returned to Germany; firstly, because they had left Germany when it needed 
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partner remembered the situation as a mutual decision but his wife clearly identified the move 

as an action she took against her interests but for the sake of the ‘family project’, albeit not 

unconditionally. 

For Robert the interview situation itself became likely a bit unpleasant at this stage as Monika 

and Stefan commented critically but humorously on his behaviour as a form of ‘unsteadiness’, 

calling him ‘a restless character’. Monika’s and Stefan’s reactions were quite telling especially 

because Stefan had displayed a strong work and provider ethos minutes earlier. In their 

marriage, the gender identities were more conventional and clear-cut and both partners were 

obviously proud that they managed to get through the hard times. Here I witnessed that 

Monika as well as Stefan measured Robert’s behaviour according to these gendered norms and 

supported the therein presented ideal of masculinity when they criticised Robert’s way. They 

even served as moral guardians of this ideal and displayed complicity, strengthening the 

hegemony of the breadwinner-myth. 

The case of family P. takes this argumentation to the extreme and presents a unique insight as 

case files following so far into migrants’ lives after migration are rare. The family originated 

from Silesia and came to Western Australia in late 1951 (before the AP Scheme).673 The 

passage was paid through a loan from the St. Raphaels-Verein, which meant that the family 

had to start their new life in huge debt. In May 1952 the family had already been separated 

geographically: the husband worked in Adelaide, the wife in Perth, and the two children had 

been placed in an orphanage (so far this is the only case where such extreme measures have 

become apparent). After Georg P. stopped receiving letters from his wife he returned to Perth 

to find that his wife wished to separate from him. He then went back to Germany and worked 

there and later on in Sweden. The case came to the attention of the Raphaels Verein when 

Georg P. again asked for a loan to get his wife back to Germany, while the old loan was still 

open. Priest Omameier was contacted by the Raphaels Verein to find out more about the case. 

He went to visit Barbara P., who was living with a new partner and called herself Mrs F. (the 

couple never was divorced). In his report Omameier stated:  

I had her [Mrs F.] here last night, and there seems nothing that can be done for 

reunion. I knew the family when Georg was here and after speaking to Barbara last 

night I came to the conclusion that he cannot be trusted… he does not seem to be 

                                                                                                                                                                   

 

them and, secondly, then returned when they had ‘failed’. Biedermann, Eine bezahlte Passage - Die 
Auswanderung von Deutschen nach Australien in den 1950er Jahren 243-244. 
673 Case File Family P., leaving on the Roma from Genua. Raph-aus-p-28.11.1951. 
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fond of work… hardly ever gave her any money to care for her children, who are 

still at the St. Joseph Orphanage Subiaco, W.A.674  

Additionally Mrs F. complained about the lack of a love life and the emotional shortcomings 

of her former partner and the pastor saw no chances for a reconciliation as long as Georg P. 

wasn’t able to provide a ‘good job and a permanent home for their children’. Georg returned 

to Perth once more but the separation was final and Georg, who became a seaman, died in 

1962 in Rotterdam.675 Omameier’s reaction to the case is quite interesting as in general the 

rule among counsellors and personnel of the St. Raphaels-Verein was to save marriages.676 In 

this case however even he saw no chance, putting the blame partly on the wife as ‘she didn’t 

have a lot of religion’, a criticism of her moral attitudes.  

Here we have family members who struggled to make any kind of economic progress. Not 

meeting expectations led to dissolving the relationship. The woman’s expectations of her 

partner as a ‘provider’, ‘father’ and ‘lover’ were not met. Finally her strategy was to opt out of 

the marriage. Barbara P. obviously wanted to have a radical break with her husband and 

probably knew him well enough to set conditions she knew he was not able to meet. She used 

the prevailing gender ideologies in her favour to justify her break with her former partner. 

Working Out Gender Arrangements 
In the previous section I have explored how changes in patterns of breadwinning are an 

example of where alterations in attitudes about gender ideologies based on migration can be 

recognised, because the discrepancies between gender culture and gender arrangements are 

easily visible. On a smaller scale but equally important, an investigation of the details of 

household organisation, allocation of responsibilities and everyday life offers us insights into 

individual gender arrangements.677  

                                                        

 

674 Case File Family P., leaving on the Roma from Genua. Raph-aus-p-28.11.1951. 
675 NAA P350/1 1963/8683 Barbara P. 
676 ‘Seelsorgehelferinnen’ (assistant unordained female pastoral caregivers) for example were advised to 
urge couples to work on their relationship before thinking in too much detail about migration if they 
suspected the marriage was troubled. Fröhling, "Rat und Hilfe für Auswanderer: Ein neues 
Aufgabenfeld für Seelsorgehelferinnen?". Fach III ARW. Additionally, the clergy accompanying 
migrants reported back that they counselled marriage problems, please refer to Chapter Two for this 
aspect. 
677 One needs to note at this point that such details are not necessarily easy to retrieve in retrospective as 
they do not necessarily form a part of the ready-made life histories interview partners presented. 
Milardo concluded that episodes relating to day-to-day activities in the past are much harder 
remembered. Robert Milardo, "Comparative methods for delineating social networks." Journal of Social 
and Personal Relationships 9 (1992): 454. 
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There are a few cases where migration instigated changes with a long-lasting effect on gender 

arrangements. The Ritters for example took on a ‘married couple’ position on a farm as their 

first employment.678 This meant farm work for him and domestic work for her, such as 

preparing meals for all the other workers. Because they also had a small child the domestic 

work, especially the breakfast preparations in the early morning, were shared among the 

couple. Mr Ritter still did his share of farm-work. The couple continued to prepare much of 

their food together and apparently made this a much-loved habit, taking pride out of cooking 

their elaborate traditional dishes. This gender arrangement had a long-lasting effect, 

continuing even after the settling process had been finished. 

The Schneiders balanced childcare duties with paid work and particularly Marlis’s work was 

scheduled around domestic tasks. It took a while until a permanent solution was found: Marlis 

took on several cleaning jobs and took the children with her; Wendelin started off as a 

labourer in a factory but gradually took on car repairs after hours. Marlis’s jobs were mostly 

during daytime but later some of the cleaning jobs she was offered and which she found more 

desirable (in public service) took place after five p.m. To work at such times became possible 

only once Wendelin started working from home (he set up a one-person enterprise in the 

backyard, a garage specialising in VWs) and could supervise the children, who by then were 

already in school. Marlis remembered: ‘So he was always at home in the evening!’679 This 

example allows insight into how people applied a flexible approach when adjusting their lives 

to their needs and opportunities. In the end Wendelin worked from home and Marlis worked 

outside the home. Although childcare duties were distributed among them neither of them 

interpreted these changes as a challenge to the gender culture. Instead this gender arrangement 

took place inside the gender culture and arose from their specific migration situation: Marlis 

was in high demand as a cleaner; Wendelin, who was a self-taught mechanic, became known 

as the German VW specialist. He linked his success to his German background: ’Maybe 

because I was German!?! […] I gave up all other work and had enough to do with VWs.’680 

Shifts were arranged in such a way that one parent was always able to care for the children. 

The ‘double-shift’, combining paid work and household tasks, has been repeatedly mentioned 

as a consequence of the increasing workforce participation of women. This phenomenon was 

not uncommon for women in this group. Berta Smith reflected critically on the parental 

                                                        

 

678 Interview Nicole and Armin Ritter, 21.2.2008. 
679 Interview Marlis and Wendelin Schneider, 5.3.2008. 
680 Interview Marlis and Wendelin Schneider, 5.3.2008, my translation. 
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arrangement she and her husband came up with when he had a day-job while she was working 

nightshift at the airport restaurant.681 Berta reported: ‘I would drop him [her husband] off in 

the morning and then brought my kids to school, Martin anyway, and he [the husband] would 

come home half-past five, six.’ 682 In the evening ‘when he came home, his tea was ready, the 

children were bathed and fed and that was his time with them and he put them to bed’. 683 

Meanwhile Berta went to her job at the Perth Airport where she was working in the restaurant; 

her shifts usually ended about 11 p.m. but sometimes went into the early hours: ‘[S]ometimes 

I would come home at three in the morning and then still having to get up at six and, get the 

boys ready […], but it was ok, I was tired, […].’ This arrangement lasted for some years until 

the couple had saved a deposit to apply for a mortgage to build a house. As had been reported 

for many migrating women in families, this constellation did not lead to significant changes in 

the task-allocation when it came to housework but created the double shift for many 

women.684 

In case of Svenja, both partners were working full-time. Svenja even regularly worked 

overtime.685 This, however, did not lead to a stronger involvement of her husband in 

housework tasks. Instead the tasks were allocated to another female member of the household, 

the mother-in-law; this allocation was a permanent arrangement. When Tanja Froboese was 

offered a Saturday shift in a fish-and-chip shop her husband took over the usual Saturday tasks 

such as washing, cooking and the like; the couple had five children: ‘My husband was great, 

he cooked and everything, did the washing, when I was not around, he did all of that.’686 His 

engagement in participating in running the household was extended when Tanja went to visit 

her family back in Germany. In contrast to her partner Tanja still had family in Germany – a 

brother, two sisters and her mother – and when she visited her family the husband stayed in 

Perth and managed the household in her absence (two visits lasted nine months; by this time 

the youngest children were seven, the oldest one was 16). For Birgit Cobb and Matilda Jonas 

who arrived as daughters this meant that, because their mothers were working they took over 

many of the housework duties.687 The brother of Birgit was exempted from housework. In 

                                                        

 

681 Craig, "Does father care mean fathers share? A comparison of how mothers and fathers in intact 
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685 Interview Svenja Luxenburg, 15.9.2006. 
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these two last cases changes in women’s work pattern, triggered through migration, did not 

effect the gendered distribution of housework but were reproduced when delegating tasks to 

the female family members of the next generation .688 

Whereas the earlier discussed families Froboese, Ritter and Schneider developed an ongoing 

new, slightly unconventional gender arrangement because of their migration context, the case 

of Gudrun Daniels and her partner, an Australian, shows how brittle such arrangements could 

be and how big the influence of migration was. The couple met when both partners were 

living in London. Gudrun was visiting a technical college and her partner went to university. 

They met while on holidays at the British seaside. While in the UK they came up with a 

gender arrangement that very much centred on shared activities; however, once back in 

Australia, the couple changed their existing gender arrangement due to peer pressure in 

Australia to adopt a more conventional pattern. 

Gudrun’s narrative is full of examples that show how the collision between individual gender 

arrangements and the local gender culture was for her at the centre of some unhappy 

experiences.  

There we sat in the car of my brother-in-law, I was in the back with my mother-in-

law and my husband was in the passenger seat. His brother was behind the steering 

wheel and we wanted to go to my mum-in-law’s, she had invited us for dinner. But 

suddenly this brother stopped and got out of the car together with my husband 

without saying a word to me or mum-in-law. We stopped in a car park and the two 

of them disappeared! I said to Mum […] ‘What are they doing?’ ‘To the pub. - 

They went to the pub on the way home’ – and we sat in the dark car! They did not 

even tell us they were going in the pub. See, that is Australian and this you would 

only experience if you were married to an Australian. This wouldn’t happen with 

Germans.689 

Gudrun links this episode to cultural differences and the differing codes of conduct but this 

episode is also quite interesting in terms of the gender culture that proved to be stronger than 

Gudrun’s companionship with her husband. This became even more apparent in another part 

of the interview when she told me: 
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The many brothers of my husband always met Friday evenings in the pub and 

wanted my husband to join. But he always said ‘Not without my wife’. That was 

completely (emphasis GD) unacceptable – that was men’s business, no women 

were to join. I would have liked to go because we always did everything together. 

We did it once but it was not tolerated at all.690 

Gudrun’s strategy in the years to come was to resign to her ethnic background and concentrate 

on her family much to her husband’s dismay. The effect of migration here is twofold: 

migration had enabled the couple in the first place to come to their couple-centred gender-

arrangement, but this effect was then reversed when the couple returned to the husband’s place 

of origin. 

Family can be a safe place also for those with a migration history. Ethnic background is not 

scrutinised, cultural habits are not questioned, a lack of language fluency can be less of a 

problem, one will not be constantly marked as different and a person can feel at ease with his 

or her identity. Therefore some researchers have identified withdrawing to one’s family as a 

strategy to resist and refuse assimilation demands.691 This strategy can be identified among 

some of the participants in this study.  

In the families of Gudrun Daniels and Nina Brecht the nuclear family became the most 

important social network; though small, as Nina puts it ‘we were us enough’.692 She explains 

this as a reaction the family came up with when they encountered resistance and a lack of 

understanding from the outside world to some decisions made in the family. When Mark, the 

husband, for example wanted to stop drinking (he was an alcoholic who moved in and out of 

recovery) they mutually decided neither would drink alcoholic beverages anymore. This 

decision made them temporary outcasts in the close-knit community as many communal 

activities in the country town were connected to consuming alcoholic beverages. Instead the 

family members more and more relied on themselves, went on weekend trips and limited 

activities to the sphere of the family: 

And we lost friends through that, people who drink. At that time it wasn’t 

tolerated, you know. You were not a right person if you didn’t drink. That was not 
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social, you, you… so we had a little bit of a lonely period which didn’t matter to 

us because we went camping and driving and we had our music and we had our 

own home life, happy home life, so that was alright.693 

Here family became a refuge: migration was an aggravating factor insofar that Mark’s relapses 

to alcoholism could be related to the ruptured work biography. Gudrun Daniels, who always 

felt a little alienated from her partner’s family, went fishing and swimming with her partner, 

shared his work efforts and worked as an editor of his manuscripts; they were very closely 

connected on an intellectual level. 694 As explored earlier this closeness was not always easy to 

negotiate as it confronted and contrasted with the conventions of the husband’s family’s 

gender culture. A few eyebrows were raised when for example Gudrun walked over to the 

men at a family barbeque when she was not too interested in the other women’s conversations. 

This was considered to be inappropriate behaviour. In her case receding into the nuclear 

family can be identified as a strategy to put a distance between herself and the ‘Australian’ 

outside. 

Berta Smith was married to a Scot and experienced their migration from Scotland to Australia 

as a great opportunity to transfer her relationship with her husband into a real partnership. 695 

Berta (and her husband) experienced the Scottish mother-in-law as rather patronising and 

cherished the freedom that came with migration. Berta explained that her life was troubled in 

the beginning so, since she started one, her own family has always had priority for her as she 

sees it as a place of confidence, hope and trust. This goes so far that, despite the difficult 

situation with her mother-in-law, she sees Scotland, where she lived for five years, as her third 

Heimat ‘because that is where my family started, you know?’696 For her the nuclear family 

became a place of retreat and reassurance, even resistance (in Scotland she retreated to the 

home because her lack of Scottish-English proficiency made her feel uncomfortable in the 

presence of others). She concentrated in her narrative on the ‘the family project’, a stance also 

found by Murphy and Probert.697 Her account revealed that she saw the ‘family project’ as an 

investment taking time, effort and requiring emotion work from both partners:  

‘That helped you know, we were just… really worked together and all, all Joe ever 

worked for was his family. It was so precious to him […] Or, you know, [people 
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saying] “Oh you are lucky, you’ve got a good marriage” – If you don’t work at 

things it doesn’t just happen.’ 698 

In the following I will now explore some consequences when issues could not be solved by 

participants and ‘it’ – the aspired satisfying, emotional as well as material, experience of 

marriage and family – did not happen. 

Tracing the Untold: When Gender Arrangements Cannot Resolve 
Problems 
Not all couples were able to come up with successful gender arrangements, either temporary 

or permanent, to meet their specific needs and to solve arising issues. Some examples reveal 

underlying power issues and identify pressure created through gender ideologies as being at 

the bottom of the crisis. In terms of interviewing, these were treacherous grounds as stories 

about failure are always difficult to integrate into life stories.699 Some interviewees told their 

stories in a way that made it difficult for the researcher to extract the concrete incidents 

leading up to dramatic turns in life such as separation because emotional involvement and the 

narrator’s subjectivity affected the narrative. One rather sad example would be the tale of 

Tanja Froboese who lost multiple family members in the course of her life and who took 

refuge in laughing a lot during the interview, as if to say ‘look, so weird is life’. Naturally 

incidents ‘messing up’ the life story are left out, glossed over, reduced or made look marginal. 

However the way this is done can be as telling as the actual blind spot. 

In the interviews I was confronted with episodes that show how the migration process in 

connection with gendered expectations led to massive crises. For Rosi Stapenhorst her family 

experience on the farm surely was oppressing and depressing, due to a controlling partner, 

geographic isolation, a dire economic situation and unmet, gendered expectations about family 

life.700 In Rosi’s case the combination of these factors led to mental health issues, but it was 

not until much later that she was diagnosed with clinical depression. 

In Karina Thom’s case the pressure ‘to make it’ created such unbearable living conditions to a 

degree it is very hard for Karina to talk about even today.701 The family opened a café and 
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worked there in shifts from six in the morning to one o’clock at night. Personnel were hard to 

find and accommodation even harder, therefore the family usually had female wait-staff living 

with them. As a consequence Karina experienced a loss of privacy. During these years Karina 

also had her two children who were still small and no matter how tired she was or how much 

housework still had to be done, when the café was busy late at night she was expected by her 

husband to come down to work. She mentioned that this put a tremendous physical and 

psychological strain on her and also on their relationship. She did not like to go back to that 

place in her memories; nevertheless, she returned and revealed, bit-by-bit, details of her harsh 

life.  

Well, for me it was a bad time. And I left, 1972 I left the town. I did not want to 

return, I scratched along down here… I don’t want to go into details, that was 

pretty horrible and my husband went back [to Germany], he was an alcoholic. 702 

Karina initiated the divorce: ‘Yes, I filed for divorce [...] he was an alcoholic, and you never 

knew what was going to happen...’ 703 The couple lost the business when the land on which it 

had been built (and which did not belong to them) was needed to build a heliport. According 

to Karina, her husband had always been a heavy drinker but after this specific incident he 

turned into an alcoholic and the living conditions became unbearable for Karina. As quoted, in 

1972 she took her children and left the town. This was not the only case where a mixture of 

economic pressure, failed expectations and unbridgeable differences between the partners 

created conditions under which the woman left the marriage. Rosi Stapenhorst’s situation 

became so tense that Rosi finally made up a secret escape plan and left the marriage. 704 

These accounts can also be connected to an additional aspect that only recently has come into 

focus: ‘family security’. Feminist researchers have started to uncover the myth of the man as 

the protector when investigating domestic violence.  

The male protector myth is mythical only in that it obscures the work that women 

do to secure the safety of their homes and children and in that it fails to suggest 

that the work most men do to secure their families often endangers rather than 

protects them.705  
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The statement is quite strong, and it is not very clear about how the work men do endangers 

families but it leads us to another way to interpret some of the findings discussed above. Some 

women in this study played an active part in securing their families. Women such as Rosi and 

Karina not only left their husbands but took their children with them as well, leaving 

surroundings that seemed to be unhealthy and unsafe for all of them. These decisions were 

much criticised by children and relatives and led to decades of conflict because others 

interpreted separation as a ‘selfish’ act that tore the family apart. In the interview situation, 

both women initiated talking about their marriage breakdowns but they only chose the briefest 

of accounts about these rather painful periods in their lives. These reactions underline how 

much the gender culture of the ‘happy’ family persisted over generations and included the 

expectation that particularly mothers sacrifice their own happiness for the sake of the ‘family 

unit’.706  

Conclusion 
The observations have shown that family in this group of study is a realm highly influenced by 

gender culture but with room for individual gender arrangements. In this complex setting 

family can take on many different functions ranging from sanctuary to prison. What became 

apparent in the preceding discussion is that the man as main breadwinner was an ideal that 

some men had to face as they placed huge, sometimes unrealistic expectations on themselves. 

Work and ‘providing for a family’ have been identified as key elements in forming 

masculinities and also in structuring narratives.707 In this regard the men’s difficulties in 

fulfilling gender expectations were probably equally as threatening to their self-concept as the 

already pressing dire economic prospects. The migration proved to be at least a considerable 

delay, for some even an abrupt end, to career trajectories. In contrast to women such as Svenja 

or Nina the men seem to have experienced the ‘social bracket’ opened up by migration to a 

much lesser degree but instead stuck to ideals about male breadwinning surrounding them in 

both societies.  

Migration is a disruptive and at times aggravating factor in people’s lives and their perception 

of gender identities. Cultural expectations and personal interests collided most obviously at the 

intersection of work and gender where, due to the migration context, men ceased to be the sole 
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providers. Couples showed flexibility in interpreting gender culture and came up with gender 

arrangements. Such arrangements were rarely experienced as challenges to the prevalent 

gender culture. Some participants’ narratives told of power-struggles originating in de-facto 

situations that were contrary to conventional gender culture to which the couple was not able 

to become reconciled; for example where the woman was the main breadwinner or the 

husband had to adjust his own expectations about his position as breadwinner. To make sense 

of these unclear power-relations it seems that pseudomutual decisions were made and, in 

hindsight, some women now interpret episodes that were controversial at the time as being 

‘the right’ decisions (as we have seen with Nina Brecht). Another strategy was to emphasise 

the husband’s position of authority in areas other then breadwinning. Many decisions that 

were not in the interest of all family members were justified as means of supporting the 

‘family project’, individuals thereby bending their particular wishes for a ‘greater good’. Such 

argumentation, however, can also be read as a strategy to diffuse power-imbalances. 

In cases where neither individual gender arrangements nor other coping strategies successfully 

bridged such discrepancies, conflicts developed that led to crisis and were still prevalent in 

people’s narratives (I found this in the interviews of Svenja Luxenburg, Karina Thom, Rosi 

Stapenhorst). The specific geographical situation in Australia, for example the separation of 

family members that sometimes came with the migration process, enabled some women in this 

group to flee unhealthy relationships (in my group Karina Thom and Rosi Stapenhorst) or 

relationships where partners did not meet expectations based on conventional gender identities 

(which became apparent in the case of Barbara P.). Consequently, at the end of these processes 

we do not find re-negotiated gender identities but intersubjective and pseudomutual 

arrangements the participants were willing to take up for the sake of the relationship or the 

‘family project’.
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Chapter 6 Migration, Caring, Kin Work and Emotions: Women’s 
Relationships and Experiences as Daughters, Mothers and Wives 

Almost inevitably, women in Western societies are confronted with images and cultural norms 

about the nature of ‘good’ womanhood.708 Similar to the earlier mentioned discourse on 

‘manhood’, ‘masculinity’ and ‘breadwinning’, images of ‘homemaking’, ‘motherhood’ and 

‘femininity’ proved to be confronting for the women participating in this study.709 

All of them were daughters, wives, and mothers as well as being ‘housewives’ at some point 

in their lives, and responsibilities and images associated with these positions shaped their 

experiences. I am interested to discover how the women negotiated all these demands with 

their own needs and where they placed themselves in this complex setting of emotions, gender 

and migration. Finch and Mason have concluded that ‘family responsibilities […] become a 

matter for negotiation between individuals and not just a matter of following normative 

rules’.710 This resonates with the previously discussed findings in regards to the flexibility 

participants applied in generating ‘gender arrangements’. To what extent did the women 

participating in this study and their kin use the available room to ‘negotiate commitments’?711 

What were the specific conditions only applicable to this particular group?  

This question leads to the important observation that all negotiations take place in what Finch 

has described as ‘socially acceptable morality’ – in this context ‘gender’ as a social category 

has a powerful impact.712 Meta-statements can unveil women’s struggle to juggle 

commitments, highlighting discrepancies between the ‘socially acceptable’ and the 

individually possible.713 To avoid the pitfall of limiting women’s experiences in this context to 

                                                        

 

708 DeVault, "Comfort and struggle: emotion work in family life." 56, Gilding, The making and 
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the ‘female sphere’,714 my discussion is particularly interested in instances where participants’ 

narratives reflect and comment on ‘socially acceptable morality’ and gender culture.  

The discussions in this chapter are based on three concepts, namely care, kin work and 

emotion work. The notion that ‘caring’ is an essential and universal characteristic of women 

has been thoroughly dismantled.715 Instead, the connection between womanhood and care has 

been highlighted as a social construct and, dissolving the boundaries between public and 

private, the economical value of care for family members, the state and institutions has come 

into focus.716 In contemporary understanding ‘caring’ does not only refer to emotional care but 

also quite substantially to practical aspects of care in the form of goods and services.717 Hilary 

Graham showed the complex and multiple ways that caring is, far from any biological 

essentialism, central to understanding and analysing women’s position in society. She argued  

that the experience of caring is the medium through which women are accepted 

into and feel they belong in the social world. […] If this understanding of the 

experience of caring is correct, then it suggests that we must begin our analysis by 

recognising that caring defines both the identity and the activity of women in 

Western society.718 

Ilona Ostner made the observation that in the 1950s legislation and public rhetoric in West 

Germany manifested an image in which ‘care’ was the central axis around which (married) 

women’s lives evolved.719 As discussed in the previous chapter, Murphy and Probert came to 

                                                        

 

714 ‘The realization of the radical potential of women's history comes in the writing of histories that 
focus on women's experiences and analyze the ways in which politics construct gender and gender 
constructs politics. Feminist history then becomes not the recounting of great deeds performed by 
women but the exposure of the often silent and hidden operations of gender that are nonetheless present 
and defining forces in the organization of most societies.’ Scott Wallach, "Women's history." Quote p. 
27, but visit also p. 21. 
715 Graham for example argued that such reasoning obscures and trivializes care in three ways: Firstly, it 
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organisation of reproduction in the society; secondly, the labor-intensiveness and stressfulness of caring 
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similar results for the Australian context.720 How are such findings reflected in the narratives 

of participating women – and how does the experience of migration come into play?  

The second concept bearing relevance to my observations here is ‘kin work’, defined as the 

‘conception, maintenance, and ritual; celebration of cross-household kin ties'.721 In Western 

cultures this is a gendered task mostly performed by women.722 Apart from practical 

implications (such as visits, communication and the organisation of celebrations) the term kin 

work also refers to the process of reflecting on the mechanism of sustaining kin ties and the 

meaning of these reflections for family in the larger society. Leonardo underlined this mental 

aspect of kin work and showed that women actively create and communicate ‘altering images 

of family and kin vis-a-vis the images of others, both folk and mass media’.723 When 

transferring this concept to my research the question arose: What happened if kin was 

geographically far away? What kind of kin work was possible under these circumstances? 

Care and kin work are bound together via ‘emotion work’, which is the third concept applied 

in this chapter. Emotion work takes place in the realm of the family; Marjorie DeVault framed 

it as the ‘intentional management and display of one's own feelings, usually undertaken in 

order to influence the feelings of others.‘724 Arlie Hochschild, who also localised the distinct 

gender dimension of emotion work, pointed out that people can experience ‘[t]hat the “ought” 

of the feeling struggles with the “is”’.725 Applying this to my thesis: how did participants 

handle ambivalent feelings, for example about motherhood and kin relations?726 Further, in a 

framework of feminist oral history: what do these ambivalences tell us about the social and 

cultural construction of ‘motherhood’ and ‘womanhood’? Observing how participants 

commented on emotional experiences and analysing the kind of experiences they made in the 

context of gender, migration and ‘feeling rules’ I will shed light on another facet of the 

overarching question of this thesis; that is, how the participating women negotiated gender 

identities under the given circumstances.  
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The chapter is organised into two sections. The first part examines women’s experiences as 

mothers and wives in the realm of the families they founded with their partners (in Australia). 

The second part looks at experiences made in the (often transnational) realm of the larger, 

distant kin where women acted as daughters, sisters and mothers of grandchildren.727 

Ultimately the chapter will conclude that women with a German background who migrated to 

Australia proved to be far more flexible and mobile in managing care, emotion work and kin 

work then previous research suggests. 

‘The Good German Housewife’ – Conflicting Experiences of Motherhood 
and Housekeeping  
Shimmering through many narratives are reflections by the women on their abilities as 

mothers, ranging from doubts and regret to pride ‘to have managed’.728 When studying 

migrant women, definitions and practices of motherhood have always been of key interest.729 

Different perceptions and ideas that the women themselves, other family members or 

acquaintances (Australians as well as other immigrants) had about ‘good mothering’ could 

easily interfere with practices and solutions. Such situations became visible in the narratives at 

instances where women were torn between their prescribed family-identities as mothers and 

their own interests. 

In the narration of my interview-partner Svenja Luxenburg, the first instance where she 

experienced a contradiction between her understanding of her role as a mother and her wishes 

as a young woman happened on board the ship that brought the family out to Australia. Svenja 

felt it somehow part of her role to stay with her baby daughter instead of joining the nightly 

dance event: ‘It wasn’t for us because I had a child. It was for the younger people.’ Realising 

that this stood somehow in contrast to her own age of 24, she added, ‘younger than us, not 

having any children’. In cases where her mother-in-law offered to help her out, she was able to 

watch the dance for a short while, however actively participating – e.g. dancing – was not an 
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option. Anderson and Jack called instances such as this ‘meta-statements’. 730 These inform us 

about the interviewee’s relations to and reflections on social norms and, in a second step, help 

to better understand how norms and values can work in people’s lives. It remains unclear 

whether Svenja herself thought it was not appropriate or if this was an impression created 

from the outside. The way she tells this memory, rather hesitantly and somehow regretful, 

signals that Svenja might have experienced and probably still is experiencing conflict between 

her identity as mother and as individual. 

I witnessed how Tanja Froboese actively explored similar experiences in her narrative, these 

parts of her narrative were rather disjunct and characterised by breaks and differed from the 

seemingly more often told stories earlier in the interview. She exclaimed that she didn’t like 

the heavy drinking that accompanied many social gatherings in the small timber town. She 

made a point of explaining that some women with small children went to join the men, of 

which she did not approve. She stayed at home with the children: ‘I did not go because I had 

the children, I could not go […]’.731 However, a few moments later she talked about some 

pranks played by the drunken people and said ‘We had a lot of fun’. Again, as a mother the 

interviewee perceived it as inappropriate to participate but as an individual she thought some 

of the pranks ‘fun’. On the occasion of her own farewell party Tanja stayed out and locked the 

children in; around 10 p.m. a man entered and had her oldest son (who was four) with him: 

‘He got up – ‘Nobody at home?’ – [he] looked outside and then he sees the man there […] 

And how he got out of the house, I have no idea.’732 This episode sat a little uneasy in her 

narrative and she embedded it in another story about her son frequently sneaking out to 

explore the timber mill (of which her husband’s boss did not approve).  

Not only ambivalent feelings about mothering were mentioned in the interviews; becoming a 

mother was also not unconditionally accepted as a biological automatism. In two instances 

women spoke to me about refusing to fall pregnant again. Both women rejected their partner’s 

wishes because they did not think their respective family situations at that time were suitable. 

Jelena Tscharkov had two children form her first marriage and had another two with her 

second husband, by then she was in her mid-forties and the couple was busy running their own 

business, therefore she did not want another child.733 In Rosi Stapenhorst’s case the question 
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of a further pregnancy was situated in the context of a massive power-struggle and marked one 

of the few instances where Rosi openly disagreed with her partner.734 Rosi became a biological 

mother (she was also step-mother to three boys) in the first year of marriage, something she 

accepted and anticipated as a natural consequence of her marriage; she was 30 at that time. 

The family situation, however, deteriorated gravely in the years to follow and in an attempt to 

reconcile the family her husband then proposed to have a second baby. Rosi refused his wish 

on the grounds that neither the state of the relationship nor their financial situation was a 

sound base for another child. She claimed control over her own body and refused to fall 

pregnant again. As this created more tension she took the issue outside of the realm of the 

family, where she couldn’t solve it. She consulted the parish priest who then talked to her 

husband.  

Tanja Froboese conceived for the fourth time seven years after her third pregnancy. Her 

narrative hinted at an awareness of a lack of possibilities when raising the first three children 

and she wanted to make up for this with the fourth child. She felt she had ‘rushed’ through the 

other childhoods: ‘I had the children so fast – I want a child I can spoil.’ 735  Her past 

experiences with motherhood did not meet her expectations and this time she wanted to be 

able to do it ‘right’, however again she ‘still could not spoil it’ because she gave birth to 

twins.736 Another episode she told a few minutes beforehand similarly showed that her 

experience with motherhood and her expectations were not always at par. When incorporating 

Hochschild’s thoughts on ‘feeling rules’ it is possible to identify how Tanja struggled with the 

discrepancy between feelings she felt she “ought” to have as a mother with the feelings she 

had in the situation.737 When she gave birth to her second child her first daughter stayed with 

an acquaintance for the two weeks Tanja was in hospital. Some time after her return to the 

timber town, mother and daughter went for a walk in the town and when the daughter 

recognised the woman she had stayed with she reacted very enthusiastically. Tanja’s reaction 

was to cry: ‘I cried, she loves her more than me! She loves that woman more than the mum! 

[…] Well, she must have been well looked after… .’738 She felt that she should be glad (what 

Hochschild calls “ought”) that her daughter was well taken care of but her instant feelings 

were those of rejection and loss about the exclusiveness of position as mother (what 
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Hochschild calls “is”). Tanja’s narrative, however, has to be seen in the light of her current 

situation where only one of her five children is still alive.739 In the last decade she also became 

the sole carer for her husband who suffered from Alzheimer’s disease for many years prior to 

his death; there was domestic violence present in some of her children’s partnerships; and she 

also lost grandchildren and sons and daughters-in-law. This amount of human tragedy is 

without question difficult to accommodate in any life history and Tanja does not have any 

ready-made solution for this: she resolves the tension through laughter.  

The geographical distance and the lack of communication opportunities (including language 

barriers) could have an aggravating effect on the women interviewed. Finding their way into 

motherhood was guesswork for some. Gudrun’s first baby, a son, was born on Australian soil. 

One of the main obstacles was the actual handling of the baby, an utterly new experience to 

her. One of the things she was unsure about was how to put a nappy on the little boy but she 

found a way that seemed to be satisfying to her and the baby. Nevertheless she experienced 

insecurity and stress because several ways to communicate her difficulties were blocked. She 

didn’t dare to ask her mother in Europe as she thought this too much of a burden for her 

relatives.  

This is a common pattern and a most recent publication on transnational care giving showed 

that even the rise of modern communication technologies does not necessarily enable migrants 

to communicate such difficulties openly to their relatives.740 Too big is the feeling of shame or 

too pressing are concerns not to burden relatives or fears about being perceived as a failure. 

Gudrun didn’t have any friends she could ask; there was no social cohort she could identify 

with or turn to for help. And although her partner had quite an extensive family in Perth this 

was not a topic she felt comfortable to address with them. Gudrun only hesitantly admitted the 

ambivalent role her partner’s family played in her life. She portrayed her mother-in-law as a 

kind person and repeatedly mentioned that her in-laws left the couple to make their own 

decisions, but at the same time she created the impression that she might have liked a closer 

connection with them and would not have minded more support in regards to the baby: 

My husband’s family was very loving, but they did not want to interfere. And they 

thought, she is German; she knows how to do such thing. But I did not have a clue 
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about swaddling. I only learned that a few weeks later when some of my sisters-in-

law came to visit. They all wanted to see our son because most of them had girls; 

Lars was the first boy in that generation. They watched me swaddling, because 

they wanted to see how a boy looks like. But once they saw how I folded the 

nappies, they were shocked and showed me how to do it the right way.741 

When the family eventually found out about Gudrun’s difficulties they felt ashamed because 

they hadn’t offered a helping hand. At the same time they stated that they had somehow 

expected her to ‘know’ about mothering, because she was seen as a ‘good German housewife’ 

and to them mothering skills came with the package. Motherhood, domesticity and 

womanhood became inextricably linked in this argumentation. 

Such an image was propagated in official publications and statements made by state officials 

on both sides of the world.742 Pfau-Effinger found that particularly West Germany displayed a 

very strong ideology:  

The dominant cultural model of motherhood […] in the 1950s had a 

comprehensive validity and a high normative strength. Women in their life plans 

as well as institutions and firms referred to these ideals in their social practises to a 

higher degree.743  

When discussing the migration of single women I already referred to an interview which Mr 

Walker from the Australian Embassy gave and in which he described them as ‘really nice’ and 

praised the ‘qualities’ of German-born women.744 Parliamentary discussions showed similar 

reasoning when discussing German girls as ‘attentive, understanding and sympathetic’, 

thereby describing German femininity with distinct elements of ‘care’.745 Such statements, 

however, were misleading and portrayed contemporary ideologies rather than the actual 
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situation, particularly in the case of German-born women. Some of the women interviewed 

here went to a school for home economics and had some formal education in housekeeping; 

many others, however, had to learn from scratch. One of the latter, Marlis Schneider, recalled:  

‘But I did not know a thing about cooking. My mother just cooked very simple, 

because at that time we did not have any meat and not much else at all. I taught 

myself cooking once in Australia.’746  

Karina, who ironically at one point ran a diner with her husband, recalled similar events. Not 

until settling in the northern coastal mining town did she and a fellow German-born woman 

acquire some household and cooking techniques; they learned them from a German-speaking 

Austrian woman:  

What you bought then, you could not possibly burn that, you know, it was all very 

precious. No, in Germany, they would not let me in the kitchen! In the kitchen we 

did not do anything: peeling potatoes and doing the dishes, but cooking – no! […] 

How to make soup, one could remember that. But we could not really cook. And 

we learned that from Gerti, we paid attention. She could do everything! 747   

These statements point towards a German-specific situation where participants born shortly 

before and after the end of the war missed out on formal education and the communication of 

cultural techniques through relatives because they grew up in West or East Germany in the 

times of or even before economical consolidation. Resources were scarce and ingredients were 

missing, therefore dishes were toned down and more elaborate traditional foods hardly ever 

prepared; this only changed in the late 1950s.748 Gerti, who was older then Karina and her 

friend, had this knowledge and passed it on to the younger women, substituting for the loss of 

relatives. Only recently has this generation been named ‘the forgotten generation’ and 

members have taken up the term ‘Kriegskinder’ (war-children), acknowledging their own 

specific situation marked by loss and limited opportunities.749  
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For Rosi Stapenhorst, marriage and family life turned out to be a rather disappointing 

experience, limiting her activities, draining her emotionally and downgrading her abilities.750 

Due to the isolated living conditions in Western Australia’s Southwest, her main point of 

reference and validation was the family she had married into: a widower and his three sons. 

This was her first relationship and her own expectations about her role as the stepmother of the 

three sons were not met as the relationship with the sons deteriorated gradually. Furthermore 

she felt unable to fulfil what she saw as her caring-duties due to the ‘primitive’ circumstances 

under which she lived. It caused her severe distress that she was not able to provide the boys 

with adequate nutrition, one of the aspects through which she defined ‘good care-giving’.751 

She was used to a certain standard in Germany and had learned and performed household 

techniques when she had cared for her ill mother and her brother. She showed a strong 

commitment to the concept of ‘care’ (and sacrifice) for her kin (first her mother and brother, 

later on her husband and his children); the ability to do so was one of the reasons she came to 

Australia. She took pride in those abilities as they gave her a sense of competency and self-

affirmation.  

Once on the farm in Australia the circumstances evoked through migration limited her. In one 

instance, for example, Rosi wanted to cook a typical dish but the only meat available was 

mutton and the result was not at all satisfactory. In the interview episodes like this, particularly 

those connected to food, are of great importance (in terms of narrative time and thematic 

recurrence). Their relevance can be explained when acknowledging the centrality of food 

preparation to Rosi’s understanding of ‘good mothering’. Food preparation becomes an 

element of emotion work, a visible (and edible) expression of love and care.752 Although Rosi 

tried creative solutions she could not really solve this situation because she was acting and 

understanding herself inside norms of the gender culture in which she could only ‘fail’ under 

the conditions given.753 Jill Mathews put this nicely: ‘Woman’s identity and her work in the 

home are inextricably bound together in her own eyes and in her own culture’.754 
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Narratives on such standards could also show how partners disagreed about gendered 

obligations and how this could create tensions in relationships. Marlis’s ‘failure’ to prepare 

‘Sauerkraut’ led to the couple’s first marital dispute:  

We had our first argument after four weeks – because of Sauerkraut! After that I 

never made Sauerkraut, because in Deutschland… I just had this much meat 

[indicates a small amount] and the Sauerkraut was not very good, that was very 

sour and my husband just did not like it and I did not know how to make 

Sauerkraut! I never made it again until we got set up here – you know… with 

apples and meat and lard and everything, prepared properly! We really enjoy 

eating Sauerkraut!755 

Marlis felt that cooking was an important ability she was lacking and she was therefore willing 

to acquire. When Marlis’s husband then criticised the result she was hugely offended that her 

partner did not cherish her efforts; that is, he did not participate in an ‘emotional gift 

exchange’.756 She refused to again try this traditional German dish for some time – she even 

later mentioned that she never partook in the communal Sauerkraut-cooking sessions at the 

Rhein Donau Club, despite the Schneiders’ being founding members. The statement also 

indicates the pride the participating women acquired if they overcame such incidents. Marlis 

finally managed to prepare Sauerkraut in a way she and her husband liked. Karina lauded the 

lamb and mutton stews she learned to cook after her arrival in the northern coastal town when 

no other meat was available and which are still today a ‘signature’ dish of hers, popular with 

friends and family. 

Another highly contentious issue was balancing income earning activities and childcare. As 

discussed earlier many women with a migration background entered the workforce; this 

sometimes interfered with the women’s images of ‘good mothering’. Ellie Vasta and Marie de 

Lepervanche have shown that issues such as appropriate childcare or balancing the double 

burden of paid work and unpaid domestic labour was one reason for conflicts in the lives of 

many women migrating to Australia.757 Participating in the family business was the main 

reason for one woman in my group to feel she compromised her mothering abilities. Karina 

started talking about several episodes, stopped them but picked them up later on, even though 
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I exclaimed repeatedly that there was no obligation to talk about unpleasant topics. 

Nevertheless she came back to these episodes and ‘confessed’.758 

SE: You had some help, didn’t you? 

Karina: Yes! And they [the female wait staff] had to live with us [KT is quite 

agitated]. I had no privacy with the small kids, I had to do the washing – at one’o 

clock in the night: ’Can you come downstairs? We need help.’ I should not say 

that – I … 

SE: You do not have to. You do not have to say what you do not want say – that is 

absolutely fine. 

Karina: … left the children, took the phone off the hook and put it down and a 

neighbour was doing nightshifts in the hospital and he listened, if the kids woke up 

and in case they woke up, he called me in the diner. [Her voice is fading, then 

silence.]759  

Combining her participation in the family enterprise with caring for the children led to 

ambivalent experiences of motherhood where she thought she neglected her care duties. In a 

way her arrangement with the neighbour worked a bit like ‘baby-monitors’ available today but 

nevertheless at that point in time she did not perceive this to be ‘good mothering’. More 

importantly, the researcher here became a representative of the ‘socially acceptable morality’ 

because Karina expressed doubts if she should offer this part of the narrative, clearly 

identifying her offering as a hazardous act that was shameful to her and possibly undermining 

her ‘personal reputation and social identity’.760  

In contrast, Rosi Stapenhorst related the origin of conflicts to her living conditions rather than 

to doings of her own. Rosi’s recollections were marked by a constant struggle between her 

ideas about and the opportunities of ‘being a good wife’, and the abilities and possibilities 

offered to her as an individual and an able worker. In Germany Rosi had become a highly 

specialised weaver, supporting her ill mother and a minor brother. In her spare time she 

volunteered for the Red Cross, took English classes and acquired a driver’s license. After her 

arrival in Australia however, Rosi never found ‘validation’ in the realm of her family, the 

emotional gift exchange failed.761 While living quite isolated on the farm she started arts and 
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crafts again and quickly gained a reputation for her fine needlework with the local and 

regional branches of the Country Women’s Association (CWA). She even made it to the finals 

of the national knitting competition. While she got praise and prizes from the outside world 

her partner did not value his wife’s merits but nearly prohibited her from partaking in the 

finals because this meant flying to Sydney all alone and therefore outside his sphere of 

influence.  

At the same time some women were able to exert power at the intersection of motherhood and 

work, taking on positions as mediators of or advocates for their children’s interests or arguing 

with their children’s need to influence decisions.762 Kathy Davis has asked for a sophisticated 

and nuanced look at the ways women deal with power:  

It also involves directing our attention at the often microscopic and sometimes 

trivial ways in which women routinely undermine asymmetrical power relations 

and display some degree of penetration of what is going on, despite being unable 

or unwilling at that particular moment to do anything to alter the course of 

events.763  

Indeed, such actions are not always easy to recognise. Sometimes the triviality might only be 

superficial, disguising more serious issues. While the Schneiders went through several work-

care arrangements before they came to a final set-up, Wendelin was employed at a factory and 

Marlis was working various private cleaning jobs. Marlis had obtained a driver’s license and 

took the children with her in the car her husband had bought her. Her husband told me in the 

interview: ‘Pocket money! Car, broom, children in the back – and off she went [he laughs]’.764 

Marlis expressed a few minutes later that the whole enterprise was not as easy as her husband 

made it sound, at least not in the beginning. One day her daughter was sitting in the back, 

opened the door and fell out of the car while they were driving to a far out northern suburb. At 

this point her understanding of caring included assuring physical safety and she insisted that 

her husband provide her with a better car that reduced the risk of such accidents. Same as 

Karina, her work commitment affected her ‘mothering’, but in contrast to Karina she 

negotiated a solution with her husband.  

Eleanor Steinbeck and Tanja Froboese weighed their obligations as mothers up against their 

husbands’ work interests and stated to have insisted on family decisions being based on their 
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children’s interests. Eleanor opposed taking up a job at the railways because this would have 

entailed living with a newborn in very basic accommodation: ‘The baby was only two or three 

months […] so how can you go in a tent in winter!?! I didn’t want to. So he worked in a gas 

work’.765 Tanja initiated moving to a slightly larger timber town in order to enable the children 

– who were about to enter school – a better education than the little village around the timber 

mill could offer. Both experiences were specific to the employment situation resulting from 

migration and the large geographic distances that are a trademark of Western Australia. 

The presence of children was also a powerful reason for women to negotiate their work hours 

to better suit their daily rhythms. When Nina Brecht applied at the hospital to get back into 

nursing (which she was very keen on) she only did so under the condition that she could start 

at times that enabled her to get the children ready before she left:  

You can start such and such a date and start at eight, seven o’clock. And I said 

seven o’clock!?! I had children to look after, you know, how could I go? Hah! - 

eight o’clock suits you?766  

Taking advantage of the fact that she was in high demand in her position as nurse and that she 

could throw in her caring obligations as a mother as well, she negotiated better hours. 

Quite a few women recalled going head-to-head with authorities over children’s health issues, 

questioning the expertise of those officials involved. Berta Smith criticised the decision to 

quarantine her and her son who had had measles on the boat:  

[H]e had some spots, so when we arrived in the passenger terminal they told, once 

we got our stuff out ‘You and your little one have to stay here, you got to be 

isolated’. And they took all the rest on a big bus including my husband and Martin 

the oldest son, to take them to the migrant camp, which was in Point Walter. But I 

didn’t know where they were taking them, we just sat there [laughs] you know I 

was sitting in the terminal with my suitcase and poor little Laurence and I said 

‘This is stupid, why would they isolate us, this is already past the infection 

period!?!’. […] We were supposed to go to Princess Margaret Hospital – ‘But the 

child is not sick!?!’ […] and in the end they picked us up and took us to Point 

Walter Hostel.767 
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Berta opposed the opinion of medical staff and because she was able to articulate her 

disagreement further isolation was prevented. This discrepancy between women’s authority as 

mothers and the expectation of mothers to subdue to ‘the rightful authority of the doctor’ fitted 

what Susannah Thompson has described as the ‘antagonism between medical knowledge and 

women’s knowledge’. 768 In Susanne Müller’s case this antagonism in combination with a lack 

of language competency not only made it hard for her to get information on the nature of the 

complications and resulting brain damage experienced during the birth of her second baby, but 

also delayed the diagnosis: 

For a year we did not know and I went a few times to the nurse because of…, I 

said ‘My first child was really fast with everything’ and she said ‘Well, you cannot 

compare children’. And when Monika was a year, instead of gaining weight she 

lost weight and then she [the nurse] send me to the doctor and she found out that 

she [Monika] was disabled. 769 

It remained unclear to Susanne what exactly happened during the birth, the medical 

professionals involved never gave any information or explanation. Susanne, however, noted 

that it took six hours after her admission until a doctor was ‘found’. Only after a year and 

because she insisted did Susanne finally get someone to properly examine the baby and follow 

up her suspicion. In the years to come a doctor advised the Müller’s that they had to use only 

one language, German, at home so as not to confuse Monika. However the Müller family 

gradually started to communicate mainly in English at home. The husband had only limited 

knowledge of German and the Müller’s son refused to speak German once he entered school. 

The family’s practice to switch to English at a later stage – which was contrary the doctor’s 

suggestion – proved the medical expert wrong and Susanne proudly exclaimed: ‘But Monika 

[...] she understood German very well, she understood both languages!’770  

Migration as a Source of Feelings of Freedom  
Given the specific situation of my participants (emigration from a country that was recently 

torn by war and in some cases loss of home and large parts of the family), the nature of ties to 

kin and the ways these ties were sustained is of great interest. Previous research on other 

migrant groups created the expectation that the lack of kin, particularly when raising children, 

would have for some women partaking in this study posed a serious problem. However, the 
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interviews showed that this aspect requires a more nuanced look and that the geographical 

distance for some participants even provided a greater sense of freedom. Nevertheless such 

freedom went hand in hand with feelings of guilt not to be able to do sufficient kin work. 

Recent research on migration has criticised that in much of the earlier literature ‘the word 

“immigration” evoked images of rupture, uprooting, and loss of homeland, and an 

understanding of the migrant's home and host societies as discrete, homogenous entities'.771 

Such images were also closely connected to the idea that, particularly before the 1990s, 

contacts and familial relationships crossing borders were difficult to sustain, ceased over time 

and produced a whole range of issues.772 Such elements found their way into the experiences 

of participants in this study but the nature of relationships to those ‘left behind’ is far more 

complex. As much as the help of extended family might have been missed, a constant sense of 

personal freedom due to the lack of immediate relatives transpired through the interviews. 

This freedom was at least temporarily possible and migrants could experience Richter’s ‘social 

bracket’ especially during the first few years when they were partially out of reach of their 

families and when conventions of white Australia did not quite fit them.773  

However, on the occasion of visits any gender arrangements resulting from experiencing the 

social bracket became visible and had the potential to lead to moral judgement. Louise Ryan 

highlighted the 'moral constraints and sanctions that families back home, especially mothers, 

may impose on their migrant daughters'.774 Nina Brecht’s mother was not present at her 

daughter’s wedding in Australia and although Nina had sent her pictures of the wedding the 

mother’s first remark, much to Nina’s disappointment, when she visited her daughter focussed 

on her worries that the relationship might not be legally sanctioned:  

We were Lutheran and we had our ring at the right hand but my husband couldn’t 

wear his on the right hand because he had a knuckle sort of and then gold was 

different so they couldn’t widen them. And I, for one reason, developed a skin rash 

so I put the ring on the left, and I still do – there. And my mother the first when 

she came, ‘Aren’t you married’? [Laughter]… But she, there was a ring, and I’ve 
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sent her wedding-photos and she knew I was married but that were her first words, 

when she saw the ring ‘Aren’t you married’.775 

Other women addressed the ambivalence of their situation. Berta Smith for example explained 

that although she felt an acute sense of loss of her favoured members of kin this was 

outweighed by the distance put between her and other members of kin she did not have much 

sympathy for: 

Well, it had two sides. I mean I did miss my family because I only had one sister, 

the one sister, even if I, if they, there would have never been any interference-

problem with having families or extended family. But the way it was in Scotland it 

was at times – I really had to stand my ground, and so we didn’t miss that, most of 

all Joe – Joe couldn’t get away quick enough, you know, we quite enjoyed having 

that.776 

Karina’s narrative underlined how in her position as daughter personal lifestyle decisions had 

relevance for her parents in regards to ‘socially accepted morality’. She recalled being 

‘different’ and non-conformist as a young woman and figured that her move to Australia saved 

her from becoming an embarrassment to her parents. She concluded that the physical distance 

to Germany might have been a great relief for her parents: 

Because I was always a bit different. I was a bit… I think it was nice for my 

parents to say: 'She is in Australia'. I did not embarrass them. […] I had three-

quarter length trousers and the neighbourhood was appalled, how can they! Let a 

young girl run around like that!?! Well, I was different.777 

Ryan suggested that ‘there may be a particular pressure on migrant women not to deviate from 

expected roles and not to bring shame on their families’.778 We do not know anything about 

Karina’s parents’ beliefs but it is telling that Karina judges her whole migration from this 

perspective.779 Karina then told me ‘I am happy in Australia, Australia let me survive, in 

Germany I would have perished’.780 Knowing about Karina’s traumatic marriage break-up I 
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could not help but interpret her statement in the light of her divorce in 1972, which would 

have carried a considerable stigma in both societies. She did not explore the thought further or 

offer any information on her parents’ reaction but she repeated at a later stage that Australia let 

her survive. Whether the use of the term survival referred to actual or social survival remained 

her secret. But non-conformism is a key motif in her narrative and explains for example the 

difficult relationship with her (apparently very ‘square’ and conventional) brother. How much 

this aspect defines her migration narrative became apparent when she finished the interview 

with a remark on the nature of her visits to a festivity honouring people born in her hometown: 

‘annoying the relatives [laughs] and wearing a pair of trousers - maybe even striped once.’781 

Kin Work: Keeping in Touch 
Most participants in this study had relatives in Germany and had to face the problem of 

keeping in contact. Without question the rise in modern communication technologies had an 

immense impact on the ways people can stay in contact, however many researchers perceive 

modern communication devices as supplements and extensions rather than replacements of 

older ways to communicate.782 Migrants have at all times found ways to let relatives know 

where they were and how they fared. Furthermore, there is little doubt today that ‘the analysis 

of migration experiences must move beyond the limitations of sedentary, spatially bounded 

contexts’.783 In this context emotions and emotion work have their own place and are seen by 

contemporary researchers as constituent of migrant families. Emotions are part and parcel of 

the family experience in a migration context for the migrants as much as for kin remaining at 

the place of origin.784 

Participants in this study used all available opportunities to communicate and narratives about 

communication were often emotional roller-coasters. It is difficult to extract if there were any 
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differences in modes or frequency in the way women and men communicated with kin. 

Baldassar et al. suggest that particularly the new communication technologies allow for a more 

liberal and less gendered use of communication but in general still support di Leonardo’s view 

that communication as part of kin work is mainly done by women.785 Hochschild’s thoughts 

on emotion work and Graham’s ideas on caring as work done by women argue in similar ways 

and their observations, despite being more than two decades old, still bear great relevance for 

women in Western societies.786 If at all, it might be an indication that the narratives of men 

hardly touched the subject. Women, however, reported frequently writing letters in the 

beginning and, as it gradually became available, using the telephone.  

What became apparent was that ‘not all members of a kin network share the same assumptions 

about who should be doing kin work or what constitutes a reasonable amount of kin work to 

be done’, and one might add, which communication mode they see as fit to complete the kin 

work. 787 Tanja Froboese reported an on-going quibble with her siblings about how to keep in 

contact. In Tanja’s family the mother served as a ‘communication hub’; after her death, the 

communication pattern was jeopardized.788 Her older sister thought it was up to Tanja to call 

(as she was the one who left)789, Tanja on the other hand argued that her sister’s phone 

contract conditions were much better than hers. Tanja never kept in phone contact with her 

brother - all communication to him went through her sister-in-law. The communication pattern 

with her younger sister opens up the possibility to think about an intra-familial historical 

dimension to such patterns. This sister proposed to call Tanja twice a month thereby trying to 

overcome the trauma of the tragic calls she had received from Tanja. Such calls had in the past 

indicated bad news, such as the brother’s death or the many other tragedies marking Tanja’s 

life. 
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Writing letters also had its pitfalls. In some cases literacy was an issue for participants (this 

was again partly due to a German-specific situation of missed education opportunities for the 

war generation). Another major issue was the slow turnover of letters. It could take six to 

seven weeks until letters reached their destination; the case files of the St. Raphaels-Verein 

contain many letters written by concerned parents who had not heard from their loved ones for 

some time. The following letter indicates some of the pain and anxiety this could create in 

relatives. Ingeborg E.’s parents asked the information centre in Paderborn for help: 

The parents are in great distress about their daughter, because they have not had a 

word since 6 May. In her last letter Ms E. wrote that she was mentally at her wits 

end. Since then none of the family’s letters were replied. The family sincerely 

pleaded with us to make enquiries through the Church organizations in 

Australia.790 

This example alludes to it being extremely relevant what was communicated. Not to be able to 

‘clarify’ information, for example, could add to the distress already present in the lives of the 

non-migrants.791 Ingeborg E. chose to write to her parents about negative experiences - others, 

such as participant Gudrun refrained from writing openly about her problems and instead 

concentrated on the positive aspects of her life in Australia, so as not to burden her mother any 

further. The German-German border and the emerging rift between the economies was an 

additional decisive factor for the availability and frequency of communication. Susanne 

Müller’s family in Germany had been separated when fleeing Poland and was split between 

West and East Germany at the end of the war. Communication to the parents who lived in East 

Germany was difficult:  

Oh phoning […] In East Germany nobody had a phone, but writing letters- yes! 

My father always sent me beautiful cards. […] I think that was his way – I always 

was his favoured child, I think he suffered most that I went away.792 

The living room and the corridor of the Müllers’ house were decorated with many of those 

postcards and they take a very important place in Susanne’s life. The cards often display 

popular quotes from German poetry or aphorisms and show a closeness to her late father 

which still has ramifications for Susanne today: the quote printed on her favourite card 
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presents the motto to which she adjusts her life. Baldassar et al. identified the special place 

postcards have in communication, acting as visible reminders and symbols of care and 

affection.793 That these cards were sent by the father is somewhat unusual and interesting. He 

obviously felt a need to communicate beyond the standard way possible through letters. 

Besides these ways to communicate, visits have been identified as a key factor in establishing 

and sustaining kin ties. Visits have furthermore come into focus as major factors in the 

formation of migrant identities between place of origin and place of residence and for 

sustaining ongoing ties between migrants, places and kin ‘left behind’.794 Via visits migrants 

and their relatives have an additional opportunity to exchange (and to verify previously given) 

information, lend emotional and practical support to a degree exceeding the limits of 

communication possible over the distance. Most participants made visits home to see relatives 

in East and West Germany but - and there lies a huge difference to other big migrant groups of 

the 1950s and 1960s - ‘home’ was a tricky issue for many Germans. Life before migration was 

in one way or the other orchestrated by the personal experience of war, the loss of loved ones, 

property and ‘Heimat’. Marlis Schneider recalls ‘We did not have a Heimat in West Germany, 

our family was everywhere – we could not stay with them.’795 Often this was also closely 

connected to the division of Germany into East and West and the expulsion of ethnic Germans 

from the East. Susanne Müller remembered ‘I was born […] in Breslau in Silesia, which does 

not exist anymore, that is Poland now. And that was the reason: We had to leave everything 

behind after ’45 and were homeless.’796 ‘Heimat’ in the sense of a geographical space was not 

always easily accessible, at least not until the fall of the Iron Curtain when many participants 

had lived in Australia for the most part of their lives. For people in this study visiting ‘home’ 

therefore played an important role in the practicalities of kin work but often had an even 

deeper symbolic meaning for individual migrants. This occurred particularly when dislocated, 

connecting with one’s roots could also mean fostering nostalgic images and longing for 

‘Heimat’, via reminiscing about symbolic images and emotions connected to them.797 Gudrun 

raved:  
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This is where my roots are. I miss the forests, the scent of forests. I miss the first 

furze- and chestnut-flowers, the scent of lilac, the summer meadows with their 

myriad and varied flowers and grasses, Autumn leaves, yes - and the secret scent 

of frost, Christmas markets, snowflakes and the like. Even foggy November-days. 

I miss the language, the age-old buildings, organ music and bells’ chimes.798 

Wendelin Schneider had a study in his attic dedicated to East Prussia and as much as he felt 

connected to an imagined Germany, he had no kind feelings to spare for contemporary 

Germany. This resentment resulted from the deep hurt he had felt when treated as a second-

class citizen after the war and a contempt for a lowering of morals that ruined contemporary 

West Germany in his eyes. Many participants who belonged to the group of the refugees 

mirrored this attitude. However, the feeling of loss of a ‘Heimat’ could be a general one and 

was not necessarily caused by living in Australia. Berta Smith had an ‘attack’ of homesickness 

while still in West Germany, triggered by the sound of an organ: 

[T]here’s the Ring-Kirche, a large church, in Wiesbaden, beautiful. I’d go in there 

and just sit […] there was some organ music. And all of a sudden it hit me and I 

got homesick and I sat there and I would have sat there for about an hour away in 

the corner somewhere and I cried and I cried and I cried so much when I walked 

out there. I could hardly see my eyes were swollen and that, you know, I’ve never 

been homesick since.799 

‘Heimat’ in this sense was a marker for loss as much as for home and developed a mythical 

dimension. This mythical dimension was fed by events in real life when those who intended to 

visit family in East Germany could encounter huge bureaucratic barriers. Svenja recalled:  

I wanted to go to Germany but my parents were living in East Germany. So I had 

to write to Berlin to get a visa into East Germany. Waited a long time and then I 

had a letter saying: No, they would not allow me in because my brother was a 

deserter. My younger brother […] was listed as ‘deserted’ in East Germany 

[…].800  

Others received a visa but this only allowed them to stay for a limited amount of time. Marlis 

Schneider had eight days to ‘present’ the two grandchildren to her parents and to catch up on 

the last 18 years.801 Entry became easier if Australian citizenship had been acquired or, as in 
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the case of Berta Smith, a woman’s citizenship status had changed through marriage to a non-

German partner:  

And then I received British passport and then we were able to go back into East 

Germany […] but if you had a British passport they had a little bit more regard 

because if you weren’t treated well you would complain to the Foreign Minister or 

something. They were a little bit…, more respectful. So I would always travel with 

the British passport. 

Without hesitation Berta evaluated the available options and used the changes brought about 

via marriage in her favour.  

These conditions arising from the specific German-German situation impacted greatly on 

visitation and communication opportunities. Nevertheless the nature of visits was not so 

different to those of other continental migrants. Baldassar et al. worked out the pattern of visits 

and identified five categories of visits: routine; crisis; duty and ritual; special purpose and 

tourist visit.802 Each of these categories has its place in a migration history and fulfils certain 

functions, turning the nature of visits gradually into tourist visits over the years.803  

What needs to be kept in mind of course is that financial possibilities, migrants’ Australian 

family commitments and availability of transport changed dramatically over the period of 

residence of participants. For many visiting home was not possible for a long time and the last 

farewell before departure could turn out to be the last ever because parents passed away before 

the first visit became possible. Susanne Müller migrated in 1960 and was not able to return to 

West Germany before 1978: ‘And I never saw my parents again. My father once came 

illegally over the border to visit me, […] and that was the last time we saw each other.’804 

Visits by the whole family were for many not possible until a later stage in life. Occasionally, 

grandchildren were presented on separate journeys accompanied by only one parent, in 

general the mother:  

[In] 1965 [I went] back, for the first time back to Germany with my daughter, my 

little daughter she was two and a half years old. And I stayed then, went to 
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Müggeheim, that is in East Germany and with my husband’s parents, I stayed for 

11 months, back and forth [between parents and in-laws].805  

Doing the kin work, Karina did not only visit her parents but also the family of her husband, 

whom she had not met before. Her husband did nor accompany her on this visit to Germany. 

Baldassar et al. discussed the possibility that, regardless of their purpose, visits home are 

always special occasions that take place under certain premonitions and can entail joyous as 

well as stressful elements.806 Some visits were often made under the impression of being the 

last opportunity to enjoy co-presence for a long time (if not forever). Nina Brecht told me 

about the family’s first visit: ‘And we stayed three months nearly four months because we 

thought it’ll be the one and only time’.807 Others discovered through such visits the nature of 

their relationship to relatives: Susanne Müller had never really connected with her sister 

before visiting her for the first time, nearly 20 years after migration.808  

A few women in this study spent longer periods of time in Germany after their migration. 

Motivation for such visits was often a mixture of the above named categories and served a 

purpose in terms of kin work. Svenja’s narrative engaged more obviously with the complex 

nature of such visits combining a need to see relatives with a sense of guilt to have left them. 

In 1958 Svenja felt homesick and she and her husband decided that she should go to visit her 

family in Germany and evaluate their options of re-migration.809 In this context her identities 

as wife and as daughter collided. In her narrative the struggle between the two competing 

aspects of her life is only thinly disguised but the ‘readymade’ narrative enabled her to 

accommodate both.  

Svenja could only afford a one-way ticket to Germany for herself and her daughter. They 

stayed altogether for more than six months, much longer than expected. As a reason for the 

long stay she told me that it was difficult to book a passage (at the travel agency she was first 

told she was too early for the booking and on her next visit she was told she was too late); this 

part of her narrative is well rehearsed and humorous remarks are placed at the ‘right’ spots. 

But when leaving this well-known terrain she mentioned that she also felt a huge obligation 

towards her parents:  
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But also I think it had to do because my parents left everything just because of me, 

I felt I want to spend Christmas with them, that was another thing, that’s why I 

couldn’t go back until February. I wanted to spend Christmas with them. […] I 

send Daniela to school for three months and I got myself a job.810 

Again, the specific West German/East German situation took its toll: her parents had just fled 

Boitzenburg in East Germany to live with her brother who was already in Hamburg. One of 

the reasons for the parents’ flight had been that their daughter was not able to obtain a visa to 

enter the GDR. On this visit Svenja could present the granddaughter, what she felt was an 

extremely important family obligation. She was now able to show her parents that she cared, 

‘being there as an enormous expression of care.’811 In Germany she was able to lend them 

emotional support and made an effort by prolonging the trip to spend one of the most 

important celebrations, Christmas, with them. By coming up with a migration narrative that 

did not render her any other possibility than to stay in Germany (as she could not get an earlier 

passage), she did not have to decide between the loyalty of a wife towards her husband or as a 

daughter towards her parents. However, Svenja’s struggle between being a dutiful wife or 

being a dutiful daughter was an ongoing issue as will be discussed shortly. 

Such clashes are just one example of the tremendous emotional costs of visits. On the practical 

side, finances were an equally pressing determinant. Susanne Müller as the sole carer for her 

daughter had no chance to engage in paid work and started to work from home, offering 

laundry services for the neighbourhood. This way she saved money to travel and visit her 

siblings in West Germany:  

It was really hard for me, as I said; I did not have an income. I never went to work, 

but then I ironed for the young women in the street who went to work and saved 

up some money.812 

Nina Brecht reported on a similar situation – only when she started to work did the visit to 

Germany become possible. ‘And now when I started working, I said ah, now we could save 

money to go to Germany!’813 Saving for a visit was sometimes identified as a family project: 

Berta Smith, whose parents also lived in East Germany, recalled ‘[w]e saved up for the flight 
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and then once more I went with the children on my own from here. But that’s the only time 

they’ve seen my children and my late husband.’814  

The sample arguably is too small to come to any solid conclusion but the visits talked about 

had mainly been undertaken by women to visit their parents and in particular their mothers 

(there might be a correlation with the lack of male members of families resulting from the 

war). Some women, like Berta Smith, went regularly to visit their families: ‘But once we got 

established I did go and visit East Germany, just about every year, once every two years’.815 

Gaby Glockner’s account showed how the emotional distress of not being able to keep the 

promise to visit could affect physical well-being. 

I said to them [the grandparents who raised her] ‘Don’t worry mother I’m back in 

two, three years’. But I couldn’t afford it. […] And then like I said before, it was 

11 years before I could, and that was my British Pom-boss who lent me the money 

I could go over there to see my grandparents - because I was so homesick. And Dr. 

said if I don’t go home maybe I have another asthma attack, so my boss gave me 

the money – of course we had to pay it back.816  

No clear patterns emerged for men’s visits (again the sample of participating men was much 

smaller than that of women). Nina Brecht’s husband’s only relative was his mother but 

nevertheless he showed ambivalent feelings when it came to the family’s first visit to 

Germany. Nina and a friend even had to ‘convince’ him to go on that journey:  

And he didn’t want to come! And then the person where he usually buys his 

musical things, he said […] I won’t sell you another […] loudspeaker or whatever 

it was. Not ‘til you’ve gone with your family to Germany. So we went to Germany 

together.817 

Baldassar et. al. indicated that partners might have different ideas about the amount of care (in 

the practical sense as much as for the emotional wellbeing of kin) that should be given to their 

partner’s parents; if one partner’s parents live in close proximity and the other’s do not this 

can be the cause for some friction.818 In Svenja’s case her partner’s mother was living with her 

but she still had family living in Germany. The visits to her family, however, became the 
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object of a power-struggle between the couple. Svenja’s mother-in-law was living with the 

couple and partook in family life everyday, seeing the granddaughter grow up, an experience 

inaccessible to Svenja’s parents. As mentioned before Svenja expressed feelings that she 

thought she owed her parents something: ‘[I]n hindsight I think it was terrible, it must have 

been terrible for my parents to lose me knowing…, in those days I didn’t know if I’ll ever be 

able [to come back]’.819 Svenja’s husband was at first supportive of her visits to Germany but 

as time proceeded he became less so, expecting Svenja to spend her paid holidays with their 

family and to only visit her family on unpaid leave. 

A major reason to visit kin was in times of crisis. Illness of a parent was a prominent reason. It 

took 15 years until Tanja Froboese returned to Germany and this first visit was due to her 

mother’s illness. Altogether she visited Germany four times alone and once with her husband; 

two visits were about seven weeks long, two visits lasted nine months. Even her husband went 

to visit her mother and siblings (he did not have any immediate family members left). He 

travelled to Germany once by himself and once together with her and highly supported her 

travels (managing the household in her absence), even urged her to go, reasoning that she only 

had the one mother and should go if possible. After Tanja’s mother’s death, however, the 

visits ceased and the contact with her siblings became less frequent, this indicates that the 

mother-daughter relationship was the emotional bond.820  

As mentioned earlier many visits consisted of several elements. The pattern of journeys 

observable in Nina Brecht’s family was slightly different to that of others insofar as it was 

important for them that everybody went. Nina and her husband waited 17 years before they 

went back with their two children to Germany. Further visits to and from West Germany were 

arranged around family celebrations such as birthdays, the children’s confirmation and silver 

weddings. Both sides strengthened kin ties when promising to come for the next major 

festivity. Nina and her family put in a lot of effort and time to keep up the kin work and highly 

valued the ‘bond’: 

Oh, the bond with your family in Europe well it’s different, it’s always there it 

doesn’t matter whether you are far away when you are there you still got a brother, 

my sister passed away now. But my brother is still alive and I got [a] sister in law, 
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very nice one and I got nieces and nephew – it’s family! I haven’t got that here and 

you will never have it here the same. It’s just different.821  

Whereas visits home have a great significance for migrants, visiting children who have 

migrated has a special function for parents and is quite common among contemporary 

migrants.822 In the group I interviewed most of such visits took place at a later stage in the 

migration history. 

A notable exception happened in Nina’s life when her mother and her husband’s mother (both 

war-widows) came to Merredin for a year. The couple were awaiting the arrival of an adopted 

baby and the visit had three functions: the mothers could see their children and check that they 

were ‘alright’; they could see the grandchild; and they were able to practically and emotionally 

support them in a time of crisis (the arrival of the infant). Luckily enough the baby arrived just 

two months after the mothers reached Australia and Nina therefore enjoyed the support from 

two experienced mothers:  

It was very good that my mother was there, because it came all… Even with all 

my nursing experience a baby is something different. But both mothers had sort of 

a little bit different ideas, but they left me with the baby, you know sort of. It was 

very good. It was very hard when they left.823 

Nina pointed out that the mothers’ presence did not go without tensions (mainly because of 

slight rivalries between the grandmothers) but she overall valued their presence and support.  

Some of the interviews and material from the case files at the St. Raphaels-Verein hint 

towards another German-specific situation. The large number of war-widows living in 

Germany after the end of WWII led to the sponsored migration of mothers of initial migrants. 

A permanent or a long term, albeit temporary presence of other relatives, such as parents, 

presented a particular challenge in the homes of some participants and could raise issues on 

the level of intimacy and loyalty. For Eleanor the presence of her mother-in-law in her 

household seemed to be such a negative experience that she sternly refused to talk about this 

aspect but dropped here and there a remark about the impact this had on her experience.824 

Svenja migrated with her husband, her one-year-old daughter Daniela and Svenja’s mother-in-
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law.825 In retrospective Svenja appreciated the arrangement and identified it as one of the 

reasons for her professional success:  

I’ve got a lovely home and we had a good relationship. Although I must say 

sometimes maybe it was a little bit hard I had my mother-in-law. But now in 

hindsight it’s – my daughter was cared for while I went to work. I had the best 

work – I loved my job! I didn’t have to shop, or to cook or worry about food. Or 

anything, but you don’t realise that when you are young!?!826 

Due to the mother-in-law’s presence all household duties were transferred to her but the 

situation also created friction. The freedom to pursue a career came for Svenja at the price of 

lack of intimacy with her husband and to a certain extent of personal freedom and Svenja 

admitted that many of the advantages only became visible to her at a later stage in life. Svenja 

did not have to worry about staying late and working overtime as she knew her mother-in-law 

would cook dinner, take care of the daughter, do the washing, keep the house tidy and the like. 

Research on kin work and emotion work/emotion management suggests that such efforts 

might be understood as an investment.827 At the base is an unspoken expectancy of reciprocity, 

an emotional gift exchange. In return Svenja cared for her mother-in-law until her death (long 

after Svenja’s husband had died).  

Migration as a Source of Guilt and Shame 
It is not uncommon for migrants to experience feelings of guilt and shame; this impacts on 

their willingness to communicate feelings of loss or disappointment to loved ones back 

home.828 Additionally, migration has to be sold as a ‘success’ to oneself and to others - the 

consequences of admitting migration to be a ‘failure’ might seem unbearable.829  

Nina Brecht for example didn’t communicate the unhappiness and frustration she felt about 

the constant moving of houses because she experienced a feeling of shame. She only took 

pictures of one of the better accommodations they inhabited: 
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I took a photo from every corner and everywhere, sent it to my mother. But she 

never saw that we moved every half a year sort of, we moved practically every 

half a year.830  

For Gudrun Daniels a consequence was that she never wrote about her troubles to her mother, 

a war widow, because she felt guilty for leaving her on her own: 

My mother did not have an easy life. It was hard for her… seeing me leave for 

Australia! Because my oldest sister was in Denmark at that point, my other sister 

was in England, she was all by herself in Germany and now her third child went to 

Australia – that was not easy for her! Terribly hard, and that’s why I never wanted 

to tell her anything sad. I always wrote how wonderful everything is [...]!831 

It became apparent that feelings of guilt and shame came up for women in their positions as 

daughters and as mothers of their own parents’ grandchildren. This was clearly identified by 

the women as a part of their kin work and is quite telling about the compelling nature of such 

obligations.832 Svenja Luxenburg broke down in tears during the interview when she talked 

about not being able to see her parents and show them her newborn for what she thought was 

presumably the last time.833 Most women participating in this study had children before or 

while in Australia and they expressed in some cases resentment that they deprived their 

parents of the joy of seeing their grandchildren and that the children did not have close contact 

with their biological grandparents, setting them apart from their peers. Berta Smith reflected 

on this:  

But I did at times think that the children missed out a bit on relatives, both sides. 

Like you know, they’ve seen their grandmothers once and my mother twice. 

They’ve seen my father once, which is their grandfather. And Joe’s, he [the 

youngest son] didn’t meet Joe’s father, he died by then. So they’ve missed out on 

the grandparents and cousins […]834 

Some women in this study told me that they delivered the news about their migration in a 

toned down or disguised version: ‘selling’ it as a temporary event. Berta Smith for example, 

who had first left to live in London, then moved to Scotland with her husband, told her mother 

(who lived in the GDR) that she was going to Australia because her husband had been 
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transferred and it was only a temporary move. Berta’s mother apparently identified this as a 

semi-truth but in return didn’t tell her daughter until much later to make it easier for her. ‘But 

my mum told me years later that they knew very well that you were emigrating.’835 In research 

on more recent immigration ‘secretiveness’ of or ‘restrained’ emotions was identified as a 

common strategy for parents.836 

The presence or absence of siblings did not influence participants’ decisions to migrate but 

could still have an emotional impact. Gudrun Daniels disguised the migration as a temporary 

move partly due to the fact that none of the three sisters was living with the mother. Berta 

Smith’s sister on the other hand lived with her children close to the parents; this provided 

some relief for Berta: ‘That’s what I thought at the time, at least my sister is there and they’ve 

got the three children so that made it easier for me to leave.’837 Little is known about the 

relationships developing between siblings in a transnational context. If they are any indication, 

the many tales about complicated relations to siblings mentioned in the interviews allow for 

the assumption that this is an important aspect of migration awaiting further exploration in 

future research. 

In some cases participants were already living separate from their parents before the idea to 

migrate was formulated. This might have been so because the family had had to leave their 

place of residence and members were separated on the flight or the family was still living in an 

occupied area but sons and daughters were now living in the West. In such cases the migration 

provoked two feelings. On the one hand it was easier to leave (for example West Germany) 

because there were no ties to close family.  

But because I had left [East] Germany already and went to the West that was 

already cutting [me] off, then I went from there to London and then I went from 

there to Edinburgh, so coming here was just somewhere else to go.838 

On the other hand this meant that contact with the remaining family would become even more 

difficult than it already was and due to the felt political and financial insecurities it remained 

unclear whether there would ever be a chance to see the close family again. 
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In Berta Smith’s case the family supported her migration first to the UK, then to Australia: ‘I 

mean when I left I left with their blessings I wasn’t sort of leaving home, […] they were never 

against what I was doing but of course always very anxious.’839 In some cases the wish to 

migrate met the resistance of the parents. In the case of Karina Thom for example the parents 

did not want to sign the papers (she was under age and needed the parents’ consent).840 Karina 

then reminded her parents of the fact that she would turn 21 in a few weeks (and then leave 

anyway) and therefore got their signature. Some participants reported that they didn’t 

understand their parents, in particular their mother’s, complaints or worries at the time of 

migration but explained that they developed a better understanding once they had children of 

their own or came across situations where the physical distance proved to be difficult to 

overcome by letters or phone calls.  

Due to the great distance between Australia and Germany, the possibilities of assisting parents 

in times of illness were limited, which proved to be an especially strenuous fact. Not to have 

been able to see a parent one last time close to their death or even being unable to partake in 

the funeral are still today for many women a reason for feelings of guilt and unhappiness. Nina 

Brecht expressed her sorrow at being ‘too late’ for her mother’s death: ‘Homesick, yes, when 

my mother was dying and I couldn’t go and she died six weeks before we went to 

Germany.’841 Annika Unselm regrets it very much that she couldn’t attend her father’s 

funeral.842  

Migration narratives serve a certain purpose for the narrator and Brigitte Bönisch-Brednich 

states that ‘[t]he emigration needs to be considered as a success otherwise life in the eyes of 

themselves and the world would probably be impossible to enjoy’.843 Indeed many narratives 

expressed as the underlying retrospective theme tales of contentment and migration as a 

success. When leaving the trodden path plastered with nostalgic stories of ‘happy times’ 

stories about regrets or failure did not easily sit in the narratives. The surfacing of such 

breaking points showed that interpreting the migration experience is a lifelong process not free 

of disturbances. This contradiction is probably best encapsulated by sending out warnings to 
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other potential migrants such as myself that the complex highlighted in this chapter might be 

the hardest part of the migration experience.844  

Conclusion 
Care, kin work and emotion work are at the core of every life. Exploring these three concepts 

in the context of migration was the vantage point for the evaluation of women’s experiences in 

their own families, residing in Australia, and in the wider kin, residing in East and West 

Germany.  

I found that participating women took on different positions in families during the life course, 

but balancing these different gendered identities was not always an easy task. The identities 

discussed here included wives, daughters, mothers, sisters and mothers of grandchildren, and 

coined the respective relationships to kin. It was inevitable that women lived these positions 

contemporaneously and this harboured the potential for conflict and contradiction: Svenja, for 

example, experienced conflicts when deciding about the length of her stay in Germany (in her 

identities as wive and daughter); when being excluded from the dances (in her identities as 

young woman and mother); and when evaluating the lifelong presence of her mother-in-law in 

the household (in her identities as worker, wife, mother and daughter). At the same time it 

became obvious that obligations and duties coming with these relationships were, inside the 

limits of the larger context of cultural expectations, negotiable.  

At the intersection of migration and contemporary aspects of gender culture some women 

experienced a sense of failure when, due to the migration context, they were not able to bridge 

the rift between expectations (of their own and/or of others) and their lived reality. Migration 

therefore proved to be a limiting factor. For others the newly acquired freedom of the 

migration context enabled them to experiment with those gender identities away from the 

influence and pressure created by family and peers. This freedom however was an ambivalent 

experience because it often coincided with feelings of guilt about not properly fulfilling 

obligations as daughters and mothers of grandchildren. When acknowledging their guilt the 

women signalled that they accepted the existence and power of conventions and rules that they 

could or would not execute.845  
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Continuing Finch’s argument I further conclude that the variety in responses and practises 

reported by this group indicate that obligations were individually negotiated among kin.846 

Such negotiations however took place in a larger context: Karina was of the opinion that the 

divorce from her abusive husband would have been a reason for severe social sanctions in 

Germany but being in Australia at that time made it easier for her parents to accept the 

divorce. 

Contextuality is the key to understand how gender operates in the complex setting of care and 

kin work.847 Ambivalent experiences of motherhood for example arose at those points where 

women’s own feelings and expectations were limited by or collided with the prescriptions of 

contemporary gender culture. The intersection of work and motherhood therefore highlighted 

an ambiguous situation. The obligations women felt as mothers determined in a similar way 

their relationships with employers and authorities and empowered them. At the same time the 

fact that it was indeed the women who negotiated such conflicts showed how deeply the 

notion of care shaped women’s biographies.  

While many of the above observations can be part and parcel of the migration experience in 

general the German component created very specific conditions for this group of study. Due to 

the German-German border kin work was difficult to perform. Not only were ways to 

communicate limited but also visiting could become close to impossible. This is a very distinct 

trademark of this particular group of post-War migrants. Despite these political barriers and 

the financial difficulties commonly associated with the early years after migration many 

women in the study made huge efforts to visit their families and by arranging co-presence for 

a longer period they demonstrated that they ‘cared’.  

Altogether, women’s accounts of their experiences, journeys and struggles highlighted the 

gendered nature of care, kin work and emotion work as a central component in the social 

construction of womanhood. The next chapter will now turn to an observation of the 

composition, use and function of networks in the lives of these women. 
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Chapter 7 ‘We Said ‘Hello’ to Each Other […] But Then We Went 
on Our Way’848 On Contacts, Friendship, Support and Migration 

The previous parts of my thesis looked at intra-familial relationships and kin networks this 

eventually led me to a closer examination of the development of personal ties outside the kin 

or family realm. When, where and how did the women in this study make friends? Were such 

contacts and networks gendered? What types of support were possible and what were the 

limits to friendships? What role did care, as a concept, play in the construction of ties?  

I demonstrate in the following that certain types of support networks could only develop at the 

nexus of gender and migration and only at a specific point in time during the migration 

process. Among contacts with a strong instrumental value I found that activities related to 

shopping, housekeeping and language learning were quite common. These topics are directly 

situated at the intersection of gender and migration. Additionally, contacts bound to certain 

localities such as neighbourhood or work seemed to be of particular relevance when creating 

more brittle spontaneous contacts. Those contacts that developed into more intimate 

friendships resembled kin-like contacts over the years. 

My analysis takes each individual actor as the vantage point and avoids any prefabricated 

assumptions about ‘networks’ and ‘communities’. I am thereby building on Caroline Brettell’s 

conclusion that ‘the more microterms of social networks and emotional relationships’ are 

fundamental to understanding the complexity of the migration process (involving sending and 

receiving countries).849 Central is a look at the formation and expression (i.e. different types of 

support) of contacts and friendships in the absence of kin and under the umbrella of ethnicity. 

Looking at life stages, locating available support in times of crisis and identifying gendered 

social spaces (neighbourhood, church, school, work, etc.) will give the observations a 

spatiotemporal dimension. My mission is to map out how gender, ethnicity, the migration 

background and class determined the nature of contacts.  

Two areas are coming together here, an interest in ‘gender and migration’ and an interest in 

German migration. In the past decades gender has become a major point of interest in the 

analysis of migrant communities and settlement. As a consequence, women’s activities in 
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B. Brettell and James F. Hollifield (New York: Routledge, 2000) 102. 
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forming and sustaining networks have come into focus.850 To more specifically analyse the 

role of gender Stahl Weinberg suggested that ‘applying deconstructionist techniques to 

immigration history might result in some interesting changes in historical perception of the 

lives of immigrant communities’.851 In regards to German migration, Stefanie Everke 

Buchanan recently criticised that the term ‘German community’ is being used too often and 

too undifferentiated and that ‘whether or not they [German-born] form part of a German 

network is part of a complex array of factors’.852 I take up the relay and carve out some of the 

factors alluded to by Everke Buchanan and, as I will explain further along, by centralising 

individual accounts and deconstructing the notion of communities as monolithic entities, I 

divert from the path other researchers have chosen. As a consequence I suggest that emotional 

and social ties connecting participants to others were individual, situational and contextual, 

had a gender dimension and were not exclusively tied to ethnicity. 

Following this approach ultimately leads to an enriched understanding of the gender-specific 

migration experiences of German-born women.  

Analysing Contacts and Networking at the Nexus of Gender and Migration 
Much literature on the history of German immigration focuses on Germans as a group and 

concentrates on aspects such as clubs, following the rise (and fall) of such institutions and 

illuminating the way they transform and/or archive cultural attributes.853 This approach is not 

useful for me for three reasons. First of all, when exploring interviewees’ participation in 

existing networks, such as clubs, the element of change inherent gets lost and ‘clubs’ become 

fixed entities, which in reality they are not.854 The assumption that a club, ethnic group or 

‘community’ is a homogeneous, monolithic structure makes it difficult to see how and why 

contacts and ties developed, existed and/or disappeared. Gabaccia, for example, pointed out 

                                                        

 

850 Baldassar, "Gender, ethnicity and transnational citizenship: Italian-Australian experiences."  23-24, 
Caroline B. Brettell and Collette Callier-Boisvert, "Portuguese immigrants in France: familial and social 
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Evans, "Matka Polka and national identity." 40. 
851 Stahl Weinberg, "The treatment of women in immigration history: A call for change."  14. 
852 Everke Buchanan, "The construction of cultural identity: Germans in Melbourne." 69. 
853 See for example Cigler and Harmstorf, The Germans in Australia, Vondra, German speaking settlers 
in Australia.  
854 Nira Yuval-Davis, "Ethnicity, gender relations and multiculturalism." Debating cultural hybridity: 
multi-cultural identities and the politics of racism, eds. Pnina Werbner and Tariq Modood (London: Zed 
Books, 1997) 200. 
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how the complex and competing nature of relations lived out in clubs and networks is shaped 

by the interrelation of class, kinship, gender, ethnicity and spatiality.855 

The second problem is the fact that at all times only an arguably small percentage of German-

born people actually participated in clubs or similar structures.856 On its foundation in 1958 the 

Rhein Donau Club in Perth had 30 members and numbers quickly toped one hundred the next 

year – this made for approximately four per cent of all German-born residents of Western 

Australia over the age of 20 (nine per cent of all German-born men over 20) at the time.857 

Although they might have been the most visible (and maybe even the largest) alliances of 

German speakers it would be far from accurate to presume such organisations formed ‘The 

German community’. I argue that it is more useful to explore the relations participants had in 

the realm of such formally organised structures rather than the structures themselves in order 

to locate the role and function of such ties in the migration experience. 

The third and most powerful obstacle is concerned with the gendered nature of structures such 

as clubs or ‘communities’. Authors who wrote about the ‘German community’ or ‘German 

settlers’ used an androcentric perspective, describing events inside existing (male-organised) 

structures without critically examining their nature.858 Accepting such structures without 

understanding their gendered nature or class dimension limits historical accounts and leads to 

                                                        

 

855 Gabaccia, From the other side: women, gender and immigrant life in the U.S., 1820-1990 91. 
856 This presents a conundrum as nearly all publications on Germans in Australia were more or less 
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exception is the work of Kerry Evans, who discusses the gendered structure of migrants’ sports clubs in 
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a very distorted view by rendering the power of gender, as a social category, invisible.859 This 

is a problem for historiography but it also had (and has) wider implications in politics. In the 

wake of multiculturalism in the early 1980s feminist migration researchers pointed out that 

any supportive political measures concentrating on ethnic affiliations made migrant women 

invisible.860 Recent research is addressing this gap and has become more gender sensitive, but 

such a view has not yet been applied to German post-War immigration to Australia.861 

As a consequence, I decided to choose ‘personal networks’ as my starting point for 

observations. This allowed for a more encompassing perspective on women’s relationships 

and helped me to avoid giving primacy to ethnicity and to rollover assumptions about the 

nature of ‘communities’. Loosening the limiting boundaries of the concept of ‘community’ 

makes ties and relationships visible as processes that originate at some point and constantly 

develop, change, dissolve and re-form over time through action and communication.862 

Choosing this approach I followed a call by researchers such as Page Moch and Wellman and 

Wetherell. They stressed the relevance of social network analysis for the discipline of history 

on the grounds that it enables researchers to evaluate a plethora of ties and to grapple the 

complexities of human relationships.863 The approach allowed me to come to a more detailed 

understanding of the nature and function of, and the space-time coordinates for, the ties and 

networks built by the people studied.  

Network analysis, originating from the social sciences, might be quantitative (Social Network 

Analysis, SNA) or qualitative and researchers started to apply both strands to historical 

migration research in the recent past. Quantitative measurements of networks can for example 

be helpful in supporting the concept of ‘chain migration’.864 The sample informing this thesis 

is small, hence a qualitative analysis based on exploring individual personal social networks 
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promises more insights at this point. Such insights might help us to better understand the 

nature and function of contacts. Monica Boyd pointed out that when analysing personal 

networks much detailed knowledge about networks is still missing.865 Combining these ideas 

in her research on historical migration, Leslie Page Moch described the complex and very 

individual ties of people connected through the common denominator ‘migration’ as ‘personal 

information fields’: 

Each migrant had a “personal information field” – a body of information about 

moving and destinations particular to each person. Migration information was 

shared by kin, friends, and acquaintances who often chose the same destination 

and helped each other find work.866 

One of the great advantages of working with the concept of ‘personal information fields’ is 

that it allows the calculation of the human factor: information might be only partly true, 

distorted or outdated; it might steer migration into a certain direction; or it might only ‘affect’ 

certain people.867 The model then leaves room to explain some decisions people make that do 

not seem to be at first glance logical or easily explainable with human rationality. In my 

analysis of single migrating women I found that personal ties (face-to-face as well as via mail; 

see Chapter Three) were for many participating women a valuable source of information prior 

to migration and prepared the grounds for their migration.868 

The nature of social contacts and networks discussed in this chapter derives from a 

composition of several elements such as quality, level of intimacy, frequency, support 

function, spatiality, temporality, etc. There is not necessarily a correlation between the 

different variables. To give an example, the amount of real-life time spent together does not 

necessarily say something about the level of intimacy of that contact (workmates might be part 

of daily interaction but ties to them have a different quality than those to kin met only once a 

month or even less frequently). Robert Milardo distinguished relationships in personal 

networks specifically on the grounds of emotional attachment, concluding that in cases of 

emotional and psychological commitment ties do not cease to exist even if personal contact is 

less frequent.869 In my observation I identified as particularly relevant the forms and 
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availability of support and the time and place of occurrence. How were these factors related to 

the migration context? Did specific gendered types of support exist and if so in what way?  

Availability, Patterns and Forms of Support 
Wellman and Wetherell proposed a series of questions for historians to ask of their sources, 

such as archival material and participants, considering for example whether in the past, same 

as today, specialised support was available through different networks.870 Ryan recently 

pointed out the dynamic nature of migrants’ contacts and concluded that ‘insufficient attention 

has been paid to how migrants access existing networks or establish new ties in the “host” 

society’.871 Women’s accounts used for this thesis about contacts arising from a need to master 

everyday life after arrival in Australia give a vivid account of the complex, spatial and 

temporary nature and variety of women’s social relations. In the narratives several sub-themes 

became apparent. Women reported needs-based ties originating from the migration context. 

Some narratives allowed insights into the relation between class and social contacts and 

demonstrated the impact of gender culture on relations. Additionally, interviewees talked 

about living in the suburbs and the relevance of spatiotemporality for making contacts. 

Furthermore, a link between support and gender in difficult times became apparent and in 

many narratives the theme of substituting kin with friends was addressed. In the following I 

will explore these themes in detail. 

Needs-Based Ties: Learning English 

Particularly the combination of language and shopping proved to be a minefield for some 

women: Marlis Schneider preferred to shop in the anonymity of the supermarket.872 She did 

not directly deal with sales personnel and this saved her from exposing her difficulties with the 

language. The disadvantage, however, was that she sometimes bought the wrong product, for 

example, pet food instead of sugar. The Schneiders attended language classes offered to new 

arrivals but Marlis remembered them as rather traumatic: ‘I was laughed at and I thought - I 
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don’t need to be laughed at!’; as a consequence she stopped going.873 Instead she picked up 

English from and with the other women at her workplace, the Mills & Wares biscuit factory. 

Again there was a catch: more experienced colleagues and workmates, among them German-

born co-workers, taught her vulgar language without explaining to her the inappropriateness of 

such vocabulary for everyday conversations.874 Being a woman and sharing an ethnic 

background or the migration experience was no common ground; rather language was used to 

initiate the newcomer and establish the hierarchies at the workplace. Collins argued that the 

working class was further divided along ethnic and gender boundaries. 875 Episodes like 

Marlis’s underline that this kind of subdivision even existed in one particular workspace and 

among a group of (ethnically diverse) migrant women. Time of arrival and the possession of 

‘knowledge’ demarcated social hierarchies, illustrating how power was ‘distributed throughout 

complex social networks’.876 When Marlis’s Australian-born neighbour became aware of this 

she corrected Marlis’s English by pointing out inappropriate language and functioned as a 

social corrective. Such examples illustrate that a shared ethnic and migratory background was 

no guarantee of a supportive and healthy relationship. Karina Thom had a similar experience 

when a more experienced German-born nurse arrived at the hospital where Karina instructed 

new arrivals and refused to take orders from her. 877 At the same time Karina met her two best 

friends at the hospital, both from Germany. Karina managed the language best and did much 

of the communication for the trio. 

As Marlis’s and Karina’s examples indicate, women paired up with other women to overcome 

language issues. Tanja Froboese met every day with an Italian-born woman and for an hour 

and a half they spoke English with each other.878 Nina Brecht became friends with the wife of 

one of her husband’s workmates:  

I visited her once a week, or she came to my place […] I learned it through her 

because she let me talk! She also gave me little comic books with, you know, 
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comics with mainly hospital things, which was very good [laughs, Nina was a 

nurse]. 879  

Not only did the women practise the language, they also exchanged learning material. Ethnic 

affiliation proved to be a much weaker link in this regard than a shared migration background. 

The learning activities were also scheduled at times and around activities developed from the 

women’s everyday routines. Therefore it is not surprising that friendships developing before 

this backdrop also helped to overcome social isolation and other issues resulting from the 

combination of migrant status and work opportunities: 

We had a Dutch family, […] she had been already a couple of years here and 

actually when Mark went out with the school bus at night the first few months I 

went to her place and slept there at night so I wasn’t all by myself. […] [S]he took 

me shopping and things like that […] One day Mark said to me ‘Nina you’re 

learning more Dutch than English’.’880 

Such contacts had a strong instrumental component but, as we hear from Nina, they did not 

always work out as intended. Mentored by the Dutch friend, Nina overshot her ambitions to 

learn from her friend and took on Dutch vocabulary and accent. Going shopping together was 

a shared activity into which language learning was incorporated. For Dieter Kählert’s mother 

the language classes offered to new migrants proved to be of high instrumental value. The 

family had had a middle-class background in West Germany and Dieter’s mother never 

entered the paid workforce in Australia and, according to her son, did not have many chances 

to speak English.881 She seized the opportunity to make friends and contacts through the 

language program. For years she took the beginner’s course, not only to practise her English 

but also to meet new people whom she then frequently invited home and added to her social 

circle. This is how her son Dieter met his wife Edeltraud. When daughter-in-law Margot 

arrived in 1959 she also went to the community classes but soon stopped because she found 

that the class was moving too slowly and she did not learn enough as there were ‘too many 

old’ students in the class – an indicator that Mother Kählert was not the only person visiting 

the classes for company.882  

However, such contacts were often temporary, disappeared when people moved (which 

happened frequently) and proved to be brittle. The participating women also reflected on how 
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and why some of these friendships ceased. Nina for example remembered that her friendship 

with her language-peer in the small country town cooled down at the event of the adoption of 

the Brechts’ two children ‘[…] our children are part Indigenous […] she didn’t like that’.883 

Nina told me that she did not understand her friend’s reaction because to her ‘everybody is the 

same’. 884 At the time of the interview, however, the two women were again friendly but Nina 

did not give any reason as to why (presumably a change in Australian politics, the public 

revelations about the ‘stolen generation’ and the fact that the two children had grown up 

altered her friend’s views). 

Ethnicity, Gender and Class: The Example of Food 

Stories about home-owning and food have come into focus as places where researchers can 

learn about ‘the ”making and remaking” of the gendered self in social relations’.885 Marlis and 

Wendelin Schneider explained the drifting apart of friends with the social stratification that 

developed after a few years. They recruited most of their friends from a German background, 

mainly other assisted passengers, and they were also founding members of the Rhein Donau 

Club. In the first years after migration the shared immigration and early settling experience 

was the common denominator in their friendships. In a context marked by makeshift 

arrangements in the home and the kitchen Marlis Schneider took pride in hosting informal 

social gatherings in their backyard, feeding friends her cheesecake: ‘We entertained a lot, 

awaiting the ‘Fremantle Doctor’ in the backyard’.886 The circle of friends took turns 

facilitating such informal events.  

In this realm, offering food to others could take on a highly symbolic meaning, representing ‘a 

woman’s worth’.887 Mother Kählert, for example, invited fellow English learners over for a 

cup of tea after class. Following Phyllis Herda, I suggest that such actions were ‘means of 

establishing networks among women’.888 Food preparation, particularly in such a semi-public 
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setting, is crucial to ‘signify to others one's gender, class, ethnicity’ and is a very gendered 

way of performing ‘the work of social distinction ascribed to women in their domestic 

roles'.889 Consequently, Marlis was offended when the pattern of such festivities over the years 

changed to ‘dinner parties’ among the more affluent members of her friends to which the 

Schneiders’ were not invited anymore.890 Devalued as hostess and no longer an accepted 

member of the social circle she usually moved in; Marlis felt loss of status among her friends. 

A class rift had appeared that was taking an important platform away from her upon which she 

could perform her ‘femininity’.891 In a context of feeding as ‘a vehicle of sociability’ and ‘a 

social statement’, a selective guest list for ‘dinner parties’ became a gendered marker of class 

and an act of social exclusion.892  

The little evidence available suggests that there was a hidden class structure in the club. The 

interviewed Kählerts, also founding members, were a mainly middle-class family and other 

fellow founding members were small business owners. The Meyers on the other hand were 

working class. A significant break seems to have been the decision of Schneiders’ to stay in 

the south-Fremantle area.893 For Marlis this rift also became visible the way her friends 

adorned their houses with carpets and pricey furniture: ‘I had my roof above my head, I had 

my kitchen – nothing else. Whether I had beautiful furniture or just furniture didn’t worry 

me!’894 Edeltraud Kählert displayed the opposite attitude: in the interview she underlined that 

she and her husband Dieter called on Dieter’s business contacts to order from Germany 

Grundig phono-equipment and Rosenthal cutlery and crockery for their wedding in 1959.895 

The contrast between the two positions underlines again the heterogeneity of this migrant 
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cohort and emphasises that class remained a distinguishing factor stronger than ethnicity. Both 

women recognised particular possessions (such as furniture or glassware) as markers of their 

gendered class position. 

Gudrun Daniels’ account illuminated a different aspect of the class perspective of making 

contacts and developing friendships. Gudrun’s husband was working at a university. After 

arriving in Perth the couple moved into an already established upper-middle-class suburb and 

Gudrun had little contact with people outside her own nuclear family and her husband’s 

extended kin: 

It took a long time [to find friends]. Well I never was on the lookout for friendship. 

I get on very well all by myself. It is great to meet someone nice to talk to and to 

connect on an intellectual level. But likeminded people are hard to find. I really 

don’t know anybody I am close friends with even though I have many friends. The 

faculty of my husband was rather small, maybe 12 lecturers. With these people 

one got on well and was friends in some ways. One threw dinner parties with all 

the shenanigans, had fun, enjoyed the intellectual exchange. But close friendships 

hardly developed because most colleagues of my husband had highflying 

ambitions and seldom stayed for long.896 

The couple did not come out as sponsored migrants and did not live in one of the newly-

created suburbs. While Gudrun was fluent in English at the time of arrival contacts never 

developed further than acquaintances and proved to be too weak to endure the geographical 

distance. Over the course of her life history Gudrun interpreted this as a personal trait but at 

other points in the interview a sense of feelings of loneliness shimmered through, she did not 

seem to connect easily with other women.897 Many of the opportunities where other 

participants made friends and met people were not available to Gudrun and this seems to have 

culminated in fewer possibilities to connect. Her interpretation of her life in regards to 

relationships underlines Paula Hamilton’s point that remembering is always a process of 

interpretation, of giving meaning to past events.898  

Gender Culture as a Tool to Evaluate Contacts 

Tanja Froboese structured and evaluated her contacts according to her internalised 

understanding of women as primary carers in the realm of the family. Because her husband 
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was Yugoslavian the family always had been in contact with other German-Yugoslavian 

families, although contact was scattered and weakened over the years. Nevertheless, a few 

years ago, Tanja jumped in when a friend of hers had to go the hospital and had difficulty 

organising a domestic help for her sick husband.899 Tanja expressed strong disapproval that the 

woman would leave the husband at home alone to go to the hospital and also showed no 

understanding of why the couple’s daughter would not assist. The strain in the difficult 

relation with another woman (again, the husbands were both Yugoslavian and good friends) 

stemmed from the early days when the women’s differing ideas about mothering became 

apparent. Tanja particularly referred to this woman not as a friend but as an acquaintance. 

Given that they still visited each other and have a common circle of contacts, I asked her 

whether this was a ‘friend’. Tanja negated this: ‘Friend!?! I mean she was good…’ and to 

further explain the difficult relation to the other woman she told me the following episode. 

Tanja had established a Sunday bath-dinner-bed routine for her family of seven, running from 

five-thirty to seven o’clock, to ensure an easy start to the week (no easy task with five children 

and only a copper laundry tub to prepare the bath water). 900 The aforementioned befriended 

couple regularly visited around the time of the routine and disturbed the proceedings. Tanja 

regarded this as rather inconsiderate:  

Well, they went to church in the mornings […] then they came home, had lunch 

did the dishes and started their tour visiting friends - I was the last, at five o’clock 

they came to me! And I had five children!901  

Tanja was annoyed about this because the visit meant that she had to postpone or abort her 

routine to offer the guests the appropriate hospitality - ultimately it meant that her children 

were hard to calm down and stayed up much longer than she wished.  

Tanja displayed a strong disapproval of the woman’s thoughtlessness, because she expected 

the other woman to better incorporate ‘women’s duties’, such as caring tasks (and in particular 

the timing of such tasks), in the way their social contact was structured. For the sake of the 

friendship she never intervened verbally. One day the woman suggested a visit to her place 

during the week; Tanja took the opportunity and visited her with the twins (who were not at 

school at that stage). However, this return-visit altered the women’s acquaintance, as soon as 

the twins entered the woman’s house they were told to sit on a bench and not to move. Her 
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friend’s behaviour outraged Tanja because the woman applied different standards to the 

children’s behaviour at her place and at Tanja’s home. The woman did not participate in the 

emotional gift exchange by refusing to return the hospitality Tanja felt she displayed even 

though the couple’s visits were inconvenient.902 These differing standards made Tanja change 

the relationship in the long term and subsequently she decided to visit the woman only in the 

evenings once the children were already in bed.  

So far in my analysis, I have discussed the relevance of a shared migration background and 

ethnicity. In my sample, ties based on a shared ethnicity proved to be an important factor but 

not automatically the most important factor; indeed in some cases they proved to be weaker. 

Ties were forged on a much more individual and need-oriented basis. This contrasts with the 

findings of earlier researchers. Vondra for example described German settlers post-1945 as a 

‘hard-working, conservative, self-reliant, materialistic’ lot who ‘expressed their needs, tastes 

and life-style in the so-called “club culture”’.903 Boyd suggested that the importance of ethnic 

societies can grow with length of residence but this seemed to be only partly true for the 

people participating in my study.904 Contacts simply based on a shared ethnic background 

proved to be brittle in cases where economic situations or gender identities diverged. 

However, space and time are aspects that need further evaluation because they also heavily 

impacted on the participants’ contacts.905  

Spatiotemporality: Sharing Social Spaces and Life Stages 

Analysing the effect of time and place on the development of friendships and contacts further 

underlined the circumstantial nature of many ties.906 Nina Brecht reflected on the relevance of 

sharing a social space (for example the local school) and being in a similar life stage (for 

example motherhood and age of children) to establish and more importantly to be able to 

integrate friendships into everyday life. Nina knew that there were other German-born women 

in the town but their individual circumstances hindered the formation of close bonds at the 

time:  
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And when I came I was newly married, I had no children […]. By the time my 

[children] went to school their children were already nearly out of school […]. But 

we were all busy working! And looking after our families. So we didn’t have 

much time […], we said ‘hello’ to each other when we saw [each other] but then 

we went on our way…907 

The school was a meeting place for women at a certain stage of their life course. Nina and the 

other women might potentially have made good friends but the time constraints resulting from 

their position inside their families and the differing places they frequented shaped their 

opportunities to get closer. Such limitations themselves were temporary and at the time of 

interview Nina was not tied down by caring activities and had now befriended some of the 

remaining few German-born women because they now shared the common denominators of 

widowhood, ‘empty-nest’ and retirement.  

Edeltraud and Dieter Kählert were founding members of the Rhein Donau Club (RDC) and 

what they recall most from the early years was the feeling of a shared pioneer-spirit: ‘We were 

real pioneers. We had nothing’.908 In their memories, the shared weekends on the newly 

bought club grounds were events of communal work. The men cleared the land, the women 

cooked food and everybody brought their children along – they shared not only ethnic 

similarities but also a similar phase in life.  

Probert and Murphy identified sharing a particular phase as a common trait among residents in 

the newly-developing suburbs and neighbourhoods. These suburbs were according to Probert 

and Murphy highly gendered spaces.  

The suburbs worked as realms of meaning because they were intimately tied into 

the meanings of family life and domesticity, just as they reflected the constrained 

gender roles and opportunities of the post war years. 909 

Gender identities were shaped through living and communicating gender culture in social 

contacts. Murphy and Probert concentrated on Melbournian ‘frontier’ middle-class suburbs, 

therefore their findings are only limitedly comparable to mine. They suggest that the 

experience of ‘particularly migrant working-class families’ was of ‘a different world’.910 I do 

not intend to disagree on the whole but I think more detailed insights and a more differentiated 
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view might lead to a less homogeneous picture. Two women partaking in the study, Susanne 

Müller and Svenja Luxenburg, stressed that their social lives changed dramatically once they 

started building their own homes. Especially in Svenja’s account ‘the street’ became a social 

sphere offering contacts and possibilities to network once the family bought a block and 

started to build a house:  

I don’t think we made any friends or acquaintances accept when we shared the 

house in Cottesloe, they were also migrants. But when we came here we started to 

build a house in this street, the street was different altogether, […] everybody 

knew everybody and the people across the road - this was very common at the 

weekends - they had a barbecue and they bought a keg of beer and then - this is all 

new to us - they came around with a hat ‘we were so and so many people each one 

pays one penny’ […].911 

Susanne Müller’s remembering of ‘suburbia’ mirrored accounts of young working-class 

Australian families in Murphy and Probert’s work and also resembled findings made by 

Baldassar on Italian-born migrants.912 Women’s as well as men’s bonds were built through 

communal activities shaped by the spatial closeness, a shared migration background and 

gender-appropriate forms of socialising: 

We have always been here, we have lived 56 years on the same block, and we had 

some friends we met on the ship. We stayed together because we did not have any 

family and nothing; we all lived in this area. The houses were so small that the 

men on Sunday - our only free day because the men had to work six days - they 

played cards and the ladies got together and had coffee in another house. Every 

Sunday somewhere else, there were about four or five who participated.913 

Similarly Edeltraud Kählert identified child minding as an activity through which she made 

friends and which they shared: ‘All of my neighbours were my friends, we took turns 

babysitting and such things...’914 The isolation of the new settlements often illustrated by the 

infrequent and rare bus schedules and the simultaneous experience of a similar phase in life 

created a feeling of community.915  
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Substituting Kin Structures 

The lack of kin was one aspect (among others such as the migration background) in which the 

situation of overseas-born inhabitants of a suburb differed to Australian-born inhabitants. It 

shimmers through Susanne Müller’s narrative that this was very well understood by the 

migrants insofar as some tried to come up with substituting structures. Berta Smith brought it 

to the point when telling me 

it [missing out on family], was outweighed by the friends we’ve made which have 

become family. […] You know, we might not see each other for a long time but 

we know they are there and so we became part of their family too.916 

In the interviews it became apparent that especially early contacts (connections made in the 

migration camp, on the journey to Australia and at the place of the first longer settlement) 

were of great importance and could endure for a lifetime. This can be explained with 

Bottomley’s discussion of Bourdieu’s concept of habitus as ‘embodiment of history’. When 

applying this to the migration context Bottomley concluded ‘[h]ence, people who share similar 

positions in a social field also share schemes of perception and similarities that both arise 

from, and create, continuing distinctions’.917 I will apply this idea to the following narrative of 

Susanne: 

You become friends with several people and we almost always stayed together [...] 

and of course, when we had children one became the godparent of the one and the 

other godparent of other. [...] The women were all German [...] my friend in the 

next street, her husband was Latvian, she became Monika’s god-mother [...] 

another godparent was Croatian. [...] In the beginning the first few years we all 

spoke German.918 

Particularly offering and accepting the position of ‘godparent’ (a traditional form of 

networking) has been identified as a strong tie often appearing among migrant settlers.919 

When choosing each other as godparents the network of friends decidedly forged ties upon a 

set of similar beliefs (the importance of godparents); using German as the communal language 

in the early years was also meant to ‘transform and renegotiate’ ‘ideas, beliefs and practises’ 
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to their specific migration context.920 By ensuring such a strong tie long-time relationships 

were established. As Susanne mentioned in a different part of the interview, the many 

migrants were aware of their isolated situation and therefore willing to take over familial 

responsibilities, as kin were not in geographical reach. Most participants developed such ties 

closely resembling kin-ties. Around important family-oriented festivities such as Christmas 

these ties were strengthened by visits and shared time: 

Yes, they sort of replaced your relatives, especially at Christmas we used to get 20 

people in here and all ten kids were sort of small that was good for them they had a 

connection and that helped you to settle as well. And neighbours, I’ve still got, you 

know, neighbours of course some have changed but it makes you, it helps you to 

feel at home, especially at the beginning.921 

For Berta having a net of people around her who shared her experiences and who shared ‘a 

similar position in a social field’ made her ‘feel at home’ and created a feeling of belonging.922 

Such support networks and contacts were gendered: men and women connected in areas and 

places that were determined through gender culture. Through mutual aid the women and men 

created gendered ties but because of gender identities arising from gender culture the form and 

the spatial location of support differed. This became visible in the context of the 

neighbourhood, where ties could be a valuable source of support for many day-to-day issues. 

When socialising, the women in Susanne Müller’s suburb held a coffee party whereas the men 

simultaneously played cards (in different places though, due to the limited room available in 

the gradually built houses). 923 At the Rhein Donau Club (RDC), male members built the 

clubhouse and wives and girlfriends cooked communal meals.924 Men supported each other 

while building their family homes on the weekends or discussing work opportunities, women 

when assisting each other in caring activities, domestic tasks and also channelling work 

opportunities (Tanja Froboese for example heard about the job at Boans through a colleague, 
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see Chapter Four).925 This is very similar to the way kinship support in many Western societies 

is gendered.926 How did such friendships develop? 

Susanne Müller never went back to the formal workforce after the birth of her second child. 

She developed a deep friendship with her neighbour Maria, the only other woman not going 

out to work: 

The lady was over there and her husband was in the bush and she was a Russian 

lady she was my life-long friend, Maria. […] So she had the stove, a woodstove in 

the chook-yard, so some day I had my potatoes half cooked on my primus stove 

and then - kaputt! And I had to go ‘Huhu Maria, can I finish cooking my potatoes’. 

It was everyone helped each other out...927 

This type of support was not limited to people sharing the migration experience but could also 

be at the core of contacts between Australian-born women and non-Australian-born women.928 

Marlis Schneider was at the time of interview still deeply moved by her Australian-born 

neighbour’s initiative in giving her cutlery and crockery over many years as presents for 

birthdays, Christmas and Easter so she could work towards a complete set.929  

Gender and Care Structuring Support in Times of Crisis 

Any such support became particularly important in times of crisis (birth of children or 

illnesses for example) where in a non-migration context support would in general be available 

through kin (although in the newly-developing suburbs this quickly became a problem for 

Australian-born women as well).930 Whereas today the available means of transport and 

communication can bridge this issue to a certain degree, the women in this study were often 

left to their own devices and relied heavily on any type of support available. This type of 

support was clearly gendered, given from one woman to another:  

When I had my Monika, there was no one – everybody went to work, my husband 

could not stay at home to look after Erika, because if he did not go to work a day 

or a week we would not have had food. And she was, Maria was the only who did 
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not go to work and she took care of Erika for 14 days, because I had to stay longer 

in hospital than most others.931 

Susanne experienced and cherished the solidarity between her and the other woman who was 

also in the settlement during daytime. In the previous chapter I mentioned how Tanja 

Froboese’s daughter stayed with a female family friend (simply named ‘the woman’ by Tanja) 

when Tanja gave birth to her second baby.932 Such supporting activities located ‘caring’ as a 

female characteristic in prevailing gender culture. Tanja told me that her husband organised 

the care through a workmate; they both hardly knew the woman but they fully trusted that she 

would be able to give appropriate care. In regards to support ‘caring’ was a common thread in 

women’s narratives on contacts and friendship. Eleanor Steinbeck had not had much contact 

with the family on the neighbouring lot but when the woman fell ill she did the washing to 

help out.933 As mentioned earlier Tanja was asked by a friend living in a costal town south of 

Perth to care for her sick husband while the friend was in hospital. Many women also 

mentioned in their interviews that they boarded German exchange students over the last two 

decades.  

Such contemporary engagement is a reaction to past experiences when support was not 

available for everyone, especially in the beginning. Svenja L. fell seriously ill in the first 

months after arrival and was hospitalised – this was before the family bought a block of land 

in a central suburb and made meaningful contacts:  

I became ill in Cottesloe, very ill, and then we didn’t know what to do. We didn’t 

know any people and next morning my husband went to work and he rang the 

ambulance. On the way he called the ambulance and they picked me up and took 

me to Fremantle. And I had to be operated immediately ’cause I had an 

appendix.934  

Her account shows how difficult such situations could become; however in her case the 

mother-in-law could step in to care for the baby. Marlis Schneider did not have any close kin 

in the vicinity but she developed a kin-like friendship with the local deaconess-sister at a point 

of crisis: unfamiliar with the hot climate and new to motherhood Marlis had dressed her son 

too warmly and he developed a skin rash.935 Unsure of what to do Marlis contacted the 
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deaconess-sister who offered support and advice and soon became a family friend and a long-

term substitute-grandmother for Marlis’s children. They called her ‘Cab’ and spent much time 

with her; she even taught them the piano (a fact the Schneiders were very happy about as 

neither of them could play). Marlis also reflected on the temporality of such contacts and how 

quite naturally some contacts were replaced by others over time: ‘We were lucky that we had 

such a person close by, our next-door neighbours later on also moved away, their children 

grew up.’936  

Having a substitute-grandmother enabled Marlis to avoid the potential clash between her 

identities as mother and social adult. When the couple was invited out, the children stayed 

with Cab and Marlis felt at ease to go out. Other couples, in a less fortunate position, did not 

have this possibility and brought the children with them to parties – a solution to which Marlis 

strongly objected. Murphy identified such controlling influence as ‘forces of cultural 

disapproval’ transporting gender culture into personal relationships; I reported similar 

instances in the preceding chapter brought up by interviewees Svenja Luxenburg and Tanja 

Froboese.937 These findings can, due to the small sample, not fully answer Wetherell and 

Wellman’s question, ‘To what extent could communities enforce claims to control their 

members' behaviour?’, but they indicate that moral standards and ‘rules’ of gender culture 

were lived and communicated through social contacts.938  

The Suburbs: Living with Australians 

These early years seemed in retrospective a very active period in the life of many participants 

and the common goal to establish an existence manifested itself in the very concrete aim of 

building a house. By and large these aims were not very different from those of neighbouring 

Australians.  

When we moved here that was in the middle of the bush. [...] There were no 

busses on Sunday and so we had to entertain ourselves.[...] And everybody knew 

everybody. [...] We did not expect anything in particular and we were young and 

we could live with everything and we were all the same, so to speak – even the 

Australians. They did not fare any different, I’m still friends with neighbours who 

lived just like us.939  
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Susanne Müller and Svenja Luxenburg recall mingling with other migrants as much as 

Australians during the occasional backyard barbeque in the neighbourhood. Such contacts 

were born of convenience and bound to a specific place, and were the source of learning about 

White Australian customs and culture. Svenja told me a ‘bring-a-plate’ episode, a well-known 

topos in the migration narratives of women migrating to Australian and New Zealand. 

Particularly ‘bring-a-plate’ has been identified as a gender-specific (although unintentionally 

initiated) rite de passage:940 

The Carrols […] said ‘Would you come over, we’re having a barbeque tonight and 

bring a plate.’ And we thought they hadn’t enough crockery because we didn’t 

have much. And my daughter was already five, four or five then and she said 

‘What are you going to take’ – ‘What ?’ – ‘Oh yeah, you must bring something!’ 

And we didn’t know that and lots of other people had the same thing happening. 

Because in Germany nobody would ask you to come over and bring a plate, would 

they!?!941 

Not only do these accounts tell us about gender-specific cultural learning but also about 

prevailing gender culture – being able to provide an admirable contribution was a marker of 

respectable womanhood.942  

As shown in this chapter, women could also mentor and teach other women. Karina Thom for 

example learned all her cooking techniques from an Austrian-born woman living in the north-

western coastal town.943 However, such relationships were not exclusive markers of contacts 

between migrant women but also connected migrants and non-migrants, emphasising that 

migration is a very complex phenomenon with wide-ranging effects and networks. Women’s 

associations were specific female-organised spaces and although they often operated in limited 

spheres they could develop some momentum and political power on a local level.944 Rosi 
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Stapenhorst might have led a very isolated live on the farm in Western Australia’s south but 

her contact with the local Country Women’s Association (CWA) established her reputation as 

an extraordinary craftswoman and got her into the National Knitting Championships.945 Nina 

Brecht re-entered the nursing profession again through her contacts at the ‘Ladies’ Room’, a 

local women’s social group that was able to pressure authorities to allow Nina a side-entrance 

into nursing.946  

This leads me to an evaluation of formal structures such as church groups and ethnic clubs in 

Western Australia. Contacts and engagement faded in and out because membership of these 

bodies was voluntary and neither churches nor clubs were static entities. Earlier I outlined the 

precautions that must be taken when investigating communal structures such as clubs and 

societies. Bearing those in mind I will now discuss the relation between women and church 

organisations. I argue that such contacts were shaped by gender culture but negotiated on an 

individual basis.  

The Church and Religious Organisations: A Connection With Many a 
Function 
Church affiliation and in some cases an active participation was of pivotal importance for 

many of the participants in my study. Brettell and Ralston underlined the importance of 

churches as gathering places for migrants and concluded that social networking and the role 

religious organisations have in identity formation are major features of engaging with the 

church.947 Gabaccia also showed that participation in charity and church organisations can be 

seen as a measure of social stratification among migrant women, and an indicator of class 

position.948 Most women participating in this study considered themselves working-class or 

from a working-class background and their life histories reflect this. Their personal affiliation 

with the church was weakest while they were in their ‘family-building’ stage of their lives and 

often handling family, household and income-producing work at the same time. However, 

participating women often engaged in charity work and hosted exchange students at a later 

stage in life once their own children had left home.949  
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In the context of this study the churches and affiliated religious organisations turned out to be 

a melting pot of a variety of relationships, not all of them unproblematic. Even though a direct 

frequent contact was not always established, contacts and ties for example to the St John’s 

Lutheran Church, the St. Raphaels-Verein or the Lutheran relief organisation remained 

important for migrants, were enduring and had a great influence on people’s understanding of 

themselves. These ties were the basis for a religious identity that proved to be important to 

defining the self, handling the new environment, socialising and establishing codes of moral 

conduct. 

A personal connection to the church started for some migrants even before migration, in the 

information centres. For those who had an interest a close contact to clergymen was possible 

from the point that one’s first ideas about migration emerged until the final destination was 

reached, and even beyond. Lutheran and Catholic clergymen were present in the migration 

camps in Germany, on the boats to the new destination, in migration camps in Australia, and, 

developing during the first decade of assisted migration, in the major eastern centres: Sydney, 

Melbourne, and Adelaide. The church was interested in building up structures where the 

migrants were always in contact with a church member.  

After a visit to the larger centres in Australia, Pater Friedrich Fröhling reported an assessment 

of the migrants’ situation back to Germany:  

The church is not only involved in religious issues of the immigrants but also the 

human, social and business issues. […] For the church the care for immigrants in 

their native language is of greatest importance.950  

Friedrich Fröhling located German-speaking Lutheran pastors in Sydney, Melbourne and 

Adelaide, two German-speaking Catholic priests for Sydney and surrounding areas and one 

each for Melbourne and Adelaide. Social activities such as picnics and dances were held, and 

even services aiming at elderly German migrants who had been nominated by their families 

were witnessed. Fröhlich observed that being a member of a congregation appeared helpful in 

overcoming difficulties in the settling process. In particular families seemed to be more often 
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affiliated with church groups, whereas young people were less often; therefore he assumed 

that they were prone to succumb to seductions of all kinds.951 

In Western Australia fewer such services were available but most Lutheran participants had in 

one way or another been in contact with St John’s Lutheran Church. Nuptials, christenings and 

confirmations were held and the arrival of the many thousand European Lutheran migrants 

(from very different cultural and linguistic backgrounds) gave the hitherto small congregation 

a boost.952 This made for a very diverse ethnic makeup of the church and Manville found that 

the members never understood it as an ‘ethnic church’.953 Dieter Kählert recalls a very active 

social scene and participated as a young man in the table tennis group, and his mother was a 

regular visitor.954 His brother Willi met several girl-friends through the church group, 

‘although we are not very religious’.955 

Given the active role church charities and information centres had played in the early stages of 

the migration process and in their social lives it was not surprising that some of the migrants 

stayed in contact with the organisations or their case officers. They wrote letters once in 

Australia not only to express gratitude for any support they had received prior to migration but 

also to bring forth religious issues or grievances or to ask for material support.  

Julie Manville underlined that the relation between women and the church is very ambivalent, 

providing a source for identity formation and self-fulfilment while at the same time 

subordinating women.956 Church organisations are highly gendered organisations, in the 

institutional as much as in the realm of a particular congregation. Yuval-Davis deduced that in 

discourses on ethnicity women often come to be seen as bearing as much as reproducing 

‘ethnic collectivity’ and ‘culture’.957 Women understanding themselves as the bearer of 

religious and moral codes of conduct could draw power from this position but, as the 
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following case study demonstrates, in interactions with church officials the dominance of 

patriarchal structures became visible.958 

Women as Carriers of Faith and Morals: Active Agents or Transmitters? 

Irmgard R, living in a remote location in the vicinity of Kalgoorlie, wrote a letter to the St. 

Raphaels-Verein in November 1958 in which she described for example the local religious life 

and wrote about the preparations for the upcoming Christmas festivities:  

I would now like to write something personal. The beautiful Christmas 

celebrations are close; it is celebrated differently here, more like carnival. There is 

also going to be a ‘Christmas Tree-Party’ here in Broad Arrow at 23 December, 

everybody, adults and children, will participate and we women all have to help, 

there are only 8 families and a few single male workers in this place. I want to 

rehearse a small nativity play with all children, alas, I am not sure if it will work 

out, the people here [eight families and a few single male workers] are not 

accustomed to this. In the play I would like to emphasise a little bit the deeper 

meaning of the holy Christmas.959 

The writer stressed that this report was on a more personal note and her statement therefore 

underlined how important an appropriate celebration of Christmas was to her, culminating in 

instigating a particular form of mundane-religious practice: the performance of a nativity play. 

When introducing the play Irmgard R. engaged with the local customs and aimed at 

exchanging cultural practice with the other inhabitants, an initiative bordering on Yuval 

Davis’s ‘transversal politics’.960 

In another letter dating from April 1958 Irmgard R. expressed her gratitude over some 

Christian books delivered to her from the St. Raphaels-Verein through the Catholic priest from 

Kalgoorlie.961 She wrote further that once a month a Catholic priest picked them up at their 

place, took them to a church service nearby and brought them back afterwards. Irmgard R. 

worked on her relationship with the St. Raphaels-Verein and the global network assembled in 

the body of the Catholic Church. To perform her religion and what she believed to be her 

religious duty as a wife, mother and community member she repeatedly contacted the  St. 
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Raphaels-Verein and a local priest: she directly asked for religious reading material. This did 

not go down very well with one of the church authorities as a letter from a Catholic priest from 

South Australia showed. He complained about the family’s reluctance to take his advice not to 

take on a position in the bush, concentrating his criticism on the wife:  

Family R was still in Woodside: I visited them, beaming the woman told me: 

‘Tomorrow we are off to the bush! There we can save heaps of money.’ And now 

she writes such things. I carefully pointed out to her that it is not a good idea for a 

large family to go in the bush, that means being far a way from a centre, first of all 

because of the children, religious education, illness, etc. But she knew everything 

better. Mrs R has no reason to complain. […] She should complain about her 

stubbornness. […] Apart from this they receive so many Catholic books, 

catechisms as well, that the mother can raise the children in a Catholic way.962  

The responsibility for delivering a proper moral and religious education and support was 

located with the woman in the family. Irmgard R. truly identified with this but she did so on 

her own terms. Her behaviour was interpreted as unruly as she did not accept the priest’s 

advice solely based on his merits, but instead interpreted her role in the relationship with the 

priest and the  St. Raphaels-Verein as being much more active than the one the priest assigned 

to her.  

Church and Women’s Life Course 

The lack of availability to visit church services was not necessarily limited to the country but 

was often felt the hardest there. Nina Brecht lived in a country town and access to church 

services was therefore limited: ‘And I only went once a month. By the way we sometimes had 

only once a month or every six weeks church’.963 As I will outline in the following, even 

though no contact on a day-to-day basis was possible, Nina had an enduring relationship with 

religion during her life. Nina’s affiliation with the church is a good example of how 

engagement changed over time and was dictated by the life-course and a person’s social 

situation. As much as she enjoyed going to the services in her early days, she only went when 

time allowed for it:  

I always went to church when it was… [when] the church was here and I had time 

to fit it in. […] I mean I was confirmed in Germany and when I worked in 
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Germany I did not have time to go to church. […] There was no time – we worked 

Sundays as well.964  

Later on she told me that she did not attend church while she cared for her sick husband. 

Priority was given to other commitments such as her family and her work; this attitude 

resonated with Baldassar’s finding that ‘women’s ability to be involved in community 

organisations is very much determined by family commitments ‘.965 However, at the time of 

interview the family commitments had decreased (her husband passed away and the children 

were not living with her anymore) and she was active in the church again. 

Additionally, in Nina’s interview a connection between religious faith and ‘womanhood’ 

became apparent, as female members of her family attended church or facilitated children’s 

attendance:  

I like to go, my husband did not go, but he cared for the children or he came with 

me on Christmas, well we got married in St. John. […] She [Nina’s mother] could 

not come. She worked for us and sent us to church for confirmation classes.966  

Dieter Kählert’s mother and Svenja Luxenburg’s mother-in-law were both active churchgoers 

and supplied their families with contacts and information through these groups.967 In addition 

for many the church services or the congregation were places to find information on work 

opportunities or make a name as a ‘respectable’ person. It was through an interconnection of 

the Lutheran services and her knowledge of people at her workplace in the hospital that Nina 

got her first appointment as a home nurse.968 Nina knew the elderly lady who was suffering 

from cancer from the services, and when the old lady’s family inquired about a nurse the 

doctors recommended Nina and the two parties quickly came to an agreement.  

Edeltraud Kählert mentioned in an informal conversation that nearly everyone she knew 

around the first years of her life in Perth had been married at St John’s Lutheran Church in 

Aberdeen Street in Perth; her brother-in-law Willi added that the same was true for all the 
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christenings.969 And although it was not always possible to attend church services regularly, it 

was at least known that this was a church attended by Germans not at least because Pastor 

Graebner spoke German. 

Although Mark, Nina Brecht’s fiancée, was not attending church he had already been in 

contact with Pastor Graebner, prior to Nina’s arrival. 970 This contact was essential in order to 

arrange the marriage, which otherwise would have been rather difficult as there was no 

German-speaking Lutheran pastor permanently situated in Merredin. Pastor Graebner 

therefore served as a facilitator for unmarried Lutheran couples and arranged some of the 

paperwork: 

The Lutheran Church, Pastor Graebner was there at that stage and we went to his 

home and he straight away spoke German to me because he must have known, or 

maybe I looked like a German, I didn’t say much. And he gave us that we had 

special consent [to marry without having registered for marriage], so I arrived on 

the 9th April, May in Perth and on the 18th of May we got married.971  

Pastor Graebner also spread the word that there was a young, newlywed German girl in the 

country town: 

And he said tell them that there was a German girl, who just got married and they 

should go and through that they met me through church and we got sort of in 

contact and then we met then and always a nice cup of coffee together, you know, 

things like this.972  

For quite a few of the women in this study the social aspect of visiting church services was 

and often still is of immense relevance. For women such as Nina Brecht and Rosi Stapenhorst 

this led to the consequence that even today they visit church services of other religious 

denominations. For Nina these visits enrich her social life but this does not mean she is 

neglecting her own religious identity: 

We do not have a Lutheran church here, I visit St. John in Perth if I have the time 

and I am there and it fits. […] Here I visit the Anglican Church and […] I mean I 

like to go because I am part of the family, of the women, […] most of them are 

widows. […] You compile a sort of family, or friendship or belonging, well you 
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have to work on it. But I always say, yes I visit every service but I always say: I 

am Lutheran.973 

The shared spirituality provided the background to the connections of women in a similar 

stage in life.974 Nina acknowledged in the above statement also that relationships are not a 

given but have to be worked on. This also accounts for Rosi, who until she recently moved in 

with her daughter visited the Lutheran as well as the Catholic German church services 

regularly.975  

For Svenja however, a close connection on a social level to a specific church even led her to 

change her religious denomination. Her husband and mother-in-law were Russian Orthodox 

and many social contacts stemmed from this connection: ‘[W]e were very friendly with a lot 

of Russians – not straight away but later on. Because my mother-in-law used to go to church 

and when we had time we went as well to church.’976 Over time the Russian church became a 

main source for contacts; the mother-in-law instigated this building up of a relationship.  

On a last note, in the preceding I have concentrated on face-to-face contacts with people 

residing in Australia. However, nearly all participants exchanged letters with friends and 

relatives at home. Once the telephone was available and affordable it was easier to stay in 

contact and phone calls replaced letters.977 Nevertheless, I decided against a closer analysis of 

these contacts because only little about the exact nature of such ties was articulated in the 

interviews. What became apparent was that such contacts only in very few cases lasted 

throughout the decades. Face-to-face visits strengthened such longer-lasting contacts and for 

the 1960s I could locate actions that can be framed as ‘transnational’, connecting people in the 

land of origin and in the land of emigration through migration. St. Raphaels-Verein client 

Paula K. tried to organise spare parts for a German Horex motorcycle through her friend, 

Frieda K back in Germany.978 Interviewees Svenja Luxenburg and Marion Grindel had friends 

organising their German bank accounts, while Marion Grindel had a friend in Germany who 

brokered her a mortgage and managed the property in her absence.979 However, these 
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friendships had to be actively worked on and the responsibility lay with those who had left.980 

Margot Kählert mentioned to me: ‘Well, you have to see that you stay in contact.’981 

Conclusion 

In my observations it became clear that participating women developed ties to a range of 

different people, creating a net of very different contacts to serve particular needs depending 

on time, place and circumstances. Personal ties were often based on sharing similar 

experiences such as migration background and life phase. Bridging or even based on cultural 

differences, sharing the migration experience could connect migrants and non-migrants 

peopling a neighbourhood. Relationships were actively negotiated and developed over time. 

The glue of ethnicity could become weaker over the run of a life and social stratification rose 

in relevance as a common denominator.  

Ties that were needs-based often had relevance at a specific point in time, for example while 

children were small or in the process of language acquisition of the participant. The needs-

based ties were often brittle and could vanish when the need ceased to exist. By the same 

token, some relationships could only develop once other circumstances, often located in the 

realm of caring work, lost their immediacy; for example because the children moved out or the 

women retired. The development of ties was also not only closely connected to a 

spatiotemporal dimension but also heavily determined by a gender culture that saw ‘care’ at 

the heart of ‘womanhood’.  

The contexts of migration, life course and socialising offered particular areas in which women 

and men could bond. Such bonding activities were gender-specific and born from prevailing 

gender ideologies. Support as a main function was located in the realm of caring work and 

included for example childcare, communal cooking, hospitality and language learning. These, 

however, were also areas where women played out power differences: the knowledge-

monopoly of the established migrant vs. the inexperience of the new arrival; class differences 

expressed through selective dinner invitations; or pride about the ability to organise 

appropriate ‘babysitting’ through a carer. In this regard gender ideologies functioned as a 

measuring tool and shaped and structured contacts.  
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Women’s engagement in church organisations was situated at an interesting intersection of 

moral (male) authority (in the form of priests) and a designated female space of activity. 

Because the relation between women and the church was shaped by gender ideologies, conflict 

could arise when women proactively claimed authority from the powerful position of carer 

and nurturer. In conclusion, gendered forms of support were at the base of many friendships 

and contacts and were situated in the complex setting of migration, womanhood and ‘caring’. 

Women’s relations to each other outside the realm of the immediate family were influenced by 

and constructed before the backdrop of gender culture. 
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Conclusion 
This thesis set out to explore how gender as a social category impacted on the migration 

of German-born women arriving in Australia in the 1950s and 1960s. How did gender 

structure their migration and shape their experiences? 

In general, my findings underline that ‘gender’ as a social category was a powerful force 

in shaping people’s migration experiences, on both an institutional and an individual 

level. Gender-specific migration categories disguised inequalities and rendered them 

invisible. Defining migration categories created dependencies and led to a specific 

migration process. Thereby gender became an important – yet often hidden – selection 

criterion that enabled, shaped and/or limited migration opportunities.  

The repercussions of prevailing gender ideologies were twofold: Firstly, they impacted 

on migration regulations. Secondly, they were at the core of the gender culture of the 

sending as well as the receiving country. These repercussions provided the backdrop 

before which male and female migrants negotiated gender identities. The migration 

context provided a social bracket, as described by Richter, within which negotiations of 

gender identities and the formation of individual gender arrangements became 

possible.982 Nevertheless, gender culture still provided the framework to ‘assess’ 

identities and arrangements, and divergence harboured the potential for conflict. 

Providing a systematic gender analysis for this particular part of the post-WWII 

migration wave is a novel approach.983 Previous research on the group studied had 

unquestioningly reproduced gender ideologies hidden in those migration categories 

created in the wake of the Assisted Passage Scheme. By applying gender as a category of 

analysis I was able to overcome this obstacle and to deconstruct assumptions about 

migrants by working towards a more nuanced understanding of female migration. In my 

analysis I aimed for a more comprehensive examination of women’s life courses in the 

context of migration than has hitherto been applied in order to arrive at a more complete 

and rich understanding of female migration and the force of gender as a social category.  
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By synthesising 29 interviewees’ narratives and archival material from federal archives 

and charity organisations, I have shown how German-born women acted under the 

constraints of a social system that was organised at the intersection of gender, class and 

ethnicity. In pivotal moments, participants openly reflected on gendered norms or made 

comments that revealed subconscious engagement with such norms. Drawing on the 

methodological frameworks of Bönisch-Brednich, Gluck Berger and Patai et al., and 

Ryan, I was able to identify the permeating character as well as the conditional and fluid 

nature of gender norms in these instances.984 Pointing out tensions arising out of the 

discrepancies between norms of gender on the one hand and individual, situational 

gender identities on the other hand was crucial for my analysis. Choosing this approach I 

demonstrated how gender worked in the context of migration – how gender ideologies 

were produced, re-produced and contested at the intersection of the institutional and 

individual level.  

From a methodological viewpoint, my study provided an invaluable vantage point: an 

interview between two women who come from the same country but with a time 

difference of 50 years. Both women were subjected to very different socialisation 

processes and brought together a plethora of viewpoints and experiences. The strength of 

my research project is its approach of combining analyses of archival material and 

migration narratives in order to generate unique insights. Using this approach I traced the 

permeating character of gender ideologies in official wording and individual narratives. 

By analysing ruptures and contradictions in narratives and meta-statements I identified 

how individuals navigated their own experiences through the context of gender culture. 

As a result the flexibility of individually-negotiated gender identities and the infusing 

character of gender ideologies became visible.  

The last two decades have seen a strong focus on integrating gender into thoughts and 

research agendas regarding contemporary migration. It is my opinion that this perspective 

has often been neglected in research on historic migration. Because not enough attention 

is given to gender as a social category, studies have picked up an official rhetoric that 

works within a system based on separate male and female spheres. As a consequence 
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such works too easily reproduce gender stereotypes and gender ideologies, meaning the 

view of inequalities based on gender is obstructed. Following Leslie Page Moch I see a 

great need to identify subjects of historical studies as historical agents and not as two-

dimensional woodcut shapes.985 A systematic analysis of gender is a major step in this 

direction. 

My findings are in agreement with Risman’s observations that gender as a social category 

impacts on access to opportunities via regulations in the institutional domain, on 

interaction in the context of cultural, gendered expectations, and on the developments of 

individual gendered selves.986 In the group under study, gender was a partly hidden 

selection criterion and the idea of women being migrants in their own rights was 

neglected if not ignored; likewise, structural support was limited. Furthermore, 

experiences as workers, wives, mothers and daughters were interconnected and situated 

in the larger context of gender culture. All sections of this thesis have shown evidence 

that the participating women developed interpretations of their lives in relation to West 

German and Australian gender culture. This relation was highly individual and could be 

one of identification, rejection or adaptation. As a consequence, interviewees were placed 

in a complex net of regulations and cultural expectations, where they individually 

negotiated with, interpreted and adapted to such constraints. In Chilla Bulbeck’s words, 

they were ‘making their own history but not under circumstances of their own doing’.987  

In Chapter One of my thesis I identified gender as a structuring element in the migration 

agreement between West Germany and Australia. The creation of migration categories 

produced and reproduced gender ideologies, when for example limiting female migration 

to the categories of ‘domestics’ and ‘family members/dependents’ and male migration to 

the category of ‘labourer’ qua the formulation of the agreement. Migration categories 

were created in relation to the production process and migration officers evaluated the 

suitability of candidates on the grounds of their ability to become part of the organised 

workforce. This workforce was primarily described through male engagement with 

organised work, which was one reason why female migration was not necessarily 
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identified as a migration in its own right, let alone one that was eligible for institutional 

support. 

This constellation resulted in a highly gendered nature of advice and support, as I 

outlined in Chapter Two. State agencies and confessional migration information bodies 

had an information monopoly. Producing information material that specifically targeted 

women had two interdependent effects: it established migration as a ‘male’ phenomenon 

by default and consequently marked female migration as extraordinary. Information 

material, pastoral care and the evaluation of female migration wishes were guided by 

principles of prevailing gender ideologies and moral standards. Advising bodies had the 

power to enable or inhibit access to migration opportunities. In this realm women’s 

migration wishes were evaluated for their ‘appropriateness’. In such reasoning, migration 

was only appropriate if it could be justified as a means to achieve the ideals of a ‘female’ 

course of life.  

However, the situation in West Germany after WWII defied any standardised life course 

models and the migration policies put in place did not accommodate the plethora of 

women’s biographies. In Chapter Three I explored how migration offers for ‘single 

women’ targeted never-married young women and interpreted their migration in two 

ways: to enter a marriage straight away; or as a means of finding employment and then 

marriage. On paper this seemed like a logical procession of events because both 

governments worked using ideas about the female life course as culminating in marriage 

and motherhood, which was exclusive of working mothers. Social reality, as I 

subsequently discovered in my thesis, proved to be much less linear and tightly 

organised. Assumptions about women’s life course that were based on contemporary 

gender ideologies and formed the base of migration regulations resulted in high 

institutional barriers that only individual tenacity could overcome, as the discussed 

migration attempts of women heading households demonstrated. Furthermore, public 

images underlining the vulnerability of women travelling alone reflected gender 

stereotypes and further diminished female migration. Such public narratives neglected 

much of the agency women displayed when migrating and which became visible when I 

contrasted women’s accounts with public imagery.  

Eligibility for assisted migration depended on applicants’ potentials to enter the 

Australian labour market. In Chapter Four I revealed how the negotiations leading up to 

the agreement and beyond reproduced and made manifest an idealised image of the 
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nuclear family and a model of the life course of women, identifying paid work as a 

temporary event happening at a specific time in women’s life, generally before 

motherhood. In this model, the labour market was a ‘male’ space, identified by 

occupations primarily undertaken by men. In the beginning of the Assisted Passage 

Scheme and in the DP Scheme this had the consequence that migration options open to 

women via their skills were limited. If not migrating as a family member, women were 

stripped of their qualifications and had to migrate as ‘domestics’. ‘Domestic’ did not refer 

to a qualified occupation but was simply based on assumptions about abilities stemming 

from biological sex. Women utilised gender ideologies and used the category of 

‘domestic’ to immigrate to Australia if this was the only possible avenue for them. After 

a few years, however, the category of ‘skilled migrants’ included more sub-categories 

applicable to women. As a consequence, in the late 1950s and in early 1961 a 

considerable amount of skilled women emigrated from West Germany; this however 

went unnoticed. 

In this regard the specific nature of the migration context created an ambiguous situation 

that politicians found hard to address: how to accommodate working wives and working 

mothers. Prevailing gender culture preferred the stay-at-home mother and social 

legislation supported the nuclear family consisting of the ‘male-breadwinner – female 

homemaker’ and children. Migration officers in West Germany and Australia, however, 

recognised that to make economical progress, migrating families in general needed more 

than one income; as a consequence the workforce participation of women was a well-

known fact. Nevertheless official policies did not support this situation as it went contrary 

to contemporary gender ideologies. The work-biographies of interviewed women then 

showed that neither an imagined life course of women centring on marriage and 

motherhood nor the assumed low training status of women, as manifested in the official 

policies, mirrored reality. 

Framing migration through workforce participation had three consequences: Firstly, in 

the large post-WWII migration wave a significant number of qualified women entered 

Australia. Secondly, these women were, due to the economical situation of newly arrived 

migrants, extremely likely to work, married or not. Thirdly, it is valid to suggest that 

under the category of ‘domestic’, many women who migrated ‘used’ this highly gendered 

category to fulfil their migration wishes. The categories under which the women migrated 

did have little value when it came to the actual workforce participation of women after 

arrival.  
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Gender culture however was not only an impacting factor in policies and regulations but 

also shaped personal relationships. Chapter Five explored this impact in the context of 

‘family’. A strong ideological reasoning underpinned public narratives and policies in 

West Germany as well as in Australia. The impact took shape most prominently in the 

form of the nuclear family displaying a breadwinner – homemaker arrangement. When 

migration categories were created this ideology found its way into the migration scheme 

and it continued to shape the migration experience once emigrants entered the receiving 

country. The disparity between ideology and lived reality, however, had a huge potential 

for conflict: this became visible when participants expressed frustration about their own 

or their partner’s inability to live up to such idealised gendered identities. For some 

participants it was a solution to use the ‘social bracket’ that was created through 

migration in order to develop gender arrangements fitting their situation. Others had 

difficulties bridging the difference between individual experiences and norms of gender 

culture. When evaluating their own or others’ interpretations of such norms participants 

revealed to me the inherently powerful nature of the breadwinner – homemaker model. 

The fragile and temporary nature of gender arrangements further underlined the 

permeating character of gender culture. To avoid posing a threat to the gender order, a 

strategy of participants was interpreting their own arrangements in the realm of family in 

ways that made it possible to justify them in terms of the prevailing gender culture. 

The next part of my thesis, Chapter Six, extrapolated these findings to the relation to 

wider kin. The migration setting could lead to particularly challenging situations but also 

offered greater freedom. An evaluation of the interrelation of care, kin work and emotion 

work highlighted the complex interfamilial setting in which gender identities were 

formed. Depending on the relation to other members of kin the gendered expectations 

coming with women’s positions as wives, mothers and daughters could collide. Such 

relations were negotiated individually but inside a framework of gendered norms. In the 

interviews, women orientated their ‘performance’ of the different kin-related identities 

towards this framework and rated their performance accordingly, as success, sufficient or 

failure. As a consequence some women displayed unhappiness when their efforts to live 

up to such ideals were not reciprocated and not acknowledged by their kin. Aside from 

the characteristic that adhering to such ideals did not guarantee success, it also led to 

rather ambiguous positions of power: claiming authority through their positions as 

mothers, for example, empowered women. At the same time this power was limited and 
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placed the women inside gendered norms of behaviour where female identity was 

inextricably linked with notions of care.  

Because of the context of migration the way participants sustained kin ties was of great 

relevance. Arguably the nature and size of my sample can only give indications of 

gendered patterns of communication but the little evidence available pointed out the 

importance of the aforementioned linkage between female identity and care in sustaining 

kin ties. Nurturing and keeping such ties seemed to be a gendered task: In many cases 

women functioned as information hubs and communication threads were woven between 

mothers and daughters. Many of the interviewed women repeatedly visited their families 

in West and East Germany, sometimes for long stretches of time and almost always 

accompanied by children. When understanding care as a structuring element of 

biographies of women in Western societies this can be read as a pattern. The women in 

question structured their lives around caring activities, including visits where they 

showed that they cared. Such an understanding of the centrality of care radiates into other 

aspects of women’s lives, for example the engagement with the paid workforce – herein 

lies the gender dimension of such a pattern. 

In the final part of my thesis, Chapter Seven, I explored how women’s social contacts and 

supportive relationships were structured at the axis of gender, ethnicity and class. Again 

gender culture was the benchmark against which women evaluated contacts. Stages in the 

life course and personal needs orchestrated the occurrence and tenacity of contacts and 

women played out class differences in the context of socialising. 

Fundamental to my work is the understanding that gender is a social category equal to 

ethnicity and class and as such is one of the most powerful forces in the structuring of the 

institutional realm, of individual biographies and of interaction in and across societies. 

Therefore, the findings presented in this thesis enable a better understanding of gender as 

a social category and allow for greater visibility of the mechanisms of gender. By 

contrasting the images and categories created through the examined migration policies 

with the way the participating women and men interpreted their migration experience I 

have demonstrated how gendered identities are negotiated in a migration context. Such 

negotiations have a very individual character but they take place in a migration context 

defined by migration policies and gender culture in the sending and receiving countries. 

The results of negotiation processes vary greatly but this variety further underlines the 

notion that gender identities are subject to changes and amendments.  
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During the course of this research project certain areas of interest surfaced that were 

worthy of pursuit but, given the timeframe of a thesis, had to be left out. This thesis is 

therefore a starting point, offering several stepping-stones for future research. Future 

research might for example inquire how gender ideologies and gender culture 

transcended into the work of bodies such as the Society of the Girl-Friends of Young 

Girls who operated all over West Germany (such organisations for example set up homes 

for young single working women). In a similar way, much of the archived material of the 

St. Raphaels-Verein, consisting of case-files and reports written by clergy, awaits further 

exploration. Because these bodies were operating internationally an analysis of their work 

might enable discussion from the unique position of the historical and gender perspective 

of transnational migration. Similarly, the specific situation of the division of Germany 

into East and West and its effect on the relation between interviewees and ‘Heimat’ 

promises a rare insight into the formulation of German identities abroad. Similarly, an 

exploration of the dynamics between the female interviewer and the female interviewee 

before the backdrop of a German-German history promises relevant contributions to the 

area of feminist oral history by further enhancing our understanding of the interview 

process. 

The interviews with couples and my observations while situated in the learning 

environment of a university with a large turnover of international staff and their families, 

provided an additional impulse for future research: the emotional consequences of 

migration, particularly for couples in the context of the respective gender cultures at 

work. Although migrating women arguably had fewer opportunities and less support 

available, the migration categories explored in my thesis also heavily shaped men’s 

biographies and experiences.988 I also strongly believe a useful and necessary next step 

would be a more detailed exploration of masculinities in the changing context of 

migration. A start would be to continue with an analysis of how the couples participating 

in this thesis constructed and negotiated gendered identities in the interviews. In a 

contemporary context where labour markets for skilled workers are increasingly flexible, 

temporary and global, the emotional strain migration can put on migrating skilled couples 

is of growing relevance. Finding continuities and changes in a longitudinal perspective 

                                                        

 

988 ‘Without treating privileged men as objects of pity, we should recognize that hegemonic 
masculinity does not necessarily translate into a satisfying experience of life.' Connell and 
Messerschmidt, "Hegemonic Masculinity: Rethinking the Concept." 853. 
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would in its outcome allow for further insights into the interrelation between gender as a 

social category and migration policies.  

My thesis highlights the omnipresence and structural force of gender in all aspects of life. 

This research project then contributes to a better understanding of the gender dimension 

of the migration process. Defining aspects of migration policies, such as selection 

criteria, might seem neutral on the outside but when interpreted in the context of a 

particular gender culture, their gendered nature and the resulting impact on biographies 

become visible. My findings additionally emphasise that gender identities are contextual 

and flexible. This insight creates a platform for future research but also for future action. 

Thus, as a practical implication, the findings enable those involved in organised 

migration such as politicians and advisory bodies to create a more encompassing vision 

of the effects of migration policies.  
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Primary Sources 

Germany 

In case a record had page numbers these were given in the footnotes after the file number, 

for example the citation ‘B 85 12, p. 12’ indicates that the file B 85 12 had page numbers 

and that I refer to page number 12 in this document. 

Politisches Archiv des Auswärtigen Amtes, Berlin (AA) 

B 85:  Referat 505/V6, Sozialwesen, 1949-1973 

B 85 12  Auswanderung Australien, 1953, 412-08 

B 85 58  Deutscher Hilfsverein (u.a. Australien), 1950-1953, 420-03 

B 85 1117 Deutsch-australischer Hilfsverein Melbourne (Band 1972), 1954-1970, 

V6-84.04. 94.25, V6-84.04 93.00 

B 85 977 Sozialversicherungsrechtliche Beziehungen zwischen der BRD und 

Australien 1958-1972, V6-83.SVZ 93. 00/5, V6-83.SVZ 93. 00/1 

B 85 791 Verschiedene Themen, werden gesondert genannt, 1957-1970, V6-84.00 

& 05 & 03 

B 85 543 Einwanderungsstellen fremder Staaten, 1955-1962, V6-85.35 

B 85 538 Auswandererberatung & Auswandererfürsorge, 1960-1961, V6-85.35 

B 85 72  Fürsorgerecht u.a. Australien, 1950-1953, 554-04 

B 85 628 Fürsorgerecht u.a. Australien, 1966-1968 

B 85 121 Fürsorgerecht u.a. Australien, 1951-1953, 554-04 E 

B 85 214 Aus- & Einwanderung, 1953-1956, V6-85.01 & 03 & 04 & 05 

B 85 537 Auswandererberatung, 1955-1962, V6-85.03 

B 85 478 Deutsch-Australisches Wanderungsabkommen (1958-1960) & Lage der 

deutschen Auswanderer in Australien (1957-1960), V6-83.SVZ 93.00/5 

B 85 60 Darin: 3. Auswanderung – Australien, Chile, Irland, Italien, Kanada, 

Südafrikanischen Union, U.S.A; 1951-1953, 411-01; 412-00; 550-10; 

550-11 

B 85 61  Darin: Gesundheitswesen Australien 1951-1953, 470-00, 410-00 

B 85 157 Generalia „Australien“, 1953-1954, V6-82.SL 93.00 

B 85 158 Generalia „Australien“, 1955, V6-82.SL 93.00 

B 85 159 Generalia „Australien“, 1954-1956, V6-82.SL 93.00 

B 85 160 Generalia „Australien“, 1954-1956, V6-82.SL 93.00 

B 85 339 Sonderablage für Informations- & Vergleichsmaterial, 1956-1960, V6-

82.SL 93.00; 92.42; 92.43 

B 85 340 Sonderablage für Informations- und Vergleichsmaterial über das 

Sozialwesen in fremden Ländern 1) Australien 2) Neuseeland; 1957-

1960, V6-82 SL 93.00, V6-82 SL 93.05 
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B 85 479 Deutsch-australisches Wanderungsabkommen; hier: Lage der deutschen 

Auswanderer in Australien, 1958-1961, V6-83.SVZ 93.00/5 

B 85 425 ICEM Auswanderungstransporte; hier: Schiffunsglück Skaubryn u. 

anderes, 1958-1964, V6-83.49 

B 85 476 Deutsch-australisches Wanderungsabkommen, 1957-1958 (Band 771), 

V6 -83. SVZ 93.00/5 

B 85 974 Deutsch-australisches Wanderungsabkommen Bd. 1 + 2 (Band 1795) 

B 85 532  ICEM (Band 936), 1955-1962, V6 – 83.54 

B 85 480 Verschiedenes (Bei Abschrift näher verzeichnet), 1954-1963, V6 – 

83.SVZ 93.00/5 

B 85  477 u.a. 1) Deutsch-Australisches Wanderungsabkommen (1958) und 4) 

Lage der deutschen Auswanderer in Australien (1961-1962) ,1958-65, 

V6 – 83.SVZ 93.00/5 

B 85 1108 Deutsch-australischer Hilfsverein Melbourne (Band 1963), 1956-1967, 

V6-84.04. 94.12, V6-84.04 93.0 

 

Bundesarchiv Koblenz (BAK) 

B 106 Bundesministerium des Inneren 

B 106 2058 ‘Denkschrift des BMI über Auswanderungspolitik, 1955’ 

B 106 20608 Bd. IV-VI 

B 106 20610 Bd. VII-IX 

B 106 20611 Bd. I-III 

B 106 20612 Bd. I-IV 

B 106 8964 ‘Hilfswerk EKD Zuschüsse 1950-1954’ 

B 106 9162 ‘Finanzierung der Auswanderung – Auswanderung KFH Empfänger’ 

B 106 9172 

B 106 9157 

 

B 119 Bundesanstalt für Arbeit 

B 119 2098  ‘Bundespräsidialamt Amtszeit Heuss’ 

B 119 2990 

B 119 3315 

 

 

B 122 Bundespräsidialamt 

B 122 527 
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B 149 Bundesministerium für Arbeit und Sozialordnung 

B 149 5246 ‘Der Bundesminister für Arbeit: Sozialversicherungsrechtliche 

Beziehungen zwischen Deutschland und Australien’ 

 

B 150 Bundesministerium für Vertriebene, Flüchtlinge und Kriegsgeschädigte 

B 150 592 ‘Heft 1’ 

B 150 3670 ‘Familienzusammenführung heimatloser Ausländer und nichtdeutscher 

Flüchtlinge nach Australien und Canada’ 

 

B 189 Bundesministerium für Jugend, Familie, Frauen und Gesundheit und 

Funktionsnachfolger 

B 189 28660 ‘Politische Überprüfung von Auswanderungswilligen’ 

B 189 9332 Bd. I 

B 189 9377 ‘Auswanderungsziele Länder, in Australien, Abkommen’ 

 

Archiv des Diakonischen Werkes der EKD, Berlin (EKD) 

ADW Allgemeine Sammlung 1303 Auswanderung - Allgemeine Darstellungen, 

Probleme, 1946-1954, 1959 

ADW Allgemeine Sammlung 1305 Auswander - Beratungs- und Betreuungsstellen des 

Hilfswerks des Diakonischen Werkes, 1946-1948 

ADW Allgemeine Sammlung 1306 Auswander - Beratungs- und Betreuungsstellen des 

Hilfswerks des Diakonischen Werkes, 1955-59 

ADW Allgemeine Sammlung 1307 Auswander - Beratungs- und Betreuungsstellen des 

Hilfswerks des Diakonischen Werkes, 1960-1971, 76-77, 83-84 

ADW Allgemeine Sammlung 1317 Auswanderer und Einwanderer Organisationen im 

Ausland Australien, 1948-1956 

ADW PB 915 Ökumenische Abteilung: Referat Auswanderung, Bd. 1 1958-1960’ 

ADW CA/0 284 Auswanderung, Bd 1: 1946-49’ 

ADW CA/0 285 Auswanderung, Bd 2: 1947-51’ 

ADW CA/0 286 Auswanderung, Bd 3: 1950-51’ 

ADW CAW 680 Auswanderermission 1948-1957’ 

ADW CAW 999 Hilfswerk Zentralbüro 1954-57’ 

ADW CAW 1000 Hilfswerk Zentralbüro 1952-57’ 

ADW ZBB 2258  
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Archives of the Raphaels-Werk, Hamburg (ARW) 

At time of visit documents were filed but not numbered and held in boxes and folders in a 

steel cabinet, wherever possible I have given a closer description of the holding place, 

such as ‘Shelf 4’ to indicate that the document was at time of my visit stored on Shelf 4 

of the steel cabinet. 

 

Archiv des Erzbistums, Hamburg (RV) 

The materials at the archive of the Archdiocese are in the process of being registered. 

Files are kept in boxes covering geographical areas (Australia = ‘Aus’), case files are then 

stored in folders in alphabetical order. To ensure accessibility and anonymity at the same 

time I agreed with the archivist, Martin Colberg, to follow the subsequent referencing 

system for the files I used:  Raphh-Aus-[abbreviated name]-[year of processing OR 

details of departure].  

Raphh-Aus-Brigitte F.-1961, left for Melbourne with Flight MIKLM15/273 

Raphh-Aus-Charlotte G-30.6.1957, flying on MIMET 15/153 to Canberra. 

Raphh-Aus-Emma S.-1956, details of passage unknown. 

Raphh-Aus-Family G.-18.2.1956, travelling on the Skaubryn. 

Raphh-Aus-Family P.-28.11.1951, travelling on the Roma. 

Raphh-Aus-Familie R.-1957, details of passage unknown. 

Raphh-Aus-Franziska S.-7.5.1955, travelling on the Anna Salen. 

Raphh-Aus-Frieda G.-30.6.1957, travelling on the Aurelia. 

Raphh-Aus-Gisela S.-23. 5.1958, travelling on the Castle Felice. 

Raphh-Aus-Ingeborg E.-14.3.1958 departed on the Skaubryn. 

Raphh-Aus-Rosa S.-31.12.1951, departed from Genua (name of vessel unknown). 

Raphh-Aus-Ursula B.-1954, details of passage unknown. 

Raphh-Aus-Wolfgang L.-4.12.1953, travelling on the Fairsea to Fremantle. 

 

Deutsches Auswandererhaus, Bremerhaven, DA  

‘Rotwein Zeitung’, newsletter authored by passengers of the cabin C229, 
Skaubryn, March 1956, 06/S8/17. 
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Switzerland 

Gosteli-Stiftung (Archiv zur Geschichte der schweizerischen Frauenbewegung), 

Worblaufen (GF) 

Material on the ‘Verein der Freundinnen Junger Mädchen’ is archived in the registry of 

the Gosteli Stiftung under ‘128 VFJM’. Material is held in several numbered boxes and 

folders. I quoted them the following way:  GF 128 VFJM [Box-Nr.]/[Folder Nr].  

1 Historisches/Jubiläen 

6/1 Protokolle des NV, 1948 – 1950 

8/6 Korrespondenz 1947-1957, V-Z 

8/1 VFJM Präsidentinnenbriefe Irma de Chambrier, 1947-1955 

11/2 Jahresbericht der Union Suisse des VFJM: 1912, 1920, 1923, 1940-1958, 1950-

1970 

11/1 VFJM Jahresberichte der Féderation Internationale des VFJM, 1871-1884; 1927-

49; 1973/74 

17/6 Protokolle Delegiertenversammlung 1958-1961, Protokoll Versammlung 

24/5/1960 

17/4 VFJM Protokolle Delegiertenversammlungen 1955  

20/2 Protokolle/Akten der Arbeitstagungen, 1946-1958 

20/3 VFJM Protokolle/Akten der Arbeitstagungen, 1959-1978 

21/12 & 21/13 

23 Periodika/Mitteilungen 

27.3 Korrespondenz Irma de Chambier. Stellenvermittlung/Platzierungsbüro 

28/23 Mitteilungen 

35 & 36 Werbematerialien 

38/1 VFJM: Féderation Internationale Konferenzen, 1949-1960 

 
Australia 

National Archives of Australia (NAA), Perth Reading Room 

In preparation of my thesis I viewed incoming passenger files and nominal roles of 

arriving vessels. Wherever possible, I sought to verify participants’ information on date 

of arrival and circumstances of arrival through shipping records and case files archived at 

the NAA. For reasons of privacy of my interviewees I will not reveal the full names but 

the registration numbers and initials of first and family name under which the respective 

records can requested (if an individuals’ names is part of the file name the name, for 

example, ‘Svenja Luxenburg’ would be abbreviated as S L). The relevant information, 

however, is in my possession and can be disclosed upon request. 
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NAA K1331/2 1956/ J P 

NAA K1331/3 1957/ I T 

NAA K1331/4 1958/1959 L N 

NAA K1331/8 1958/1959 AL N 

NAA K1331/8 German/G & H H 

NAA K1331/8 German/M & L M  

NAA PP105/1 W1956/9953 I T 

NAA PP19/2   2001/00005126 380 & 380  

NAA PP381/1 W1964/8056 

NAA PP9/2/0  1952/62/3583 

NAA PP9/2/0  1952/63/13346 

 

The following incoming passenger lists were sighted: 

K 269 X3: Inward passenger manifests for ships and aircraft arriving at Fremantle, 

Perth Airport and Western Australian outports, chronological series: 

Rolls Nr 53, 113, 131, 133 

CRS B4397: Volumes of inward passenger lists - ships, chronological series 

Rolls Nr. 35  

 

To follow up case files from the Raphaels-Werk I additionally used the following 

records: 

NAA K1331/7 1964/1965/Franziska S. 

NAA K1331/8 German/Ian W W. 

NAA PP105/1  W 1956/9384 Francesca S. 

NAA PP168/1 W1957/11511 Jan. W. 

NAA PP239/1 W1960/11681 Christel D.  

NAA  P350/1  W1963/8683 Barbara P. 

NAA PP402/1/0 W1965/3352 Anna G. 

NAA PP9/1  1951/64/2992 Jonas A. P. 

 

Battye Library, Perth 

Diaries of Babette Augustin, Private Archives MN 1744 ACC 5258A/3 

Der Australische Spiegel. Nr. 1 (4.7.1952) – Nr. 24 (17.12.1952), F 079.941 AUS 
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Published and Unpublished Primary Sources 

Film Australia Movies 

This is the Life. 1947. Staney Hawes, 2004. 

The way we live. 1959. Frank Bagnall, 2004. 

 

Newspaper & Magazine Articles 

Berg, Hans. "50 000 Bräute dringend gesucht! Das Land, in dem jede Frau eine Königin 

ist." Neue Welt am Sonntag 4.11. 1961: 1. 

"Briefwechsel mit Australien gesucht." Der Weg ins Ausland II.6 (1952). 

"Catholic Bishops back immigration policy." The Canberra Times 31.8. 1957. 

"Der Mädchenhandel ist kein Märchen aus vergangenen Tagen, sondern furchtbare 

Wirklichkeit." Das Gelbe Heft 2.4. 1960. 

"Frauenleben Frauenschaffen: Jugend vieler Länder ". Der Bund 15.6. 1952. 

H.F - Korrespondent. "Verstärkte Werbung um deutsche Einwanderer." Neue Welt 17.4. 

1959. 

Ihle, Ruth. "Die Not der Einwanderer liegt ihr am Herzen." Neue Welt 29.5. 1962. 

"Interview with Migration Attachée Denis Winterbottom." NEWS 18.1. 1961. 

Karvelas, Patricia. "Mum forced to prove their $3000 worth." Report. The Australian 

1.7.2004. 

Maley, Barry, and Peter Saunders. "Motherhood as a meal ticket." commentary. The 

Australian 1.7.2004. 

Müller, Henrik. "Ihr fehlt uns." Manager Magazin 2006: 86-92. 

Schewe, Heinz. "10 Mädchen wagen den Sprung. Eine Untersuchung über die 

Auswanderung." Welt am Sonntag 8.7. 1958. 

Suhr, Susanne. “Frauenexport”. Der Auswanderer – Die Brücke nach Übersee. 1948.  

"Von den Freundinnen junger Mädchen’." Schweizer Frauenblatt 4.9. 1958. 

 

Published Reports and Hansard 
Australia, Commonwealth of. Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates (Hansard). 

Canberra, 1945-75. 

Bundesamt für Auswanderung. "Merkblatt Nr. 12: Verzeichnis der Gemeinnützigen 

Auswanderer-Beratungsstellen." 1954. 
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Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics. Census of the Commonwealth of 

Australia 30th June 1954. Vol. V. Canberra: Commonwealth Bureau of Census 

and Statistics, 1955. 

---. Census of the Commonwealth of Australia 30 June, 1961. Vol. VIII, 1961. 

Department of Immigration. Australian Immigration Quarterly Statistical Bulletin. 

Canberra, 1959 onwards.  

Department of Immigration. Statistical Bulletin. Canberra, until 1959. 

Der Bundesminister des Auswärtigen. Bekanntmachung des Abkommens zwischen der 

Regierung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland und der Regierung des Australischen 

Bundes über die unterstützte Wanderung, vom 20. Juli 1965. Bundesgesetzblatt. 

Vol. II, 1965. 

Der Bundespräsident Theodor Heuss, der Bundeskanzler und Bundesminister des 

Auswärtigen Adenauer, and der Bundesminister des Innern Dr. Lahr. Gesetz über 

die Errichtung eines Bundesamtes für Auswanderung. Vom 8. Mai 1952. 

Bundesgesetzblatt, 1952. 

Ständiges Sekretariats für das Auswanderungswesen in den vereinigten 

Wirtschaftsgebieten. Tätigkeitsbericht des Ständigen Sekretariats für das 

Auswanderungswesen in den vereinigten Wirtschaftsgebieten. Bremen, 1946. 

EKD ADW C/O 285. 

Statistisches Bundesamt. Statistische Berichte 1956. Arb. Nr. 8 Bevölkerung und Kultur. 

Nr. 26 Die Aus- und Einwanderung. Wiesbaden: Statistisches Bundesamt, 1958. 

 

Published Pamphlets, Newsletters and Jubilee-Writings 
Australian Embassy, Immigration Office. Ihre Einladung… für ihre Zukunft! Australien 

bietet eine neues Leben. Cologne: ca. late 1950s/early 1960s. AA B 85 479 

Australian Embassy, Immigration Department. Wissenswertes über Arbeitsmöglichkeiten 

in Australien. Cologne: April 1957. AA B 478 

Australian Embassy, Immigration Department, Kennen Sie Australien? Cologne: ca. 

1960.  AA B 85 479 

Büchle, K. Aus Deutschland: Not und Erfüllung im Leben der verheirateten und 

unverheirateten Frau. Mitteilungsblatt der Freundinnen junger Mädchen. 2 (12), 

1949, 74-76. GF 128 VFJM 23.1949. 

Fröhling, Friedrich S.A.C. "Rat und Hilfe für Auswanderer: Ein neues Aufgabenfeld für 

Seelsorgehelferinnen?" Die Seelsorgehelferin 1 (1957). 
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Kurz, Andrée. "Besuch bei den deutschen Freundinnen." Mitteilungsblatt der 

Freundinnen Junger Mädchen 1.4 (1947). 

"Kurzberichte über die Arbeit der Landesverbände in Deutschland’." Mitteilungsblatt der 

Freundinnen junger Mädchen 2.3 (1952): 10-11. 

Reineck, Theodora. "Internationale Bekämpfung des Mädchenhandels." Mitteilungsblatt 

der Freundinnen junger Mädchen 7.9/10 (1954): 43-46. 

Rhein Donau Club Inc. "Milestones - A brief history of the Rhein Donau Club Inc. 1958-

2008." 50th Anniversary Commemorative Booklet. Ed. Wolfgang Leonhardt. 

Perth Rhein Donau Club Inc., 2008. 

Schweizerischer Verein der Freundinnen Junger Mädchen. 100 Jahre FJM - 

Jubiläumsbericht 1986. Schweizerischer Verein der Freundinnen Junger 

Mädchen, 1986. GF 128 VFJM 1/9. 

Zimmer, Norbert Dr. Der Welt-Brotkurs – Ein Wegweiser der Lebenshaltungskosten, 

Löhne, Preise und Mieten europäischer und überseeischer Länder. 

Auslandsdienst Niedersachsen und die Niedersächsische Auswanderer-

Beratungsstelle, Hanover, April 1950. BAK B 106 9157. 

 

Unpublished Pamphlets & Reports 

Brunhoff; Ehmke, Bernhard (Federal Ministry of Labour); Middelmann, Werner (Federal 
Department for Expellees, Refugees and War-Victims); Wolff, Franz (Federal 

Department of Emigration in the Federal Ministry of the Interior). ‘Bericht über 

die Reise der Studienkommission für Auswanderungsfragen nach Australien vom 

8. April bis 8. Juni 1952’, BAK B 106 20611 I, p. 60-79. 

‘Denkschrift des Bundesministerium des Inneren über die Auswanderungspolitik’, 1955. 

BAK B 106 20581. 

Früh, Kurt. ‘Eine Freundin in der grossen Welt - Akzeptiertes Drehbuch zu einem 

Dokumentarspielfilm." Zürich: Gloriafilm Zürich, 1958. GF 128 VFJM 21/1. 

Fröhling, Friedrich S.A.C. “Australien-Reisebericht Pater Friedrich Fröhling. Eine Reise 

durch die Hauptansiedlungsgebiete deutscher Einwanderer in Australien” St. 

Raphaels-Verein, Generalsekretariat. 1965, ARW Fach IV. 

Tillack, Karl. ‘Bericht über meine Reise nach Australien und meinen dortigen Aufenthalt 

Mai/Juli 1955’, BAK B 106 20608 V. 

Passengers of the Skaubryn, Cabin C229, Rotwein Zeitung, March 1956. Deutsches 
Auswandererhaus (German Emigration Centre), DA 06/S8.17. 
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Websites 

Antweiler, Werner Prof. "Pacific Exchange Rate Service: Foreign Currency Units per 1 

U.S. Dollar, 1948-2007".  2007.  University of British Columbia, Sauder School 

of Business. 13.4. 2010. http://fx.sauder.ubc.ca/etc/USDpages.pdf    

Buergelt, Petra T. "The Experiences of German Migrants to New Zealand and Australia 

throughout their Migration Process". 12.5.2010. http://giip.massey.ac.nz .  

Süddeutsche Zeitung. "Höchste Abwanderung seit 1954".  2006. sueddeutsche.de. 

24.10.2006 2006. 

http://www.sueddeutsche.de/deutschland/artikel/403/89314/article.html 
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Appendix 

Names of German Agencies and translations as used in this thesis 

 

Federal Archives Koblenz Bundesarchiv Koblenz 

Federal Department of Emigration Bundesamt für Auswanderung 

Federal Department for Expellees, 
Refugees and War-Victims 

Bundesministerium für Vertriebene, 
Flüchtlinge und Kriegsgeschädigte 

Federal Foreign Office Auswärtiges Amt 

Federal Institute for Employment Services 
and Unemployment Insurance  

Bundesanstalt für Arbeitsvermittlung und 
Arbeitslosenversicherung (founded 
10.3.1952 in Nuremberg, renamed in 1969 
‘Bundesanstalt für Arbeit’) 

Federal Ministry of Economics Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft 

Federal Ministry of Labour Bundesministerium für Arbeit 

Federal Ministry of the Interior Bundesministerium des Inneren 

Federal Republic of Germany Bundesrepublik Deutschland 

German Democratic Republic Deutsche Demokratische Republik 

Inner Mission and Relief Organisation of 
the German Lutheran Church 

Innere Mission und Hilfswerk der 
Evangelischen Kirche in Deutschland 

Intergovernmental Committee for European 
Migration (ICEM) 

Zwischenstaatliches Kommitee für 
Auswanderung 

Job Centre Arbeitsamt 

Political Archive of the Federal Foreign 
Office 

Politisches Archiv des Auswärtigen Amtes 

State Job Centre Landesarbeitsamt 
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Abbreviations 

 

AA Political Archive of the Federal Foreign 
Office 

APS Assisted Passage Scheme 

AP Assisted Passage 

BAK Federal Archives Koblenz 

BMdI Federal Ministry of the Interior 

BRD Federal Republic of Germany 

CWA Country Women’s Association 

DDR German Democratic Republic 

DP Displaced Person 

FRG Federal Republic of Germany 

GDR German Democratic Republic 

ICEM Intergovernmental Committee for 
European Migration 

IRO International Refugee Organization 

NAA National Archives of Australia 

PICCME Provisional Intergovernmental Committee 
for the Movements of Migrants from 
Europe 

RDC Rhein Donau Club 

UNRRA United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation  
Administration 

WA Western Australia 

WWII World War II 
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List of Government Employees and other Officials Involved in Emigration from 

West Germany to Australia 

The names are listed alphabetically and do not indicate hierarchies. Instead, wherever 

possible I have listed the full name and correct details of a person’s position (or adequate 

descriptions thereof).  

Australian Officials 

Name Position  

Driver, Arthur 
Robert  

Head of the Migration Office (Chief Migration Officer) 
of the Australian Embassy in Bonn, since 1954  

Greenhalgh, 
George Vincent  

Head of the Migration Office (Chief Migration Officer) 
of the Australian Embassy in Bonn, until 1954 

Heyes, Sir Tasman 
Hudson Eastwood  

Secretary of State, the Department of Immigration of 
the Commonwealth of Australia, 1946-1961 

Winterbottom, 
Denis Harold  

Head of the Migration Office (Chief Migration Officer) 
of the Australian Embassy in Bonn, ~since 1957 

 

West German Officials    

Name Position 

Aaroe, B. Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration, 
Chief of Communication 

Aschner, Dr Consulate of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
Melbourne 

Besserer, Mr. von   Head of Migration Information Centre Munich 

Burian, Dr. Oberregierungsrat, (Senior Government employee), 
Federal Ministry of the Interior 

Ehmke, Dr. 
Bernhard 

Ministerialrat (Senior Government employee), Federal 
Ministry of Labour 

Fröhling, Pater 
Friedrich  

General Secretary of the St. Raphaels-Verein 

Hamburger  Junior government employee, German Consulate of the 
FRG, Melbourne 

Hensel Junior government employee, Consulate of the Federal 
Republic of Germany, Melbourne 
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Henschel, Dr Senior Government Employee, Federal Institute for 
Employment Services and Unemployment Insurance 

Heinemann, Dr. Dr. 
Gustav 

Federal Minister of the Interior, 20.09.1949 - 
11.10.1950 

Hess, Dr. Walther First Ambassador of the Federal Republic of Germany 
to Australia, Sydney (1952-1955, in 1955 the Embassy 
moved to Canberra) 

Jovy, Dr Vice-Consul, German Consulate, Melbourne 

Klaiber, Manfred Head of the Office of the Federal President, 1949-1957 

Kleberg, Dr. E.A. Ministerialrat (Senior Government employee), Federal 
Department of Emigration in the Federal Ministry of 
the Interior  

Krause, Dr. Oberregierungsrat (Senior Government employee), and  
ICEM Officer in Genf 

Lippe, Dr. Legationsrat, (Senior Government employee), Federal 
Foreign Office 

Maurer, Dr. H. Head of the Department of Emigration, Inner Mission 
and Relief Organisation of the German Lutheran 
Church 

Middelmann, 
Werner 

Ministerialdirigent, (Senior Government employee), 
Federal Department for Expellees, Refugees and War-
Victims 

Moysich, Dr. Federal Department of Expellees, Refugees and War-
Victims 

Nonnenkamp Mr. Head of Migration Information Centre Hanover 

Sicha, Dr. Kurt Oberregierungsrat (Senior Government employee), 
Federal Ministry of Labour 

Schmoller, Dr. 
Gustav von  

Vortragender Legationsrat (Federal Foreign Office), 
Head of Referat 205 Expellees, Refugees and homeless 
Foreigners, Emigration  (situated in Section 2.20 
Political Section – General Foreign Politics, 1954) 

Schröder, Dr.  Oberkirchenrat (Senior Church Official) Department of 
Emigration, Inner Mission and Relief Organisation of 
the German Lutheran Church 

Stuckenberg, Mr.  Head of Migration Information Centre Kiel 

Tillack, Karl Head of Migration Information Centre Bremen 

Trützschler von Vortragender Legationsrat (Senior Government 
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Falkenstein, Dr. 
Heinz 

employee), Federal Foreign Office, Head of Section 
2.20 Political Section – General Foreign Politics, 1954; 
Ministerialdirigent (Senior Government employee), 
Federal Foreign Office 1958: Head of Section 6: 
Culture 

Volmer Dr. Ministerialrat, (Senior Government employee), Federal 
Institute for Employment Services and Unemployment 
Insurance 

Von Pochhammer Diplomatic staff, Department of Emigration 

Wolf, Dr. Joachim Ministerialrat (Senior Government employee), Federal 
Ministry of Economics 

Wolff, Dr. Franz Ministerialrat (Senior Government employee), head of 
the Federal Department of Emigration in the Federal 
Ministry of the Interior,  

Zöllner, Dr. Regierungsrat (Senior Government employee), Federal 
Institute for Employment Services and Unemployment 
Insurance 

Dr.   Doctor  Mr. Mist 
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Biographies 

In the following the interview partners who have been referred to frequently are 

introduced with short biographies.  

Nina Brecht  

Nina, *16. 9. 1933, in Bremen (West Germany): Before Nina qualified as a theatre nurse 

in the FRG she had to go through a home economics school to make up for her missing 

school education. She arrived in Australia in 1957 and was sponsored by her penfriend, 

Mark. Before the couple made the decision to marry, Nina visited Mark’s mother in 

Germany. In Australia Nina’s degree was not accepted. After 14 years of doing home 

nursing, cleaning and ward work Nina entered a re-qualification scheme and worked in 

the small country town’s hospital until retirement. Mark and Nina adopted two children 

who were partly indigenous. The family remained in the small country town. She visited 

Germany for the first time in 1974, after that followed another five visits. Nina plans 

another, last visit for 2010. 

Gudrun Daniels  

Gudrun, *1937 Stettin (today Poland): Her father died in 1948 and left his wife with three 

daughters. The family were refugees and Gudrun’s mother moved the family across 

Germany to Bavaria where she started a job as a typist. The girls were sent to a boarding 

school, Gudrun was 10 at that time. The mother enabled the adolescent girls to get some 

training in accounting. After finishing her course Gudrun became a translator and 

secretary in a publishing company. She saved some money and moved to London to study 

photography at a technical college. This is when she met her husband an Australian from 

Perth who was studying in the UK. The couple moved back to Perth in 1960 and settled a 

then middle-class coastal suburb. Gudrun had three sons. She undertook a degree in 

music at the university and spent many years editing and retyping her husband’s 

manuscripts, later on she started a career as piano-teacher and translator. She visits 

Germany regularly (annually to bi-annually). 

Tanja Froboese  

Tanja, *1924 Heeren-Werwe, near Kamen, FRG: After the war, Tanja finished an 

apprenticeship as sales personnel and worked as a shop assistant. When she met her 

husband, a Hungarian DP, he was upfront about his migration plans. The couple married 

in 1948 and migrated to Australia in 1950. At the time of migration the couple already 

had a daughter, in the years to come Tanja gave birth to one more daughter and three 

sons. The couple started life in a south-western timber town and moved to Perth after 10 
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years. Once back in Perth Tanja entered the paid workforce, first worked as a factory 

hand, then as a cook and cake maker. Her life was marked by tragic events such as the 

suicide of children and the loss of other close relatives before time. She visited Germany 

in 1965, 1972 and 1981. 

Margot and Willi Kählert  

Willi, *25.5.1935 Berlin: Because of the war Willi had only three years of formal 

schooling, once in Australia he became a butcher. In the decades to follow he worked as 

butcher, had temporarily his own business and also set up grocery stores for a company. 

In 1958 he placed an add for a female penfriend in a German women’s magazine. This 

way he met Margot whose migration he sponsored. Willi started to learn English in the 

military camp where his brother and farther worked in Germany. Willi has never been 

back to Germany. 

Margot, *29.9.1937 Hamburg: Margot worked in an office of an import/export company 

for 5 years. A cousin of hers went to the US in 1957 and because she also wanted to leave 

Germany she answered requests for penfriends of men living in Canada, the US and then 

finally Australia. She came out in 1960 and Willi sponsored her migration. Margot did 

not speak English at time of arrival. The couple then lived with his parents, soon got 

married and had a son. A daughter followed two years later. Margot first worked as a 

waitress and later on re-entered the workforce in her profession and worked at the 

German consulate and a local TV station as a secretary. Margot’s mother came to live 

with them in 1969, she lived in WA for 16 years before she died. Margot went to visit 

Germany twice: to see her grandmother before her death and to see cousins in 1984.  

Edeltraud & Dieter Kählert  

Dieter, *1928 Berlin: Before the migration Dieter was doing jobs for the military 

government, among other things leading a party band. After arrival in Australia he 

started, together with his father, to work at the Chamberlain tractor factory. He then 

started to work at Selby’s, a company trading in precision instruments, where he could 

utilise his German language skills. Dieter met Edeltraud in Perth. They later on moved to 

New Zealand where Dieter worked for Lufthansa. 

Edeltraud, *1931, West Germany: Edeltraud’s family had been constantly moving 

between South-Africa and Germany. Her parents were divorced and once Edeltraud had 

finished an apprenticeship as sales personnel she moved back to Pretoria because of a job 

opportunity. There she also took English lessons. Another job offer brought her to 

Australia in 1958, where she worked in the South African consulate. She met Dieter 

through his mother who invited her over for tea after the English language classes. After 

their marriage she stopped working at the consulate and became a waitress at a restaurant. 
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The couple visited Germany several times and has also traveled Europe widely. 

Dieter and Willi are brothers. They arrived together with their parents (the mother was 

German, the father of Russian descent) New Years Eve 1950. The family had been living 

in Berlin and the two sons were sent to the countryside during the last years of the war. 

The family then lived in Rothenburg ob der Tauber before they applied for migration in 

1949. The Kählerts were founding members of the RDC. 

Svenja Luxenburg 

Svenja, *15.2.1924 Boitzenburg, GDR: Svenja made an apprenticeship as a clerk and 

worked first at an aeroplane factory and then in the office of the German Forces in 

Warnemünde. At the end of the war she fled to Hamburg where she started to work for 

the Control Commission Germany, then the UNRRA and the IRO as a secretary. Because 

this was an English-speaking work environment Svenja took private English lessons. 

Svenja met her husband, stateless and of Russian descent, at work where he was also an 

office worker. The couple had a daughter in 1948 while in Germany. They were living 

together with Svenja’s mother-in-law. In 1949 they decided to migrate. In Australia 

Svenja entered the workforce shortly after arrival and became the main breadwinner in 

the family. The family bought a block of land and built the house Svenja today still lives 

in. Svenja’s partner died in the early 1980s, the husband’s mother died in the early 1990s. 

Svenja visited Germany very often to meet up with her family (in East and West) and to 

work for a few months. She still visits Germany regularly. 

Susanne Müller  

Susanne Müller, *1926 Breslau, today Poland: Susanne got separated from her family on 

the flight because Susanne was hospitalised. She was the only one that made it in the last 

days of the war to West Germany, her mother, father and brother were stuck in East 

Germany. The sister made it to Nuremberg. Susanne lived for the next few years in 

Munich where she worked as a domestic. She met her husband there and in 1949 they got 

married. She only ever met her father again who visited her in Munich once before the 

migration, but she never saw her mother again. When she visited Germany in 1978 she 

met her brother and her sister. Susanne and her husband migrated in 1950. The couple 

settled in a newly developing northern suburb populated mainly by young families, quite 

some with the constellation of a German-born wife and a DP-husband. The couple built 

the house they still live in and had three children. The middle child suffered from brain 

damage because of complications during birth and needed lifelong care. Hence, Susanne 

never took on outwork. Instead she offered informal laundry services to the 

neighbourhood and took care of their veggie garden and raised poultry. Susanne did not 

speak English when she came to Australia. She went back to Germany for the first time in 
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1978 and since then visited regularly about every 4 years. 

Berta Smith  

Berta Smith, *1930 Plauen, GDR: Berta finished basic schooling and started an 

apprenticeship as a clerk. She left East Germany in 1948 and went to Wiesbaden where 

she had an aunt. Her aunt organised a job in the hotel where Berta then worked her way 

up, until after a while she did the books. She then applied for a visa to work in the UK but 

had to start (again) as a chambermaid. She met her husband, a Scot, while working in a 

hotel in London, he was in the Merchant Navy. They married and Berta then moved to 

Scotland to live with the husband’s family while her husband was at sea. The family 

migrated to Australia in 1961 with their two boys aged 5 and 2 by then. Berta spoke 

English the time of arrival. In the first years Berta was working at night as a waitress and 

her husband had a daytime office job. After a while the couple bought a block of land and 

built the house Berta still lives in today. Bertas’ family lived in East Germany and once 

she had been granted British citizenship (and later on the Australian) she was able to visit 

her family. 

Marlis and Wendelin Schneider  

Romy, *1926 Niebudzen, and Wendelin, *1927 in Neubraa, both now Poland: Romy was 

interned by the Soviet troops for three years. The couple met in a refugee camp in 

Lüneburg in West Germany. In West Germany, however, they felt like second-class 

citizens and hence decided to migrate. An application for Canada remained fruitless but 

in 1954 they were accepted by Australia. They reached Western Australia in early June 

1954 and did not speak English at time of arrival. Once in Perth they both started to work 

as factory hands and during the first 10 years they bought a house while also settling in 

jobs suiting them better. Romy started a cleaning business and Wendelin gradually 

opened up a garage in his backyard, specialising on VWs. They had two children, a son 

was born in 1962, a daughter in 1966. The Schneiders were founding members of the 

RDC. They visited Germany three times (1972, 1985, 1996) when their parents were still 

alive. At the time of the interview they lived in the second house they had bought 10 

years ago, Wendelin died in late 2008. 

Rosi Stapenhorst  

Rosi, *1930 Schönwald, today Czech Republic: Rosi’s parents were divorced while she 

was still in school. Her mother developed a serious medical condition and when Rosi 

entered her apprenticeship as a weaver she became the main carer and responsible for her 

mother and her younger brother. She left East Germany and moved with her brother to an 

uncle who lived in Augsburg. The mother followed and with her wage as a highly 

specialised weaver Rosi paid the fee of her mother’s stay at a care facility. Once her 
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mother died Rosi applied for an office job at the weaving company where she earned less 

but had better working conditions. She took English lessons before coming to Australia. 

Via an add in a newspaper she started to write to her husband-to-be, a widower with three 

sons managing a farm in a rural south-western part of Western Australia. Rosie arrived in 

September 1960 and married her penfriend on the farm soon after arrival. She gave birth 

to a daughter. The couple applied for their own land but had to rent the land out after 

some years because they never made profits with their farm. The couple’s relationship 

deteriorated rapidly. When in the early 1970s one of her stepson’s opened up a business 

in Perth and needed some help, Rosi left the farm with the intention never to return, she 

had taken her daughter with her. She stayed in Perth where she started a care live-in 

position and participated in a re-entering the workforce program in 

accounting/administration. She visited Germany occasionally, but not anymore.  

Eleanor Steinbeck 

Eleanor Steinbeck, *1921 Launewitz (near Jena), GDR: She and her husband, a 

Hungarian DP, arrived in Australia in November 1951. They landed in Melbourne and 

flew to Perth, where her husband’s brother already lived. The couple already had two 

children and Eleanor was pregnant with the third upon arrival. Eleanor never entered the 

paid workforce but the family bought a large property in a rural southern suburb of Perth 

where Eleanor raised poultry and had a veggie garden. The couple had four more children 

in Australia and the husband’s mother lived with them. Eleanor did not speak English 

when she arrived in Australia. She had been raised by her grandparents and had some 

cousins left in Germany. She did not like Australia but it is now her home. Eleanor visited 

Germany four times after migration. On one of her visits, in 1986, she re-visited her 

hometown in East Germany. 

Karina Thom  

Karina, * 1932 Schwäbisch-Gmünd, FRG: When she finished school Karina wanted to go 

to the UK like many of her friends did. Instead, urged by her mother Karina did an 

apprenticeship as a clerk but still wanted to leave Germany to learn English. She applied 

for migration to Australia in 1952 while still a minor. She arrived in 1953 in Melbourne 

and started as a nursing aid at a hospital in Cairns. Together with two girlfriends she left 

Cairns and they renovated and managed a small hotel in South Australia for a season 

before Karina and her best friend came to a northern coastal mining town in WA in 1954. 

Karina started again working as a nurse. When she married her husband they ran their 

own café. The couple had two children. For some years business was booming and at 

times the couple even had two businesses. However, live up north was rough and the 

couple’s relationship suffered from the conditions. When the town was expanded the 

couple’s business was destroyed due to land-right issues. Karina left in 1972, by then her 
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husband was drinking heavily. Once in Perth she started to work at a food hall. She 

married again and her new partner brought five children into the marriage. She visits 

Germany on the occasion of her home-town’s jubilee festivities, her brother still lives 

there.  

Other Interviewees  

In this section some basic information is provided for the other interview partners: Date 

and year of birth; time and means of arrival; and date of interview. For easier 

identification I have noted down if the place of birth was located in the West or in the 

East of Germany at time of migration of interviewee. 

Stefanie Albrecht 

Stefanie, *1945 Haßloch (Rhineland-Palatinate), FRG: She arrived with her mother and 

stepfather in Fremantle on the Fairsea, on 24.3.1954. Her stepfather was Gabi Glockner’s 

husband’s brother. They travelled on the APS. Interview held 27.3.2008 

Birgit Cobb  

Birgit, *1941 Hamburg, FRG: Birgit arrived with her mother, father and two younger 

siblings on the Skaubryn in August 1953. They travelled with the APS. Interview held 

30.4.2008. 

Gabi Glockner 

Gabi, *1932 Lachen (Bavaria), FRG: Gabi is Stefanie Albrecht’s aunt. She arrived with 

her husband and son 24.3.1953, on the Fairsea in Fremantle. Interview held 27.3.2008 

Marion Grindel  

Marion, * 1931 Weinstraße-Region (Rhineland-Palatinate), FRG: Marion arrived with her 

daughter and her husband in 1954 in Fremantle on the Fairsea. They travelled with the 

APS. Interview held 16.5.2007 

Matilda Jonas  

Matilda, *1943 Norderney, FRG: She arrived with her mother (who had divorced her 

father) in Fremantle on 25.12.1955, presumably as sponsored migrants with the APS on 

the Skaubryn. Interview held 3.3.2008 
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Jelena Tscharkov  

Jelena. *1929 Bayreuth, FRG : She arrived as the bride of a Latvian DP 19.8.1952 (who 

came to Australia in 1948) on the Surriento. Interview held 21.4.2008 

Annika Unselm 

Annika, * 1927 Merseburg, FRG: She arrived with her husband on the Castel Verde, 

7.7.1953, Interview held 3.3.2008. 

Ilse Wende  

Ilse, *1926 FRG: Ilse travelled to Australia as a sponsored bride of a Latvian DP and 

arrived on 8.1.1955. Interview held 18.2.1008. 

Nicole & Armin Ritter 

Nicole and Armin, *1931 Weinstraße (Rhineland-Palatinate) FRG: They arrived in 

Fremantle on the Fairsea 18.10.1953. Their daughter was four years at time of arrival.  

Interview held 21.2.2008. 

Jessica & Ron Mulier 

Jessica, *1934 and Ron, *1925, both Hungary: Jessica is a ‘Donauschwäbin, an ethnic 

German from Hungary. Jessica arrived with her family when she was 16 on the Anna 

Salen in 1950. Ron came out in 1949 on the Skaugum, he was 24 at time of arrival. 

Interview held 24.6.2006. 

Monika & Stefan Krause 

Monika, * 1937, Leipzig, GDR; Stefan, *1935 Hamburg, FRG: They arrived as a couple 

in May 1959 on the Castel Felice in Melbourne. They quickly moved to Western 

Australia. Interview held 6.7.2008. 

Milli & Robert Meyer  

Milli, *1937 Kuntschengut, now Poland; Robert, *1935 Rostock, GDR: The couple 

arrived 22.4.1959, on the Flaminia in Melbourne. They returned to Germany in the 1970s 

and have returned recently to Australia and settled in Perth where one of their son’s lives. 

Interview held 6.7.2008. 
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Map 1: Distribution of Migration Information Centres, West Germany 
1954  

 

Legend: 

Catholic Girls’ Protection Club  German Red Cross 

St. Raphaels-Verein   Workers’ Welfare Federal Association  

Migration Information Centres of the Lutheran relief organisation situated in the Inner 
Mission and Relief Organisation of the German Lutheran Church 

Society of the Girl-Friends of Young Girls 

 Public Migration Information Centres (Allgemeine Auswandererberatungsstellen)  

Mainz underlined city names indicate state capitals 

Additionally, the National Committee for the Prevention of White Slave Trade and the Methodist Auxiliary 
Society had an office in Frankfurt.  

Source: Bundesamt für Auswanderung. "Merkblatt Nr. 12: Verzeichnis der Gemeinnützigen Auswanderer-
Beratungsstellen." 1954. 
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Tables  

DP Arrivals to Australia 
Table 2: Male-Female Relation among the DP Arrivals to Australia (Percentage) 

Year of Arrival Male DPs % Female DPs % Total 
1947 86 14 840 
1948 72 28 9 953 
1949 58 42 75 486 
1950 57 43 70 212 
1951 57 43 11 708 

Source: Kunz, Displaced Persons. Calwell’s New Australians 46-47. 

 

 

Assisted and Unassisted Migration of Arrivals of German Nationals to 
Australia, 1952-1962 
Table 3: Number of Assisted and Unassisted German-born Arrivals to Australia 

Time period Assisted Unassisted Total 

1/47-12/55 30026 16095 46121 

    

Time period Assisted Unassisted Total 

9/1952 – 12/1952 1007 Not listed  

1/1953 – 12/1953 6576 Not listed  

7/1954 – 6/1955 12149 Not listed  

1/1955 – 9/1955 5498 Not listed  

7/1956 – 6/1957 4400 1481 5881 

7/1957 – 6/1958 4035 1237 5272 

7/1958 – 6/1959 6210 1090 7300 

7/1959 – 6/1960 8970 1120 10900 

7/1960 – 6/1961 9750 1121 10862 

7/1961 – 9/1961 641 293 934 

Source: Department of Immigration. "B2. - Arrivals under main assisted schemes."  Statistical Bulletin. 
Canberra, until 1959 (the information is given for each quarter of the year). Department of Immigration. 
"Table B4. - Nationality of assisted and unassisted long term and permanent arrivals."  Australian 
Immigration Quarterly Statistical Bulletin. Canberra, 1959 onwards (the information is given for the 
Australian financial year, running from  1st of July of one year to 30th of  June of the following year). 
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German-born Population in Western Australia 

Table 4: Number of German-born Women According to Period of Residence in Western 

Australia, 1954 

Period of 
Residency 

3 years 
and under 
4 

4 years and 
under 5 

5 years and 
under 6 

6 years 
and under 
7  

Total 

Number of 
German-born 
women  

 

564 

 

960 

 

274 

 

9 

 

2663 

Source: 26. Period of Residence in Australia of Women born outside Australia classified according to 
Birthplace, 1954. Census of the Commonwealth of Australia 30th June 1954 Vol. 5 – Western Australia. 
Canberra: Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, 1955, 46-47. 
 

Table 5: Intake of German-born Migrants in Western Australia, 1947-1961 

Born in Germany  Total born overseas   Grand total  

M F M F M F 

1947 426 230 53 534 37 911 258 076 244 
404 

1954 2 968 2 663 86 252 63 820 330 358 309 
413 

1961 2 715 2 868 90 672 73 775 375 452 361 
177 

Source: 15. Birthplace of the population: Western Australia, Censuses, 1947 to 1961. Census of the 
Commonwealth of Australia 30 June, 1961 Vol. 5 – Western Australia. Canberra: Commonwealth Bureau of 
Census and Statistics, 1961, 25-26. 
 

Table 6: Period of Residency in Western Australia in 1954 

Period of 
Residency 

3 years and 
under 4 

4 years and 
under 5 

5 years and 
under 6 

Total 

Males 342 710 206 1258 

Females 564 960 274 1798 

Source: 24./25. Period of Residence in Australia of Men born outside Australia classified according to 
Birthplace. Census of the Commonwealth of Australia 30th June 1954 Vol. 5 – Western Australia. Canberra: 
Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, 1955, 46-49. 
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Table 7: German Migrant Population According to Birthplace, Age and Sex in Western 

Australia, 1954 

1954 Age 

M % of German born 
men 

W % of German born women 

Under 10 1292 48 1084 41 

10-14 150 6 140 5 

15-19 57 2 58 2 

20-24 347 13 149 6 

25-29 268 10 422 16 

30-34 167 6 357 13 

35-39 83 3 137 5 

40-34 95 4 90 3 

45-49 85 3 53 <2 

50-54 48 <2 34 1 

55-59 36 1 30 1 

60-64 30 1 23 <1 

65-69 41 <2 18 <1 

70-74 44 <2 20 <1 

75-79 18 <1 22 <1 

80+ 38 1 26 <1 

Total 2698  2663  

Source: 16./17. Men/Women according to Birthplace with Age (5-year Groups). Census of the Commonwealth of Australia 
30th June 1954 Vol. 5 – Western Australia. Canberra: Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, 1955, 22-29.  
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Table 8: German-born Migrant Population According to Age and Sex in Western 
Australia, 1961 

1961 Age 

M % of German-born 
Men 

F % of German-born 
Women 

Under 10 127 5 112 4 

10-14 863 32 764 27 

15-19 417 15 386 13 

20-24 206 8 121 4 

25-29 183 7 157 5 

30-34 253 9 339 12 

35-39 172 6 430 15 

40-34 117 4 217 8 

45-49 87 3 103 4 

50-54 81 <3 67 2 

55-59 54 <2 50 <2 

60-64 40 1 43 1 

65-69 26 <1 27 <1 

70-74 32 1 18 <1 

75-79 27 <1 13 <1 

80+ 30 1 21 <1 

Total 2715  2868  

Source: 17./18. Men/Women according to Birthplace and Age (Five-Year Groups). Census of the 
Commonwealth of Australia 30 June, 1961 Vol. 5 – Western Australia. Canberra: Commonwealth Bureau of 
Census and Statistics, 1961, 25-26. Emigration from West Germany According to Sex and Marital Status  
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Table 9: Emigration from West Germany According to Sex and Age, Never Married 

 1954 1956 1957 1958 

 M F M F M F M F 

16-18 544 561 208 200 

18-
20/21 

2428 2055 2299 2099 

1340 956 395 472 

20/21-
25 

4861 2444 6177 3175 5862 2748 193
2 

1396 

25-30 2231 1505 2534 1435 1911 993 917 630 

30-35 630 653 914 832 644 508 

35-40 196 200 321 328 247 255 

296 449 

40-45 138 139 164 153 103 96 

45-50 70 93 130 128 79 63 

28 79 

50-55 25 55 52 81 37 58 

55-60 11 41 31 64 27 32 

60-65 2 13 16 26 8 4 

9 61 

 
Source: Statistisches Bundesamt, Nr. 8 Bevölkerung Und Kultur. Nr. 26 Die Aus- Und Einwanderung 
(Wiesbaden: Statistisches Bundesamt) Several Volumes held at the archive of the St. Raphaels Werk:  
1954: 16.  Die über See- und Flughäfen Ausgewanderten nach Altersgruppen, Geschlecht, 
Staatsangehörigkeit und Familienstand, p. 27, 
1956: 9.  Die über See- und Flughäfen Ausgewanderten nach Altersgruppen, Geschlecht, Staatsangehörigkeit 
und Familienstand, p. 16, 
1957: 8.  Die über See- und Flughäfen Ausgewanderten nach Altersgruppen, Geschlecht, Staatsangehörigkeit 
und Familienstand, p. 17, 
1958: 8.  Die über See- und Flughäfen Ausgewanderten nach Altersgruppen, Geschlecht, Staatsangehörigkeit 
und Familienstand, p. 15.  
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Table 10: Emigration from West Germany According to Sex and Age, Widowed  

 1954 1956 1957 1958 

 M F M F M F M F 

16-18 - -   - - - - 

18-
20/21 

- -   - - - - 

20/21-
25 

4 6 - 2 1 1 - 1 

25-30 5 9 3 14 7 3 1 2 

30-35 12 81 5 46 4 21 

35-40 12 53 13 96 4 66 

2 34 

40-45 13 115 18 124 5 77 

45-50 17 128 15 175 14 113 

4 104 

50-55 18 157 24 234 11 159 

55-60 17 160 24 245 13 162 

60-65 7 153 24 226 19 161 

19 326 

 
Source: Statistisches Bundesamt, Nr. 8 Bevölkerung Und Kultur. Nr. 26 Die Aus- Und Einwanderung 
(Wiesbaden: Statistisches Bundesamt) Several Volumes held at the archive of the St. Raphaels Werk:  
1954: 16.  Die über See- und Flughäfen Ausgewanderten nach Altersgruppen, Geschlecht, 
Staatsangehörigkeit und Familienstand, p. 27, 
1956: 9.  Die über See- und Flughäfen Ausgewanderten nach Altersgruppen, Geschlecht, Staatsangehörigkeit 
und Familienstand, p. 16, 
1957: 8.  Die über See- und Flughäfen Ausgewanderten nach Altersgruppen, Geschlecht, Staatsangehörigkeit 
und Familienstand, p. 17, 
1958: 8.  Die über See- und Flughäfen Ausgewanderten nach Altersgruppen, Geschlecht, Staatsangehörigkeit 
und Familienstand, p. 15. 
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Table 11: Emigration from West Germany According to Sex and Age, Divorced 

 1954 1956 1957 1958 

 M F M F M F M F 

16-18 - - - - - - - - 

18-20/21 - - - - - - - 3 

20/21-25 11 45 6 22 - 7 3 16 

25-30 72 153 45 102 35 67 22 59 

30-35 87 208 85 210 69 103 

35-40 76 136 64 185 48 134 

29 156 

40-45 67 123 59 162 34 90 

45-50 37 113 71 169 46 111 

22 116 

50-55 19 100 31 133 31 111 

55-60 6 64 22 108 12 69 

60-65 3 33 12 57 7 40 

15 123 

 
Source: Statistisches Bundesamt, Nr. 8 Bevölkerung Und Kultur. Nr. 26 Die Aus- Und Einwanderung 
(Wiesbaden: Statistisches Bundesamt) Several Volumes held at the archive of the St. Raphaels Werk:  
1954: 16.  Die über See- und Flughäfen Ausgewanderten nach Altersgruppen, Geschlecht, 
Staatsangehörigkeit und Familienstand, p. 27, 
1956: 9.  Die über See- und Flughäfen Ausgewanderten nach Altersgruppen, Geschlecht, Staatsangehörigkeit 
und Familienstand, p. 16, 
1957: 8.  Die über See- und Flughäfen Ausgewanderten nach Altersgruppen, Geschlecht, Staatsangehörigkeit 
und Familienstand, p. 17, 
1958: 8.  Die über See- und Flughäfen Ausgewanderten nach Altersgruppen, Geschlecht, Staatsangehörigkeit 
und Familienstand, p. 15. 
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Workforce Participation German-born Men and Women in Western 
Australia 
Table 12: Workforce Participation According to Birthplace in Conjunction with Sex and 

Occupational Status for Western Australia, Census 1954 & 1961 

Men Women Occupational Status 

1954 1961 1954 1961 

Employer 44 65 11 23 

 

Self-Employed 

72 86 26 38 

Employee (on wage or salary) 1089 1152 409 603 

Helper (not on wage or salary) 4 5 6 3 

Total 1209 1308 452 667 

Not at Work 19 84 10 32 

Not stated 2 - - - 

Total in Workforce 1230 1392 462 699 

Not in Workforce 1468 1323 2201 2169 

Grand Total 

Thereof over 14 years of age and under 
70 years of age* 

2698 

1256 

2715 

1636 

2663 

1371 

2868 

1940 

 

Source: 18/19 Men/Women Classified According to Birthplace in Conjunction with Occupational Status 
Census of the Commonwealth of Australia 30th June 1954 Vol. 5 – Western Australia. Canberra: 
Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, 1955, 30-33; 19 Men Classified According to Birthplace in 
Conjunction with Occupational Status; and 20 Women Classified According to Birthplace in Conjunction 
with Occupational Status (Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics Census of the Commonwealth of 
Australia 30 June, 1961 Vol. 5 – Western Australia), 36-39. 

 

*The numbers for the age classification were taken from: 16./17. Men/Women according to Birthplace with 
Age (5-year Groups). Census of the Commonwealth of Australia 30th June 1954 Vol. 5 – Western Australia. 
Canberra: Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, 1955, 22-29.; and 17./18. Men/Women according 
to Birthplace and Age (Five-Year Groups). Census of the Commonwealth of Australia 30 June, 1961 Vol. 5 – 
Western Australia. Canberra: Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, 1961, 25-26.
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Workforce Participation of Australian-, German- and Italian-born Women in Western Australia 
Table 13: Occupational Profile of Australian-born, German-born and Italian-born Women, 1954   

Occupation Australian-born women, in % German-born women, in % Italian-born women, in % 
Fishing, Hunting <1 0 0 
Agriculture, Grazing and Dairying 5 2 6 
Forestry <1 0 0 
Mining and Quarrying <1 0 <1 
Founding & Engineering (manufacturing) 1 3 2 
Ships, vehicles (manufacturing) <1 0 0 
Textile (manufacturing – not dress) <1 1 1 
Clothing & boots (manufacturing) 5 7 18 
Food, drink tobacco (manufacturing) 2 5 13 
Paper, Printing etc (manufacturing) 2 2 <1 
Electricity, Gas, Water 4 0 0 
Building and construction <1 2 <1 
Transport and Storage 2 <1 0 
Communication <1 0 <1 
Finance & Property 4 2 <1 
Commerce 30 11 12 
Public Authority & Professional 25 23 9 
Amusement & Hotels 16 36 32 

 
Total in Workforce 41443 463 802 
Not in Workforce 204150 2200 4758 
Grand Total 245593 2663 5560 

Source: 40. Women Classified According to Industry. Census of the Commonwealth of Australia 30th June 1954 Vol. 5 – Western Australia. Canberra: Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, 1955, 126-129. 
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Table 14: Occupational Profile of Australian-born, German-born and Italian-born Women, 1961  

Occupation Australian-born women, in % German-born women, in % Italian-born women, in % 
Professional, Technical and Related 
Workers 

~16 ~11 2 

Administrative Executive and Managerial 
Workers 

~4 ~4 ~3 

Clerical Workers ~32 ~15 ~6 
Sales Workers ~16 ~11 ~13 
Farmers, Fishermen, Hunters, Timber 
Getters and Related Workers  

~5 ~2 ~8 

Miners, Quarrymen and Related Workers <1 0 0 
Workers in Transport and Communication 
Occupations 

~2 ~2 <1 

Craftsmen, Production-Process Workers 
and Labourers 

~6 ~14 36 

Service, Sport and Recreation Workers ~17 ~38 27 
Members of Armed Services, Enlisted 
Personnel 

<1 <1 0 

Not stated/ ‘Inadequately Described’  1,5 2 3 

  
Total in Workforce 47987 699 2169 
Not in Workforce 239415 2169 8776 
Above the age of 14 178973 1992 8542 
Grand Total 287402 2868 10315 
Source: 57. Women According to Occupation and Birthplace. Census of the Commonwealth of Australia 30 June, 1961 Vol. 5 – Western Australia. Canberra: Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, 1961, 202-203. 
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Table 15: Workforce Participation of Australian-, German- and Italian-born Women, 1954 

Ethnicity Total in 
workforce 

Not in 
workforce 

Total: above 
14 and under 
70 

% of women between 
14 and 70 years in 
workforce 

Australian 41443 204510 148812 28 

German 463 2200 1371 34 

Italian 802 4392 105688 18 

Source: 30. Women Classified According to Nationality in Conjunction with Age. Census of the 
Commonwealth of Australia 30th June 1954 Vol. 5 – Western Australia. Canberra: Commonwealth Bureau of 
Census and Statistics, 1955, 56-57. 

 

Table 16: Workforce Participation of Australian, German and Italian born Women, 1961 

Ethnicity Total in 
workforce 

Not in 
workforce 

Total above 14 
and under 70 

% of women between 
14 and 70 years in 
workforce 

Australian 47987 239415 167019 29 

German 699 2169 1940 36 

Italian 1539 8776 8321 18 

Source: 18 Women According to Birthplace and Age. Census of the Commonwealth of Australia 30 June, 
1961 Vol. 5 – Western Australia. Canberra: Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, 1961, 32-35. 
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Table 17: Australian Recruitment of Female Domestic Workers (Numbers) 

Time period UK NL FRG A I G Total 

1/1953-9/1953 - 10 226 - - - 236 
1/1954-9/1954 23 2 381 10 - - 416 
7/1954 – 6/1955 5 3 401 50 258 - 717 
7/1955 – 9/1956 - 85 320 132 311 32 880 
7/1956 – 6/1957 1 103 252 1133* 115 150 1754 
7/1957 – 6/1958 - 116 335 537* 186 113 1287 
7/1958 – 6/1959 21 124 243 123 28 224 763 
7/1959 – 6/1960 30 88 394 165 28 460 1165 
7/1960 – 6/1961 9 15 79 27 2 245 377 
Overall numbers  89 546 2631 2177 928 1224 7595 

UK United Kingdom,  NL The Netherlands  FRG West Germany  
A Austria   I Italy   G Greece 
* Austrian including Hungarian Refugees (a result of Hungarian uprising). 

Source: Department of Immigration. "D5. – Commonwealth Nominated Workers."  Statistical Bulletin. 
Canberra, until 1959 (the information is given for each quarter of the year). Department of Immigration. 
"Table B4. - Nationality of assisted and unassisted long term and permanent arrivals."  Australian 
Immigration Quarterly Statistical Bulletin. Canberra, 1959 onwards (the information is given for the 
Australian financial year, running from  1st of July of one year to 30th of  June of the following year). 

 

Table 18: Australian Recruitment of Female Domestic Workers (Percentage) 

Time period UK NL FRG A I G 
1/1953-9/1953 - 4 96 - - - 
1/1954-9/1954 5 <1 92 2 - - 
7/1954 – 6/1955 <1 <1 56 7 36 - 
7/1955 – 9/1956 - 10 36 15 35 4 
7/1956 – 6/1957 <1 6 14 64* 7 9 
7/1957 – 6/1958 - 9 26 42* 14 9 
7/1958 – 6/1959 3 16 32 16 4 29 
7/1959 – 6/1960 3 7 34 14 2 40 
7/1960 – 6/1961 2 4 21 7 <1 65 
Overall percentage 
for complete time 
period 

1 7 35 29 12 16 

UK United Kingdom,  NL The Netherlands  FRG West Germany  
A Austria   I Italy   G Greece 
* Austrian including Hungarian Refugees (a result of Hungarian uprising). 

Source: Department of Immigration. "D5. – Commonwealth Nominated Workers."  Statistical Bulletin. 
Canberra, until 1959 (the information is given for each quarter of the year). Department of Immigration. 
"Table B4. - Nationality of assisted and unassisted long term and permanent arrivals."  Australian 
Immigration Quarterly Statistical Bulletin. Canberra, 1959 onwards (the information is given for the 
Australian financial year, running from  1st of July of one year to 30th of  June of the following year). 
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Figures 

Figure 1: Profile of Requests Made to St. Raphaels-Verein, 1954-1961 

 

Source: Annual Reports of the St. Raphaels-Verein, archive of the Raphaels-Werk. 
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Figure 2: Workforce Participation Australian-, German- and Italian-born Women 1961 

 

Source: Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics. Census of the Commonwealth of Australia 30 June, 1961. 
Vol. VIII, 1961, 202-203. 
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